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HOW IT ALL BEGAN

It is "South Gate in ' 5Bl" — and you are there 1 (You must te there; the room is so 
jammed at this party.) In a corner, Elinor and I and Boyd Raeburn and Nick and Noreen 
Falasca are talking. We are all pleased with TAFFman Ron Bennet^ but as strong supporters 
of John Berry for TAFF we find it hard to take the ilea of waiting two or three more years 
for just the chance to campaign again for the Goon. Someone says "How about a Berry Fund 
for the Detention? There's no TAFF race going on then...."

Later, it turned out that each of us thought he had brought the idea up all by him
self; actually, each of us had -- several months previously. Great minds...

The Berry Fund Committee consisted of Nick and Noreen Falasca, Boyd Raeburn, Bob 
Favlat, Dick and Pat Ellington, F. M. and Elinor Busby, Steve and Virginia Schultheis, 
and Arthur Thomson. Practically all the campaigning was conducted in the fan press, and 
the goal proved sufficient. Somewhere around Uth-of-July 1959 the Fund went over the top, 
thanks to Burnett Toskey who saw what we'd missed (I'll let you guess it); Tosk’s faith 
was rewarded as the Fund continued to build after the buy-the-tickets deadline.

And now it’s "Detention in ’59’” John Berry, the Detention’s Fan Guest of Honor, is 
there with you -- speaking, visiting, or just listening -- the Fund has paid off as in
tended, for John and for all of us...

The weekend following t»e Detention: an idyllic period, this is... In our back yard 
late in the afternoon, John and I are discussing the schedule for CRY publication of "The 
Goon Goes West." He says these fateful words..."..with no page limits?" I am badly taken 
with a rare premonition. Anyone with an ounce of sense would say, "Well, within reason" 
or something of the sort. I_ say (and I quote) "OK."

And that is why this book has been so long delayed; we bit off more than we could 
possibly chew in any reasonable length of time. I mean, who would have dreamed that this 
superfan John Berry would apply the drive and genius to turn out something over 160 pages 
of textual report of his adventures?

It is PittCon, and you are there. You are asking "Where can I buy or order a copy 
of ..Goon..?" I am running and hiding my head, because I have no good answer for you. 
See above, below, and elsewhere....we return from PittCon with the 19th WorldCon hanging 
across our shoulders. Consider this a trophy or a burden, depending on the camera angle.

But now (you are here for a change) the job is done and it is time for the acknow
ledgments. Like, Elinor Busby typed every stencil, including retyping for torn stencils, 
new illos, or other items that did not easily convert from CRYstencils to book version. 
Jim Webbert ran the Gestetner with loving care and much skill (fighting the changes in 
our methods of stencil-cutting while the CRY version was running}. Wally Gonser, Steve 
Tolliver, Wally Weber and Doreen Webbert handled the sub-assembly sections in 36-page 
batches. Arthur Thomson did a tremendous job of illustrating the text, including replace
ments for the stencils that disintegrated from the CRY version and also a number of fine 
new drawings. Bert Benson produced the traditionally fine Pilgrim Press work on the photo
sheets. F. M. Busby stood around and screamed about deadlines from time to time on the 
CRY-version, and Jim Webbert succeeded to the job for this edition, thus fulfilling the 
duties of prophets in their own lands.

And uttermost thanks to John Berry, for being John Berry.

... F. M. Busby
19&L.
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One Sunday morning in September 1958, I had two visitors.
I was sitting in a chair, unshaven, unwashed, pensive, and when-the door was knocked, 

my young son .answered it. .... ••
A film star and a Big Business Tycoon walked in. • ,

T.What’s more, they had soft northern American accents.
I got to my feet, ran fingers through my hair, and tried to get the ends of my mous- 

tache .out -of my mouth. • (I get.some lovely plots, su my moustache.)
Somehow, the visitors loozed familiar. I tried to thin' what films I'd seen recently.
"Hello, John," said the young woman very sweetly.
"Hi, John," said the stout man.
I stud my chest out. I didn’t know who they were, but being sc well dressed and 

smart and actually knowing me did my prestige a power of good. I flung open the windows 
go that the neighbours would hear.

"I'm back," said the moi;.
"Very nice," I said. "You couldn't have come to a better place."
I sneaked e look at my wife. I raised my eyebrows in query. She did the same to me.
"You haven’t changed," said the film star. Her long slim fingers with red polished 

nails straightened her skirt. I looked at her face again. Where had I.........
"Nor have you," I suggested. I gave them both a strained smile.
"Could I have the latest RETRIBUTION?" asked the man.
I breathed a sigh. That explained it. / couple of American socialites were touring 

E’rope, and had called to sub to’my genzine.
"Oh well," I grinned. I rushed into the fron-’ room and sorted through my publications. 

Ah............. I gripped the RETRIBUTION and rushed bac
They were talking to my children. 1
"You’re a big girl, Kathleen," the film star said. "You were only two when I saw you 

last."
Daaohhhhh. Could it just be....COULD IT BB....I locked again, and it was.
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SUFFERING CATFISH.
"Bob and Sadie Shaw back from Canada," I screamed.
I rushed over and shook hands with them. Crikey. So that’s what wealth did to a 

couple of fans in just over two years. I flung the RETRIBUTION over my shoulder, and 
just looked at them, and pleaded with them to tell me about their experiences. They did 
so for seme time, and it was wonderful and entrancing:, as those of you who have met this 
talented couple will realise. Eventually, they told me about going by ‘bus from Canada 
to South Gate for the Convention there. I felt a pang of dismay as they told me about 
all the fans they’d met, because I had fondly nbped a few months previously that I would 
be there too. I’d been a TAFF nominee, and had failed by about 40 points. Ron Bennett 
won the ballot by getting a total of 280, and he’d gone to South Gate instead. I was 
philosophical about the whole thing (I'd always thought Bennett would win, and I'd told 
him so a long time before the result.was announced), and tried not to feel really unhappy 
about it. But I must confess that as Bob and Sadie unfolded their story, I really did 
feel that I'd never again get a chance to meet American fans, except for the odd ones who 
took their life in their hands and came to Belfast...as Steve Schulthies, Rory Faulkner, 
Larry Chaw and Boyd Raeburn had done, and as Robert Heinlein had almost done. I expressed 
these sentiments to Bob and Sadie.

Sadie looked reflective.
"I heard some fans talking when I was at South Gate," she said. "I don't want to 

build up any hopes, and perhaps I shouldn't really say anything, but I heard them dis
cussing the possibilities of getting you to the United States in 1959*”

My heart beat faster for a moment. Could there just be a chance........... ?
Bob looked at Sadie, then at me.
"John, I wouldn't think about it," he said softly. "You’ve just had a big disappoint

ment with TAFF.—and I wouldn't like to build up your hopes again. It was only just a 
general discussion....nothing more really than a kind thought. If I were you I wouldn't 
think about it."

I took his advice. I've thought about dozens of projects myself, and few of them 
ever really came to fruition, and even though it was a balm to know that fans in America 
would like to see me, I realised that such an undertaking would be so vast as to be 
almost impossible...........  ...........

Some weeks went by, and rumours began to circulate. I had a letter from Buz Busby 
in October outlining the possibilities, but on the 25th of October my wife telephoned 
through to my office to tell me of an amazing development. (My wife reads my mail, you 
see; we have a fine old democratic system...and I was always under the impression that 
I read hers. You'll read in Chapter Five that the system fell down somewhat.) She told 
me a letter had arrived from people called the Falascas asking could I come to America 
if the fund to get the fare succeeded.

Normally I stop in my office at lunch time to cut stencils for RETRIBUTION, but on 
this particular day I sneaked out early and raced home to see all the details.

Without printing the letter in full, I must give portions of it, so that you can 
share the thrill I had at this wonderful fannish project:-

Dear John,
It seems like it's about time you were told that there is a movement 

afoot to bring you over to the Detention next year. After all, it does con
cern you in some minor way. At the Solacon this year, Boyd Raeburn and Buz 
Busby suggested that, since time would probably hang heavy on our hands for the 
next year or so, we should do something useful. "Why not Bring Berry Across?" 
they shouted as one man. "Why not indeed?" we shouted back. And so a 
committee was formed.

Nov? before we go rushing off in three directions, we must know if 
such a movement is agreeable to you. If you could make it if enough money is 
raised.

Once we get an OK from you and/or your thoughts on the subject we
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can move ahead with this.
All publicity will stress that this is a movement meant to comple

ment TAFF, not compete with it.
Regards,
Hick and Noreen Falasca

Wasn’t this a wonderful letter? But there was ng even more bewildering abouL
it, frem my point of view, and that was that although of course I had heard much about 
the Falascas, and read about them in Con reports, etc., I had never actually had anv 
personal contact with them. No letters or fanzines had been passed to and fro. There
fore I was even more thrilled nbout the whole thing, because as well as the idea being 
something completely spontaneous, the actual organisers of the fund were persons who 
were strangers to me.

I replied immediately. Portions of my letter were printed extensively in fanzines 
and the Falasca Fund oneshot which came out almost immediately afterwards. Put I’ll print 
the pertinent paragraph again, mainly because I made a statement in it which, due to an 
unfortunate circumstance, I was later unable to fulfil.

’Yes, Buz had divulged the plan to me, and to be frank with you, I was overawed by 
it. After losing the TAFF ballot by such a relatively small vote, I reconciled myself, 
somewhat unhappily, to never having a chance to visit the States. That such a visit is 
once again possible is indeed great news to me.

But as regards your questions....yes, I shall be able to make the trip OK if the 
fund raises sufficient money. I’m allowed ho days off per year, so that I can take them 
altogether. So presuming twelve days for the boat, I shall be able to spend almost four 
weeks in the States.

I was a little despondent about losing TAFF, but now everything is shinirg again. 
I should have said earlier that, of course, I shall be utterly pleased and thrilled and 
delighted to make the trip, if it becomes a reality. I'm rather poor at describing ex
actly how I feel on occasions like this...espirit de corps and all that sort of thing, 
but I must say in all sincerity that I feel terribly humble that you all had tre idea in 
the first place, and that you’ve all taken the trouble to attempt to make it a reality.

This airmail is Just to let you know quickly that I shall be able to come if thingc 
work out well, and to let you all know how I feel.’

So the wheels were set in motion. The fund was known as THE JOHN BERRY TRI? FUND. 
A committee was formed with the following members:-

F. M. and Elinor Busby
Detention Committee
Dick Ellington
Bob Pavlat
Boyd Raeburn
Steve Schultheis
Arthur Thomson

I spent many sleepless nights, wondering if any money was coming in, and if enough 
was coming in. I got many heartening letters from fans who seemed quite confident that 
they would be seeing me at the Detention^ Of course, I had a personal side to the trip. 
It had taken me some time to persuade Diane, my wife, that she should let me go on th? 
TAFF trip, supposing I won. I didn’t win, as I've explained, and with the money I'd 
saved I took her and the two children for a week's holiday in the Isle of Man, Just about 
when Bennett was in America. When I broached the question of going to America in 1959, 
she seemed quite happy. I think that, secretly, she thought that the whole thing would 
fall through again, and so she'd insured herself another holiday. This may seem as though 
she had a selfish motive behind her enthusiasm, but this is not so. As the months went 
by, and the Fund slowly managed to get more money in the kitty, she became more and more 
excited at my prospects. After eleven years of Berry, she probably wanted a rest cure!

I was fascinated to read in various fanzines of a raffle which was held in Phila
delphia late in 1958, and which realised $23. In fact, I recall getting a letter frem 
the Falascas which mentioned that $H0 was collected in the first week.
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Then the Christmas period came along, and I knew that the Fund would without doubt 
stagger along for a few weeks....-without much coming into the coffers.

Towards the end of January 1959 the second circular letter arrived by airmail from 
the Falascas. The information in these circulars was confidential, but I can see no 
harm now in giving some of the contents. It will, if nothing else, serve to show what 
efforts these good fans put into the project.

’Roger Sims has replace!Bill Rickhardt as Detention Committee representative. Bill 
has gone sort of Sem?gafia... T..’e might mention that an account will be opened in a 
Cleveland Bank for the fund and we are enclosing signature cards with this to Buz and 
Elinor so the account will be in our name and theirs.

As of today ((the letter was dated 19th January 1959)) we have collected $80 in 
cash and pledges.

One more thought--the grapevine has it that Bob Madle is most displeased with the 
idea of the fund. (Madle hasn’t written to us about it yet.) He seems to think it will 
undercut TAFF.. Nothing would be more ridiculous. While Madle is worried about us taking 
some of the TAFF money that would be coming in at the Detroit con or some art work for 
auction from the con, our drive will be long over before the convention ever comes 
around.’

Buz Busby took immediate action when he heard that Bob Madle was displeased. Of 
course, the rumour was really without foundation. Buz and.Bob Madle cleared up the 
doubts in a couple of letters, and Bob Madle contributed to the fund, and premised to buy 
me a glass of beer at the Detention. It gives me much pleasure to report that Bob Madle 
kept this premise. I'll write about Bob in much more detail in Chapter Four, the story 
of the convention, but I must here and now publicly apologise to Bob Madle for a remark 
I made about him in VERITAS 8. About eighteen months ago, there was a minor feud between 
Chuck Harris and Bob Madle in CMPA. Bob Madle mentioned me in one of his articles about 
Chuck, and as I was a friend of Chuck’s, a member of CMPA, and was actually mentioned by 
name, I took sides with Chuck. Of course, I didn’t attack Bob, or say anything detri
mental about him. I stated that:-

’Whilst I take no part in your conflict with Harris, I must state that I have 
known him for several years, and have come into personal contact with him many 
times. Chuck Harris is brutally frank, absolutely honest and downright truth
ful. To accuse him of ’outright prevarication' is in itself utter and complete 
prevarication.'

Let this, at the very least, be a lesson to neofans who happen to read it. Never 
actually take sides in a feud unless you are in a position to judge both sides from per
sonal experience. Meeting Bob Madle was one of the pleasurable surprises of the trip. 
I was immensely impressed with his demeanour and fannish bearing. He had all the qual
ities of a top fan, and was obviously an ideal TAFF representative. But I’ve a lot more 
to say about TAFF reps in Chapter Four.........

On the 12th of February 1959, a further report came from the Falascas. The fund 
total had reached $105, and on the report was appended a list of names of fans who had 
so far contributed. I cannot mention names, this would really be going too far, but it 
was nice to see three fans mentioned who I'd never heard of.

In April, I began to have pains in my back. Nothing really hurtful, just slight 
stabs of pain. One other aspect of the illness was the fact that I was always expector
ating. I didn’t know what it was, I felt pretty good in myself, but as the weeks went 
by, it gradually became worse. I began to have headaches too. It wasn't anything to do 
with my mundane work, nor with my fanac. One theory I have is that at the beginning of 
April there was one particularly brilliantly sunny day. I played football in the garden 
with my son Colin and seme of his friends, and sweated profusely. I went indoors, washed 
put on a clean shirt, and went out again for a walk across the fields with my shirt open 
down the front. Suddenly it began to rain, and a cold breeze sprang up. I hurried heme, 
but I think it was from that indiscretion that I caught trouble in my chest....because 
frem then on the trouble started.
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At the beginning of May, I got up, went to my office, sat down at my desk and sudden

ly knew that I couldn’t work any more. I got up, went home, and got into bed. My wife 
telephoned the doctor, and he diagnosed acute bronchial catarrh. I stopped in bed for 
three weeks. For about ten days, the doctor came and said that I was getting a bad 
attack, and he couldn’t understand why it didn't clear up. Then it suddenly did. I 
went out in the fresh air for a few more days, then started back to work. I still had 
the pains in my back, but they were slight, and soon disappeared. I went to the doctor 
again for a final certificate, and he told me I should spend about ten days by the sea 
and rest, because I certainly wouldn’t do myself any good by working again without try
ing to regain my former health.

So I went with my family to Newcastle, in County Down, for ten days. This was ten 
days off my annual leave. The weather was perfect, it didn't rain once, which was some
thing of a record for the place, because Northern Ireland has a very damp climate, and, 
in fact, my son has somewhat the same chest trouble, caused by the unpleasant climatic 
conditions.

During June I heard from various well-informed people that they thought the fund 
would succeed, and I began to feel as though my wildest hopes were going to be realised. 
Many kind people were still doing all they could to get the necessary cash, and I per
sonally was saving as hard as I could. I'd already written and told Nick that I wouldn’t 
be able to contribute anything towards the fare, if the total was short, because, due to 
my limited financial position, it was taking all my efforts to save a sum which I hoped 
would be sufficient to maintain me, and to keep in case of dire emergency.

One day in June, Diane telephoned me again. She told me in an excited voice that 
the air ticket had arrived.

Once more I raced home, and there, proudly sitting on the mantlepiece was a long en
velope. Diane had already opened it, and I thumbed inside and pulled out the ticket...a 
little booklet with four printed slips. The first ticket was made out from Belfast to 
Glasgow, the second from Glasgow to New York, and the other two in reverse.

My heart thumped. I Just could not realise that in my hand was all that I wished 
for, no less than my passage to America, and to American fandom.

A letter from Noreen was inside:-
’As you can see, enclosed is an open ticket for your trip. The 
Berry Fund was a success...hope that all is well with you and that 
you can get a reservation all right.
Nick is writing tonight with details of a tour that is being 
arranged over here.............
Please write immediately if you have any questions.... Very good 
wishes and I'm looking forward to seeing you soon. You'll have 
a wonderful time here and at the Con.

Many regards,
Noreen'

From then on, all sorts of wonderful letters arrived from American fans offering me 
hospitality and transport to and from all sorts of wonderful places. Eney wrote me in 
great detail about the trip he was going to take me, Washington, Cleveland, Fond du Lac 
to visit Dean Grennell, thence to Detroit. All this was like a dream. Busby wrote and 
said that Toskey, Weber and Gonser were going to drive me to Seattle. I wondered how all 
this could be. What had I done to deserve all this massive egoboo...this wonderful gener
osity?

Meanwhile, I had a lot to do. I prepared a list of the essentials, passport, visa, 
leave of absence from my office, cash (exchange of sterling to dollars), arrange for my 
wife to collect my pay on the first of September when I would be away, have a smallpox 
vaccination, etc. Priority, though, was to arrange my air travel dates.

That afternoon, I rushed back to the centre of Belfast and went to a travel agency.
With a beam that spread from ear to ear I handed the clerk the ticket Noreen had 

sent.
He frowned.
"Where did you get this?" he asked. He didn't look too pleased.
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I told him briefly what had happened.
"I’m sorry," he said. "The ticket agency In Cleveland got all the profit, from the 

transaction, and expect us to do all the work."
I was flabbergasted. I gulped nervously. I left the office, and went to another 

one, and they said exactly the same thing. They explained that there was no personal 
feeling about it, but that the company worked for a profit, and that if they arranged 
things for me, they would be working at a loss. I offered to pay a fee, but no good.

I was really worried.. It was like a national disaster. In fact, it was more than 
a national disaster.........an international one.

In despair, I went to the biggest travel agency, Thomas Cooks and Sons, and at first, 
the clerk said the same thing. He really wasn’t pleased about the situation. Maybe it 
was the abject look in my face, maybe a shaft of something ci.v-tAni »track him in* a weak 
moment, but he eventually relented. He explained that he was doing me a favour, that his 
firm was losing money, but that, well, he’would do it.

I told him that I had about twenty-five days to play with, that I had to be at 
Detroit on the 5th of September, and that I would like to get to New York on the 1st or 
thereabouts, and leave the requisite number of days later.

I danced out of the office as if a chord from Coppon* had just run.
(My original ^0 days leave had sunk to 28. I needed a couple nr days in > 

bc.-nuse my parents, living in Birmingham, England, are both old, and I had to be x 
Lie about things and realise that I might need a day or two in a hurry.)

Before I went to the office every morning, I left strict instructions for Diane to 
telephone me when the letter from Cooks arrived.

On 16th July, Diane phoned, and once more I raced heme at lunch time.
The situation was indeed fluid. The letter stated that British Overseas Airways 

Corporation were all booked out during August and early September. But, it stated, they 
had reserved a seat on a Scandinavian Airways System aeroplane leaving Prestwick Airport 
in Scotland on 26th August, getting into New York at 7:15 am on the 27th. I had to let 
them know immediately if this would suit.

I recognised that it would get me into America several days before I wanted to, 
which would mean that my movements after the convention would be restricted to encompass 
ten days. But on the other hand, I considered that I was lucky to have got the seat at 
all, and rather than start airmailing to Falasca and Busby asking for advice, I telephoned 
Cooks and told them to go ahead with the reservations. Then I wrote to Nick and Buz and 
told them of the arrangements.

In a few more days the tickets came back endorsed as directed.
I really started getting organised. I wrote to Arthur Thomson (ATCM) who had been 

in charge of the fund in England, and told him the trip was definitely on. By return of 
post he sent the total he had collected...three pounds sixteen shillings, about $11. 
This may not seem very much, when it is considered that the return air ticket to New York 
cost $U41, but it must be remembered that there was no incentive for English fans to sub
scribe. In fact, Arthur sent me a list of fans who did give him money for the fund, and 
with one single exception, they were all from the London Circle.

I discovered that being a member of the local constabulary, I had to obtain permis
sion to travel abroad. This was granted without question, but I found a little diffi
culty in explaining why people (not fans, ’people’) in American had subscribed for my 
ticketi

Next thing was my passport. This cost thirty shillings (just over $U) and I paid 
for this with some of the money ATOM sent.

Once my passport arrived, I had to apply to the American Consul in Belfast for per
mission to enter America. I was given a form when I made the appointment, and on this 
form it specified that it might be necessary to produce proof to the Consul to prove that 
I had sufficient funds to make me self-supporting in America. I had saved about thirty o
pounds ($8U) and this, to be truthful, didn't seem much. I didn't know what the cost of 
living was in America, but I sensed it would be a difficult job to convince anyone that 
that sum would suffice. I knew that I would be the guest of fans, and that the amount „
would certainly do, but I had to supply proof. I was therefore a little worried when I 
turned up at the appointed time to see the Consul. A pretty typist filled in a few forms,
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clipped them to my passport, and went to the Consul’s office. He came out in a moment, 
and asked me why I was going to America. I said that I had a lot of friends in America, 
and that they had all contributed to my fare. I showed him the ticket. He told me to 

■.!? raise my right hand, I took an oath that I had told the truth, and he gave me my pass
port, duly endorsed, and said he hoped I’d have a good time in America. It was just as 
easy as that.

One night at the beginning cf August, I came heme and Diane handed me a little bag 
filled with coins. .1 emptied it, and found it to be full of dimes and nickels. Diane 
told me that Walt Willis had left it in earlier, just before going away on holiday. I 
thought this a very nice gesture on the part of Willis, particularly because although 
we'd remained friends, I hadn’t teen to Oblique House for some considerable time.

On the same day a letter came from Nick Falasca, outlining the latest plans. He 
said that Bjo had offered to give me a seat on the motorcade back to the west coast

. after the convention, and that I would also probably go to Seattle. He said that so far 
there wasn’t sufficient money to get me to New York again after touring the west, but 
that HE AND NOREEN GUARANTEED THAT THEY WOULD SEE I DID GET THE FARE BACK TO THE EAST. 
This was very satisfactory, although when I began to think about it, I saw that with a 
maximum of ten days after the convention (and at the end of the ten days I had to be on 
the ’plane back home) it would be humanly impossible to motor to Los Angeles, stay with 
the Bjo faction, then travel north to Seattle, stay with the Busbys, and then travel 
3,000 miles back to New York. With more time, it would have been wonderful to do the 
tour, and it is my lasting regret that I didn't have the time. But I had to make up my 
mind to go either to Seattle or Los Angeles. It was out of the question to do both.
I thought about it a great deal, and eventually told Nick that I would prefer to go to 
Seattle. This was because I had been writing for CRY since 1957, and only missed a 
couple of the monthly schedules....because I'd been corresponding with Buz and Elinor 
for years before that....because I also corresponded with Toskey...and, through SAPS, 
was in close personal contact with Wally Weber, Otto Pfeifer and the rest. Although I 
had also corresponded with Bjo, I didn't really know the other Los Angeles fans except 
by name. I wrote to John Trimble and told him this.

By the middle of August, everything was settled. All my worries as far as getting 
to America was concerned, were gone. I decided that for the last week before leaving 
on the 26th, I would do no fanac, and go to bed early so that I arrived in America choc 
full of beans. I remembered that Walt Willis had taken an extensive tour of America in 
1952, and had been severely ill on his return.

Then I had a shock. A nice shock, of course, but one that upset my plans in more 
ways than one. I had a card from the German fan Klaus Eylmann to say that he would be 
coming to my house for a few days, arriving on lUth August. (Months before he had asked 
me if he could come to my house if his proposed British Isles Trip came off, and I of 
course said I would be delighted.)

I met him, and he stayed until the following Thursday, six days before I left for 
America. Because of my pending trip, I could not take leave to stop with Klaus, neither 
could I spend any money, so his trip consisted of his reading fanzines all day, and 
starting his activities when I came home. We had jazz sessions, played football, played 
Canasta, and I didn't get to bed until, on the average, about 3a® every morning. So 
instead of being in fine fettle, I was a physical wreck. Jazz, football, Canasta and no 
sleep can play havoc with the strongest body, and beside all that, I had the added ex
citement of a three week long tour ahead of me.

The night before I left Belfast, Walt Willis came to see me. This was also a hectic 
night, because before Willis came, I had to play cricket for my office team, and I didn't 
get home until 10 pm. I had a long talk with Walt about fannish topics, and especially 
about my trip. He gave me certain advice which I said I would take and which I did 
take, with satisfactory results.

I went to bed well after midnight, but I found it hard to sleep. I realised that I 
had built up a 'paper' reputation in America, and that a great deal would be expected of 
me. My only hope was that fans over there wouldn't be disappointed in me....



I stayed in bed on Wednesday morning, the 2oth of August. After breakfast in bed, I 
showered and put on my new suit. I didn't want to, I wanted to be casual and wear my 
sports clothes, but Diane insisted, and I thought it only dutiful of me to agree.

Lunch time came, but I couldn't eat very much. My 'plane was scheduled to leave 
Nutts Corner Airport, near Belfast, at 2:15 pm, and-I had to be at the British European 
Airways terminal in Belfast an hour before that to be driven to the airport. I had my 
luggage checked, and then sat down in the lounge with the other passengers until we were 
told to embark. I felt pretty good. I looked round me, blushed modestly at the antics 
of a honeymoon couple, and spotted a bracket on the wall to my left with travel leaflets 
in it. With a certain reckless bravado I leaned over to my left, and the light wicker
work chair turned over on its side, and I did a double flip before landing at the feet 
of the honeymooners. Everyone laughed, even more so when I put the chair on an even keel 
and sat down and it fell all over again, one of the legs having snapped. I bowed to my 
fellow passengers, and passed it off, giving them the impression that I was a chap full 
of good humour, but inwardly I was seething. I have those days, you see, more so than 
most other people, and I dreaded to think what was in store for me. I'll keep you out of 
suspense by telling you that nothing else went wrong, in fact, quite the reverse. I think 
it was Just to let me know that even if I was leaving Belfast, I shouldn't feel too com
placent!

The 'bus drove us about eleven miles to the airport, and I climbed into the Douglas 
DC 3 (an American aeroplane of World War II vintage) and got ushered into a front seat, 
giving me a superb view of the engine.

Both engines were revved up, and then the aeroplane taxied along to the runway, the 
pilot gave the engines all the petrol he could, and the 'plane roared along, and then the 
fields and hedges (what I could see of them) slipped away and below.

So. The Berry Trip had started................
We soon left County Antrim, and crossed the Irish Sea. With the aid of a map which 

was in a flap in front of me, I plotted our course over Campbeltown, across the Firth of 
Clyde, over the Isle of Arran, and over the Scottish Coast. Within three-quarters of an „ 
hour after leaving Nutts Corner, we landed at Renfrewshire Airport, just outside Glasgow.

The rest of the passengers herded like sheep towards the 'bus to Glasgow, but my 
name was hailed over the loudspeaker. I went to the Information Desk, and was told that 
a chauffeur-driven car, hired by the Scandinavian people, was due to take me to their 
office in Glasgow.

I picked up my suitcase and went outside the terminal building, and a man in a peaked 
cap and black coat saluted, threw my suitcase in the back seat and me after it, and 
whizzed through the streets to Bath Street, in the middle of Glasgow.

The Scandinavian Airways System (SAS for short) Glasgow office was clean and neat, 
and was staffed by beautiful girls. I went to the desk, and after checking my luggage, 
the girl smiled at me.

"Transport leaves here at 6:15 pm," she explained, "and it's only Just after U:00 
pm. Here is a ticket. It entitles you to have dinner at our expense in any of the main 
hotels in Glasgow."

I stuck my chest out and thanked her, and I took a walk around the shopping centre. 
I hadn't been in Glasgow before, and everything I looked at was interesting. I stopped 
at a big hotel, went inside to the restaurant, and flashed my ticket at the head waiter. 
He nodded wisely, and took me to a table in the corner. I ordered everything except the 
barmaid. I had a meal in a million. I ordered lager (three glasses) and had a whiskey 
and soda to settle my stomach. I waved to the headwaiter as I staggered out.

THIS WAS LIVING!
I made it back to the SAS office on time, boarded the 'bus, and was driven almost 20 

miles to Prestwick International Airport. ’ m
Here, there was lots of documentation, but within an hour I was on the aeroplane 

(a Douglas DC-6B....another American aeroplane). I had a seat next to. the window, but 
this time I didn't see one engine. I got a magnificent view of two of the blasted things. 
The seats in the DC-6B were arranged in rows of five, two to the left of the aisle, and 
three to the right. I was on the extreme right, next to a very nice young man, an 
American, who quickly filled in for me, in precis form, details of his life frcm an early 
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age until three minutes before boarding the aeroplane. He had sailed down the Swedish 
coast in a boat, and had crossed to England, then Ireland, then back to England again. 
He gave me lurid details of all the girls he’d ‘made’, and told me he was going to be an 
officer in the army. I told him I thought he had all the necessary qualifications. Next 
to him (blast it) was a pretty girl, also American, probably in her late twenties. She'^ 
been to Greece and Arabia and Italy, but was much more reticent about her love life, al
though the young man asked her.

Then I saw a couple of the air hostesses, and had to forcibly restrain the young 
man from a direct pincer movement. I wondered if all American youths were over-sexed, 
and a look at the girl next to him showed me that her mind was working along similar 
channels.

The four engines roared into life, and the aeroplane taxied to the end of a long run
way. It was dusk, and the lights alongside the runway were lit, and I pressed my eyes 
to the window and could see the lines of light meeting in the distance. The aeroplane 
trembled, and raced forward, and it was fascinating to see the lights hurtle past faster 
and faster and then suddenly drop below.

My American friend was telling me about the morals of Swedish girls, and looked hope
fully at the air hostesses as they passed by with lovely smiles on their faces, but I 
think the fact that there were another hundred and ten people on the aeroplane cooled 
him off somewhat.

So, in a little world of our own, we rose high above the Atlantic. The boy next to 
me really got going. What he’d told me in precis form before we took off, he went into 
great detail about. I was a bit bored, because I’d read the same sort of thing in Peyton 
Place, but it kept my mind off the monotony of the travel. I could see nothing out of 
the window, and with the loud noise of the engines as a continual background, it was dif
ficult to appreciate that we were moving. But a voice over the loudspeaker said we were 
’Travelling at 300 m.p.h. at 19,000 feet.'

The hostesses served glorious meals. We each pulled down little tables fixed to the 
back of the seat in front, and, as I said,.the meals were Just glorious. All the nice 
things associated with Sweden. Rich cream and cheese and tasty meat, everything clean 
and spotless and impeccably laid out in little trays, with the knives, forks and spoons 
in cellophane.

Later, the lights were out, and I squinted to my left to see if the young man was 
going to concentrate on the girl next to him, but I think she looked a little too capable 
for him. Or, and it’s quite possible, his amorous adventures were just wishful thinking. 
He sat back with his head high and his shoulders well away from the girl, even though she 
was leaning towards him. Then I went to sleep....well....almost.............

I woke again went the lights went on, and the disembodied voice told us that we were 
shortly to land at Gander, in Newfoundland, to refuel. Soon, lights came on the horizon, 
and we followed a row of them, landed smoothly, and taxied to the main building. We were 
allowed off the aeroplane for about half an hour, and I followed the rest into a building 
where I had a cup of coffee. My sexy friend was leaning over the counter at a death
defying angle, talking earnestly to a waitress, but I was disappointed to hear, when he 
came back, that the discussion was merely a mercenary one...she'd given him a dime short 
in his change.

I was only halfway through my coffee when we were told to return to the DC-6B.
Once inside, we took off again, and the voice told us we would land in New York in 

five hours’ time.
I began to panic again.
I wondered who would meet me at Idlewilde, and what they’d say, and what would hap

pen to me on the trip, and where would I be in a week's time, and questions like so. As 
we neared America, the young man and the girl on his left became quieter, and, I thought, 
prouder at the thought of returning home. The boy told me that he lived just outside New 
York, and that he had his own yacht at Long Island. The girl said she was a teacher, and 
that her aunt would be meeting her. I thought she looked a mite wistful...! think she 
would have been much happier if a man were meeting her. I tried a little psychology on 
them and concluded that the boy was talking about sex all the time and was afraid of it,
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and the girl had been silent but was in there pitchin’ just the same.
It gradually became lighter, and I looked fixedly out of the window, and (al

though it was painful and almost physically-impossible) downwards, straining to see my 
4first glimpse of the American mainland.

And I suddenly did, way below, amongst the clouds.
The voice came later, and said we would be landing soon, and to fasten the belts.

I lid so, and my hands were sweating. I just cannot find words to describe how I felt... 
how tense I was....how worked up inside at my meeting with New York fans.........

It was quite light, and the aeroplane came lower. It zig-zagged a little over the 
outskirts of New York, as if it felt as I felt, tut I knew it was probably to get a cor
rect run in. Then the aeroplane came lower and lower, and there was a crunch as the 
wheels hit the concrete..........................
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The-DC-oB of the Scandinavian Airways System jolted very slightly as it touched 
down on the concrete runway of Idlewild International Airport at 7:25 am on Thurs
day, 27thjAugust 1959, and I, even though only through the medium of a set of rubber 
tyres, had at last touched .American soil.

The young American, aged about 18, sitting next to me, had a sort of glazed look 
in his eyes.

• "This is it, boy," he said, and he looked proud, as proud as anyone can be who 
returns from temporary exile to the bosom of his country.

The ‘plane taxied along its prescribed course, and finished up outside a large 
glass building. Over the intercom, the pilot told us to sit tight and wait until we 
had been ’checked by the Health Authorities’.

In a couple of moments, a handsome chap in light brown uniform entered the cabin 
from the pilot's door, and walked straight past us, neither looking from left to 
right. He disappeared via the rear door.

During this so-called inspection, the young man next to me screamed at the top 
of his voice that besides having malaria, dyptheria and typhoid, he strongly suspected 
that he had a really tropical disease, as his left foot had just dropped off. In 
fact, he left the Health Inspector in no doubt at all that he expected to expire 
within seconds. The Inspector, however, was oblivious to all these startling facts. 
It could have been for various reasons. He could have been deaf...possibly he had no 
Interest in his job, it is quite on the cards that he thought he would be doing a 
P'-.blic disservice if he attempted to interfere with the course of nature when it was 
trying so hard. The life expectancy of Health Inspectors, I assume, is such that the 
job requires a little tact, a little diplomacy, and to step forward when all is as 
good as lost would indeed be folly.

A crew member announced that we could leave the plane, and we stood up and 
shuffled forward. Two SAS stewards stood expectantly at the top of the exit ladder, 
and said nice things to us as we stepped out.’ One stepped forward and flicked a 
spec?, of imaginary dust off my jacket, and smiled knowingly, and I looked at him mys
tified and muttered a phrase or two in backslang, honing he thought I was a Latvian.

’ •
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I wasn’t quite sure whether or not it was the done thing to tip airline stewards. I knew 
of course that I wasn’t going to, no matter what etiquette dictated, but I thought I chose 
rather a nice way to avoid it.

I was last in the line of passengers who went through the mill of documentation, 
immigration inspection, customs, etc. I was so fascinated by it all. And even though 
I really tried my hardest, I goofed within seconds of landing. I was guided to an 
Immigration official, another handsome man, this time in a blue uniform. He looked at 
my passport, and in a conversational tone observed that my moustache was pretty big.

"Yes," I said, in what I hoped was an engaging tone. "It was much, oh, much bigger, 
but I decided to trim it before coming to America." This was perfectly true. My mous
tache had become so much of a hazard, due to its size, that going downhill on my bike 
into a strong wind resulted in my being blinded by the long hairs which covered my face. 
Several of my close friends in Belfast had offered to trim it, but I suspected that they 
had been bribed by my wife. So, with a local anesthetic, I’d clipped off seme of the 
really long hairs.

This official didn't think I was serious though. He thought I was being sarcastic. 
He became annoyed about it. His visible rage (and I mean it, he was thoroughly annoyed) 
was only tempered by the fact that I was a guest to the country, and he obviously didn't 
want to start an international incident over such a trivial matter. Looking back, I can 
see his point of view. I haven't seen a moustache in America to even start to rival 
mine. Anyway, for a horrible moment, I thought he was going to refuse me permission to 
enter the country. But, he gritted his teeth, and stamped my passport, and told me I 
could stop in America until the 30th of October. I protested that I intended to leave 
the country on the l?th of September.

He looked at me long and hard.
"You never know," he said, between tight lips, "something might happen to you."
I must say he seemed fairly optimistic!
I followed the crowd into the customs shed. Here was confusion. A sign explained 

that passengers had to look for their own luggage. I eventually found mine. I moved 
along to one of the barriers leading to a customs official. Whilst waiting to be exam
ined, I looked round me...I looked up to a long balcony, and there....was it?....yes, 
SOME FANS. They waved, and I waved back. I recognised some of them frem photographs. 
Larry Shaw, of course, I'd met in Belfast some three years previously. With him I saw 
Noreen Shaw, Ted and Sylvia White and Dick Ellington. Also in the group (still waving) 
were two big men (and I mean BIG), a young man in spectacles and a Charlie Chan moustache, 
and a girl with a baby in her arms.

I waved some more, and then a nudge in my back from an impatient passenger deposited 
me within reach of a minion of the US Customs.

My particular official was like a character from a Damon Runyon novel.
It was a woman, but what a hunk of woman. She had the physique of Charles Laughton, 

a face like Wallace Beery and a voice like Durante.
"Open up," she grimaced.
She turned the contents of my sole suitcase upside down and inside out. With unin

terested eyes she grappled with vests and pants and shirts. In five minutes, she tapped 
the top of the pile into place, and gave me a grin.

"You don't look like a smuggler, anyway," she sneered, and ejected me through the 
exit.

At last, I was free. I was on American soil. I turned along a corridor, and there 
were the fans waiting for me. I must say here and now that they seemed very slightly 
disappointed. I sensed that they expected something else. Later on, they told me what 
was wrong. I'll tell you now, because I don't want you to get the wrong impression. 
You see, they told me later, I was so superbly well-dressed. Because of reading my vari
ous publications, they had gotten the idea that I was untidy and scruffy. This, of course 
was and is absolutely true. Completely factual. And yet, when my wife knew of my visit 
to America, she insisted that I be really well-dressed. She made me buy a new suit, which 
she pressed into knife-edged creases. She'd spent days getting a glitter on my toecaps, 
and had even subbed me the money to get a haircut. I must confess here and now that, 
sartorially, I was magnificent. A fifteen-hour flight had done nothing to lessen my ap-
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pearance. Noreen Shaw told me that they fully cxpcuLwd me Cv apiwui- lu eu old »nd bat
tered trilby, and a worn and dirty trench coat, with flapping soles on hobnail boots. 
Such had been the effect of my many Berry Factual Articles. I was to discover in a few 
days, as you’ll read,, that my BFA's had created an even more fantastic impression of 
actuality!

Larry Shaw introduced me to the other fans. I shook hands with Ted and Sylvia and 
Dick first off, because I was able to say that I knew them, even if only because of their 
photographs. It seemed as though they were old friends, and of course, via the written 
word, they were. Then the new introductions.

The largest of two big men was Bill Donaho. His face was like e sunbeam, and he 
radiated happiness and comraderie. He shook hands, and his fingers were like pork sau
sages. I winced, tried to flex my fingers, and turned to the other Big Chap. This was 
Dick Eney, complete with little beard. Oh, there and then I realised the true wit of 
Walt Willis. The night before I left Belfast he came to see me, as you’ve read, and we 
talked of fans and fandom. I had told him that Dick Eney was going to take me on a long 
drive to Washington and then some, and Willis nodded and said simply, "That Eney, he 
a solid fellow. Looking up at the vast hulk of Eney, I saw that Willis had once again .-
hit the Jackpot. In British phraseology, the word ’solid’ when applied to a man, is a 
mental characteristic usually, you see

Girl with Child was Fat Ellington. The child Marie Louise, was cute, and Pat looked 
an asset to any fan gathering. This was to be confirmed later.

The other fan (with Charlie Chan moustache, remember) was Sandy Cutrell, whem I'd 
never heard of before, or at least, couldn’t place.

Larry Shaw reached behind him, and, I thought, rather reluctantly whipped out a tai-ge 
poster, which I have before me now, and which is one of my treasured souvenirs, not only 
from the sentimental point of view. Let me describe it.

A large technicolor photograph of Marilyn Monroe in the altogether (yep, that one) 
was framed in the middle of a large white section of card, about fifteen inches wide and 
four feet long. Above the picture was the word ’WELCOME’...below the picture the word 
'GCON'. Larry waved it about for about five seconds, and, rather red-faced, made it dis
appear with all the flourish and dexterity of Mandrake. I grabbed,.it off him, and made 
a rather weak Joke, asking where the calendar was.

With the group posed in front of Eney’s car, I took the opportunity to take a photo
graph of them, then the party split up. Dick Ellington had to go to his office, and he 
drove off with, I think, Cutrell and Ted and Sylvia. The rest of us piled intc Eney’s 
car. Dick sat behind the wheel, with Big Bill Donaho next to him. This ensured that I 
wasn’t going to see any of the New York scenery through the windscreen...in fact, I 
couldn’t even see the windscreen! I sat in the middle of the back, seat, with Noreen on 
my left, and Larry on my right, and away we went.

Looking back, I'm sure that they thought I was very rude. I simply sat and stared 
out of the window. It was all so wonderful and marvelous. Although I'd travelled about 
Western Europe some twelve or thirteen years previously, this American trip was my first 
overseas trip since then. And of course, millions of men had been tc Europe with the 
army, as I had done. But to America on a fan tour??? Just four fans had done it previ
ously: Walt Willis in 1952, Ken and Pam Bulmer in 1955, and Roa Bennett in 1958* And 
now, due to the utter kindness of many fans on both sides of the Atlantic, I'd made it. 
I'd flown over and landed and been met by fans and was now being escorted from Idlewild 
Airport into New York. Could it be? I was so bewildered, I felt it Just CCULD NOT BE 
TRUE. Yet it was. Bill Donaho took a deep breath in the front seat and the car wobbled 
a couple of times towards the left, and Eney changed gear and the car wobbled a couple of 
to the right. I remember I turned to Noreen.

"This is all so fascinating," I told her, "I'm sure you think it's awfully rude of 
me, but for a few moments I just want to look out of the windows and really let all this 
sink in."

She nodded, sympathetically I think, and I let my eyes skip hither and thither, ab
sorbing all the freshness of the American landscape, after my semi-provincial life in 
Northern Ireland.
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Eney threw something over his shoulder, something huge and vast and bulky, and I was 
just about to tell Donaho to get off my lap, when I perceived the object to be the 
FANCYCLOFEDIA. I could only spare a moment from my sight-seeing to flip through the 
pages, but I saw straight away that it was a colossal publishing feat, a fitting work for 
this paragon Eney who is amongst us!

Having recovered from the shock of being almost physically injured by the FANCYCLO
PEDIA landing on me, I turned to make a clever quip to Noreen, when an envelope, pre
cipitated by Eney over his right shoulder whilst negotiating a dangerous bend, also 
landed accurately in my lap. I ripped it open, and although there were only a few words 
on the paper, those words were seme of the most potent I’d ever read. They informed me, 
without any warning, that I was to be Fan Guest of Honor at the Detention. The implica
tions of this didn’t sink in until several minutes had passed, and Donaho, with a sneer, 
reminded me that ’you will have to give three spe^hes’. I looked mutely ar the letter 
(which, by the way, was from Howard lY-Vore) nnd saw something even more astounding. I 
was to be on the Fan-editors Panel. Crikey. I wiped a bead of sweat from the end of my 
nose. "Don’t worry," soothed Donaho, "it won’t last for more than four hours." I laughed 
because it was impossible. You’ll see!

I returned to my vigil by the windows. My first overall impression of New York... 
an impression more and more firmly ingrained as time went on...was the utter S-P-E-E-D of 
things. Cars whizzed along at about 70 m.p.h., cutting in and out and in front of each 
other without ostensibly giving aiyindication whatsoever. In Eelfast, if we decide to 
turn left or right, we change gear about a hundred yards away, and slow down, and stagger 
up to the junction, and totter there for some time before finally getting to grips with 
reality and nervously turning the steering wheel. But in New York there is a quick flick 
of the eyes over the shoulder and the wheel is spun and there is a horrible screech of 
nrakes and a clever nudge here and there and the car is (in most cases) weaving its way 
in and out on its new course. I lay back, bewildered, as Eney navigated this meshing 
mass of cars, consoled only by the thought that I had insured myself for $3,000 back in 
Belfast.

Soon, although they had taken the wrong route a couple of times, the car swung over 
a bridge, and I saw the world famous Manhattan skyline. The utter magnificence of it 
didn’t strike me too forcibly, I must admit. But blame it on TV and the movies. I felt 
that I was looking at a picture postcard....1 even recognised the outline of the sky
scrapers against the skyline. But it was just too wonderful anyway.........

We dropped Larry and Noreen off somewhere in Manhattan, and drove to Cooper Square, 
where Eney parked his car. I followed him and Bill Donaho across the road and Donaho 
looked at me, humtly and proud at the same time, and said simply, pointing across the road 
to a rather untidy-looking building, "That is the Nunnery."

The Nunnery.
I'm going to tell you, in great and gory detail, all about the Nunnery. I can state 

here and now that as far as I can gather, the triumph of the Nunnery.is shortly to come 
to an end. Bill Donaho, round whom the Nunnery revolves, is moving to the west coast. 
It was my wish that even though a lot of fans had visited the Nunnery, I would be the 
first to really give the place the treatment... to give a true picture of this fannish 
phenomenon...and I think, perhaps immodestly, that I could have given the place the full 
treatment. This was not to be. Nick Falasca, of Parma, (to whom I owe much, because he 
had a good share in the task of getting me to America' has published recently (August 
1959) his 'Requiem For A Nunnery’, and I must confess that it is entirely factual. It 
gives a superb picture of what the place was like. Although Nick has given the facts to 
an admiring audience, I can but say that I was there quite recently, and I think the 
place was just a little madder and just a little more unbelievable than when Nick was 
there. In any case, some of my happiest memories of New York took place there, and what 
the hell, I want to tell you all about it. First, of all, imagine you have pushed open 
the battered door of the building which will have undying fame in fannish annals as the 
situation of the Nunnery....

Inside the door a series of steps have to be climbed. Cobwebs hang from the ceiling 
and the walls have an obscure blackish-brown covering. Various doors are passed some of 
which bear strange sequences of letters. The door to the Nunnery has screwed to it a long
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metal strip in white, bearing the word 'CONCIERGE*. At Lhe foot of lhe door, on the 
landing floorboards, there is a record disc, on which one ceremoniously (according to 
your outlook) wipes one’s feet. I didn’t look down to discover which artist was suffer
ing this fate, in case it was one of my own special favourites.

The wiping completed, the door is pushed open, and providing the empty bottles have 
been moved, it swings slowly on its hinges, and reveals, with some reluctance, the 
interior decor of this fabulous fannish shrine.

Of a certainty, the place bears the stamp of utter fannishness—fannishness at its 
most supreme.

The first impact is one of overall untidyness. It might seem impolite to say this, 
but such a thing is farthest from my mind. The New York fans, most especially Bill 
Donaho, treated me with superb kindness. They took me everywhere, dined me royally, and 
held wonderful parties for me, and altogether made my New York stay one of my happiest 
fannish memories. Bill Donaho would be the last one to want to censor my story of the 
Nunnery. He is proud of the place because it is a sort of institution in fandom, and I 
know he will be pleased to think that I took such an interest in the place, and am taking 
up so much space to describe it. If I thought that any of the Nunneryites would take 
offence at my description, I would pass on with my story with the briefest mention of 
the place. But Nick Falasca tells me that Bill Donaho read his ’Requiem For A Nunnery’ 
and made no amendments, and really, alx I'm doing is to reiterate much of what Nick said 
and bring it up to date...after all, these events at the Nunnery took place only two 
weeks ago (this chapter is being written at the Busbys' house in Seattle on the 11th 
September 1959) and are vivid and fresh in my memory, and I want to ensure that when I'm 
old and senile, and stretch out a rheumy hand for the book of my travels, the memories 
will flood back.

As I said, the first impact is one of untidyness. This made me feel completely at 
home. My den in my house 'MON DEBRIS' in Belfast was, until being converted to a bedroom 
for my daughter, in exactly the same condition. But to the Nunnery. To the left of the 
entrance door is a big rocm. The floorboards are bare. To the left of the room is a 
pile of mattresses and blankets which constitutes the resting place of Tom Condit. On 
the morning of my first visit, he was in residence.'

On the opposite side of the room is a structure which, in my ignorance, I immedi
ately classified as a wardrobe, but when it nearly blew to pieces I discovered it was the 
Donaho Hi-Fi equipment, or at least the loudspeaker thereof. Sheltering under the shade 
of the loudspeaker is Donaho's bed. To the right of this is his record collection. I 
was most delighted to see that Bill's choi<E of music was the same as mine, and when I ex
plained this, he said how glad he was to meet another fan with an appreciation of classi
cal music.

To the strains of Brahms' Violin Concerto I followed Bill to the main rocm. It con
sists of books, chairs, beds and surrealistic paintings of faces all mixed up together. 
A non-fan character named Terry was asleep in one of the beds. Sandy Cutrell explained 
that Terry worked from 9 until 5....pm to am!

I was shown to the Guest Rocm.
This is a corner of the main rocm which is partitioned off by two thin walls which 

come together, and leave space for a 'door', over which is hung a fabric covering. In 
the guest room, to the right, is a sideboard covered with books and various chattels. 
In the middle of the room is a pile of mattresses with one or two oddly colored blankets 
thrown nonchalantly across it. As I surveyed the place on 27th August, Sylvia White 
sidled up to me and told me confidentially that when she and Ted had arrived from Balti
more a week earlier, they had 'put us in there, too!'

I gulped and dumped my suitcase and followed Bill through the kitchen, to the flat 
roof at the rear of it.

If one stops in the kitchen, a large refrigerator is most noticeable, and on the 
walls are various seemingly heartfelt messages pleading with cockroaches and mice to 
'go heme'.

I could see that Bill Donaho was quietly pleased with the flat roof. Sc he should 
be. Into the heart of the Bowery he had brought a little nostalgic meaning. Carefully 
tended plants and cactus in little green boxes were scattered ever the roof, which also
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sported two cu.lt> and u. few ulidirs In vtuloub uLutcs u£ dJsi’epalr. Yeah, I mean the cats, 
too! During my visits there, I often saw Bill, with a little watering can in his huge 
fist, tenderly and lovingly giving the greenery some much needed H20.

Within a few moments of my arrival at the Nunnery, Pat Ellington and the baby, 
Sylvia and Ted White and Sandy Cutrell arrived. After a few moments’ chatter, someone 
suggested breakfast, so we all trooped downstairs, and along the pavement. (I’ve dis
covered the hard way that some words we use in Belfast have the exact opposite meanings 
in America. For example, ’pavement’ in Belfast is the equivalent to ’sidewalk' here. 
Pavement in America actually means the roadway. So my reference above to walking on the 
footpath is the Belfast version-of the word.) We stopped at a drug store which Sandy 
thought was cheap, and we went inside.

My first contact with a drug store.
I sat next to Eney, and, with great daring, ordered a hamburger. I expected some- 

•thing exotic. All it was was a layer of what we in Belfast call ’mineed steak’ in two 
slices of a sort of bunnish affair. I felt somewhat cheated. I also had a cup of 
coffee, and was still smarting under the hamburger disappointment when we went outside 
again. Pat and the baby and Sandy Cutrell vanished, and Donaho asked me if I would like 
to go to the top of the Empire State Building. I purred like a cat and sat up anc > i 
like a dog. Bill smiled, and led the way to the underground. (I must digress for a 
ciomcnx. and explain that it is my intension to go into detail about som^ AmerJ^an insti
tutions, like the underground. American readers will perhaps be bored, but I think the 
explanations will be of interest to fans in Europe and elsewhere in the world who, un
like myself, haven’t had the privilege of visiting this great country.) I like the sim
plicity of the New York underground. All you do is purchase a little disc (I do wish I 
could recall how much it was, it was very cheap, anyway) and with that disc you can 
x?*avel for as long as you like, wherever and whenever you like, as long as you don’t come 
up for air. In theory, with one cheap little disc you could travel on the underground 
from now until the eclipse of the sun in 1999* The underground is so dirty, though, that 
I aoubt very much whether anyone stays down there any longer than necessary.

We rode fo" abo”t twenty minutes, and emerged right slap bang in the middle of 
Manhattan. The cars were still rushing about at top speed, and the shops seemed to be 
full of wonderful things, and the passersby seemed happy and content with their lot. It 
was so breathtaking...so wonderful...so fascinating to think that fandom had done this 
for me. Eney nudged me, and we followed Ted and Sylvia and Bill to the Empire State. 
Donaho got my ticket, and we sneaked into a lift (sorry, an ‘elevator’) and although we 
whizzed up many stories, I didn’t get that funny feeling in my stomach which I normally 
associate with lifts. We changed elevators, and the second one took us to the 86th 
floor. Gosh, it was stupendous. With the air of a 3-Dimension illo on a guide-pamphlet, 
I looked to north, south, east and west and identified all the world-famous buildings 
and structures: United Nations Building, Waldorf-Astoria, Times Square, Madison Square 
Carden, George Washington Bridge, Yankee Stadium, Woolworth Building, Statue of Liberty, 
etc. The visibility wasn’t really good. An official blurb said that on that particular 
day it was five miles, but I doubt it. No matter, it was absolutely brilliant to be 
actually on the top of the Empire State. Donaho said that we could actually go higher, 
another twenty stories. We entered another lift, and it was as Donaho had said. The 
cars below looked like coloured stones on a pavement, and I remarked to Sylvia that so 
many of the cars had vivid hues...yellows, greens, reds, etc., and Sylvia explained that 
these were taxis. I would estimate without fear of contradiction that three cars out of 
four looked to be taxis. I was amazed at this. I always thought that London streets 
were cluttered with taxis (even if of a mundane black) but I am quite certain that New 
York has more taxis to the square inch than any other place. And, to my delight, I 
found later that those taxis were cheap, too, in comparison with what I had been led 
to believe.
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Whilst on top of the Empire State, Sylvia White had some difficulty in controlling 
her skirt. Vagrant gusts of wind swirled round, taking her skirt with them. This happy 
accident happened to several other women on the flat roof, too, and I was pleased to see 
that Bill Donaho had seated himself against the wall in an advantageous position to wit
ness this phenomenon. I quickly joined him, but by this time the females had developed a 
technique which counteracted the wind. Pity.

A thought occurred to me whilst gazing out at the panorama below. I recall that in 
Ron Bennett's excellent account of his visit to the Empire State, he mentioned that he had 
been told that a Wellington bomber had crashed into the Empire State in 19^5 • I should 
hate this information to get around, because in fact it was a United States aeroplane, 
a North American Mitchell which actually perpetrated the dirty deed. The Wellington was 
a British aeroplane, and was obsolete at this time. I must confess that this information, 
gleaned from 20 years' study of aviation, makes that 20 years study worth while. I was 
hoping that someone would come up to me and tell me it was a Wellington bomber which 
crashed into the building. But no one did.

We moved from elevator to elevator to elevator to get to the ground floor. I don't 
know the mechanics of those elevators, but I've gone down three flights in Belfast and 
almost had my stomach come out of my ears. At the Empire State we whipped down 06 flights 
in such a very short time, without any sensation whatsoever.

Back on 5th Avenue (was I really on 5th Avenue???) Bill held a conference, and we 
went in a drug store for cokes. Ted White wanted me to try a Pepsi-Cola, but the stere 
didn't stock them. The atmosphere outside was so terribly hot and humid anyway that the 
iced coke was like a cooling salve on my parched throat.

Outside the store, Eney parted from us. He had to make a long car journey to pic/, up 
Jean Young. Ted and Sylvia also went their own way, and I was left with Bill. He sunken 
ly stepped into the road, and a car came whizzing up, and Bill ushered me inside. The 
taxi roared away, and it suddenly struck me that in New York CARS DROVE ON THE WRONG SIDS 
OF THE ROAD. I was just about to scream a warning, when I recalled that, right enough, 
every country (except Sweden and Britain) drives on the right hand side of the road. It 
was frightening at first. I travel about a great deal by car in Eelfast, end leaning out 
of the right hand window I expected to see cars going the other way. Instead I saw 
pedestrians.

After ten minutes the car pulled up, and I saw that I was at Pier 81. It flashed 
through my mind that maybe the Americans wanted to get rid of me in such a hurry that they 
couldn't wait to get my luggage, but Bill smiled in his wide happy way and told me that he 
was taking me on a cruise round Manhattan.

A CRUISE AROUND MANHATTAN?????
With a heart pounding with enthusiasm, I followed Bill onto the ship. We went on the 

top deck, and sat on two seats on the right hand side of the ship. The sun burnt down, 
and even though I was only, in my shirt (I had trousers on, idiot, I mean I had no jacket 
on) the heat still beat down and down. Yet I didn't perspire. We don't have too many 
really hot days in Belfast, and when we are lucky enough to see a strong sun, I always 
perspired. But here, with the temperature well up in th 90's, no sweat. In my opinion it 
was so hot that the sweat evaporated as soon as it formed. The ship moved off, and I 
think Bill saw that the heat was becoming too much for me. He went down to the bowels of 
the ship, and came up with large cardboard cartons of iced lager. How cool it was, how 
soothing, how good it tasted, too. Bill made many such journeys before the ship returned 
to Pier 81 three hours later.

My one regret about the cruise was that I hadn't got my camera with me. Bill pur
chased a guide book, with lots of wonderful pictures in it, but I would have loved to have 
had the opportunity to take some historic pictures myself. We saw some fabulous sights... 
even more fabulous when I discovered that there are people who have lived in New York all 
their lives who haven't done the trip. They don't know what they are missing. They don't 
realize that in three hours they can see more of their city than they ever thought existed. 
I nust be honest and confess, though, that my heart ached when I saw the Statue of Liberty. 
I seemed so small that I just couldn't believe it. Of course, I was sitting by Bill
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Donaho at the time, so perhaps it suffered by comparison. But the statue seemed so insig
nificant, after the build up of many years. Heck, it was big and vast, but the photographs 
I’ve seen of it in the past must always have been taken from sea level. On the top deck 
of even a small ship, there Just wasn’t the expected effect of majesty and height. Of 
grandeur, yes, but majesty, no. I may be wrong in this. I may have been expecting too 
much. For instance, the Empire State I thought to be much better and more fascinating 
than I expected. The Statue of Liberty didn’t quite measure up in my estimation. There 
is of course one reason. I had lots of lager, and I could feel a dull headache, and, as 
it transpired, I was on the verge of a severe attack of heat exhaustion. Maybe my disap
pointment was a result of these three causes. But it was a short-lived disappointment. I 
travelled some thirty-eight miles round Manhattan, and I was filled with awe at what this 
great metropolis had to offer to the sight-seer. We passed under some seventeen bridges, 
some small, some mighty, like the George Washington Memorial Bridge and the Queensboro 
Bridge. This latter is unique because a part of the bridge consists of a large building, 
the floors of which are numbered dowuwai-ds, i.e., the ninth floor is actually the bottom 
floor. The United Nations Building looks especially imposing from the sea, much more so 
than when passed by car. I could go on and on and tell you about all the most interesting 
places, but perhaps this book would assume the category of a guide book. I'm lucky be
cause I have the official guide book, and to merely flip through the pages brings the 
whole exciting three hours back to life -igain.

Bill Donaho, with heat exhaustion and everything, you’ll never know how much I enjoyed 
myself!

Bill ordered another taxi, and was dropped off somewhere in the centre of Manhattan. 
He gave me two dollars, told me it would suffice for the fare, and told the taxi driver
to take me to Cooper Square. I didn’t really feel too well at this time, and of course
it was the heat, although, as you’ve read in Chapter One, the plane was.crowded and I had 
no sleep. A combination of the two began to affect me. But I shrugged it off, and the
taxi dropped me at the Nunnery. I couldn't even see the meter in the taxi, but I slipped
him the $2, and he seemed happy enough.

The Nunnery was deserted.
I bathed my face in cold water, and felt better. I went into Bill's room and sorted 

through his pile of records. He had hundreds, and wonder of wonders, they were all 
classical pieces. I had a little concert to myself. I picked out Tchaikovsky's 1812 
Overture, Sibelius’s Symphony Number 2, and the first movement of Rachmaninoff's Second 
Piano Concerto. The Hi-Fi boomed out in a massive cascade of sound...and I've always liked 
classical music played at a high decibel count. I waved my hands about, and whilst the 
1812 was on I lashed myself into a fury.

Soon, the fans began to arrive. Ted and Sylvia, Dick and Pat Ellington came, and a 
little later Bill Donaho came back, armed to the teeth with new hunks of Hi-Fi equipment. 
There and then he assembled a new loudspeaker.

Later, Bill said he was going to take me to dine-at a Spanish restaurant he knew in 
Greenwich Village. Ah, my heart fluttered once again at the mention of what I knew to be 
the artistic quarter of the city.

V/e took a bus to El Faro's. I like American buses. There is nothing ostentatious 
about them. There is no conductor, as there is in buses in the British Isles. You simply 
clamber into the bus, drop your 15 cents into a transparent receptacle by the driver, get 
your change, if any, and assume your seat. The system works wonderfully. Conductors are 
absolutely unnecessary. The movement will never spread to Great Britain, however. The 
drivers are so busy, and seme cars drive at least 30 m.p.h...........

El Faro's had air-conditioning, and after the humidity of the outside, it was quite a 
shock, and I found myself shivering. No one else did, however, and I knew that although 
I didn't really feel too bad, I wasn't by any means my usual self. The decor of El Faro's 
was suited to its name, and the waitresses also looked a little Spanish, with off-the- 
shoulder blouses, and elaborate earrings. Donaho was the perfect host. He told me I was 
going to get a surprise dish, and that it was exotic.1 He ordered two bottles of claret, 
which he poured liberally, and I awaited this food phenomenon. Donaho bad not exaggerated.
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Imagine a large dish, in fact, two large dishes, almost full of rice. Mixed up in the 
_'ice were clam, lobster, shrimp, chicken, and obhei* delicacies which I couldn’t identify. 
This type of food was completely new to me. I copied the rest and filled my plate sever
al times with the contents of the two big dishes. I ate and ate, and washed it down with 
a most excellent claret. The general atmosphere of the fans, the sparkling conversation 
and the novelty of the setting made me feel quite warm inside. I forgot my headache, and 
felt on the crest of the wave.

We left El Faro's, and walked through Greenwich Village. Seme artists had their 
works of art propped against the sidewalk, or on window sills, and we stopped to look. 
The village was clean and had a certain undefinable atmosphere about it. I was quite 
taken with the place.

Bill led us to a place frequented by Greenwich Villagites, known as FIGARO'S. Artist
type people sat at chairs drinking through straws, and we edged through the throng and 
reached a quaint place at the rear of the building. Actually, it was a square formed by 
four walls, and it had no roof. It was dimly lit, and had wooden seats, and a tree here 
and there sprouted from the paved floor. We met Sandy Cutrell there, escorting a girl 
with long hair named Nina who fitted the place exactly.

We ordered drinks. Bill said he'd order for me, and after fifteen minutes the wait
ress (and what a beauty she was, too) brought back a high glass with ice cream in it, and 
other tasty ingredients. I sucked it through a straw, and was it good?

Soon after we left, and slowly walked back to the Nunnery.
Some strange people were at the Nunnery, listening to jazz records. By strange, of 

course, I mean that I didn't know who they were. 1 felt tired and hot and just a little 
inwell, and I decided to retire to the guest room.

Here again, now, I've got to tell you about the cockroaches. I want my story of my 
vrip in America to be factual, and in retrospect, the cockroach incident was really quite 
funny, although the essential humour of it didn't hit me at the time. The Nunnery isn't 
the only place in New York to have cockroaches. My observations have lead me to believe 
that most places in New York have them. In fact, I remember once in the Army, in Germany, 
T hac a scuffle with cockroaches, big ones too. But the Battle at the Nunnery was Just 
out of this world. It was incredible.

I brushed aside the fabric guarding the gest room, and switched on the light. Cock
roaches flitted about everywhere. HUNDREDS OF THEM. I shook my head in disbelief, and 
looked into tne other rooms. No cockroaches. I looked at and under Terry's bed (he was 
on the 9-5 shift). No cockroaches. In fact, the guest room was the only place where they 
were to be found. And unfortunately, I had the guesn room. What to do? I'd battled 
with the blasted things before, but only isolated groups, not whole militant regiments. 
With compressed lips and eyes full of fear, I peered round the fabric again. Suffering 
Catfish. They'd called up reinforcements. And at the move of the curtain it seemed to 
me as if they'd swung round and poised themselves for a frontal assault. I retreated in 
confusion. Then a thought struck me. When I had been in the kitchen earlier that day I'd 
seen two long blue round cylinders which bore some sort of blurb which stressed their 
power to inflict great losses on the insect world. Should I accept the challenge and give 
battle? Whoosh. I had no alternative. The cockroaches had captured the guest room, and 
the honour of the Berrys (and the Berry Family Tree stretched as far back as Hastings in 
1C56) was dependent upon my decision. I gritted my teeth. I gave the sprayer a prelimin
ary flick, and the noxious liquid shot forth. I stood with my chest out. I muttered a 
silent prayer to Roscoe. I tried to recall if I'd told my wife about the $3,000 insurance 
policy. And I strode forth to the guest room. Hie cockroaches seemed surprised to see 
me. For one moment, they weie struck dumb with the utter audacity of this mortal who had 
dared to offer combat. I leaned slightly forward, as I'd been taught in .the army. I 
spaced my feet wide apart, and balanced my body firmly on them. And as the first assault 
group almost reached my feet, I blasted forth. I sprayed from right to left. I knew no 
mercy. I fought for my life in particular and the prestige of fandom in general. I would 
not budge an inch. The line wavered and withdrew. Hie cockroaches huddled in the middle 
of the bed, and the ones on the walls drew a little higher, like a Venetian blind being 
lifted. I took a deep breath whilst I could, and waited for the next move, which I knew
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was sure to come. Suddenly, three distinct prongs of cockroaches separated and waddled 
towards me. I sprayed them unmercifully. I gloated in sheer triumph and their bodies 
shrivelled up and lay in twisted piles. But I found myself retreating. One foot, two 
feet. I sprayed, both jet and nozzle, but to no avail. The cockroaches on the walls 
were straining to reach the fabric, and cut off my retreat. What could I do? I had 
to admit I was beaten. And I had caused so much devastation in their ranks that 1 
knew they’d show no mercy. They’d crawl all over me all night. Then I had the answer. 
The ONLY answer.

I shouted for Bill Donaho at the top of my voice.
He came in in his underpants.
"Quick, Bill, get a sprayer," I yelled. He didn’t wait for why's or wherefores. He 

thumped across the floor, and in seconds he was by my side.
"My Ghod," he shouted, when he saw the array that faced us. And he crouched by my 

side. I felt that with this sterling character by my side, right would triumph. The 
cockroaches had obviously met Bill before. They retreated again to the limits of the 
lights, and I swear I almost heard a buzzing noise as they plotted their strategy.

Ponderously, inevitably, they advanced. But now I saw their Master Plan. No less 
than a concerted attack from all sides, INCLUDING THE CEILING. The airbourne formation 
proved to be too formidable. If we lifted the sprayer to attack them, the ones on the 
floor scuttled forward in darts to right and left. The wallbound ones, who seemed big
ger than the other ones, moved forward in a sheer sheet of insectry. Bill was game, 
I’ll say that for him. It was his house, and he was letting them know who was master.
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As we fought a valiant x-cax-gnai-d action, he told me all about his previous conflicts with 
them. “So that’s where they went,” he panted, cutting a swathe through the packed ranks. 
"We all carried out a campaign against them last week, and thought they’d all gone.”

In the nick of time, we backed through the fabric covering, and into the safety of 
the main room. "Bill,” I breathed, "my suitcase is in there."

He looked shocked. "I’ll give you covering fire," he finally decided. I made certain 
that the position he took up was one which gave me the most chance of success, and with 
a final cry of aggression to try to raise my hopes, I rushed in, grabbed the suitcase and 
rushed out again. Bill wasn’t quite accurate with his fire, but having read on the 
cylinder that the fluid didn’t stain clothing, I dismissed it from my mind.

"You'll have to sleep in Terry's bed," said Bill.
"Won't he mind?" I queried.
"People are always sleeping in his bed,” Bill laughed. •
To the strains of a jazz band recording and a soft Shoe shuffle from the front room, 

I lay on Terry's bed. I didn't feel tired at all. I looked through the masses of bocks 
which lined the wall, and decided to be mundane. Ninety percent of the books were soft 
and hard cover editions of science fiction stories, but I chose a Raymond- Chandler Phillip 
Marlowe story. Chandler has always fascinated me. He is one of those writers who, for 
some unknown reason, finds it necessary to exaggerate all the time. It seems queer to me, 
but there must be some psychological reason for it. To a factual writer like ne, it seems 
totally unnecessary.

As I read, something distracted me. Marlowe had a bedroom next to the heroine's, and 
was about to open the door, but dammit, I had to look up. I saw a most uncanny sight
shadowed on the far wall. Two huge cockroaches, about three feet long, were chasing each
other. THREE FEET LONG. I looked behind me, and saw a large bedside lamp shtde, and two 
cockroaches were chasing each other round and round the rim. The light from -he lamp 
reflected their shadows on the far wall. Was it fate? I remembered that I had once
written a story "Earwig Oh? Again," dealing with fans who suffered at the hands of insects.
Now it was happening to me. Well, who was I to interrupt a potential cockroach seduction? 
I left them to their devices, whatever they were, and returned to Marlowe's!

I read about ten pages, and gradually slipped over to sleep. I don't know how long 
I was asleep, but something woke me up, and I saw that a cockroach scout had located me, 
and sat looking at me on the pillow. I knew there and then that I was going to vomit. 
It was a final accumulation of all the things which had happened to me in the last twelve 
hours....no sleep on the aeroplane....the great excitement at this chance-in-a-lifetime 
fan tour of America....the heat, which, during the early hours of the morning became even 
more humid, if such a thing were possible.... the strange and exotic food at the Spanish 
restaurant, though it was my fault entirely that I had made an absolute glutton of 
myself....all these things meshed together. I got up from the bed and ran through the 
kitchen, across the flat roof where people were sitting and talking, up some metal steps 
onto a higher flat roof, across this roof to a wall which overlooked Cooper Square. I 
ley against this wall, and, wonder of wonders, from somewhere a soft cooling breeze 
emerged. I gulped great breathfuls into my lungs, and suddenly, the squealing brakes 
and screeching sirens, which had gotten into the background of my senses, became excessive. 
........ and my head began to spin. I lay against the wall, and vomited....and vomited..........

At about eleven am on Friday, the 28th of August, Sandy Cutrell picked me up in his 
Volkswagen, and with Tom Condit in attendance, we drove to Dick Ellington's apartment. 
By the time I reached the apartment, which was many flights up, I felt like Sherpa Tensing, 
(in case you don’t know, he climbed Everest.) Pat made us tea, and it was exactly like 
the tea I got back home, except it was made with little teabags, which I found cute but 
ostentatious. As a matter of interest, the tea Pat made was the nearest approach to home 
brew that I tasted in America. Americans seemed surprised when I seemingly adulterated 
my tea with milk and sugar.

We talked for a time, and then Pat suggested we go to Greenwich Village for a meal. I 
liked the idea. My nausea from the early morning had gone, and although I felt weak, the
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heat had not yet become torrid, and my stomach felt empty. We piled into Sandy's car, 
and drove to the Village. Unfortunately, we couldn't find a place to park. Eventually, 
we came to a lovely vacant space by the kerb, into which his car fitted just exactly. 
A green car was behind us, and I saw a card on the windscreen which announced that the 
car was in the service of the local detective department. I grinned to myself, and 
turned to Sandy. "What does p-o-l-i-c-e mean?” I spelled out.

He looked blank. "There is a police car behind,” I told him, "and you said it isn't 
permissible to park in New York on Fridays."

He didn't believe me. He gave me a look which demonstrated that he had expected such 
a sneaky show of humour from me. Condit looked out of the back window, and panted out 
confirmation. Sandy gripped the wheel, there was a blur of speed, and we were about five 
blocks away in as many seconds. It was no good. We could not find a place to park. 
Sandy let us out and drove away, and Pat, Tern and I (and the Ellington baby, of course) 
went into a restaurant. It was about 1 pm, and the place was crowded. It took seme time 
before we were served. I had a bowl of hot soup and coffee and felt GOOD.

When we left, Pat headed in one particular direction, as if she were following a com
pass reading. Oblivious to traffic and passersby, she strode her way. Eventually, on 
Fifth Avenue, she stopped and went into a hotel. Tern and I stayed outside and played 
with the little girl.

Ten minutes passed by, during which time Tern and I controlled Marie Louise as a 
collie dog controls sheep. We followed her in and out of the hotel, stepping into the 
way when she directed her energies to places where little children shouldn't play, such 
as the roadway, for example.

Pat came out, and asked us to follow her. We went up in an elevator, and a bellhop 
took us to a room. What a room. The furnishings were superb, the decor artistic, the 
bed COMFORTABLE, the 21 inch TV screen ostentatious, the tiled bathroom and toilet smooth, 
and the view through the window magnificent.

"Is Bloch coming?” I asked in my innocence.
"This is your room,” said Pat. "Is is air-conditioned, and in your present state, you 

won^t get any rest unless you do have air-conditioning."
I sat down on the bed (and how delightfully it accommodated me) and lookeTn amazement 

at Pat, then at Tom.
I stammered and stuttered. _
"But...but this room must be terribly expensive," I panted.
"That's all been taken care of," she said.
"By whom?" I asked.
"I'm not going to tell you," she said firmly. "It isn't me, I'll say that much. You 

have to have an air-conditioned room, and that's final. We want to get you in good shape 
for your tour, and we want you to come to Coney Island with us tonight. So I suggest 
you go to bed now, and have six hours good sleep, and we'll ring you about seven, and if 
you feel up to it, and only if you feel up to it, we'll call for you."

Pat and Tom left the room, and I lay down on the bed, and pondered. I had heard Pat 
say to Tom that the rent was $1U per night. Gosh. That was the equivalent of five pounds 
in British currency, and only a really rich dignitary could afford such a lavish room. 
Question, who had paid for it? (Pat had told me that the room was booked until Sunday 
night, that was fifteen pounds in British currency.) Suffering Catfish. It was incredible 
that anyone could be so kind. I knew I needed a good sleep, in the coolness so apparent 
in this room. But, question again, who was responsible for the payment? I think I know 
who it was. I am almost certain. I taxed this person about it, and he (or she) looked 
at me blankly, and denied any knowledge of it. This is of course the sign of a true 
benefactor. To this person, and he knows I know it was him (or her) I can only say, in 
all humility, that because of this extreme generosity, I rapidly built up my strength. 
You.see, this kind person didn't only stop there. He (or she) arranged for a "DO NOT 
DISTURB" notice to be put on my door. I don't know what he (or she) said to the manage
ment, but when I opened my door one day, outside I saw a large basket filled with fruit, 
pears, grapes, peaches and a big red apple, with a card expressing the good wishes of 
the management. To this unknown person (and I know it's you) I can only say how sincere-
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ly I appreciate it all. You are kind, and because you refuse to accept the credit for 
this most generous act, I recognise even more the sterling qualities you possess. The 
only reason I don’t print your name is because I may Just be wrong. I know I’m not, 
99*9 per cent sure of it. But YOU know how I feel.

With these thoughts in my mind, I lay down on the bed. I didn’t, take any of my 
clothes off, I don't think I had the strength. I rested my head on the pillow, and took 
one last unbelieving glance round the room, the epitome of luxury, before things became 
blurred and finally vanished...........

The telephone awoke me. I recognised Dick Ellington's voice* He asked me how I was, 
and I told him the truth, that I felt in fine shape.... that six hours’ really deep sleep 
had done me the world of good. He said he would come and pick me.-up, but I-told him I 
could find the Nunnery all right, and that I would walk round in about half an hour.

I got up off the bed and stretched. I went into the bathroom. The bath was so com
fortable-looking I was almost tempted to bath, but I decided not to go to extremes. In
stead, I had a shower. I tried to get a blend of hot and cold, but due to some defect 
(probably in my reasoning power) I could only get ultra hot or horribly cold. Whilst I 
twiddled the knobs I leapt adroitly in or out of the spray as the temperature dictated. 
I towelled myself with a towel that had a half-inch pile and was as big as a blanket. 
Maybe it was a blanket. I felt but good after a vigorous towelling.

I dressed, putting on my Harris Tweed sports jacket, opened the door, and bingo. A 
blast of heat stood like a barrier. I almost literally had to force myself forward to 
negotiate it. I made a great decision. I decided to go to Coney Island in my shirt.... 
my shirt and BRACERS...or suspenders, as they are called in America. I'd spent a week 
in Newcastle, County Down, a seaside resort, and my unconventional display of bracers 
caused a local controversy which spread to the local paper. To wear bracers was JUST NOT 
DONE. But I had seen so many peculiar garbs in New York, especially in Greenwich Village, 
that I decided to take a chance. So with my bracers on permanent display, I gritted my 
teeth, twirled my moustache, took the elevator, crossed the foyer, and out into the street. 
No one looked...or at least, no one looked with any undue surprise or fascination.

Although I'd never traversed the route before, in twenty minuter of trial and error 
I found the Nunnery. A bunch of fans were-waiting outside the Nunnery...Sandy Cutrell, 
Ted and Sylvia White, Bill Donaho, Pat and Dick Ellington, Larry and Noreen Shaw, and 
two people I'd never met before, and who were introduced as Jerry Marshall and Vai. 
Jerry Marshall, it appeared, although not of a fannish disposition (relatively speaking, 
whatever that means) was a frequent visitor to the Nunnery. Vai was his girl friend, 
a coloured girl of considerable beauty and charm, and with a really sweet temperament. 
It was unanimously decided to go over to a bar called rather esoterically, the ’Landmine'. 
We had iced Lager, Sylvia White had a Cola, and Pat Ellington invited me to play bowling 
with her....she pointed to a miniature bowling alley along a side cf the room. If the 
ball knocked some of the skittles, various scores were illuminated on the scoreboard. 
The main idea was to try and knock all the skittles down with one ball. We had ten tries 
each, and several times I managed to knock all of them down with one bowl. The scoring 
seemed complicated, but the general consensus was that I'd won. I felt pretty good about 
that.

We went outside, and split into three groups, arranging to meet at Coney Island. In 
my group were Bill Donaho, Ted and Sylvia. Sandy drove off in his Volkswagen, with, I 
think, Larry and Noreen, and the Ellingtons and Jerry and Vai crossed the road. It 
became a battle of wits as to which of the two remaining groups could get a taxi first. 
Bill Donaho stepped in the road many times in an attempt to flag one down, but it Just 
wasn't our night. The Ellington group seemed to fare no better. They stood across 
the road, thumbs rampant, all to no avail. Suddenly, at my shoulder, I sensed an evil 
presence. I looked round, and saw a really rough looking negro. He had a long scar 
down the side of his face, and he looked real mean. He spoke....it seemed guttural to, 
me, and Sylvia asked me if I understood. I shook my head. She said he was asking for a
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handout. He addressed himself to Bill. Bill shook his head. "You’re getting nothing, 
boy," he said firmly. The negro persisted. It was all very uncomfortable. Then a taxi 
drew up. We opened the door and scuttled inside. The negro stuck his head through Bill’s 
window, and muttered away. I don’t know what he said. I fancied I heard the word ’kill'. 
The taxi driver snerted and pulled away from the kerb. He explained that it was a good 
idea to give a handout in a case like that, because ’sometimes they become really violent’. 
I got the point all right.

The ride to Coney Island took about half an hour. It was fannishly a pleasant time. 
I had a long talk with Ted White about various things. I refused to look out of the 
window, because I could tell by the squeal of brakes that the driver had another deadline 
to meet.

And Coney Island. What can I say about it? Is there another place like it in the 
world?

We left the taxi at the place we had arranged to meet the others. I was introduced 
to root beer. Pretty soon the others arrived, within minutes of each other. Bill. 
Donaho led us to the CYCLONE. It was an infernal machine. It consisted of five little 
round trucks, attached to each other, which, suitably.filled with idiots, disappeared into 
a mass of tunnels. Some moments later, it was ejected, and people staggered out of it, 
and we in the queue moved forward. We tried to get all the fans in the train at the 
same time, but couldn't manage it. I was in a little truck with Sandy Cutrell. We moved 
forward into the darkness. Suddenly, the truck became alive. We went up and down and 
sideways at violent speeds I closed my eyes and hung on. I felt as if I was a refugee 
from an Edgar Allan Poe story. When I thought my last moments had come (l swear we 
looped the loop) the train came into the light again. "Let’s have another go," said 
Sandy, full of enthusiasm. I tried to grin. I was not going to appeal' chicken. So I 
had co go around the blasted course again. It was even more horrible the second time. 
I swear if Cutrell had asked me to go round again I would have raised my fist to the sky 
and shouted supplication.

We staggered back to terra firma again, and Donaho was talking in horrible detail 
about the switchback. "It's much worse than the Cyclone," I heard him say. I imagined 
I could see him wink at the others, and that it was merely a joke. It wasn’t, though. 
Donaho never said anything more factual in his life. We paid our money and got in the 
trucks which were to take us over the switchback. The truck moved off and turned a cor
ner, and started to climb. We climbed for a considerable time..and finally we were poised 
at the top. So slowly the trucks negotiated the summit, and then gravity took over. It 
seemed to me that we were dropping vertically. And at the bottom of the drop centrifugal 
force plastered me to the bottom of the truck, and we whizzed upwards again, leaving my 
stomach behind.... and I don't think that particular one ever came back! Up and over 
again. Once or twice I opened my eyes, just for the hell of it, and I saw Bill Donaho, 
who was next to me, with a gleam of pure happiness in his eyes, delighting in the tor
ture. We whipped round a bend at an angle of about sixty degrees, and I can say without 
ar.y doubt whatsoever that if centrifugal force had not squashed Bill against me, I would 
have performed a double flip at the apex of the bend before taking off for places west! 
The ride seemed to last forever. I opened my eyes again, and we roared round another 
bend, and I saw faces then.the tops of buildings then the sky, and I Just didn't give 
tuppence what happened to me. Slowly, we shunted to a half. I pulled myself out, and 
swayed slightly, and then turned to Bill, but he had handed the attendant more money, and 
signalled for me to get.inside again. I grinned weakly and turned to the exit. I had 
lived through the terrible thing, and I felt that honour had been satisfied. But never, 
NEVER again!!!

Bill Donaho., to my knowledge, went round the switchback five times. I had always 
previously regarded him as being perfectly sane, but when a man is such a glutton for 
punishment, who can tell? Rumour has it that Cutrell went round five times, too, but 
tr.is I refuse to believe. He shows much more perception than to be so foolish.

I observed Jerry Marshall at the balloon stand. The far wall was covered with in
flated balloons, and if so many were punctured by darts, beautiful fluffy dolls could be 
won. Marshall was at the stall for a considerable time. I don't know how many darts he
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purchased, but a continuous series of shafts flashed from his fingers, and in time, he 
burst nearly all the balloons. Two of the stall attendants helped him, too; I think they 
regarded the complete annihilation of their balloons as inevitable, and .Terry Marshall 
gave me the impression of being-the sort of man one didn’t argue with. In fact, at one 
stage of the Balloon Bust, Jerry complained that he had handed over a $10 bill and re
ceived the change for $1. These stall attendants are mean, and in this case, two of them 
argued with Jerry, but he got his other $9, as I knew he would. Eventually, possibly to 
get rid of him, the attendants filled his arms with big teddy bears and dolls and statues, 
and he took them and gave them to Vai. I was very touched with what she did. She gave 
Sylvia and Noreen each one of the biggest and fluffiest of the doils, and so the women 
were happy.

I went for a walk along Coney Island beach with Larry and Noree.i. We talked about a 
great many things, seme mundane, seme fannish. Eventually, we went to a previously 
arranged rendezvous, and met the others. Cutrell and the Ellingtons decided to stay at 
Coney Island, but it was well after 1 am, and in deference to my fragility, the others 
decided on a home run. Jerry called up two taxis, and gave them certain directions, and 
the taxis played ducks and drakes with each other until, half an hour later, we drew up 
outside a hotel. At first I thought it was my hotel, and they were dropping me off, but 
we all got out.

"Jerry is taking us up to his apartment for a drink," explained Noreen.
We went up via the elevator. What a magnificent suite Jerry had. Someone mentioned 

they thought he’d been at another hotel, but Jerry explained that he’d had a party there 
and the management had objected. We sat around, and Jerry suggested drinks. We all 
nodded, and Jerry picked up the phone, and asked for drinks to be sent up. He wasn’t 
pleased with the answer. It seemed there was no one they could send up, and the bar was 
closed, and they had no drink anyway. Jerry looked pensive. Then he spoke into the phone. 
He’told them the position. He said he had guests in his suite, and that they wanted 
drinks, and that, by golly, he was going to make sure they had drinks. He gave them an 
ultimatum. He wanted a bellhop up immediately, or else......... He put the phone down, and
we waited.

Fifteen seconds passed, and the door was rapped. Jerry opened it, and a bellhop 
stood quivering at the threshold. Jerry asked him in. Jerry asked us what we wanted to 
drink, and relayed the order to the bellhop. Jerry said it would be a good idea to bring 
some food up, too, and the bellhop nodded vigorously. Then came the climax. Jerry 
peeled off a $100 bill and gave it to the bellhop. I closed my eyelids lest I lose my 
eyeballs.

Spurred on by the incentive of a good tip, the bellhop produced all sorts of wonderful 
drinks and eatables.

Jerry picked up the phone, and rang some mystic place called ’Birdland", presumably 
a jazz hall of some sort, because I recall Ella Fitzgerald singing a song ’Lullaby of 
Birdland’, and I asked Jerry if that was the same Birdland, and he said it was. He in
vited us all to be his guests, and said that taxis would be coming at 3^30 am. But we 
all declined. Another hour went by, and we trooped downstairs and drove off in our taxi, 
leaving Jerry and Vai waving under the awning of their hotel.

I was dropped off at my hotel, on Fifth Avenue; yeah, that Fifth Avenue, and with 
bracers still rampant but with a little of my swagger gone I walked across the foyer and 
got my key and went to my room. The ’DO NOT DISTURB' notice was still on the doorknob, 
and I left it there.

The room was so cool after the dense heat outside. The clean white sheets were thrown 
back, and they looked so inviting. I took off my shirt and trousers and got into beu. 
I remember reaching a hand out to switch off the bedside lamp. I don’t think I quite 
reached it.............

Once again my sleep was shattered by Dick Ellington on the telephone. I was complete
ly bewildered when he told me it was 6 pm on Saturday. I’d slept right through the day, 
and that fifteen hours did me a power of good. I hadn’t had any food, but sleep was what 
I wanted, and sleep I got. Ellington told me there was a party being held in my honour
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at the Nunnery, and that lots of people had been invited, and that some of them, in fact, 
nad arrived already. I told him to give me half an hour.

I showered, and walked round to the Nunnery. Lots of people were there, as Ellington 
had told me. Groups of them sat on the flat roof at the rear. Bill Donaho took me to 
the kitchen and waved a hand. The place was stocked with liquor...everything that the 
drunkard could wish for. Even bottles of ginger ale and cola for the lighter spirits. 
I circulated amongst the people, fans and non-fans, and then went to the roof garden. 
Donaho had set up a sort of grill, with strange cog-wheel shaped lumps of coal underneath. 
He threw petrol or a similar agent on the coke, and, well out of range, flicked a match 
at it. A sheet of flame belched out, and Donaho, with a professional air, tended the 
fire until it was a dull red. Then he spoke. He told everyone that they would find a 
mass of steaks nearby, and that it was every man for himself. He picked up a lump of 
steak as big as an armchair seat, and dropped it cn the grill. I lifted my nostrils, and 
they twitched in appreciation. Noreen took me under her wing, and selected another huge 
steak. It took both hands for me to lift it. She told me how to grill it, and then 
thought better of it and said she’d grill it for me, whilst I circulated. I forgot about 
the steak until Noreen called me some fifteen minutes later. What a magnificent sight. 
I hadn't eaten for many hours, and I had to compress my lips to control my tongue. The 
steak was cooked perfectly, and it hadn't lost any of its size in the preparation. I 
grabbed a plate, levered the steak on to it, and attacked it with a knife and fork. I 
cut out huge chunks, and the juice ran down my lips. I poured myself an ice-cold bheer, 
and then decided that the knife and fork ritual was too slow, as the steak was so vast 
that its perimeter was getting cold. I grabbed each side of it in my fists and gnawed 
into it as if I was starved. I was starved, actually. I don't know what the record time 
is for steak-shifting, but I reckon I came pretty close to breaking it. On top I poured 
another beer, and I could have faced anything.

I met many nice people. I'll see if I can recall their names......... Ian McCauley, a pre
sentable young chap....Ken Beale, whose name I recalled from HYPHEN days, and who proudly 
flashed a Frankenstein magazine in which he'd made a sale...Dave McDonald, who I thought 
to be quite a character and who proved it the following day, as you'll read....Alex Kirs, 
who came into the rocm in a space-like crash-helmet. At first I thought possibly he 
thought it was a fancy-dress ball, but it transpired he had come on his motor cycle... 
Joe Casey, a young ginger-haired New Jersey fan...Larry Ivie, another young New York fan 
with a serious expression, who didn't speak at all, but just drifted round the walls of 
the rooms....and of course, all the regulars were there, Ted and Sylvia White, Larry and 
Noreen Shaw, Dick and Pat Ellington and the baby, Sandy Outre11, Jerry Marshall and Vai 
....and many other people who were non-fans, yet who were all very pleasant.

I was pouring myself a beer in the kitchen, and felt someone looking at me. I looked 
to my left and saw two young men, heck, young men indeed, they were little more than 
boys, about fifteen years of age, possibly.

They looked at me with wide innocent eyes.
"He doesn't recognise us," said one to the other.
"Look," I said, being non-committal. "There's hundreds of people here, and I know 

very few of them. So if you'll....?"
"I'm Les Gerber," said one.
"I'm Andy Reiss," said the other.
We shook hands.
Gerber was short (but then he's only fifteen) with spectacles, innocent eyes (wee111.. 

..?) and a sort of sheepdog expression. Reiss looked a little older, and a little less 
innocent, but then, looks are deceptive.

-"I've got my zap," said Gerber.
"I'm sure it's a very nice one, Les," I said, "but there are a lot of non-fans, you 

know, and, I mean, it's easy to give the wrong impression."
"There's Donaho's cats," suggested Gerber.
I shook my head.
"That could be rough," I said.
I noticed that Reiss had a trench coat on. I don't know the temperature of the
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Nunnery at that moment, but I would guess it was near a hundred in the shade. I opened 
my eyes wide, and saw sweat dripping from the sleeves of Reiss's trench coat. Sweat was 
pouring down his face, and forming rivulets down both sides of his nose. His tongue was 
somewhere down by his boots.

"It's very hot in here, Andy," I said. "Take off your coat."
How can mere words describe the look he gave me. It wasn’t pity...it wasn't annoy

ance.... it wasn't awe....I guess it was a combination of all three.
"But I'm a GDA agent," he said, surprised at my lack of logic, "and GDA agents wear 

trench coats."
He looked at me. I knew he wanted to know where mine was.
"It's very hot in here, son," I advised. But I don't remember his taking it off. I 

don't think he did. This was Just the beginning. I was soon to learn how these two 
young neofans had clutched onto the GDA mythos with a vengeance!

Reiss called me over.
"Here, Goon," he said.
I staggered over, ready for anything.
"I've got my pornography," said Gerber.
"Duhhhhh?" I quavered.
"You know," said Andy. "Like, GDA men collect pornography."
"That's an allusion," I stressed, but Gerber went on to tell me that he had six differ

ent versions of "Lady Chatterly's Lover," and that he would bring me one on the morrow.
"I've got my RET file," said Les, and he whipped open a case he had been carrying, 

and sure enough, there were the copies, nestling comfortably in the leather.
I had mixed feelings about these boys' interest in RET and the GDA. They were sc 

keen about the whole thing, and I sensed that they were taking it much too seriously.
"I've got something else for you," said Gerber happily. I went over, and he opened 

his case and pulled out a long cardboard box. He pulled a flap out and produced a long 
plastic pistol. Gerber demonstrated the mechanics of it. The trigger had four spurs, 
and long rubber bands were stretched over the end of the barrel and on to the spurs. It 
was therefore possible to fire several shots at one time. Gerber was all for me slipping 
it into my waistbelt and lurching forth amongst the fans, and challenging them to a duel. 
I told Leslie exactly what I felt, that it was very nice of him to think of getting the 
pistol for me, but I didn't want to use it at a party at which I was guest of honour. But 
I told him that it would be used in GDA stories, and he would get the egoboo for the 
new GDA armament. This seemed to satisfy him.

I circulated. Someone called my name, and a rather stout lady approached me, with a 
large parcel in her hand. Pat Ellington, whom I was talking to at the time, introduced 
me to BelJe Dietz. She in turned introduced me to her husband Frank, and to George Nims 
Raybin. I'd heard so much about this trio during the last couple of years, and was de
lighted to meet them. Belle told me she had something for me. A crowd gathered round, 
and she pulled the top off a pink plastic case and revealed a large chocolaxe cake, with 
a 'Welcome John' signal on it. This was indeed a nice gesture, especially as Belle had 
made the cake herself. We ceremoniously bore it to the kitchen, and with due pomp I cut 
myself a slice, took a big bite, and found it very good, too.

I spread the word round that some scrumptious cake was in the kitchen, and I flatten
ed myself against the wall to avoid being trampled underfoot.

I circulated. I had a long talk with Ted White about fandom and fanzines. It was a 
considerable help to me in Judging the Ted White character, which for so long had baffled 
people. His written words had somehow conveyed a picture of a fan who was, how can I put 
it, rather embittered, or ultra cynical. This was obviously not true. The words had 
lied. Ted White was one of the nicest chaps I had ever met. He was honest and frank, 
and surely that is not a fault; and he was also considerate and helpful. His wife, a 
young and charming girl, Sylvia (nee Dees, of FLAFAN fame), looked so innocent and almost 
out of place. She looked like Alice in Wonderland. For a second I felt a paternal affec
tion for her, and was about to tell her it was late and she should be at home. She told 
me she hated to look so young, and I told her how silly she was....that youth was a most 
precious thing. Notwithall, she showed a mature grasp of the fundamental things in life...
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Once again, I circulated. I was talking to two non-fans. I don't know their names. 
They signed their autographs for me, but their writing is illegible. What I do remember 
about them is that they had won a trip to Bermuda in a raffle, and were shortly due to 
depart. We discussed their good fortune, when I suddenly espied Gerber running past, with 
panic in his eyes, looking furtively over his shoulder. There was a second's pause, and 
in hot pursuit of Gerber was a coloured gentleman about seven feet tall, sporting a white 
vest which displayed as nifty a set of biceps as I ever had the misfortune to set eyes 
on. He caught Gerber, there was a muffled struggle, and Gerber's zap was precipitated 
violently through the window of the Nunnery to the street below. The expression on the 
executioner's face led me to believe that Gerber can consider himself lucky that he 
didn't follow it.

Gerber was indignant about this summary Jurisdiction. He came over to me and muttered 
wildly about various ploys he was going to bring into play to get his revenge. I told
him he should have been careful who he zapped, and that if he had to zap someone, why a
giant seven feet tall and built to match? Gerber complained some more. He expressed the 
opinion, without actually saying so in as many words, that he was a fully accredited GDA
man, and as I was the chief GDA man in the whole organisation the least I could do was
to go over to the coloured giant and castigate him severely for the evil deed, and per
chance obtain restitution.

I realised that this was a point in my career where I was forced to exert myself in 
order to maintain my prestige....whatever prestige I had. Gerber had faith in me, there
fore I had to do what I could to show this boy that his faith was not misplaced.

With my heart in my mouth, and forcing my feet forward, I went over to the giant. I 
learned his name was Paul. I took the line that I was the Guest of Honour at the party 
and I was drifting round talking to people. He bade me sit down opposite him, and intro
duced me to a friend of his, a girl, with whom, it seemed, he had been discussing the 
merits of the word 'gassy'. I soon learned that Paul thought the word to be wonderfully 
descriptive, and that the girl didn't like it one little bit. I was asked my opinion by 
both of them, and finally, as I knew would eventually happen, I was asked to arbitrate 
and give a considered opinion. I gave it against Paul. He was a mite annoyed at this, 
and it showed in his conversation, which was a little expressive. I glanced out of the 
corner of my eyes at Gerber, and winked at him, and from the smile on his face I imew 
that Les thought I had given the giant a thorough raking over for his utter audacity in 
disposing so ruthlessly of the Gerber Zap.

Things had worked out pretty well there, and I went out for more beer. Larry Shaw 
called me over, and pushed a big file in my hands. He explained that he had these 
original illustrations by Etosh, etc., from INFINITY and kindred pubs, and he thought that 
possibly I would like a few as souvenirs. I was thrilled at this generosity. I looked 
through them very carefully, and there were some superb examples, especially the scratch
board type. I chose half a dozen. One of them, by Schoenherr, depicted a man wearing a 
cloak running like mad towards a rocket which was illuminated by sheets of forked 
lightening. This illustration only took up half the board, and I thought what a marvel
lous idea it would be to get everyone at the Nunnery to autograph it. So armed with Dick 
Ellington's ballpoint pen I went up to everyone and got them to sign. The card shows that 
there were over forty people at the party. This illustration with its signatures is one 
of my treasured possessions. I am going to frame it, and by the time this story is read 
I hope that it will be hung in a conspicuous position in my room, so that whenever neces
sary I shall pause and ponder at the kindness of those New York fans and non-fans.........

At midnight, one or two people began to leave. Les Gerber and Andy Reiss left on the 
stroke of 12; Gerber's father came for them. I waved from the Nunnery window.

The party was enlivened by a character named Bruce Cameron Altshiller, who produced 
a set of bagpipes and retired to the guest room where he gave a solo performance. The 
people there appreciated it, I've no doubt. I'm sure that very few fannish parties in 
America have been thrilled by such unmelodious chords. I like to think he fixed the cock
roaches but good!

Round about three am the numbers had been reduced by half. Donaho came up to me and 
dropped a bombshell. "Try and see if you can make the people hang on for another hour,"
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he babbled, his face wreathed in cmllec, and a glass of neat Jack Daniels in his right 
hand. "The Jazz band is coming at 4:30 am.”

Could this be? Was it possible that Donaho had imported a complete jazz band? At 
4:15 am, the jazz men made an appearance. A character called Vince, who was a frequent 
visitor to the Nunnery, was a drummer with the band, and aftei' giving a session at a club 
in Greenwich Village, he’d brought the lot over with him for a one-night stand. They 
were pretty good. Ted had sent Sylvia home, but he explained that he would probably stay 
until about 6 am and listen to the Jazz* They started to play after being oiled with 
neat gin, and they gave forth with some pretty solid stuff. Vince hadn’t got his drums, 
but he found a cardboard box somewhere, and saL crouched over that with a look of utter 
contentment, strumming away with brushes. After a couple of warming-up numbers, the boys 
began to ’to give with it’ (to quote an expression I heard at the time) and the heat was 
so intense that they stripped off to the waist, and with mere gin (which I especially 
was sent to look for) they really got into the groove.

I would have loved to stay, but I knew I was to start on a long fan tour on Monday 
morning, and I had to get some sleep in reserve. I sought out mine host to offer him my 
congratulations at the magnificent fare he had set up. Bill was there, all right, but he 
was very ver;/ happy. He staggered to his feet, and his face bore the same highly daligliCcd 
expression. He nodded as I thanked himj and his face didn’t change. As I left, I looked 
back and saw him still staggering and still smiling. WHAT a man.

I walked round to the hotel, and got to my room at five-thirty am.
Although I was tired, I didn’t go to sleep immediately, but lay back with my hands 

clasped behind my head, wondering if it was all true. Then I looked at my tongue in a 
mirror beside the bed, and I nodded to myself, and managed a wink, and knew it was!

I wondered what the afternoon would bring............. ?

I was awakened by the telephone ringing. It was Les Gerber. We chatted for about 
half an hour. He seemed to be edging*... I got the impression he was being evasive over 
something. Finally, he said he would come to the Nunnery that afternoon, when a meeting 
of the Futurians was being held. He said he would see me there. I knew something was on 
his mind. I wondered what. I went to sleep again immediately, and the telephone woke 
me again at 3:30 pm. Once again it was Ellington. He said that I should come over to 
the Nunnery as scon as possible.

I opened the window, and a blast of hot air hit me. So the heatwave was still on. 
I don’t know if the New Yorkers considered it one, but I surely did. I showered, put on 
a new shirt, flipped my bracers over, and left for thgwNunnery.

The same people seemed to be there. One or two/faces were evident, however.
Les Gerber came up with a wide grin and gave me a newspaper size edition of "Lady 

Chatterly’s Lover." I accepted it in the spirit in which it was given, but I knew I’d 
have to unload it before returning to Belfast. I don’t mind taking a chance, but a news
paper sized version?

Gerber also told me he’d brought four zaps up with him. I tried to restrain a shud
der. I tried to tell him that there was a time and place for everything, but a big meet
ing of the Futurians was hardly the place. At the convention, I hinted, but not here. 
I knew Les wouldn't take any notice, and it came as no surprise to hear later from his 
very lips that the four had been forcibly taken from him.

Donaho did a tour of the rooms and told us all to congregate outside. Larry Shaw 
tapped his pipe on an empty beer bottle and called for order. He said that he proposed 
that I be voted as a retroactive member of the Futurians, and Bill Donaho seconded the 
motion. Before anyone had a chance to say ’nay', Larry tapped the bottle again, and 
announced that I was a Futurian. I staggered to my feet, and prepared to say a few words 
of thanks, but Donaho interposed and said that I would be making enough speeches at the 
Detention, and they would therefore spare me until then. I sought the bottle opener.........

We were all chatting on the flat roof a little later. Someone mentioned the famous 
telephone call I received in Belfast from Terry Carr in May, and I told them all about it: 
how the call had been circulated to the local police station, and how a car had come 
screeching for me at 11:30 pm, and how I'd been rushed to the station to await the call,
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and five hours later, after losing fifteen shillings at poker, the call still hadn’t come, 
and I went home. They were all laughing at my dramatic story...when a tremendous bang 
shook us, followed by another. It struck me immediately that a couple of Fanarchists in 
the basement had blown themselves up. However, seme of the more knowing fans stood up 
and peered at another apartment about twenty yards away which housed Dave McDonald. I 
looked over there, and saw him and Andy Reiss grinning over at us. Then, to the right, 
another apartment window opened, and a woman shouted in some anger that someone in her 
room was about to succumb to shortness of breath, and these explosions weren* t helping 
to postpone the inevitable. We shouted that it wasn’t us, but she shook her fist and 
withdrew. Seme moments of indecision passed and then a furious figure stormed on to the 
flat roof and confronted Donaho. It was the landlord. He had grey hair, a fat stomach 
and wore shorts. He harangued Donaho up and down the scale. Donaho persisted that we 
were quite innocent. The landlord would have none of it. He said that we were lying, 
and that he had in fact actually seen us throw one. This was nonsense; the fireworks 
had come from McDonald’s. Donaho suggested that a firework thrown by 'those over there’ 
had bounced off our roof, and that this was what the landlord had seen. The landlord 
persisted. A crowd of fans gathered round the landlord and shouted him down. I felt 
like joining them. Instead, I crept on to the higher roof, sneaked forward and snapped 
an active service picture of the unbelievable scene. (/*.t the time I’m writing this, the 
picture hasn’t been developed. If, however, it is up to standard I'll try my hardest to 
incorporate it in the foto sheet, 'i The landlord shouted something to the effect that 
—"you told me this sort of thing wouldn't happen again.” I could nee he was in doubt. 
He crossed the roof and shouted across to ask McDonald and Reiss if they had thrown it. 
They both denied the action, which I thought very unsporting of them. 1-iobnhly McDonald 
didn't want to be evicted either, which I could understand, but his silence didn't seem 
to be doing a lot for Donaho’s chances. I thought at the time that the least Mciv.nnid 
could have done, if he hadn’t the courage to admit the action, was to have stressed tl.r.t 
whoever it was, it wasn't us. But he didn’t. Eventually, the landlord was swayed. We 
convinced him that we were quite innocent. He left, and as he passed through the door, 
Les Gerber shouted something at the top of his voice. I forget what it was. Anyway, it 
was a stupid thing to do. The landlord had just been pacified. After a lot of trouble 
we had convinced him that we were a sort of fairly quiet mob who wouldn't entertain su:h 
goings-on on the Sabbath. And Gerber almost spoiled it. Hans Stefan Santesson came o’er 
to Gerber, and gave him a paternal telling-off. One of the words he used was ’birdbraLn.’ 
Les didn't take this too well. Terry, the 9-5 chap, came over, and also gave Gerber e 
slating. Gerber didn't like this either. I tried to ease the situation. I told Gerber 
to sneak about on the upper roof with his zap, and I’d take a picture of him, which Z 
did. I was sorry for Gerber that afternoon. I think people were too serious. One ?4ad 
to consider his age. He was by far the youngest one there, and his sensitive fannisr. 
soul felt the sting of these verbal attacks. Undoubtedly he deserved them, but from what 
I saw of Les, I’d say the fannish spirit is there all right, and all it needs is nurtur
ing, and perhaps guidance. If treated properly, in the years to come he could turn on
to be quite an asset to New York fandem.

With the landlord safely out of the way, we- sat back a little and drank. Jerry 
Marshall suddenly stood up. He announced to the assembled thron that he was about to pre
pare a time capsule. Already he had quite a lot of items for it....several tape measures, 
which, when strung together, constituted Donaho's waist measurement....one of Larry Shaw’s 
pipes...and several other unmentionable items. But, added Marshall, the capsule would 
not be complete 'without a hair from Berry's moustache.' General applause greeted this 
statement, and one or two wanted to know why he restricted himself to just one hair. I 
gauged the distance to the exit, and saw one or two well-bailt fans stand between it and 
me. Marshall asked for volunteers, and almost every hand shot up. Voices shouted out 
loud for knives, scissors, hatchets and clippers. Marshall shouted for silence. He said 
the most beautiful girl in the place could do it. All the girls looked at each other in 
confusion, then Jerry went to a middleaged woman, and told her to carry out the deed. 
She gripped my arm maternally, and assured me that I was quite safe in her hands. Some
one handed her a rusty razor, and she wiped it expertly on the palm of her hand. "Head
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back" she said, and I complied. The razor looked safe in her hands, but my nose is pretty 
big, and I didn’t want it in rashers. She picked a long hair, and pulled it, until it 
was taut like a G-string. As she touched it with the razor I swear it hummed a high-C.
I closed my eyes, and a round of applause signified that the operation was over. With 
great ceremony, the hair was dropped into an envelope held in Jerry’s hand. In case any 
more hairs were required, I took the offensive and suggested a hair out of Ted White's 
beard would be useful, too. As they crowded round a protesting White, I turned round 
to slip away, and bumped into a young man with fair hair and handsome features, chewing 
gum. Elizabeth Taylor was with him. I staggered back, amazed, and the young man intro
duced himself as Dan Adkins. My heart pumped an extra few gallons of the red stuff. I 
was thrilled to meet this talented artist, and told him so. He introduced his wife as 
Janette. I told her she looked like Elizabeth Taylor, and I think she was pleased; but 
it wasn’t flattery, it was true. I talked for a time with Adkins. He has personality 
plus, which is accentuated by the gum-chewing. He was the only person I met in America 
who chewed gum, and we across the ocean always regard Aniovirnns as gum-chewers.

I asked Adkins if he had an original he could give me, and he said he hadn't, but if 
he'd known.... He pulled out an art folio, and gave it to me to look at. It contained 
some superb artwork, in colour and black and white* Some talent. I asked him if he would 
do an original for me there and then, and he said he would be delighted. I got him a 
page, and he borrowed a ballpoint pen from someone, end drew a skillful picture, depic
ting an Adkins-type All American boy with a bottle in one hand and a glass in the other. 
One of my treasures, boys.........

Eney suddenly came through the door on to the flat roof. With him was a young woman 
with long hair, a cute little girl, and a young man, short, and with broad shoulders.

"Just in," he told me, "and I'm going away again to take Jean Young's daughter to her 
grandmother's."

I shook hands with Jean Young. The little girl with blond hair looked up at Jean 
end said, in a honey voice, "Mommy,, is that John Berry?" It was then that I felt really 
famous...even a little girl had heard of me.

The young man was Larry Stark. He was quiet, had a cheerful countenance, and grinned. 
Eney said that they would call for me early in the morning, and he went, away with 

Jean and Larry.
I went into the front room, and talked to Vai about music. She wanted me to hear a 

record by pianist and singer Nina Simone. Someone else wanted to play a classical piece, 
and I’m a classical fan, but this Vai, what a beautiful girl.......... I would have listened
to 'It’s a Long Way to Tipperary' sung backwards in Japanese twenty times if she'd wanted 
me to. As soon as the turntable was vacant, we rammed this record on, and as the chords 
sprayed out, we chatted about the record. Leslie Gerber came up and stood looking at us, 
and listening to us, and he looked quite happy. Noreen Shaw came through the door, and 
grabbed Gerber's arm. "I want to see you," she said. Gerber pulled away. He appeared 
rather baffled. Noreen held on to his arm. "Come with me," she said, and dragged him 
away. I wondered what was up. I sensed they might be going to play a hoax on me, or 
maybe they were going to ceremoniously return his zaps. I was continuing my discussion 
with Vai when Gerber came back. He was white, and said that, he'd had his face slapped. 
I asked him the why and wherefore, but he didn't go into detail. I felt that something 
was radically wrong, cut it didn't concern me, sol didn't pursue the matter further. Poor 
Gerber. In trouble again. Les went away, I don't know where.

A little later, Adkins and his party left. Dan asked me to go back to his flat, but 
I apologised and said that I'd arranged to go back to Ted White's rooms. I said goodbye 
to him, his cute wife, Reiss, and several others, but no Gerber. I looked round for Les, 
but couldn’t see him anywhere.

Round about six o'clock, Noreen, Larry, Ted, Sylvia and I left the Nunnery. We went 
We went for coffee in Greenwich Village, and went to Ted and Sylvia's apartment.

"Hello," said Ted. He picked up a letter inside his doorway, and handed it to me. 
It was from Les Gerber. He wanted me to telephone him that night. Again I had the im
pression that somehow, somewhere, we weren't quite making contact... there was something...

Sylvia made us a cold drink, and we talked, and Ted showed vs some of his paintings.
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Some of them were rcnlly talented, especially come of the smaller ones. Strangely enough, 
Noreen and I each picked out identical ones as being the best of the bunch. We had pre
viously decided, quite independently, that our favourite word was ’Vermont*. She said 
that she.’d become so attached to the word that she’d spent a week with Larry there, but 
I told her sure I liked the word too, but I wasn't prepared to go quite that far. The 
sum total was that, because of our artistic affinity, we were able to tell Ted White 
that our choices of his best works must therefore be really good. Ted let us choose a 
couple of his works, with the proviso that we frame them. I got one of the beautiful 
small ones, quite excellently done, and a larger one which lacked the finesse of the 
smaller, but had its points too. They will be duly framed, Ted.

Round about 10 pm, we left, and decided to call on the Ellingtons, who hadn’t turned 
up that afternoon. We watched a film on TV, "The Woman They Almost Lynched." Every time 
a climax came, the film switched to commercials. I felt like putting my foot through 
the screen. The gimmick in the film was that instead of two men approaching each other 
down the main street of the Western town, they had two women doing so. I wiped my eyes 
and asked Pat if I could use the telephone. I got Gerber's number via Information, and 
dialled him. I spoke to him for some moments. He seemed npoiogctic about his behaviour 
at the Nunnery. I said what behaviour? He said he wanted to see me, and I asked him if 
he was coming to the convention. He said he couldn't afford it. He asked me to drop him 
a card from the Detention, and tell him when I would be in New York, again. I wanted to 
know why, but I didn't ask. I told him I would do so.

Pat brought in large mugs of ice-cold beer, which cooled me down. The heat in New 
York hadn't abated, if anything it was worse, and I sighed with relief at the thought 
that on the morrow I would be on my way into the country, where I hoped the temperature 
would drop.

It was well after 1 am when we left Pat and Dick's. I walked a little way with Tec 
and Sylvia and Larry, then we parted and I walked back t.o my hotel.

As I walked the streets, I thought about the basic phenomena which was New York. 
Looking at it objectively, in the early hours of the morning, without anything else to 
cloud my mind, I tried to dissect New York, to cut it up into component parts, to try 
to come to some conclusion about it....possibly a few trite phrases which would sum it 
up. It was no use. The place was so diverse.

I looked in the doorways as I passed by. In many of them, dirty men, with torn 
shorts, lay there, with piles of newspaper as pillows. Some of them had a strange and 
nauseating odour....a combination of unwashed flesh and drink-sodden breath. Some were 
negroes, but it seemed to me that the biggest percentage were white. Occasionally, I 
would pass a much younger man sitting on a doorstep with his head in his hands. I saw 
this several times this Monday morning. They didn't look up as I passed by, and when I 
looked back, they were in the same position.

Three times on that walk, men crossed the road towards me when they saw me, and asked 
for money. One particular one, who was insistent, said he had just come from Chicago. 
I told him I’d just come from Belfast. He stepped back a place, end put his hand in his 
pocket, and for a moment I thought he was going to give me money. He didn’t though; he 
crossed the road again and lay down in the doorway. I recall that I was talking to Ted 
White about the Nunnery, and he said, "Oh, if you happen to come back to the Nunnery 
early in the morning, and find a man lying across the doorway, don’t worry. Step over 
him, or, if he's awake, he’ll get up and let you pass." It seemed somehow unreal, that 
walking down a street.... just one street...or should I say block....half the doorways 
had inhabitants. And even worse, sometimes they were there during the day, and people 
walked by and took no notice, as if they were ashamed of this human flotsam.

To the accompaniment of this, to me, grim feature of New York, was the ever-present 
sound of sirens, and the screeching of brakes as cars whipped round corners, or met at ei 
intersection. No matter what time I was on the streets at night, these two noises were 
ever-present, and I began to feel uneasy if I didn’t hear them.

Round Washington Square, which was near my hotel, there were always groups of people 
sitting and talking in the middle of the night. It was quite an experience to stand by 
the arch at Washington Square, and look down Fifth Avenue, and look up at the many-
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storeyed illuminated buildings, and to see the neon signs flashing all around.
New York also had its own smell, I discovered. It may have been pre. more for

al .y by the humidity, but everywhere I went, Times Square, the Bowery, the Nunnery, my 
hotel....it was always the same....not an unpleasant smell 'ey any means, it reminded me 
of smouldering rope....

I reached my hotel.........
I’m sure the hotel staff discussed amongst themselves whet a strange client I was.

I came in every morning in the early .....1 had *D0 NOT DISTURB’ n tices on my door 
al1 day, and I didn’t eat.

For the last time I asked for my key, went up the r ind unlocked my room, 9JJ.
I showered and shaved before going to bed, because I knew that1 Eney would be round 

me early in the morning. For the last time I looked curious surroundings.
I that never again would I be in a $lh a night hotel room. The last few days had 

n choice, and I swear if I hadn’t had that air-conditioned room I’d have dehydrated.
After my short bout of heat exhaustion, I'd recovered. I felt good, ready for any

thing.
For the last time I tested the comfort of my luxury bed. Where would I sleep the 

following night........................ ..



A* ray hotel on Fifth Avenue, I was always beiqg routed from my sleep by the telephone. 
I had a ’DO NOT DISTURB* note on my door, and I was safe from annoyance, but I depended 
upon fans to keep me right. I didn't, eat at the hotel at all, j st slept, and awaited 
the fannish signal to gild my Joins and go places.

So, at 8:1? am on Monday, 31st of August 1959? the telephone .jingled. This time 
it wasn't Ellington. It was a woman's voice.

"Yeah, this is Berry," I croaked.
"Jean Young," I heard. "I’m in the foyer. Eney cannot park his car, and he's driving 

around and round the block."
"I'll be down in ten minutes," I hissed.
I leapt out of bed, bundled all my clothes into the suitcase, took a last desperate 

look round the room, and scurried out.
I checked out downstairs. I asked if I owed anything, and they said 20 cents for a 

telephone call. I didn't recall making one but I paid up. The desk clerk asked me if 
everything was OK, and I said thanks for the bowl of fruit..

I went across to Jean Young, sitting in the foyer. She was tall and nice looking, 
and I liked her hair style....a sort of flamboyant pony tail. We crossed the road and 
opposite the hotel a green car, Eney’s car, shot into view. It screeched to a halt.

"Quick, inside," snapped Eney. I thought he was taking this parking business too 
seriously, but I heaved my suitease into the car and didn't let go. I imbed off Ear 
Stark, took the suitcase out of his mouth, and bundled down beside him.

I lay back in the back seat of the car, and looked at Jean Young's head. Such a 
! long pony tail, with a cute little sort of wiite fastener on top. And as I looked, a 
li le face peered at me over Jean's shoulders.
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"This is Butch," smiled Jean. He clambered over the seat into Larry Stark’s lap. 
His big eyes looked at my moustache. Little pudgy fingers tentatively crept up and ex
plored the wings at the end of it. He looked down to my chin, and tried to focus on 
something which wasn’t there.

"Andy has a beard," explained Larry. I flashed the baby what I hoped was a fatherly 
look, and he turned away in disgust and looked out of the other window.

Dick Eney had been fairly quiet. He concentrated on his driving, and I was with him 
all the way. If he’d looked round for a split second, thereby taking his eyes off the 
road, even though he was only doing sixty, I swear I’d have had prnipsii with acute 
dihedral. Vie reached the Holland Tunnel, and poor Eney had to pay a toll. I couldn’t 
-understand why he had to do so. He explained that it was -co pay for the tunnel and its 
upkeep. I explained that toll wasn’t paid in the British Isles, and as America was so 
much richer, I couldn’t, no matter what he said, see the faintest reason why the ordinary 
man should have to pay for his own communications. Eney agreed with me, of course, but 
the fact remains he didn’t get through that tunnel until the toll was paid.

I must say the tunnel was almost worth the toll. It was clean and neat, and cars 
raced along it at’ about fifty miles an hour. I was impressed with it. After a time we
reached New Jersey, and after driving a short distance, I’m danged if Eney didn’t have
to pay another toll. Well, actually, he turned onto the turnpike, and was given a brown 
card about six inches long, which he carefully stuck on the dashboard, but, he said, he’d 
have to pay more than a dollar when he left the turnpike. Trouble was, he grouched, we’d
.probably be on a lot of turnpikes that day, at least three. I began to see Ellington’s
point of view about things. It seemed to me absolutely monstrous tha„ a Journey into 
America should be such a mercenary business. Eney pointed out the logic of it, though. 
It wasn’t necessary to travel on the turnpike. It was quite easy to get frem A to B 
without riding the turnpike. But it was much easier to travel by turnpike, well worth 
the toll. The roads were good and wide, and allowed an average s-^ed of seventy miles 
per hour. When the cost per passenger was worked out, it was very cheap. But I per- 
ti-ted. I knew a road was opened in England recently, a wide multi-lined road, probably 
as modern as anything in America. I admitted quite frankly that within six weeks of its 
official opening, the frost caused the surface to crack, but it was the principle which 
counted. I mentioned the autobahns in Germany, superb, massive highways which served 
their purpose equally as well as the turnpikes, and there was no tell. Eney shrugged. 
He said we had a helluva way to go, and we wouldn’t be able to maintain a tight schedule 
unless we travelled the most expedient way. I was to discover fairly soon that the turn
pike toll was nothing when compared to the...well, wait until I came to it.

Vie travelled for some distance, then stopped for a snack at a roadside restaurant, 
Heward Johnson’s. The place was clean and tidy, and the prices reasonable, and Eney ex
plained that Johnson’s pretty well had the monopoly on feeding people or. the turnpike.

I sent three airmail cards to my family, showing views of New Jersey. I think from 
then on I sent them airmails every day, showing almost every place we stopped at.

We drove on and on through Pennsylvania. I spent all my time looking out the window 
at the passing countryside. It was all wonderful. I absorbed every facet of the scenery 
...the houses, barns, roads, cars, people, fields, hedges, everything. Time passed so 
quickly.

Some time in the early afternoon we left the turnpike, and continued along Route 11, 
towards Hagerstown. I noticed suddenly that every time Eney braked, the car developed 
a kangaroo propensity. And, worse, each succeeding time, the leaping motions became 
more intensified. Eney mentioned something about an air bubble in the hydraulic system, 
or something equally potent. Every time we had to slow down and stop I felt the palms 
of my hands become sweaty. Each time Eney had a more difficult task. The time arrived 
when I knew that if a road Junction suddenly appeared, no matter what confronted us, we 
would not be able to stop. In one village, outside Hagerstown, we were stopped by a 
r*d light, and even though Eney was only travelling at about fifteen miles per hour, I 

•ew the only way it could be stopped from going through the red light was by taking off 
and flying over it. Eney tried everything he could, short of abandoning ship. He
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brought down the gears, he pumped the brake for all he was worth, he pulled bad; the 
handbrake as far as it could go. If he’d pulled any harder he would’ve pulled it out of 
the floorboards. With all these means, plus willpower and the subtle displacement of 
his vast bulk, he made the car stop with a horrible scraping noise about a car’s length 
past the red light, which, at that moment, turned green.

Larry Stark whispered to me that Eney was going to get / Drake fixed at an AAA 
garage, to save money, and he hoped there was one in Hagerstown. I joined in fervent 
prayers for the rapid appearance of an AAA garage.

We went our tortuous way to Hagerstown. I sloshed about in a pool of sweat as we fol 
lowed Eney’s memorised route to U23 Summit Avenue, the home of hermit fan Harry Warner, 
Jr. Harry was not in. Eney decided to get the car garaged and then look for Harry. We 
drove to several garages before we could find one that stocked the necessary parts to 
repair the brakes.

Whilst Dick Eney carried out negotiations with the proprietor, Jean, Larry Stark and 
myself crowded round a coffee machine. I was absolutely flabbergasted when Jean told me 
that not only did the machine serve four distinct types of coffee, i.e., neat, with cream 
with sugar, with cream and sugar, but it also gave the correct change from a quarter. 
This I had to see, being a provincial; so I inserted a quarter, turned the level on the 
top to coffee with cream and sugar, and pressed the lever. It was almost uncanny to 
watch the performance. I looked down at a recess, and there was a sort of ’plop’ and a 
paper cup dropped from the innards of the machine. A few seconds pause, and by some 
mysterious means a tap was turned on and the coffee dribbled out directly into the centre 
of the cup. Another pause, a soft hum of machinery, and my change dropped into another 
recess. Wonderful.

I must confess that the coffee didn’t taste very nice, but I had no gripe. The per
formance was well worth the fee.

Eney came back and said the car would be repaired in a couple of hours, so we all 
crossed the road to a cafe, where I had my first blueberry pie. It was good.

Fed and watered, Eney organised the Hunt Warner Campaign. We telephoned to his house 
No Warner. Eney suggested a walk to the newspaper office where Warner worked. It was a 
very neat building, which oozed efficiency. Eney disappeared inside. No Warner. Was 
there a Warner, I wondered? After the Joan Carr and Carl Brand hoaxes, anything was pos
sible. Eney was particularly puzzled because he had written to Warner and said that we 
would be passing through on that day. More enquiries at the office revealed that Harry 
was out of town interviewing someone for the newspaper. So that was that.

We walked back to the garage. On the way, Jean suddenly gave a scream and rushed to 
a heap of rocks which constituted one end of a vacant lot. For a second, I thought the 
strain of no brakes and no Warner had been too much, and she was about to perform a spec
tacular hari kari by doing a double flip from the summit of the rocks. Not so. She got 
down on her hands and knees and started to scrabble at the rock witn her fingernails!

Was this a strange American rite, I pondered, which was performed at certain times 
of the day, whereby young wives, separated from their husbands (Andy, Jean’s husband, was 
at an Astronomers’ Conference in Canada) could, through the media of direct contact with 
Earth and a hunk of ESP, obtain a temporary telepathic reunion?

It was not so. Jean had spent five years studying geology, and at the sight of a 
naked strata she could not resist the search for fossils. We dragged her away.

Back at the garage the car had been repaired. It was a different Eney who drove away 
The extreme nervous tension of driving a brakeless car had gone, and was replaced by an 
exuberant, carefree nonchalance.

We drove southwards, toward Washington D.C. The distance was 80 miles or so, and as 
we left Hagerstown, and got further into Maryland, the ground became more hilly and the 
scenery more entertaining. My head buzzed round like a radar scanner as I attempted to 
take in all the various aspects of the countryside at once.

Near the outskirts of Washington, we drove through Chevy Chase. I mentioned to Eney 
that I once corresponded with a fan from there, one George Spencer. Eney said he remem-
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bered, but he hadn’t heard much of Spencer for a long time.

As we entered Washington, I was very much impressed with the way it was set out and 
the neatness and cleanliness of the buildings. It seemed that the local population took 
r pride in their habitat. Soon, we were in the centre of the capitol, and Eney drove 
the car at slow speed round all the major sights. It was beginning to get dark, the sun 
had set, and illuminations began to show the places to even greater advantage.

The Lincoln Memorial was magnificent. As we circled it, I saw the vast statue of 
Abraham Lincoln sitting in a pensive pose, gazing out over Washington. It was, alas, too 
dark to take pictures, dearly as I would have wished, but the next morning I was able to 
obtain postcards of this and the other places......... the Jefferson Memorial, the Capitol
Building, the White House....and send them to my family, for me to collect when I got 
heme again!

Eney drove through Washington. I was under the impression that he was driving to 
his home in Alexandria, but we drew up outside a house half an hour later, and I saw 
other cars parked outside, and Eney muttered something to the effect that the others 
were there already.

I followed Eney, Jean (carrying Butch) and Larry up a lot of steps and into a house. 
I peered over Eney's shoulder, and saw a long room, with bookshelves round it, and people 
sitting there expectantly.

We were at West Beech Drive, the residence of Miss Cullen, where the Washington fans 
gathered for theii* meetings.

I was ushered inside, and introduced to everyone, and told that I was Guest of Honour 
for the evening. I was taken by surprise, and it was some moments before I settled down. 
I recognised Bob Pavlat from his photograph, and, looking at him from a side view, it 
s*ruck me immediately that he bore a very close resemblance to the TV and movie comedian 

’• •o Hope. I told Bob so, and he appeared to be shocked at the comparison. I went round 
and spoke to everyone. I was very pleased to see George Spencer, and I was able to tell 
ii-'m that I’d been speaking of him earlier, and he seemed pleased that he'd teen remembered. 
He gave me copies of his OMPAzine GRIFFIN, and one of the copies had a reasonably vacant 
front-cover, so, as a souvenir of the meeting (and also, indirectly, as a means of remem
bering everyone who was thei*e without being rude and writing the names down) I asked them 
all to autograph it. The names read as follows: George Spencer, Bob Pavlat, Larry Stark, 
Bill Evans, Phil Bridges, Dick Eney, Robert Christenberry, Bill Berg, Elizabeth Cullen, 
Phyllis Berg, Don Studebaker, Juanita Derry, Chick Derry and Jean Young.

The Derrys arrived half an hour after my arrival, and I recognised Chick Derry without 
hesitation from the ATCM illo in an old RETRIBUTION. Seme fans had told me at various 
times that the ATCM Chick Derry was not accurate, but take it from me that it is a strik
ing likeness, which is even more surprising when I tell you that ATCM drew the cartoon 
with two facts availabe...that Derry had a big nose and a thin moustache. I must write 
an article later on the divine prowess of ATCM, or the chance in a million coincidence!

Robert Christenberry is, as most of you know, deaf, end for seme time I sat beside 
him, and we scribbled messages to each other. Then I noticed a young man floating about 
in the background. He came up and challenged me to a 'noxious fj lid drinking contest'. 
I had had several cans of beer, and felt game for anything, so wiki an entranced audience, 
this young man, Don Studebaker, prepared the brew. As the contents of the drink became 
more varied and amazing, 1 was forced to enroll the assistance of au official sniffer, 
whose duty was to examine each ingredient and ensure that it came .ithin certain defined 
categories of good housekeeping! My sniffer was larry Stark. At first, his duties 
caused him some amusement, but as the ingredients grew, and the fiendish Studebaker mind 
became more and more embroiled with the horrible thing he was preparing for me, Larry 
took his duties more and more seriously. It became the accepted thing for me to call 
'Sniffer' at the top of my voice, and Larry would come running, and I would point a 
warning finger at a bottle of Worcestershire sauce, or an almond, or a bottle of Sauterne, 
which Don was flourishing, preparatory to mixing it up with the other stuff (and I use 

’ie word 'stff advisedly) in the two identical receptacles. The crowd became quite en
thusiastic at this unusual contest. I felt highly confident, because for some years I had 
lined my intestines with Guinness, which is a highly prized brew in Belfast. Moreover,
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this Don Studebaker was a young chap, he couldn’t have been more than seventeen, and com
pared to him I felt like an old campaigner. T had been taking crafty nips of beer before 
he had been weaned. So I stuck my chest out and I told everyone that, right enough, the 
concoction did appear stronger than that which I was used to, but my superior experience 
would tell when the actual drinking began, and I warned them to prepare a bed for 
Studebaker! Before Studebaker commenced the contest, I prevailed upon him to jot down 
the ingredients, because I figured that he’d scon be incapable, and I needed the informa
tion for my memoirs. This is what he jotted down:-

A Berry Special
One cap Peach liqueur
Half shot rum
One cap Vodka
One shot Liebsaumilch Special
One shot Lake Elvira canandaigria (his writing became a little 
One shot sauterne blurred here, because of the
Two shots orange juice effect of the fumes, but I’ve
One sweet gherkin deciphered to the best of
One maraschino cherry my ability.)
Two unsalted almonds
Two ounces ginger ale 
Half slice pineapple 
One onion 
One olive
Stir, ice, place peg on nose and drink.

I must say that Studebaker is more than merest. My sniffer tells me that he defin
itely supervised:.the submersion of ten drops of Worcestershire scuce in each receptacle. 
This I believe. The three shots of Jack Daniels Studebaker slipped in on the sly did not 
jo unnoticed by my sniffer, but as I was a guest I thought it courteous not to complain. 
Besides, I like Jack Daniels. I myself observed Studebaker sneaking about surreptiti
ously with a half bottle of gin, and I have it on good authority that he was seen in the 
close proximity of the receptacles with the bottle held at an angle of ^5 degrees. This 
I also believe.

Satisfied that he had done his devilish best, Studebaker called everyone to him and 
announced that the contest vas about to take place. My sniffer came up and announced 
that he had supervised the preparation of the concoction, and that while he wasn’t exactly 
certain what had gone into the two receptacles, he could say without any doubt whatsoever 
that what had gone into one had gone into the other.

The Washington!tes stood silent as Studebaker and myself raised the tall metal holders 
upwards, and, with a flourish, put the rims to our lips. I looked out of the corner of 
my eyes at Studebaker. He looked out of the corner cf his eyes a- le. I raised my tin 
a fraction and sipped. I kept my mouth closed lest my teeth fall out...and I don't wear 
false ones. Studebaker seemed to close his eyes, and he tipped his container way up. 
His face underwent a series of contortions, ranging from bliss to sublime terror. He 
put his holder down, and his eyes spun round and round like a pair of synchronisted 
roulette wheels. I gradually tiptoed backwards until I felt the wall behind me, and I 
allowed myself the doubtful luxury of another sip. This battle went on for an hour or 
more. People came and went, but someone was always near the sink, so that we couldn’t 
sneakily get rid of some of it, or, as I wanted to do, the rest of it.

Phyllis Berg, who was on sentry duty, approached me when Studebaker was trying to stop 
his teeth from chattering, and suggested I should tip the contents into the sink, and she 
would fix me up with a good neat rum. I gave her a look of pure annoyance. Did she 
think I was so unsporting as to do that, I asked? I puffed myself up in indignation. 
This was just not cricket, I said. The very idea of it.

I must be frank here, though, and say I thought it was a brilliant suggestion. And, 
to be even more brutally frank, I would’ve done it, too, except for the fact that I 
couldn't move. The brew had somehow paralysed my knee muscles. I could wiggle my toes, 
and sway my hips, but my knee caps had become rigid. Studebaker opened his eyes again,
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end sipped some more, and then began to sway from side to side like a pendulum, with a 
bewildered expression on his face. I took another sip, and one of my knees collapsed, 
and I swallowed more than I had intended. The grim tourney continued unabated. I wanted 
to water the remains of my drink down with neat rum, but I knew that Studebaker would 
claim a victory, as I’d weakened the mixture. However, he did condescend to allow me 
to drink neat rum in another receptacle, which I thought very sporting of him.

I can never express, with mere words, what a delight it was to come to the fruit 
salad. Admittedly the brown skin had peeled off -the almonds, and the olive had shriveled 
to the size of a pea, but to actually see something solid was a tremendous relief. I 
don’t like gherkins, and Studebaker allowed me to spit mine out. The pineapple tasted 
as if it had been pickled in disinfectant, and my teeth couldn’t make any impression on 
the cherry. •

Eney appeared at this juncture, and said it was time we were going. I grinned my 
ihanks, and then found I couldn’t straighten my lips again. So I went round and shook 
hands with everyone, and hoped they didn’t notice the rather fixed expression my face 
bore.

Pavlat gave me a postcard, whith had a coloured picture of a girl in a bathing costume. 
I turned the card over and saw it was from Bob Madle. He was at Cape Canaveral, but ex
pressed the wish that I'd have a good time in the States. I thought this was a nice 
thing to do, especially as I had said one or two things about Medic winning TAFF in 1957* 
In fact, as you'll read later, my discovery- of the real Madle was one of the highlights 
of my American tour.

Someone helped me into Eney's car, and opened the windscreen right down, and he drove 
off to his home in Alexandria, in Virginia. The fresh air did its best to remove the 
effects of Studebaker's Folly, and by the time we got to ^17, Ft, Hunt Road, I felt pretty 
good.

We tiptoed into the house, so that we wouldn't waken his mother, and Eney guided 
Larry and myself to the bas meat, where his den was. And what a en. I wasn't really in 
form to notice the finer points of it, but it looked vast. Eney nocked together two 
beds, and Larry and I collapsed on them. I must have been in an inebriated fog, because 
Larry asked me what time it was, and I looked at a thing which I could have sworn was a 
barometer. Next morning, though, it was a clock, unless Eney had changed it. I don't 
think he did.

Tuesday morning, I awoke when I heard Larry in the bathroom. I felt in superb con
dition. With some care, I lifted my head, but no hangover. Maybe I'd dreamed about the 
Studebaker session. But I was brought back to reality when I ran my tongue over my lips. 
I might as well have used a nail file. I looked in the mirror in the bathroom, and my 
tongue was pale blue, but I felt good, and that was the main thing.

Upstairs, in Mrs. Eney's dining room, I thought for a moment I was back in my hotel 
in Fifth Avenue. The house was spotless, and the breakfast table set so fastidiously 
that I almost said Grace before starting on my bacon and egg!

At about ten am we started north, and traversed our route of the previous day back 
to Hagerstown. Eney was determined that Warner should not escape our clutches.

It took us less than two hours tr> do the journey, and once more Eney parked the car 
at h23 Summit Avenue. Eney was quietly elated. He felt that the hermit-like propensities 
of Warner would not allow him to expect a counter attack quite so soon. The rest of us 
sat in the car, tense with excitement as Eney, with his military training behind him, 
warily approached the front door. I thought he might hove put Larry or me at a vantage 
position at the back door. But Warner must have realised he was cornered, and in a min
ute or sc Eney triumphantly came out again with Harry Warner at his heels.

Harry was thin and bespectacled, with an intellectual forehead. He bade us enter his 
house, and we did so. The house had a sort of old fashioned air about it. Harry showed 
us his collection of classical records, he had hundreds of them. For a short time we 
spoke fannish matters. He apologised for his inability to provide us with fodder, but 
said if we followed his car, he would take us to a suitable place for refreshment.

He took us through Hagerstown to a restaurant. We ordered food: I had soup and coffee,
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and when we’d finished, Hariy collected the checks and paid.
Outside, where the cars were parked, I saw Larry get his suitcase out of Eney's car, 

and he came and said goodbye. It seemed, from what he told me, that he was a book sales
man in Cambridge, Mass, (where Jean lived) and us high school was starting soon, it was 
the busiest time of the year, and he’d have to get back.

I was sorry to see Larry go, although I’d only known him a day. Warner said he would 
take him to the bus station, so after suitable goodbyes, Eney swung north.

I thought about the Harry Warner phenomena. He never goes to conventions, and yet is 
by all definitions a trufan. He is a prolific writer and publisher, and a vile pro to 
boot. Whilst we were treated with consideration and kindness, I must place on record 
the fact that I feel Harry is not really too keen to have fans buzzing around U23 Summit 
Avenue. I got the impression that whilst his natural inclination was to be an effusive 
host, this was tempered by the realisation that to be so would invite too many fans, and, 
being a hermit, this was not desirable. My impression could be quite wrong, but my 
memoirs would be incomplete if I did not print it.

We drove a considerable distance before reaching yet another turnpike. Cne thing 
happened before we actually hit the turnpike. Eney stopped for petrol on the roadside, 
and I saw a shack a little way down the road, with baskets of peaches for sale. I asked 
Jean if she’d like a peach, and she nodded, and whilst Eney was paying the attendant, I 
walked down to the stall. No one was about. I went to the shack nearby and rapped my 
fingers on the warped door. The force of my knock made the door swing inwards, and I saw 
a girl, about seventeen, maybe a little more, draped over a couch. When she saw me, she 
said "Ub—huh?”

"Peaches,” I said.
She sighed languidly. She stretched with feline grace. She got up and swayed towards 

the door with a torrid smile. It reminded me of a shot from "Bab/ Doll.”
She went past me to the stall, and I wet my lips and followed her. I stumbled over a 

couple of baskets of fruit, but that didn’t matter.
"How many?” she sighed, trying to stifle a yawn. I forced my eyeballs towards the bas

kets of peaches. I saw a notice above some of the baskets which said merely *79 cents’. 
New here was my problem. In Belfast, peaches are are very expensive. Of course, the price 
fluctuates according to the season, but I'm not exaggerating when I say that individual 
peaches cost about half a crown, i.e., almost bo cents. Now what did this notice '79 
cents’ mean? Was it per pound, or for half a dozen? One thing I was sure of, it couldn’t 
be the whole basket. That would be impossible.

"How many?” she said again. Her eyes were almost closed, and her eyelashes fluttered 
as she spoke.

"ISu, there’s three of us," I stammered, trying to keep my eyes on the peaches.........I
mean the fruit.

She slowly opened a big bag and poured half the contents in.
"Fifty,” she said.
This I could not believe. The peaches were big and in ripe condition, and in Belfast 

a five pound note wouldn’t have catered for much change. I thought possibly she was 
asleep on her feet and said the first thing that came to her mind.

I slapped four bits on the counter (notice how cleverly I'm bringing in the local 
jargon?) and, with a backward glance that didn't last more than two minutes, I went back 
to the car.

Eney maintained a steady seventy miles per hour on the turnpike. The scenery was en
tertaining. Forests seemed to surround us, and the terrain was hilly, and I recall we 
went through four really long tunnels in the hillsides. Several times we stopped at 
Howard Johnsons on the turnpike and had small repasts....usually coffee and pie; I really 
flipped over the choice selection of contents in the pies....cherry...blueberry....apple, 
etc.

The turnpike was long and straight, and occasionally cut through small hills, showing 
the various strata. This was too much for Jean. She pleaded with Eney to stop and let 
her examine the rocks, to see if she could discover any fossils. During the journey, she
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had given me some information about geology, and how gooa it felt to potter about and 
actually discover a fossil. Jean told me that during her study of geology she had actu
ally discovered a fossil of a shell which did not come into any specific category, and 
was probably something completely new and unknown. She explained that the colleague with 
whom she was working wanted to get all the credit for the discovery himself, and by a 
series of subterfuges, managed to squeeze her out of her rightful egoboo. This seemed 
to touch a soft spot in Eney’s heart, and although he wanted to maintain a tight schedule, 
the sight of Jean's pleading eyes and pouting lips brought out the best in him, and he 
eventually drew up beside a particularly fruitful-looking rock face. •

Eney sat back in the driver’s seat, with a long-suffering expression on his face, and 
Jean and I, like two oldtimers looking for gold in Montana in the. '90's, ran at top speed 
from the car to the face, and started throwing lumps of rock ovei our shoulders as we 
each strove for the honour of being the first to discover a fossil on the Berry Tour.

About thirty feet up the sheer side, and hanging on by a finger nail I'd forgotten to 
chew off when the brakes failed, I saw the shape of a shell in a rock. I let out a whoop 
of utter bliss, and even Eney was infected by my enthusiasm, and he got out of the car and 
came underneath me.

"I’ve found one," I yelled, and he thumped down the turnpike a short distance, and 
told Jean. She panted back, and shinned up the rock face to .ioin me. She was oblivious 
to flying skirts and the miniature landslide which threatened to engulf Eney. In the 
meantime, I'd attempted to wrestle even fur her egoboo by removing the fossilized shell 
from its surroundings. I know now that such an activity requires time and sensitivity. 
I pushed hard against it with a sharp rock, and it broke into many pieces. I grabbed one 
small chunk as it bounced away, and tendered it to Jean as if it were a ruby. She exam
ined it, and said that, correct, it was a fossil, and even though only a little of the 
rim of the shell was left, she classified it, and gave me the group, which sounded com
plicated, and which I forgot in about ten seconds.

We returned to the roadway. I came down the sheer rock face with the dexterity of 
a crab with arthritis, and Jean, showing a wealth of experience, turned on her back and 
slid down on her unmentionables!

Eney rammed the car into gear, and shot away with the speed of a man who knows he's 
just had his brakes fixed.

Butch was asleep, and it gradually grew dark. It started to rain, not very much, 
I ut persistently. Jean muttered some obscure pun which had something to do with 'driving 
rain', and the rain came down a little heavier. I thought, quite correctly, that my 
prestige depended on my making a really brilliant pun. I had the pun in my mind, but to 
present it as spontaneous required some considerable maneuvering. Put yourself in my 
place. In order to rap out this pun as though it had just hit me, I had to bring the con
versation round so that someone would bring up the subject of a woman who’d had lots of 
children but wasn't aware of the cause of their conception. You • ist realise that, with 
a delicately-reared girl like Jean, this took a lot of doing. It took all of my tact and 
powers of suggestion, and, with the wind in the right direction, believe it or not, she 
eventually, after much fumbling for words and a little giggling, gave me the feed line.

It was dark, and I was glad they couldn't see the grin of sheer triumph which creased 
my face. I felt MAGNIFICENT. In a flash of seconds I rehearsed the pun to myself, so 
that I would say it just right, to give it the most impact. "What was that again?" I 
said. I could hardly breathe. Willis, with his superb intellect, had the ability to 
control conversations, so that his well-thought-out spontaneous puns could be slipped in 
with telling effect. Was this going to be the climax of my career?

"Yeah," said Jean, in her innocence. "And this woman had lots and lots of children, 
and do you know, she didn’t even know how they were conceived."

This was IT.
"Ah ha," I said. "It was obvious that she was LABOURING UNDER A MISAPPREHENSION." 
I’ll never forget that vivid sheet of lightning, and the resultant ear-splitting crash 

of thunder. The rain came down so heavily that Eney was forced to screech to a halt.
"Look what you've done now," he gritted.
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"You shouldn’t have done that, John." said Jean, not a little unkindly. "We shall 

probably be stranded here for the night now."
The rain became, if anything, worse, and 1 swear some of the shafts of lightning were 

within feet of us.
Eney swore and started the car. He drove along at little more than ten miles per 

hour,, if that. Very few cars passed us. With the windscreen wiper going at its finest 
pitch, he found difficulty in seeing even the front of the bonnet. Eney blamed me. He 
told me that with that pun, I’d probably flooded the entire state of Ohio. For more than 
an hour the rain was unabated, and we maintained the slow but steady pace. Eney knew we 
were approaching the spot where we should leave the turnpike, and we strained our eyes 
even harder, if that were possible, to try to see the indicating sign.

Eney drove even slower, and then saw the sign. We branched off, Eney paid the inev
itable toll, and we drove north for a short time. Then we came to a stop. The traffic 
in both directions had stopped. And didn't move. Eney told me bluntly that it was all 
my fault. I began to believe him, and for a moment began to thin', hat the incessant 
rain in Northern Ireland could conceivably be laid at the door of Irish Fandom, because 
IF puns were really something. I forced the thought out of my mind, though. It was too 
overpowering......... I mean, Eney was just joking. Wasn’t he?

Possibly it was half an hour before we edged slightly forward. From then on for 
another half an hour we moved a few feet at a time. After an impatient wait we came to 
the source of the trouble. The road was flooded. Eney gave me a withering look, and ze 
found it was our turn to negotiate the water. It came over the hub caps of the car.

Towards nine pm we came to the outskirts of Cleveland. We continued north, and Eney 
told me to keep a watchout for a sign indicating Rockside Road, which he hoped was on the 
left. I spotted it, we swung left, and I navigated Eney to the centre of Parma, where 

Fdlasca lived. Eney told me that he had arranged that Steve and Virginia SnhulttiSis 
should also be at Nick’s house. Trouble was, the thur.de ratorm had delayed us almost two 
hours.. There was one other complication which I felt guilty about. Nick had written to 

lington with certain ins ns for Eney. The situation vat Uck was leaving 
his house in Warwick Drive, and in case he had moved when we reached Parma, he had wlu/... 
an alternative telephone number for Eney to ring, so that if he had left Warwick Drive we 
could contact him. Ellington had given me these instructions on paper at the Nunnery on 
Sa turday night, and I’d lost the paper. I.e.........if Nick had move.', we didn’t know where
to contact him.

Eney, most patient with me, stopped the car at a garage and telephoned Nick's old 
number. He came back with a glum face. No reply. We decided th- only thing to do was 
to go to Warwick Drive, and if he had left, try to get nr address from a neighbour. Eney 
got directions from the garage to find Warwick Drive, and in .er. minutes of careful navi
gating, we arrived at Warwick Road. We circled the area, but no Warwick Drive...just 
Read. This was fantastic. Where the hell was Warwick Drive? Eney said that the number 
was 5612. He suggested that we ignore the Drive and Road bit, and look for the number.

I got out of the car, and flitted from house to house. I walked past the H,OOO's and 
began on the 5,000’g. Now, you won’t believe this, but it’s TRUE. I came to one house, 
and illuminated on the waul in red light was the number 5310. T moved to the next 
house in triumph, but to my horror it was 561^. Problem. There was no Warwick Drive in 
Parma, only Warwick Road. Second problem....presuming by some chance that Drive and 
road were the same, where was number 5612? What was this....a timewarp?

I walked back to the other house. 5610.
I came back to the next. 561 h.
I ran back again. 5610.
And returned. 561U.
I stood between the two houses.
I looked up and down.
I looked behind me.

oey was looking at me from the driving seat. His fingers were beating a rapid tattoo 
on the door. It was dark, but he was near a street light. I could hear it, too.

"There’s a house missing," I shouted.

thur.de
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"look ngain," he shouted back.
I went back to J61U....I looked close. Below it, unlighted, was the mystic %12. 
Evidently my gyrations between the two houses had been observed by one of the oc

cupants. It was a great shock to roe when a woman asked if I were Berry.
I said I was, and she introduced herself as Nick’s mother, and said that he and the 

Schultheises had waited for some time but had gone to supper when we didn’t arrive.
Jean, carrying the baby, and Eney and I went into the Falasca house. Mrs. Falasca 

said that they were probably leaving the house on the morrow. We were all tired, and 
lay back on the long settee which conformed to the wall. A few moments later Nick, Steve 
and Virginia returned. I’d met Steve before; he was at my house back in ’57, and he 
looked just the same, as sartorJally elegant as of yore. Virginia was tall and slender 
and I saw straight away that without her spechncies she would look exactly like Debbie 
Reynolds. I told her so, too, but she seemed unconvinced. She seemed to me to be a per
fect match for Steve, cultured and refined and graceful. Nick Falasca I recognised from 
pictures I'd seen of him. He was not too tall, and dark and broad and also wore spectacles. 
I looked at him in awe, this man, who, with Noreen Shaw, had done all the administrative 
work (mid much more besides) for the Berry Fund. He was also extremely -dressed; I 
hoped it was the influence of GDA man Schultheis, but I guessed it could be, because Steve 
hadn’t had that effect on me!

Mrs. Falasca suggested she should brew up, but Steve and Nick said they’d take us to 
a restaurant, so we all piled into Nick’s car and drove a mile or so. At the car park 
another American Phenomenon (as I’m calling them from now on) was revealed to me. Steve, 
without getting out of the car, opened the window, picked a microphone off a stand, and 
started to talk to someone inside the restaurant. Nick told him, no, we’d go in for seme
thing. My provincial inexperjonae was obvious for all to see, and Steve explained that 
one could simply tell the people inr.-ido what was required, and they brought it out to 
the car. I had mixed feelings about the Idea. I’d seen that so much in America had been 
done to save doing anything physical that eventually the country would reach a stage where 
Everyone wanted a button to press the button that pressed the button. What could be nicer 
and more natural than getting out of a car, stretching one’s legs, and going inside for a 
good meal, instead of being hunched up maybe six in a car, trying one's hardest to imagine 
that the petrol fumes in the ice cream were only imaginary?

On returning to Falasca’s house, we talked about Eney’s FANCYCIDPEDIA II, after Eney 
had presented Kick with his copy. Schultheis said if it mentioned the Goon or the GDA it 
was good, and he flipped through the pages whilst Eney sat back quietly confident.

There was fun whilst we arranged where we were going to sleep. The eventual plan was 
that Steve and Virginia took possession of the wall settees, which met each other where 
the walls met. Nick, Eney and I went down to the basecent. I chose to sleep on a couch, 
and Nick and Eney struggled into two strange contraptions which I’d never seen before, 
and hope never to have inflicted on my peepers again. Broadly speaking, these outfits 
had a metal tubular framework on which was woven thick strands of fabric. They weren’t 
really big enough for the two boys, and strangest of all was the stance the boys adopted 
when mounted (if that is the correct technical expression.) Their bodies from the waist 
upwards were at an angle of ^5 degrees, and their legs assumed the same angle in the op
posite direction. Their arms hung listlessly over the sides of the affair, because there 
was nowhere else to put them. Both faces bore bewildered expressions, and, before I 
closed my eyes and the light went out, I saw them both looking enviously towards me....

When I awoke on Wednesday morning, the 2nd of September, Nick’s pseudo bed was empty. 
Mick, I recalled, had told us the previous night that he had to get to his place of em
ployment early in the morning, but that he'd see us at the Convention. Eney had also 
evacuated his 'bed', so I got up, yawned, tried to straighten my back, and investigated.

Upstairs, Eney was in Virginia's bed, snoring like a buzz saw, although I must hasten 
to add that Virginia and Steve had presumably left with Nick. Mrs. Falasca had told us 
that if we were leaving early we could make breakfast. I didn't like to wake Eney up, 
because he was driving, and there was no sound of movement from Jean’s room, so I toddled 
off into the kitchen and explored. I was fascinated to find that when the stove was
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switched on flames appeared without any means of ignition Lei nr required. I open--d Lhe 
refrigerator and pulled out a package of bacon, sorted out some slices and put them on the 
frying pan. I put the pan on the stove and left the bacon to sizzle. After a deal of 
experimentation I got the coffee percolator going, and the toaster wasn't toe much of a 
problem. By the time Jean and Eney came in, I had things organised. Right enough, the 
toast was cold and the bacon had somehow shrunk so that the individual slices had curled 
up like short lengths of spaghetti, nut with lots of bread and butter this seemed trivial. 
The coffee was admittedly pretty strong, but I thought Eney displayed rather bad taste 
by trying to eat his with a knife and fork.

Eney told us to get our kit together, and we tiptoed out to the car so that we would
n’t wake up Mrs. Falasca. Eney looked at his man, and then turned the car southwards 
in the direction of yet another turnpike. With a glance at me Lie told Jean to look out 
for a place where we could get breakfast!

Once on the turnpike, we drove steadily for about miles. The countryside in Ohio 
and Indiana was perfectly flat. I sat in the back seat of the car and appointed myself 
to the chore of tending Butch. I knew he liked me. Actually, under my careful tuition, 
he had walked his first few steps with me at Mrs. Eney’s house, although no one else had 
seen, so although I boasted about it, it was only a moral victory. I soon cottoned on to 
his baby ways. He sucked his thumb when he was tired, and if I put my hand lightly over 
his face, covering his eyes, he invariably went to sleep. Wien he was awake, he natur
ally wasn’t too pleased at being confined to a lap in the Lac!' of a car. His inclination 
was to explore, and this wasn't possible. Sometimes I sat him on the floor with a news
paper and allowed him to tear it up, but when he started on one of Eney’s maps I had to 
look for another diversion. I let him grip both ends of my moustache, and he blew rasp
berries and I like-to think he thought he was riding a motor cycle wizh my’ moustache as 
the handlebars. Unfortunately, he turned the accelerator too hard on the right hand side, 
and I didn't fancy appearing at the Convention with an assymetricul moustache. I must 
say that considering the way he was confined, and the long distances we had to travel, 
and the strange times he had his meals, he was remarkably well-behaved.

When we reached Gary, a large city on the southeast of Chicago, Eney cut off the 
turnpike (more $) and with the aid of a most excellent AAA mar, he circuited round streets 
and across, highways and/Eventually reach a turnpike which circled up the west side of 
Chicago and so cut out all the trouble of having to navigate through the big city, and 
so save valuable time on our long haul to Fond du Lac, in Wisconsin, the home of the cel
ebrated BNF and zap expert, Dean A. Grennell.

Now earlier on in this chapter I've given my opinions of paying tolls on the turn
pike. I suppose I've got to content myself with realising that it is a necessary evil. 
I think the country should be responsible for roads, end not .the individual, but if al
ternative roads are available which although slower get there Just the same, I suppose 
that, basically, the driver has the choice. If he is an anti-subber, he can go the slow 
road. But I got really worked up passing on that stretch of turnpike that by-passed 
Chicago. It was utter blackmail. It was obvious that if a driver wanted to get to the 
north of Chicago (or, in the opposite direction, if he wanted to gee the south) if there 
were an easy way of avoiding the congestion of the city, he'd take it. He'd have to take 
it. So what happens? Toll gates are stretched across the road every few miles. It 
began to get monotonous. Eney would whizz along, and then a notice would warn us of the 
toll gates. These were automatic. Eney dropped 30 cents into a circular receptacle, 
there was a pause, and a green light flickered. This meant he could continue. He Just 
reached top speed, when another notice warned of the impending approach of another toll. 
Another 30 .cents. Another green light. Another acceleration. Another notice...another 
30 cents....and so it went on. I began to squirm in my seat. I was financially restric
ted on the first part of my tour at least....I couldn't spend more than four dollars a
day at the most, and this went in food and postcards and airmail stamps, etc. Each time
Eney had to dip into his pocket for .30 cents, I got redder and redder and more and more 
annoyed at the system whereby a motorist was forced to pay an extortionate amount to travel
in his own country. I began to see that, by comparison, the ordinary turnpikes were not
too bud. $1.85 for a couple of hundred miles began to look reasonable.
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North of Chicago we entered the state or Wisconsin, and I grew more and more excited 

at the prospect of meeting DAG. Just south of Milwaukee, on Route 41, we came upon ano
ther American Phenomenon. Even Eney and Jean joined in the general excitement. It was 
a restaurant built over the turnpike. Jean especially was in rapture, and we knew our 
journey wouldn't be complete without a meal therein. So Eney swung the car round and 
parked outside and we went in. We obtained a table which gave us a good view of the 
traffic racing along the carriageways beneath. The restaurant was superior in every way 
to Howard Johnson's outfits. The prices were correspondingly higher. I had two lots of 
blueberry pie and coffee. W; also walked round the sales departments, which had on dis
play a higher grade of material than the normal stopping places.

But we had to continue. The day's run had to take in almost 500 miles, which, when 
compared with a 100 mile run at home, we would be considered some journey, was to me al
most unbelievable. We by-passed Milwaukee, and continuing along Route 41 for another 50 
or 70 miles, we reached than shrine of fenac, Fond du Lac. It was almost ten pm. And 
it was cold. Jean hac. been to DAG's house before, but couldn't recall the way.

Fond du Lac was just as I had imagined it. It seemed typical of many American towns. 
The road being travelled eventually led into one broad main street. Here, it was at night, 
and the place was a mass of neon lights of all colours forming a shimmering tapestry. 
Eney got out of the car and telephoned DAG. I began to feel even more excited, and my 
heart began to thump. I'd written to DAG a great deal in late '54, and during '55 and 
'56 when GRUE was coming out so regularly, and I'd written my scries ’BELFASTERS' for 
Dean. He had not of course been so active over '57, '58 and '59, but his name was a 
living legend, a name I had been fannishly weaned on, so it seemed fitting that before 
getting to the Detention on the coming Friday I should have an inenctrination of BNFdcm 
beforehand. Eney rushed out of the garage where he’d telephoned, cackling with triumph, 
and once in the car ne muttered to himself as he followed the route he'd been told. Eney 
swung to the left, and I saw a street sign 'Maple Ave.* I .gulped. I wi.ipped out ty comb 
and straightened seme of the tufts of hair and gave my moustache a ref res.-er and did u? 
m;, shirt buttons as we arrived at number 402.

DAG came out to meet us. Cnee again his photographs had not lied. It was as though 
I'd met him last week, and had just popped over to borrow some sugar.

He took us into his house, and we were swamped with children of all shapes and sizes. 
DAG introduced us to his charming wife Jean, and then sent the children to bed.

We stopped up and talked until well after midnight. We were tired, but DAG was in 
good form. He showed is seme gems from various photograph albums, and gave us mai.y a quip 
and anecdote. But >00 miles in one day is some pushing, and in fact Eney had been on the 
road for a week, driving 12 hours a day. Before picking me up on Monday morning, he had 
shunted about the country since the previous Thursday, when he had met me at Idlewild. 
He'd been transporting Jean's children from one place to another. So Eney was the mist 
tired, and not only did he want his rest, he’d earned it.

We went up to bed a little later. I was sharing a room with Eney. Presumably the 
beds belonged to some of the Junior DAGites. I wondered where he’d put them?

Up at 9:30
I peered over the sheets end saw a boy looking at me. He bobbed away when he espied 

what was inhabiting his bed.
I yawned, went to the washroom and shaved. I looked out of the window and saw that 

the back garden was full of children. (That reminds me, here's another thing I have to 
put right. In the British Isles, the word 'garden' is used in the loosest possible sense. 
It covers vegetables, flowers, lawns, trees, the goldfish pond, in fact, anything which 
comes within the precincts of the fense which divides one house frem the next. In 
America , 'garden' is used only to described a patch of soil where the flowers are. So 
when I mentioned above that the mess of kids were in the back garden, I didn't mean they 
were trampling over DAG's prize geraniums. I Just meant they were playing on the lawn.)

I went down for breakfast, and had a plate full of grapenuts, which I'd never had 
before. Seme deal. After breakfast, I slipped away onto the lawn at the back of the -
house to talk to the children. I hadn't talked to any American children of school age, 



and I wanted to compare them with my own two children. DAG’c kids introduced themselves. 
Cnand Andy were two boys. I never found nut which one was which, although one of 
them was mighty fast when it came to manipulating a Bat Masterson cane! The girls were 
named Janet, Bobbie and Phyllis. Phyllis was only two, and was mostly to be seen in the 
immediate area of her mother’s skirt. She wasn’t too keen on Butch. Bobbie was, I guess, 
about four or five, and she reminded me of my own daughter. She was quite friendly, and 
allowed me to seat her on an upturned boat which just happened to be in DAG’s garden, 
and I photographed her. The photo came out good, too, which proves it’s worthwhile 
choosing good subjects. Janet was about seven or eight, and seemed the most serious. 
DAG bad an older daughter, Patty, about thirteen years old, but she didn't turn up until 
the afternoon.

Also in the garden were the Grennells* kids' friends...children about the same age. 
One little plump girl called, I think, Kathleen, about eight years old, asked me if I 
wanted to hear a story. I said I did, and she gave a garbled account of seme girl who 
wanted to tattoo her boy friend's name on her arm. The mother wouldn’t allow her this 
esthetic luxury, so, explained the little girl, the boy friend cut his initials on his 
girl's arm with his knife. "What do you think of that?” the girl asked me. I tried to 
get some colour in my cheeks again, and felt in my pocket for an aspirin.- After some 
thought, during which time they all looked at me with big eyes, I vouchsafed.the opinion 
that the story itself was interesting, arid had a certain element of originality, but 
that I doubted the veracity thereof. (I didn't use those exact words.) This nnu ••..•Mi.ib.i 
reply didn’t satisfy their urge for the truth. "But what do you think of it?" they 
chorused. I leaned against the side of the house nnd wjllyd PAG to come out. ’./hen 
pressed, I further told tham tUot in my experience I had seen boys cut their initials on 
vorjnnF subjects, ranging from school dpsks to lumps of cheese, but I thought to make 
such a per<nancnL autograph in such an indiscreet manner didn't say much for the boy’s 
artistic sense. "Yes," they chorused in high C, "we know all that, but what do you think 
of the story?" I gave a despairing call for DAG behind the sanctity of my pocket hand
kerchief, and. tried to appease their desire for a comment on the girl's prowess as a 
raconteur. "Quite franiily," I said, with as much dignity as I could muster, "I think 
you made it up out of your head.” They looked at each other and took deep breaths. 
"You didn't think it was true, did you?" asked the plump girl. "I know it’s not true. 
I made it up myself. BUT WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE STORY?" I took a deep breath myself. 
I tried to think what demon knight would have said. In fact, I was just about to refer 
them to damon knight when DAG came out. I told him I thought the kids had a pretty good 
sense of humour, but the plump girl adroitly dodged out of the way as I tried to tramp 
on her toes as I went away with DAG.

"I think it would be a good idea to run you down to the Fond du Lac post office," 
suggested DAG. "You recall that Willis stopped there during his 1952 Fan Tour. I’d like 
to get a picture of you standing in the same spot."

I said it would be magnifique, so he> Eney, either Chuck or Andy and I got into DAG's 
car. And what a car. It was big and red. It looked like a .bus looking for a driver. 
We drove the short distance into Fond du Lac, and parked the car at a parking meter. For 
a second, as we stood outside this building that Willis Had Entered, I wonder at the course 
of fate. DAG asked if someone stayed in Fond du Lac post office long enough, would they 
eventually come into contact with all of the members of Irish Fandom? I told him it was 
a possibility which couldn't be discounted. I'd heardthat James White was saving hard, 
and George Charters was talking about emigrating!

We trooped inside, and I put seme airmail stamps on postcards, for my family and friends 
back home. I also put an airmail stamp on a postcard of Fond du Lac post office.-

"O.K...pose," ordered DAG, and Eney whipped out a tape measure, and put it on a tile 
on the ground near the counter, and pulled out eighteen inches of tape. I knelt down 
beside him trying to look as if the whole thing had some mundane purpose. The place was 
full of people, and although my fondness for fannish tradition precluded any chance of 
my being embarrassed at the strange ritual, I thought it best to show as much normality 
es possible. DAG snapped a flashlight and there was a hush in the place and people stood 
rooted to the spot.
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’’That wasn’t quite right. Pose again,” said DAG.
We got down again. Men behind the counters who were supposed to be serving the cus

tomers whipped off their glasses and leaned as far out of their little windows as they 
could to catch the act.

"Smile," grinned DAG.
Eney and I lifted our heads and tried to keep a fixed grin on our faces, which began 

to sweat with the strain. Seme of the braver onlookers began to creep forward and look 
at the object of our seeming calculations. It seemed so idiotic to look up and tell them 
that Willis stood there in ’52.

Another blinding flash as DAG manipulated his camera.
Before DAG could assess the potentialities of the second picture, Eney and I stood up 

and walked away round the corner to another part of the post office. DAG joined us. I 
addressed the post card of the post office to Willis, and we all signed it and wrote 
little incredibly witty remarks. After ten minutes or so we judged we would probably be 
forgotten in the main office, and so we were, but a group of people were still standing 
round the spot, looking for something. DAG said the same thing happened after Willis was 
there in *52, and it took some months for the excitement to die down.

DAG said I’d look nice in an American shirt, and we went along the main street in Fond 
du Lac and purchased one which DAG chose because of its similarity to one he’d got some
time before, and which ’wore well’. Sad to say, the shirt had an unhappy history. Within 
twenty-four hours, Butch, whilst climbing over me, put his foot into one of the breast 
pockets. It looked well, though, I thought. DAG said it looked very American. On me it 
looked about as American as an Englishman in Scunthorpe ordering a bag of faggots and peas.

We drove home, and I nipped upstairs and put the shirt on. I attempted a swagger, 
which didn’t last very long. Jean Grennell announced lunch, so we went in. I was hungry, 
and before sitting down told myself that I was a guest and it was unguestlike to stuff 
food down one’s mouth in prodigious quantities. But when I saw the meal, I loosened ray 
bracers and eased open the top two buttons of my trousers. Before starting to stuff my
self, I mentioned to the Grennells that I was a provincial.........

After lunch, DAG showed us the glories of his den. One of my main interests was the 
Fabulous and Famous DAG Gun Collection. He had a truly spiffing armory. I examined each 
and every one' of his rifles and revolvers, which he first of all carefully broke to 
ensure that I didn’t go back to Belfast with a permanent souvenir of my visit. I was 
completely dumbfounded to find that DAG actually manufactured his own ammunition and sold 
it commercially. It was a fascinating process. He gave me a demonstration. He picked 
up an old used cartridge case, and cleaned it. He put it in a machine which withdrew the 
old dented base, where the striker had hit home. He picked up a new primer, and put it 
and the case in another machine, to re-prime the round. He moved to a measure, put the 
case under it, pulled a lever and just the right amount of explosive dropped into the 
case. He moved to a tray of lead bullets, which he'd also cast himself, and pushed one 
into the cartridge case. The final machine forced the bullet into the case the required 
distance.

DAG gave me the round for a souvenir of my visit, but I explained that although it 
was a most touching gesture, and I would have loved to take it heme with me, I lived in 
Northern Ireland, and we’d had a bit of trouble with the I.R.A., and although I was a 
mentor of the constabulary, it could conceivably be construed as arms smuggling, and fif
teen years in jail wouldn't do my fanac much good.

DAG said he’d like to push out a oneshot. He ushered me to the typer, slipped a sten
cil in and left me to my own devices. I was in the unusual position of having so many 
ideas running around inside my mind that I didn’t know what subject to use. Finally, 
after much deliberation, I wrote a page and a half about the advantages to be obtained by 
non-thinking. I don’t know whether DAG will use it in FAPA or not. My chief reason for 
wanting to see it is because DAG said he wanted Eney to write something afterwards, and 
I left Eney in a helluva spot to take over. I’d like to know what he did about it, if 
anything.

I’d thought that DAG’s abilities were limited to fandom and guns and allied subjects. 
I was wrong. Photography plays a prominent part in his life. He has the full range of
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equipment ac-t only for taking photographs but for actually developing his films and then 
precessing them. He proudly pulled out some thousands of photographs of Phyllis Economou. 
He can choose his subjects, too. At a subtle hint from me he offered to develop a 35 mm 
fil- I’d taken. He gave me e blow by blow account of the proceedings, and I am bound to 
admit that he did a good job.

Jean Grennell (with whom I’d come on remarkably good terms by washing up the dishes) 
said DAG should take us all for a drive round Fond du Lac, and she telephoned through to 
her young daughter Patty to. come and look after the rest of the tribe. Patty .eventually 
arrived, a young girl with spectacles, and we all crowded into the car, the two Jeans, 
Eney, DAG and myself.

Fond du Lac isn’t very big, and it didn’t take us long to drive round. We stopped 
at an eatery called the FROZEN CUSTARD, and DAG said I should try a malted milk. It was 
good, too. We hurried home because he recommended we should see a good programme on TV, 
all about a gambler ar.d an Indian who only communicated with people by sign language and 
a woodsman who spit all the time. This appealed to my sense of the dramatic, and save 
for the commercials, I thought it was an excellent and unusual programme. It’ll probably 
get tc the BBC—.end then I shall never get DAG off my mind.

Jean Grennell packed the children off the bed, and we had dinner. Lots of ham and 
stuff and a special DAG cocktail, a sort of Martini which dissolved the olive stick. We 
talked for a long time, subjects covering a great variety of subjects, from DAG’s experi
ences with the German speaking population of an obscure Wisconsin township to my finding 
fingerprints on the left leg of a porcelain gnome.

Somehow, the talk came to oil painting. Jean Young said that DAG was good, and I 
sighed as yet another facet of this remarkable man was revealed. I suggested that I’d like 
to see his work, and the cyclone came and went and in ten seconds he stood there with a 
mess of canvas in his hands.

"Just a few things I splashed together a few’ years ago,” he said modestly.
You all know that DAG is a really BIG fan. You all know that he is an acknowledged

authority on guns, and has a regular column in a prozine regarding all aspects of firearms. 
Well, seriously, I’ll state here and now that if DAG had taken his painting seriously, it 
would have far outstripped those other vocations. He showed us perhaps ten or a dozen,
and few of them were finished. This was a great shame. One of Jean Grennell, probably
started some seven or eight years ago, had a striking likeness to her....and it was exe
cuted with a masterful technique. One painting which really wasn't a painting but a basic 
idea sketched in and painted in patches showed the lengths this paragon was prepared to go 
to give a pun an extra dimension. DAG asked me what the painting represented. I admitted 
defeat. I'll tell you about it, and maybe, if your mind is terrifically sharp, you'll get 
the connection.

In the foreground was a froglike creature with a long green tail, wearing boxing gloves. 
Behind this creature was depicted the bars of a cage, with a bear in the background looking 
at the frog....if it was a frog.

"So I don't know, Dear," I said. "What does it represent?"
He grinned, then laughed out loud.
"You’ve heard of the picture ’Nude Descending Stair'?"
Well, quite honestly I hadn't, but I was prepared to go along with the gag, so I said 

I had.
"Tnis is 'Newt Defending Bear'."
Jean Grennell fetched me a chair and put a lump of ice in the iced water, and in ten 

minutes I was as good as I’ll ever be.
I arranged a one-man exhibition for DAG. I took each of his paintings one at a time, 

and propped them on a table some yards away, and we each gave our comments. If only DAG 
would finish them. For years I've been subjected to people showing me their oil paintings 
and looking for egoboo, and I've always had to avoid hurting their feelings and at the 
same time be critical. But hurting DAG's feelings doesn't come into it at all. His natur
al talent is abundant. If DAG reads this, I hope he'll gird himself up and lock his guns 
away and finish some of his little works of art. He should.

Eney went to bed well before midnight. The next day, Friday, he had to drive another



long haul from Fond du Lac to Detroit via Chi^Ago, well over hOO miles, and it was under
standable that he needed rest. The two Jeans, DAG and I stayed up until 2 am. There 
seemed so much to say and I had to store up enough memories of DAG, because he was one of 
my earliest inspirations when I first staggered onto the fannish scene. At 2 am we re
tired. Instead of saying goodbye* I said ’goodnight.-’ I thought that we should see 
the Grennells and their children on the morrow before we started off to the climax of my 
American Tour.........the Detention in Detroit. So I went to bed quite happy.

Whilst it was still dark. Eney woke me. He said it was 5 am. I thought he was walk
ing in his sleep, and went to sleep myself. I woke up again and saw it was a few minutes 
past 5, and Eney was washing and shaving. I heard Butch crying and Jean Young whispering 
reassurance. Eney said he wanted to get to Detroit by six pm, and it was a twelve hour 
run if all went well.

We had breakfast downstairs at about c am. I sc wanted to thank the Grennells for 
their hospitality, and to say indeed what a pleasure it was to meet them; but the only way 
to do so would be to enter their boudoir, and I saw how DAG could handle a .375 Magnum. 
Eney, Jean Young and myself composed a note of thanks. I was unhappy about it all, but 
what else could I do?

As Eney drove away I looked out of the back of the car at number U02. It was easy 
to understand why that fabulous fan was so wellrliked. Rarely had I met a chap with 
such a sincere and yet humorous outlook on people and life in general...and I get around. 
He said he hoped to put out more GRUEs, and it would oe the most wonderful thing in the 
world if he did, but I have my doubts. He is happy in FAPA, and has visits from Hot Bloch 
and Boyd Raeburn and Phyllis Economou, and if that isn’t just about the essence of random, 
what is?

A. happy day, Thursday the 3rd of September 1959.
A happy day, and a nostalgic one.
A day I wouldn't have missed for the world!

Eney drove us south on Route Ul....south past Milwaukee. When we came to the out
skirts of Chicago, though, he carefully avoided the extortionate turnpike. He kept to 
the freeways. It was complicated, but-he did seme good map reading, and if it did add 
a few miles to the journey, at least he was consoled by the thought that a few dollars 
had been kept from the clutching mercenary Lends of the Chicago turnpike operators. It 
pleased me, anyway.

The weather was fine, Butch was quiet, after we bypassed Chicago the scenery was new 
and interesting, and Eney xept up a steady rate of speed. The distance from Chicago to 
Detroit is about 200 miles, and as each mile was ticked off, I began to think more and 
more about the convention. Jean asked me what ± was thinking about, and I confided to 
her that I had never been to a convention in my life, and that I had built up a bit of 
a reputation as a humourist, and would fans expect too much of me, and gosh and things 
like that. She gave me the sort of look that an experienced con-goer would give an un
initiated one, and she told me that everything would be all right and that I would have 
great fun and the time would go much too quickly.

I had been so busy during my’tour and my stay in New York that I didn’t have any time 
to think about the convention, but it came in my mind again that I would have to give two 
speeches, one of them a most important one at the Banquet, and that I was also on the 
Fan-Editors Panel. I had but rarely had to speak in public in mundane life, certainly 
not to four or five hundred people. As as I’d pointed out to Jean, it was not just a 
matter of standing up and just talking. That was easy. The difficult thing was that I’d 
written about three hundred stories, most of them having a humour content, and I knew for 
a fact that a lot of fans fully expected me to stand up in a dirty trilby hat and an old 
trenchcoat and start shooting pion,.er guns at the toastmaster. On top of this, there was 
the fact that I knew so few fans personally, although I’d corresponded with most of the 
fanzine fans. I was frightened of meeting convention fans. I’d been nurtured to believe 
that fanzine fans were in the minority at conventions, and after all, I was purely a fan
zine fan. My main fear, however, was that the many many American fans who had rallied 
around to pay my fare to America ($HU1, a vast amount, fannishly speaking) would perchance
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be disappointed in me. I wondered what I could do to make my mar!:. On those last few 
miles to Detroit ell sorts of weird ideas wormed their way through my tortured mind. 
Stupid ideas, I can see that now, but it showed what state of mind I was in. I tried to 
console myself by saying that I had written the stories and published the fanzines and it 
was I the fans wanted to see, not a false mock-up. I decided that as far as the speeches 
were concerned, that was in the hands of Roscoe. For the rest, I'd just be myself. I'd 
circulate round as much as I could so that I could meet as many of the fans as I could 
who’d helped to make the trip....and what a trip....a reality. That eased my mind some
what ... .well, only a little, actually. For I had travelled thousands of miles for my 
first convention, and everyone would be looking at me, and would possibly identify me 
with fans over the other side of the Atlantic Ocean. Every mistake I made (and I always 
made mistakes) would be critically examined and frowned upon. That’s what I thought at 
the time, and as I checked each place off on the map as we neared Detroit, I became more 
and more nervous.

"This is Clinton, Dick," I told Eney. Near Detroit.
Then I thought about all the vile pros, and particularly about my hero Bob Bloch. He 

had always given me good write-ups in his fanzine column in IMAGINATION. He had once pub
licly written that three great things came from the British Isles: Shakespeare, Diana 
Dors and me. I doubted that he’d have the same opinion after he'd met me. Oh, Shakespeare 
and Diana Dors were safe enough. But Bloch was acknowledged to be a superb and witty 
speaker, and I knew I’d just open my mouth and give a fixed grin when I met him. I knew 
it.

I loo/.ed at the map.
Suffering Catfish.
"That was Saline we passed through," I told Eney.
Heck. We were so near Detroit now, and what was I going to say at the Banquet? It 

would be fairly easy to bluff at the opening of the Detention programme, when I would be 
introduced. I could give a mundane speech: 'Chee, it’s brilliant and wonderful being 
here and as it’s my first detention I'm as thrilled as altogether.' It would be true and 
sincere, but it was really mundane when it came down to essentials. Howard Devore had 
written that the speech on the opening day would just be a 'Hello and Thank You’ effort. 
That I could manage reasonably well....I thought. But at the Banquet?

Traffic became much thicker, and I checked our position on the map.
"Seme place called Ypsilanti, Dick." I looked at the map, and saw that a few miles 

farther on was Wayne, then Inkster, and then....and then we were in Dearborn, a suburb of 
Detroit.

I wondered if all fans went through the same nervous tension before going to a conven
tion. Was I going through a normal phase of apprehension which disappeared as soon as the 
first beanie came into sight? I wanted so much to be a success, but I didn't even have 
the experience of a minor convention to guide me. Were there certain points of fannish 
protocol with which I was unfamiliar? Certainly I’d read all the con reports, but I 
didn’t think I'd get that drunk. Suppose I inadvertently offended someone...or got in an 
elevator and asked the man for the fifteenth floor and discovered I was talking to Willy 
Ley? Something like that was sure to happen. If I were a neofan, it wouldn't matter; 
but I was well-established in fandom, and although I personally wouldn't worry overly 
about doing something idiotic, I felt that if I did anything daft it would reflect on the 
prestige of the people whe had been mainly concerned in organising the Fund which brought 
me over. "Oh, for Chrissake, Falasca, you made us bring that over?"

"We’re in Detroit now, John," said Dick, and the car stopped. Eney pulled at chokes 
and hammered accelerators and then looked at the gauge. No petrol. That wasn’t so bad. 
Ik money either.

I got out of the car and walked a couple of hundred yards back to a garage and hired
a can and filled it with petrol. I staggered back, and Eney filled the tank, and I re
turned the can. When I got back to the car again, it wouldn’t go. Eney sweated to flog
it into action. He said he knew it would take a bit of time to allow the petrol to cir
culate, but it should have.........

And it did.



We didn’t have too much petrol, and only had a few more miles to go, so we piled in 
and the last lap....the very last lap started.

I sat next to Dick, and as if by mutual consent I toor. over the map reading. The 
street map looked comp [ 1. but I worked out whrre the 'tel was, Fort
I knew that if I could navigate us safely to the hotel, without a mistake,1 it would be a 

boost when I needed it most.
.u, almost at six pm, Eney’s deadline, I knew we were within a few hundred yards 

of my fate.
"Turn right here, Dick,” I said* swung the car round. He seemed to have impli

cit faith in my directions. Of course, anyone can read a map, but it suddenly became 
eratel; rtant to me that X should pin-point the hotel fi in®,
"It should be on the corner of the third block ,uc the right," I told Eney. He turned 

the car, and I closed my eyes. The car stopped,.and I looked up. Eney was grinning. I 
looked up, and way up I saw HOTEL FORT SHELBY painted or. the side of the building.

I looked at Eney and Jean and Butch, and I knew Lhat the most important event in my 
fannish career was about to happen.

I had travelled well over U,000 miles, and.1 was at the Detroit convention.
± was at the retention, and from hereon I was on my own.
I picked up my suitcase -and threw my .jacket over my shoulder. I ran my fingers 

through my hair.
"This ■ way we go," said Eney, and I followed him and Jean. We crossed the 

road and went through the swings door......................................



With Eney on my left, Jean Young and Butch on my right, supported by my suitcase.. I 
edged through the swinging doors.

For a moment, I got the impression of Just another hotel lobby....the desks were op
posite the swinging doors; sure, the foyer was big, and lots of people were moving about 
aimlessly, like they usually do, and then my eyes were drawn magnetically to my righc, 
and there were the fans.

I have a sorry confession to make here and now. That actual moment, and the ensuing 
ones, affected me so forcibly that even an hour afterwards I could not name one single 
fan I saw as I entered the swinging doors. Entranced, I staggered forward, my mind in a 
befuddled daze. I gulped, and I felt completely useless. Eney introduced me to fans, 
and I recall I grinned and ran sweaty fingers up and down my bracers. I’ve no idea what 
I said, or what sort of abject figure I represented. Quite possibly I comported myself 
without any undue cause for embarrassment, but the fact remains that for about fifty min
utes I have no recollection of my actions. I do remember that I was in such a state that 
I asked Eney to take me out to get my suitcase, and we trudged back to the car round the 
corner and I suddenly turned red and said damn and confessed that I had my case with me. 
Eney passed it off and said he intended to get his case, anyway, and we returned, cases 
in hand, and I tried to give a nonchalant smile, and furrowed my brow a little, so as to 
show that, crikey, the case was heavy.

Mary Young bumped into me, and offered to take me to the Detention Suite, where I was 
to stay. We went up eighteen floors in the elevator, trudged along thick pile carpet, and 
Mary opened the door. The suite was big. And very comfortable. Mary told me that they 
were a little disorganised, that she couldn’t at that moment tell me exactly where I was 
to sleep, but that I could depend upon eventually being fixed up somewhere. In the mean
time, she said, I could leave my suitcase in one of the bedrooms, and she took me into one 
near the bar. Two single beds were there, and I dumped my suitcase on an armchair in the 
corner. Mary said that as far as she knew, Howard DeVore and myself would be sleeping 
there, but she wasn’t just sure.........

Mary left, and I freshened up. A young man came into the suite, and introduced him
self. He spoke with a strange accent, and said he originally came from Latvia. I think 
his name was Dainis Bisenieks. He had the slightest suggestion of a beard, or perhaps he
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had been there for a couple of days (as some fans had) and the convention urge had al
ready struck. We had an interesting talk. The main topic of conversation dealt with the 
pros and cons of autograph collecting. Damis said, in effect, that it was nonsensical. 
I pointed out that, right enough, I didn’t go for the frenzied attention film stars got 
at the stage door, but, I said, what could be nicer than a little collection of fan 
autographs?

I felt hungry and told Dainis I was going downstairs. After the wash and a vigorous 
towelling, I felt mighty good. I nipped into the elevator, and went to the foyer. I saw 
Bill Donaho making his majestic way towards me. I also spotted Steve and Virginia 
Schultheis, and went over to them. They looked very happy. Steve told me they had been
there since Thursday morning. Nick came up when we were talking, and said he had a letter
for me from Diane, my wife, which had been sent to his address. I let my tongue creep 
out and told him I’d like to see it, and he gave a knowing grin and said he’d fetch it.

Bill Donaho said that he and the Ellingtons were going out for a meal, and would Steve
and Virginia and I come along. Noreen and Larry Shaw came up, and said they would go 
ahead with Steve and Virginia to re/E8?tre a swanky French restaurant nearby. Nick re
turned with the letter, which burnt a hole in my pocket but which I didn't read. I men
tally reserved the pleasure for the next time I was on my own.

I got my first really good look at Detroit. It seemed a nice enough place to have 
a convention. As it was my first convention, and the company was so convivial, maybe I'm 
prejudiced. But it did seem a good choice.

We reached the French restaurant, and there seemed to be a little confusion. Steve 
was lingering outside the door, as if he thought the handle was connected to the electric 
circuit. I must say that Steve was looking remarkably well-dressed. His appearance, and 
that of his wife Virginia, was impeccable. The knife edge crease of his light grey 
trousers seemed to glint in the evening sun. That, as it transpired from the grins and 
nervous giggles of the company, was the main trouble. This French place, it seemed, was 
exclusive. It catered to a smart clientele. Steve and Virginia and Noreen and a cpuple 
more of the company would fit in, but, well, Larry Shaw and myself were in shirt sleeves, 
and I also sported untidy moustache and bracers. As if some mitosis were taking place, 
we seemed to divide into two groupsthe tidy ones, and us scruffy ones. I felt lonely, 
and then Larry Shaw came and stood by me, and I think much against his will, Donaho came 
over too.

Schultheis gave a tight-lipped nod, as if he saw the significance of things, and he 
took a deep breath and entered the impressive portals, to ’see about the situation.’

He came back in a moment, and gave a grave shake of the head. He looked serious, as 
if excommunication was to follow. Someone muttered about a ’steak place' and by this time 
I was starving with hunger, and I let my nostrils twitch, and I told the others they were 
heading in the right direction.

We eventually found the place, and it was unique in my experience.
I stood behind Steve and Virginia in a queue. We loaded trays with knives and forks, 

and moved along to a sweaty individual who looked as though he were a refugee from L. 
Ron Hubbard. He had a muffled conversation with Virginia who shook her head and asked 
for chicken. The sweaty man grinned in triumph, and approached Steve. Steve sneered and 
said 'medium'. The man gritted his teeth, and came to me. Heck, what was good enough for 
Schultheis was good enough for me, so I said 'medium' too. The man snarled and passed 
along the fans.

Then the strange ritual began.
On the other side of the counter was a row of parallel iron bars, horizontally fixed 

about six inches apart. A glowing fire beneath the bars illuminated the place with flick
ering shadows. I looked round, waiting to see the figure with the horns, tail and rake 
make an appearance. Instead, the sweaty man took a grip on himself. He coiled himself a
up and let go. He reached into a mysterious recess, and came out with big steaks. And 
when I specify big, I mean BIG. They were like suitcases. He dumped them on the grills, 
and went back for more. He danced along the row of steaks like a conjuror I saw when I 
boy, who kept a long row of plates spinning. From the way he turned over some, and left 
others alone, I concluded that the fans had all made different requests about what they
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wanted done with their steaks. From the perplexed expression of the 'steaker', it seemed 
that at any second he was going to tell them exactly what he thought they should do with 
them.

Periodically, he would lift one up, sniff it, and fling it over his shoulder into a 
sort of oven. Steve and I and the rest of us stood watching this uncanny show, whilst 
Virginia kept flicking eager eyes at a lump of cold chicken.

Meanwhile, lots of other people had queued up behind the fans, and they were saying 
’medium* and ’well done’, etc., and more and more steaks hissed on the grills, and then 
another man came up, looking rather suave because he hadn't got the steak-flipping chore, 
and, with a refined delicacy, he manhandled the steaks onto our plates. My steak hung 
over the sides of the plate. And a smell wafted upwards, was sieved by my moustache, 
and reached my nostrils. My mouth literally watered. We sat down. I was next to Steve 
(who’d kindly paid for my steak) and raised my knife and fork and I was off.

It was an unforgettable meal.
We walked back to the hotel in a jolly frame of mind. Being well fed changed my • 

attitude completely. I felt that, instead of being a stranger, I was one of them. Per
chance our environments and ways of living were different, but we were fans, and that was 
the connecting link, the essential medium which kept us together. I felt in a philosoph
ical frame of mind. I felt good, even ready to be sacrificed to Bloch, should it be con
sidered necessary.

Back in the hotel, we went up the stairs to the second floor, and lots and lots more 
fans. I shook hands and conversed with dozens... fans I’d read about, written about, and 
written to. It was all so wonderful. Soon afterwards I wrote a list of all the fans I'd 
shook hands with, and then I couldn't remember one or two; so if I published the list I'd 
be bound to miss someone off, and that would never do. But I was thrilled. Everyone 
was nice to me, said they were glad to see me, and what did I think of America? I told 
them the truth, that 1 was glad to see them, that I had each and every one of them to 
thank personally for my actually being there, and I thought America was wonderful.

"Look at- this," someone said. A fan, who shall be nameless for a reason you'll soon 
discover, but who was certainly well-meaning, handed me a thick fanzine. It was called 
REVOLUTION. I opened it, and saw my name cropping up all over the place. It was, I saw, 
in the nature of a JOHN BERRY APPRECIATION ZINE. I sat down, forced my Adams apple back 
out of my left nostril, and flipped over it. I saw a wonderful list of BNF contributors. 
I saw, also, that the whole thing had been concocted by Johnny Koning.

I stuck out my chest. Then it suddenly occurred to me that Koning would undoubtedly 
have a copy for me, and might conceivably be disappointed if I knew all about it prior 
to his presentation, so I folded the fanzine back up and thanked the fan for showing it 
to me. A couple of moments later, Johnny Koning came up, and, slightly nervously, I 
thought, handed me a small parcel wrapped up in black paper.

"I think I know what this is, Johnny," I told him.
"You do?" he said. He was incredulous.
"I saw a copy of REVOLUTION a moment ago," I said, "but I didn't really get a detailed 

look at it." I opened the black paper, and there was my own copy, suitably inscribed by 
Johnny.

I went through it page by page, with Koning and others standing round, and I read a 
few words here and therd on every page, and I was quite touched at this very nice job. 
I thanked Koning profusely, and told him exactly hot- I felt. It would have been better 
if I'd not had a sneak preview, but it is the spirit behind a thing which counts. Johnny, 
if I was a bit stunned and short of words at the time, you'll see here and now what I 
thought of the gesture. Good bhoy.

Then someone tapped me on the shoulder.
I didn't recognise the person, but he told me his name was Gonser, Wally Gonser, and 

that he came from Seattle, and that Burnett Toskey and Wally Weber were looking for me. 
did a tour of the second floor and the foyer, but no Seattlites.
Someone else tapped me on the shoulder.
I wonder, who was that acolyte?
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"Bloch wants to meet you," I was told.
Please allow me to digress for five and a half thousand words.
I once saw a movie...an American movie...and I think Robert Taylor was the star. The 

movie was in Cinemascope, and dealt with, as far as I can recollect, King Arthur and the 
Round Table. It was full of blood and guts and folks tripping about in armour, and Robert 
Taylor being half killed in every scene and staggering back for more. But for one more 
reason this film was memorable. It featured a strange man, of delicate feature and 
rusty artnour, who had only one ambition in life. No matter what the situation, this 
strange mart made an appearance which I thought at the Xime to be one of the all-time 
masterpieces of'.film-making. I thought it to be the most sensitive humour I had ever 
seen. Let me -tell you why I shrieked out loud in utter bliss whenever the strange man 
appeared. Take, for example, the seduction scene.. Rqcert Taylor, in full battle kit, was 
on the battlements of this castle, gradually edging the beautiful heroine into a corner 
of the buttress where he, if toy filthy mind was'bn the right lines, would attempt a crafty 
coup. He succeeded, and.his eyes were' alight with passion and photo-flood bulbs when a 
clumping noise was heard, and the. man appeared. He had a glazed expression on his face. 
Robert Taylor was indignant about this, and was about to castigate him for bad sportsman
ship, when the man looked upwards, reach for the sky, and spoke the mystic words, "I am 
looking for the Holy Grail." He seemed to gain inches in height, and he forced his shoul
ders back as far as the cardboard.armour would allow, and strode off. Quite rightly, 
Robert Taylor shook himself, threw the -interloper a nasty grimace, and proceeded with his 
work. . o . S.J..

Take the battle scene. . yr.
The ancient Picts and Scots on the Scottish border had ambushed King Arthur and a 

bunch of his cronies. The battle swung first one way and then the other.. Then a hush 
descended on the scene of pillage and bloody slaughter. The-ranks parted, and a figure 
appeared. It grew nearer and nearer, and it was the man. As he took up the entire centre 
of the screen, he stopped. He looked upwards again with a raised fist. "I am seeking 
the Holy Grail," he announced to the militants. Then he strode on out of view. The two 
opposing sides looked after him, shook their heads, waited for a second, then renewed the 
conflict.

Take the....
Heck, you’ve got the idea, anyway. I’ve never been quite so forceful about my Holy 

Grail, or so flamboyant in the search for it, but, to be serious, it’s my equivalent.
You see, as this man was so keen to find what he was looking for, so was I all through 

the years buoyed up with the hope that once, some time, I would meet Bob Bloch. For you 
must realise that this man Bloch inspired me in fandom as no other man or fan has. True, 
Walt Willis guided and nurtured me into the ways of things fannish for years. Materially, 
he has probably done much more for me than anyone else. But there are more than material 
things in life, and in fandcm, and Bob Bloch supplied a great deal of the inspiration that 
kept me going when I’ve felt dejected with fandom. Every fan, at some time or other, has 
sat back and asked himself ’WHY?’ It’s a natural consequence of participating too enthus
iastically in a goddam hobby.

Bloch, you see, provided me with a reason for all my efforts. It wasn't just a matter 
of egoboo. Admittedly, I went out of my way to obtain copies of IMAGINATION, but I can 
say in all truthfulness that it wasn't for the egoboo, it wasn't to see my name in print, 
and it certainly wasn’t to show and flaunt to my non-fannish friends. It was simply be
cause I could not quite bring myself to believe that this fabulous Long Time Big Name Fan 
actually liked what I wrote, and expressed the fact in such a warm-hearted way. For in
stance, when he wrote in IMAGINATION Number 62, dated August 1958: "I wonder if there 
are any John Berry completists in fandom; that is, people who make a point of collecting 
everything that John Berry writes? Or doesn't anyone live in a 27 room house. Might be 
worth making the move..." I literally flipped, and, believe me, it's almost anatomically 
impossible! A mad spasm passed through my brain, and it occurred to me that it was a very 
good idea, and how many fanzines would take up a 27 room house? I bashed out some 20 or 
25 stories inside a fortnight, and I think for.a moment I really believed I was going to 
fill such a gigantic structure.
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So the sudden rush of Berry manuscripts in the fall of '56 was directly due to Bloch.
This man Bloch was my guiding light, my beacon; I spoke his name only with awe in my 

eyes and a sigh on my lips.
AND HE WANTED TO SEE ME.
I zipped my bracers, ran encouraging fingers along my moustache, looked round for my 

stomach, and forced my feet to ascend the stairs to the second floor. I seemed to hear 
a choir of voices, and a pounding noise drumming in my ears.

I saw a group of fans sitting cross-legged on the floor, probably a FAPA group, and 
amongst them I recognised the figure of this most magnificent faan.

I rushed forward blindly in hero worship, flung myself full length, and attempted to 
kiss his shoes. As quick as a flash Bloch sized up the situation: this humble fan, struck 
with a blaze of genuine bliss, lying prostrate before him, and Bloch got down on his hands 
and knees too.

"Can anyone Join the crap game?" he said.
I staggered to my feet, and muttered a greeting, and shook hands with Bob. Noticing 

my knees playing tag with each other, he ushered me to a seat, and he sat on one side of 
me, and Phyllis Economou on the other. We chatted about this and that (mostly that) for 
some time, and gradually, I really felt that I was living, and this meeting was truly 
the climax of my fannish career, come what may. And. as you’ll read, lots and lots of 
really magnificent and wonderful things happened to me, and I see no reason to alter my 
statement. Meeting Bloch has been my greatest experience in fandom....

His eyes were always creased in humour, and I got the impression that so many witty 
things were flashing through his mind that he found it difficult to keep track of them, 
and although he would’ve liked to have shared them, so many other clever thoughts and 
ideas were queueing up that to pause and surrender one would perchance ruin a particularly 
happy train of thought. I always observed that he was kindness personified, his conversa
tion always sparkled, and he never seemed to be tired. No matter who he was with, or who 
interrupted him, or what situation arose, he maintained a dignified demeanour, and with a 
grin and a quip passed on his way, a rare ray of sunshine, a fan supreme....a personality 
who made one feel that it was something to also be a fan.........

Later on, I circulated. I met many more fans, none of whom seemed to be strangers. 
They all seemed to fit the personalities I had gleaned from reading about them. I had 
no shocks, no surprises, no disappointments.

Wally Gonser, the Seattle fan, rushed up again, and said he'd found Toskey and Wally 
Weber. We threaded our way between fans, and Wally proudly pointed to his two friends.

It was brilliant meeting these two boys. Through the media of CRY OF THE NAMELESS 
and SAPS, I had come to know them, and to understand their points of view and to appre
ciate their individual talents.

Burnett Toskey was small of stature. ' His eyes were sharp and keen. He bore a boyish 
expression on his face, innocent, and yet at the same time, understanding. He wore a 
shirt of Incomprehensible pattern and colour, but I strongly suspect he made it himself 
out of an old curtain thrown away by the denizens of Swamphouse. I complimented him on 
the receipt of his PhD, and said I guessed he was to be called ’Doc' henceforth. For all 
his innocent expression, I noted that he was firm and direct.

Wally Weber was tall, happy-go-lucky and really pleasant. He seemed to me to be in
capable of having a base thought, and looked so kind and helpful and humorous. I later 
discovered that I had made no mistake at all in my initial diagnosis. This Weber is one 
of the most modest and sincere chaps I've ever had the privilege'to meet.

I must also say a word about Gonser. I hadn't heard of him before he introduced him
self. Rumour has it that he is about to equip himself with a Gestetner, and if this is 
true, I'm pretty sure that fandom will take to him in a big way. He is mature and sharp, 
and has a ready wit. But I mustn't write any more about these three characters, because 
they form the basis of the next chapter. No need to especially remember all I've said 
about them....

I had a long talk with Bruce Pelz, a quiet and intelligent fan with whom I had long 
corresponded. He sported a small but neat beard, had penetrating eyes and obviously
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thought about things a great deal. I happened to mention to him that I was very tired.

Bruce snapped his fingers.
’’Come with me,” he said. We went down to I think the 8th floor, walked along the cor

ridor, and he opened a door with a key. He switched the light on. I saw two single beds 
in the well-furnished bedroom.

A face peered above the sheets, and I spotted the shrewd face of Professor Toskey, 
obviously interrupted from seme involved mathematical calculation which most probably con
cerned the physical properties of his dream woman. I know who she is but I'm not telling.

"Rest on my bed,” said Bruce, "and if I get tired I'll go up to the Detention Suite
and settle down there. Sleep as long as you like, and try and get all the rest you can, 
because you'll need it during the next three days."

This was a most generous thing for Bruce to suggest. He didn't look tired at all, but
he'd travelled up from Florida, and its was hundreds of miles away. I was about to refuse 
his offer, but I was really so tired, and Bruce, being a fellow GDA man, beside having my 
interests at heart, was sincere in his suggestion, so with a hoarse vote of thanks, I sank 
back,on the pillow. It felt so soothing. I didn't waste valuable time undressing. I 
lay there, and my eyes closed. The last thing I remember was Toskey working out a com
plicated algebraic thesis, which functioned on three main groups of figures....38:23:37.•• 
36:22:36......... 37:22:37............

• • ......... ...
A clock somewhere chimed eight. I opened my eyes. Light streamed in through the win

dow. I sat up. I shook my head. Suffering Catfish. It must have been just after 11 pm 
when I'd met Bruce. He took me straight to his room, and told me to'rest, and I'd fully 
intended to sleep just a couple of hours and then go up and relieve him. But I'd slept 
all night through. I sneaked a look at Toskey. He was still asleep, and his face was 
wreathed in smiles,, so I noted for future guidance that instead of counting sheep I would 
henceforth concentrate on mathematical formulae....

I lay back, wondering hpw Bruce had fared, and at that second the door opened and he 
came in, just about on his hands and knees. He asked me if I'd slept well and I nodded, 
and I asked him if he'd slept well and he opened his mouth and closed it again and, with 
difficulty, straightened himself up. I expressed thanks for his unselfish action, and, 
humbly, I want to repeat ’those thanks now. That good solid night's sleep kept me going 
the next three thrill-packed days. The fact that I was reasonably alert, and lasted so 
well, says much for Bruce's shrewd appraisal of the state I was in when he first saw me.

You are a Good Man, Bruce.
I got;off the bed, stretched, and scratched my ribs and felt good. I went back to 

the 18th floor, and pushed open the door to the Detention Suite, which was open. No one 
was at home, and I went into the bedroom, and sorted out my kit. I shaved, and had a T 
shower, and I would have gone into the ring with Marciano. I went to the window, which 
served a magnificent view of Detroit, and the Canadian town of Windsor across the river. 
I opened the window, breathed in the good air, and thumped ray ribs. I said to myself that 
I was going to have a good convention, and then I thought about the speeches I'd have to 
make, and I felt tense for a moment, and then shrugged. I said to myself that although I 
was. supposed to be a poor public speaker, I might not be. I'd never really tried. I might 
be as good an orator as Sir Laurence Olivier, if the truth were known. This inspired me, 
and I decided to do a bit of shopping in Detroit and have my breakfast, and send a few 
postcards to my family and friends.

So attired in American shirt and bracers I walked round Detroit for an hour or so. I 
didn't meet any fans at all. I sent postcards. (It was expensive, too, because I. had to 
send them all airmail, at 10 cents a time. I felt t'hat it would be a bit stupid to send 
them surface. I imagined myself back hone in Belfast, and back at the office for a couple 
weeks, and coming heme one evening and Diane saying to me, "Thanks very much for the card." 
Seme things are sacred, you know.)

After a cup of tea, neat, with slice of lemon, I returned to the hotel. I went to the 
second floor, and saw masses of fen queueing up at a desk. Ellis Mills came up to me, 
and introduced me to his mother. It seemed strange to see a happy wanderer like Ellis 
with his mother. He told me the fans were registering, and had I done so? I shook my
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head and queued up too. Mary Young gave me a copy of the Convention Booklet, and a red 
ticket which, I saw, entitled me to roaat beef at the banquet the next day. Thia cheered 
me up. Made me feel the slightest bit homesick too. It’s a staple British diet, you know, 
roast beef. We have it almost every Sunday.

Mary also gave me a lapel badge, made of cardboard and covered with cellophane, which 
announced me to the world as being:

John Berry 
Eireland.

I was shaken by this, at first. Far be it from me to bring politics into this account 
of my travels in America, but to get the significance of the ’Eireland' I must perforce 
say a little. Ireland is divided into two parts. The smaller part, at the northeast of 
the island, is Northern Ireland, where I.have lived for almost twelve years. The rest of 
Ireland, which is self-governing, is known as the Republic of Ireland, or Eire. Much has 
been written, and will be written about Irish politics, and, at first, I thought I was 
the victim of a hoax. I pointed this out to several fans nearby, and they thought it a 
huge joke. Seme fans advised me to change it, and some dared me to leave it as it was. 
I must confess that with a pen and a strip of stamp hinge, I altered my classification 
to:

John Berry,
Belfast, N. Ireland.

The only reason I did alter it was to be accurate. I was proud to come from Northern 
Ireland. Another thing. Someone said Curran might be around....

I clipped the badge to my shirt front, and circulated.
A fan came up and shook hands, and I sneaked a crafty glance at his lapel badge, and 

saw it was Bob Madle. He apologised for not being at Washington the previous Monday 
night. He’d been at Cape Canaveral. I thanked him for the pin-up postcard he sent me.

"I owe you a glass of beer," he Baid. I clamped down firmly on the glands which cause 
sa 1'fa Remembered that when the fund first started, rumour had it that Bob Madle, as a 
TAFF Fund organiser of the i960 ballot, objected to the Berry Fund. Buz Busby wrote to 
him, and it transpired that he wasn't against the fund at all. He sent a subscription, 
and promised that we'd have a glass of beer together at the convention. And Madle obvi
ously remembered.

We went downstairs to the bar of the Pick Fort-Shelby, and Madle duly set me up a glass 
of ice-cold beer. It tasted good. It tasted very good. It wasn't just the beer, it was 
the spirit behind it. I had a long talk with Bob, and found him most charming and friend
ly. I told him it was a great pity he hadn't been able to come to Belfast when he'd been 
to the British Isles in 1957# and he agreed that it would have been nice if he'd been able 
to come.

Boyd Raeburn, Fan of Fans, came down to the bar, arid said he'd been looking for me. 
He pointed out that a Fan Editors Panel was scheduled for the afternoon at 3:30 pm, and 
that the panel members and the Moderator, BJO Wells, had decided to have dinner in the 
restaurant, and discuss tactics. I excused myself, and said that I'd buy Bob a glass of 
beer at a later date. Unfortunately, I didn't keep my promise!

Boyd and I went to the restaurant, and pulled up a few tables (the staff were a mite 
snooty, and didn't seem to be really keen. It was twenty minutes before a waitress came 
up to take our order...and to get out own back, most of us ordered a single cup of coffee!) 
and began to sort out a few spontaneous topics for discussion. I sat between Boyd and 
BJO.

Boyd, of course, was an old favourite fan of mine. He'd come to my house in Belfast 
in 1957, and we'd also had good fun at Walt Willis's and James White's. Boyd was ex
tremely popular with everyone. He was carefree, witty, and always had. an answer for the 
trickiest question.

BJO....well, what can one say about this paragon of fannishness? It's all been said 
before. The fact that she is a most talented artist is but one of her many virtues. She 
is a most pleasant conversationalist, and has a personality plus. Plus everything. She 
seemed embarrassed about her freckles, but-I consider them to be a back-drop, as it were, 
to her personality. She wouldn't be BJO without them. I was really proud to consider
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that I was officially backing her for TAFF. I knew she’d make a wonderful TAFF representa
tive. I was enthralled with hertretinue of fans, mostly from the Los Angeles area, who 
acceded to her every wish, and answered with alacrity every beckoning of her little finger.

Ted White and Ron Ellik were also present at this session.
Ellik was a surprise to me, in a way. Physically, he reminded me very much of Super

man. Every time I looked at him I expected him to whip off his spectacles, leap on to the 
table, and disappear through the ceiling at supersonic speed. However disappointed I may 
have been because he didn’t do this, I was greatly impressed with his mature grasp of 
things. He seemed to be in complete control of everything.

I've spoken about Ted White in Chapter 2. He was always most serious about fannish 
matters, but I admired him immensely. He always gave his opinions quite frankly, regard
less of who he annoyed,ior who disagreed with him. Infinitely a fan to be reckoned with!

Boyd ate a large meal, and we sipped our coffee and made a rough framework for our 
panelling activities. We talked for over an hour, and when we got up, BJO had quite a 
list of interesting features of fan publishing for us to discuss that afternoon.

THAT AFTERNOON?
If only we’d known what frustrations were to come our way before the panel finally 

performed.........

I didn't feel hungry at all. I went up to the Suite and had a shower and combed ray 
hair. Howard DeVore was lying on the bed, having a rest, and I asked him about the Offici
al Welcome, scheduled to start at 1:00 pm, and if I'd have to make a speech. He grinned 
and told me, yes, I’d have to say a few words, possibly a ‘thank you*, and one or two con
ventional remarks. "It doesn't really matter what you say," he told me, "as long as you 
are sincere." This pleased me, because I knew I'd never be more sincere whilst saying 
'thanks’ in my life!

I went back to the convention hall on the second floor, feeling happy and elated 
at the chance of making a public expression of my gratitude to all the people,responsible 
for my trip.

Fans crowded outside the hall entrance for half an hour and more, before we finally 
staggered, in. I sat next to a nice girl, a FAPAite of repute, Phyllis Ecqnomou. .

Roger Sims, Howard DeVore, Fred Prophet and others of the Detention Committee appeared 
on the stage to a polite round of applause. The Committee were dressed in a most unusual 
manner. They wore jackets with black and white stripes running vertically up and down. 
Squinting stagewards, I got the impression that the committee members looked like a Sing 
Sing reunion.

They introduced the convention with a gimmick, or two, repeated their slogan about 
making Detroit 'green', and called for Dave Kyle to make an appearance.

• This wily old WSFS campaigner stood in front of the microphone, and told us that his 
pleasant duty was to introduce 'familiar names and well-known faces' to the audience.

Reading from an especially prepared list, he called out many names, all within the 
category he had mentioned. I was one of those called, and I stood up and beamed all 
round me, and sat down again. "So," I whispered to Phyllis, "that was much easier than I 
expected. No speech."

For some considerable time, Dave called out various names, all, as I said, well-known, 
•but Phyllis told me with a certain amount of hilarity that he hadn't introduced Harlan 
Ellison. She pointed out this fabulous fannish and vile proish figure to me. He sat in 
the front row, immediately in front of Dave Kyle. When Dave began to run out of well- 
known names, Harlan stage-whispered suggestions, and Dave Kyle appeared to be thankful 
for this help, and duly shouted out Harlan's suggestions. But he didn't mention Harlan. 
Harlan did everything to remedy this. His tightly shut eyes hinted that he was giving 
ESP a chance. Nothing doing. I honestly think that if Dave had stood there much longer, 
Harlan would have slipped in his own name in a further list. I've thought since...I've 
wondered why Harlan wasn't mentioned. The only explanation is that it was a genuine omis
sion.

I sat back, quite happy with everything, considering myself lucky with the way the 
introductions had gone, no speeches or anything, just general introductions.
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I chatted with Phyllis for a couple of moments, not caring too much what was going 

on, and I turned stagewards again, and to my horror I saw Poul Anderson, the Guest of 
Honour, ascending the stage, wan of face, with a forced smile cracking his features.

He made a short speech, lasting perhaps seven or eight minutes, saying conventional 
things, bowed, and climbed down again to thunderous applause.

Then came those dramatic words, "John Berry, the Fan Guest of Honour, will now say a 
few words."

A haze settled over me. My mouth turned dry. I got up, trampled on Phyllis’s toes, 
tripped over a chair, and, in a dream, a sort of hynotic trance, walked forward towards 
the stage, conscious of applause in my ears. I did an expert flip and landed on the stage, 
hoping my bracers wouldn't snap. It would have indeed been lamentable if that happened 
and my trousers snuggled down around my ankles.

I reached the stand where the microphone was, and looked at the sea of faces. I felt 
suddenly confident.

I don't honestly recall what I said. I know I opened the speech by telling the fans 
that I had a rather strange accent, and spoke quickly, and I stress^rhat if anyone could
n't understand what I said, they were to wave. I promised not to wave back. I do remem
ber telling the fans how pleased I was to be in America, and what a debt I owed to every
one. I said I didn't want to bring in personalities in case I missed someone out, and 
perhaps offended them, but I said I did want to give special thanks to the organisers and 
administrators, Nick Falasca and Noreen Shaw. S

I didn't say anything witty or clever. Pbul Anderson had been short and controlled, 
saying just the right things, and I tried to do the same. I guess I spoke for about five 
minutes.

I leapt off the stage again, and walked back to my seat. I asked Phyllis how I did, 
and she nodded approval and said I was OK...confident and expressive. I don't think she 
was Just being nice about it, because, once I stood there, I felt confident. I hoped it 
was a sign that I would be good at the banquet the following day....

The Slave Auction was next on the list. The Detention Programme said: 
SLAVE AUCTION.

Big Name Pros for Sale to Highest Bidder.
(One hour of their time.)

E. E. Smith Isaac Asimov
Judith Merril Poul Anderson

Willy Ley
The victims sat in chairs facing the audience, and Sam Moskowitz conducted the auction. 

He was very good. He had to be. He had a rough Job. The pros for sale were indeed Big 
Name, and I sensed that although the whole thing was good fun, it would indeed be embarr
assing for Sam , the victim, and the audience, if something frightful happened and the 
bids were very low for one or more luckless individual. There was prestige at stake. 
Naturally, the bids wouldn't all be the same, but as long as all winning bids were round 
about the same mark, it wouldn't be too bad.

Willy Ley was the first pro offered for sale.
Moskowitz made Willy stand up, and he extolled Willy's fine physique, and the years 

of service still in him. Willy looked down modestly, and waited for the girls to go ber
serk and start waving handfuls of dollars.

I think Ley went for $12.00. Someone had a bargain. If I'd had plenty of money I'd 
have risen the ante quite a bit. The chance to talk to a world-renowned rocket and missile 
expert (subjects which I am enormously interested in) was a rare opportunity.

Doc Evans and Poul Anderson were knocked off (if you'll excuse the expression) for 
about the same as Willy Ley. Fans didn't seem to realise Just how lucky they were.

I must confess that I laughed until it became uncomfortable when Asimov was being 
offered. Although, of course, he is renowned as an intellectual, the auctioneer gave the 
impression that any girl who bid high enough and won Asimov for an hour would be a lucky 
girl. He stressed Asimov's virility, and Isaac himself rather modestly attested to this 
facet of his manhood. He went eventually to a girl for $17.00, I believe. Cheap at the 
price. I hope to read the girl's memoirs one day.
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Judith Merril went for an average bid, somewhere around the same as the others. 
Moskowitz shrewdly pointed out Judith’s attributes, and darkly hinted that a successful 
male bidder wouldn't have to worry too much about conversation.

Dr» Moskowitz, Sam's wife, then leapt on to the stage and started to solicit bids for 
her husband. Bids came a mite slow at first. I attribute this to a remark of Asimov's 
that Dr. Moskowitz, whilst examining Sam, had been rather careless with the scalpel, though 
Ike didn't explain exactly what had been cut off.

Sam went for a measly $10, but he was worn out after his great efforts, and the bid
ders possibly felt that they wouldn't get their money's worth!

I excused myself at that juncture. I was scheduled to be on the Fan Editors' Panel, 
but the time schedule was all confused, and I wanted to find out where and when I would 
be required.

I bumped into Ellis Mills, and he invited me out to a Chinese Restaurant with Don 
Ford and the Cincinnati Group. I told Ellis that I would be thrilled to go, but that I 
was on a panel, and I wasn’t sure what time it was to be held. Ellis told me that if it 
was postponed, and he assumed it would be, I was to meet the rest of them in the foyer 
at 5

I promised to do this, and then went in search of someone frcm the Committee who 
could tell me what time the panel was on. In the course of my travels I came across other
members of the panel on a similar safari. We didn't know what we were supposed to do.
Eventually, we cornered Roger Sims and Fred Prophet who reluctantly told us that the panel 
was off, but that it would be held later that evening ‘when we can fit it in'.

The rest of the panel, who had been to conventions before, seemed fatalistic, but I
was pleased, because that gave me the chance to go out with Don Ford and company.

I walked down to the foyer, and the Ford group was collecting itself.
We went to the GOLD DRAGON, at 12^6 Third Street corner, and the wee Chinese men did 

seem pleased to see us. They conjured up a row of tables, and grinned to each other. 
The usual glasses of iced water were brought, and then the menus were flourished. I 
was sitting next to Ellis Mills. I had a very nice young chap on my right but I never 
did find out his name. Mrs. Mills sat next to Ellis, and I asked their assistance in 
ordering. The whole table of fans, twenty of them, went into a huddle, and Don Ford 
finally ordered four lots of dinner for five. Seemed complicated to me, but that's how 
they worked it.

I was a little apprehensive about the exotic food that dinner number five promised, 
but Ellis said how wonderful it was. Before the evening was out, I was to see yet another 
of my carefully nurtured fannish allusions shattered....but be patient.

First of all, the wee Chinese men (and a delicate-looking wee Chinese girl who was 
the nicest dish of all) brought round little bowls of Wanton Soup. I was about to make 
a comment to Ellis, regarding the possibility that the soup formed the staple diet of 
girls of low repute in Shanghai, but I saw his mother was listening. This soup was 
superb. Every mouthful was a treasure in itself. But from then on the dishes, and there 
were many of them, became more and more exotic, and, to me, more and more unpalatable.

The Almond Warr Sue Chicken, the Sweet and Sour Pork, the Chicken Chow Mein, the 
Young Chow Fried Rice, were all nice in themselves (what there was of them), but it was 
the stuff all mixed up with dishes which amazed me. Bits of green shoot, which looked 
Like.little peas pulled up when they had taken root...actual pea pods with the peas taken 
out'. Lumps of rice, bamboo shoots, lots of stuff of strange taste and obscure origin. 
I didn't let the Ford gang down. I ate something of everything, but in small quantities. 
Big bowls were placed in front of us, and the technique was to help oneself. Ellis 
Mills derived considerable amusement from the minute amounts I carefully picked out for 
myself. But I was amazed, no, I was fascinated by the fantastic quantities he fought his 
way through. For years.I have been building up Bob Shaw as being Fandom's Glutton, a 
title, I might add, which he has been pleased to call his own. Now, all that is history. 
Without reservation, I bestow the title on Ellis. Not only did he scrape the bowls at 
our end of the table, he snapped his fingers impatiently for the bowls at the bottom of 
the table to be sent up. His capacity was limitless. No one else in the party seemed 
to find any cause for astonishment in this, so I am forced to presume, for lack of any
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other evidence, that Ellis always eats like that. Of course, he has the figure to hold 
it. Although slightly less vast than when he visited Irish Fandom in 1956, he was still 
BIG. I have yet to break the news to Bob Shaw. I learned that Ellis still has eight 
years to serve in the air force, and there is therefore a reasonable chance that Ellis 
will again find himself in Europe, in which case I shall settle the championship once and 
for all by building huge piles of food, preferably Chinese food, and letting them fight 
it out. I think Ellis will win!

Whilst all this was going on, Don Ford crept furtively about with his camera, and 
took quite a number of pictures. He told me they were colour transparencies, and that he 
would send me copies. People always say that. It’s a common thing to say. It gives me 
much pleasure to report that within a couple of days after my return to Belfast on the 
18th of September, the transparencies arrived. All three of them showed me, in bracers 
and American shirt, staring in awe at Ellis Mills.

For the record, and, more especially as a permanent souvenir of my visit with Ford’s 
gang, I swiped a menu, and sent it round to be autographed by everyone present. Here 
are the names: Ellis Mills, Margaret Mills, Jfed McKeown, Dr. and Mrs. Barrett, Stanley 
Vinsin, Robert E. Christenberry, Stan Skirvin, Joan Skirvin, John Millord, Margaret Ford, 
Don Ford, Bill Thailing, Ben Jason, Oswald Train, Stephen Young, Vida Young, Lou Tabakow 
and Joseph Hall.

We left the GOLD DRAGON and walked back to the hotel. I talked to Don Ford on the 
way back. I told him quite frankly that although I was backing BJO for TAFF, and would 
like to see her get to England, it was my opinion, for what it was worth, that he would 
get the highest total in the TAFF ballot. I must also point out in passing that I also 
told BJO my opinion, and expressed the hope that she would win, but that I doubted it. 
It may not have been appreciated by BJO, but I think I was quite right to tell her. I 
told her that an extra special effort would be needed.

Don Ford, tall, and with a drawl like a cowboy in^movie, also struck me an excellent 
TAFF material. It is of course well known that he was one of the initiators of TAFF, and 
although I don’t agree with those who think that, because of this, he should be automati
cally considered as the best rep, he was extremely nice to talk to. As you'll read, I 
had a great deal more contact with him.

As we crossed the foyer, Doc Barrett asked me to go to the Ford Suite to talk with 
him. I pointed out that I needed to freshen up for the Masquerade Ball, but he said it 
wouldn’t get warmed up until an hour after the scheduled time, so I went to the Suite.

It was during this talk with Doc Barrett and Company that, for the first time, I 
discovered what makes the 'other fandom' tick. I, of course, am a fanzine fan. And it 
was a number of years before I discovered the astounding fact that fanzine fans are in 
the minority. That other fans, who never touch the handle of a Gestetner, are as much 
fans as I am. Doc Barrett and Co. were the epitome of this, to me, strange category. 
He told me in the foyer that he wanted to talk to me, and this he did. His manner was 
confident, and, by his many and varied references, he displayed an almost encyclopaedic 
knowledge of the psychological aspects of fandom. It seemed to me that, because of his 
profession, his main ambition was to find out exactly what made fans tick. What prompted 
them to become fans? Was there something special about fans? And further, if it seemed 
to me that there was something mentally abnormal about fans? He talked for a considerable 
time, aiming his observations and questions at me, although more than a dozen people sat 
round, nodding in agreement, or pursing their lips, or shaking their heads slightly. 
Doc Barrett posed some most difficult questions, difficult because they were phrased in 
such a way that by the timeI had grasped the fundamental point he was aiming at, he'd 
said a couple more thousand words to amplify what he was trying to get at. I felt pretty 
helpless. What I did was to separate a minor part of his speech, twist it round, and 
throw it back at him. This caused him to talk on and on, and he even observed that I 
wasn't saying very much. It was a most instructive hour. The main thing I learned was 
that Doc Barrett has a genuine interest in fandom. I got the impression that his seeming 
academic inquiry into the mechanics of fandom was just an excuse to be amongst fans and 
sample the wonder and majesty of it.

It is a wonderful thing to have a fan such as the doctor amongst us. He is rich. I 
heard him telling someone it saved him money, having five cars. And because he is wealthy
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when other influential people discover he is a fan it can only make them think that fandom 
has something to offer....

I excused myself, relaxed, and took the elevator to the Intention Suite. No one was 
about. I showered, and changed into my clean white shirt, and put on my suit, the trou
sers of which had a sharp crease especially Impressed by Mrs. DeVore.

I felt it wasn’t playing cricket to go to the Masquerade Ball as an ordinary man. I 
knew everyone expected me to go disguised as something. I did consider borrowing an old 
trilby hat and a trench coat and a pair of soleless shoes to go as the Goon, but I didn’t 
want to embarrass Steve Schultheis!

I must make a confession. As soon as I knew that the trip to America was a definite 
reality, I thought and thought about what fancy dress I could wear. I didn’t want to be 
mundane and go as a soldier or a BEN or a postman or something. I wanted to be original. 
One day, riding on the omnibus to my office, it came to me. I thought it a fabulous idea. 
So when Walt Willis called to see me one day, with great daring, Itold him my plan. He 
looked at me. He grinned. He smiled widely. He opened his mouth. He laughed. He 
laughed until the tears ran down his face. He told me it was wonderful. Pleased, I de
cided to get a normal human's opinion. I broached the topic to my wife’s brother, Terry, 
aged about 21, who was stopping with us. After a moment’s thought, he nearly burst his 
diaphragm laughing. There and then I decided, come what may, that I would do it at the 
Mnrquavade Ball.

But when the time came, I was afraid. I feared that the fans wouldn't appreciate it, 
that they would perhaps feel sorry for me. So, reluctantly, I made up my mind that I 
would go in my best suit, looking as smart as possible, and, if I was asked, use the ex
cuse (and it really wasn't an excuse, it was the truth) that my main interest in the ball 
was the write-up, and I wanted to be able to move about and observe without having to make 
a public exhibition of myself.

So now, I'm going to tell you what I originally intended to do. If you feel squeamish, 
or are of a nervous disposition, pass this next paragraph!

My scheme was to try and make myself look as normal as possible. Comb my hair, be 
clean and fresh, wear a good suit, have my shoes highly polished, smile, nod, talk, laugh, 
be perfectly normal (or as near normality as I could get) except for one thing. Here was 
the gimmick. Tied to my left leg would be a length of twine about five feet long, and 
attached to the other end of the twine would be a chair. A big chair. Preferably an un
gainly chair, that required a bit of effort to lift or carry. My plan was to circulate at 
the ball, completely naturally, except that I would either carry the chair or drag it 
along. I would act as though the chair didn't exist. There was Just one more thing re
quired. Pinned to my back, in large black print, would be a notice bearing the cryptic 
message:

MAN WITH CHAIR TIED TO LEG.
To my warped mind, this was incredibly subtle and witty and, dammit, I honestly 

thought it was clever. But, on typing this out, I have second thoughts. Hmmm. I wonder 
just what sort of reception I would have got?

So attired as impeccably as I could be (and without the chair tied to my leg), I left 
the suite,walked along the corridor, and signalled for the elevator. It came, and I got 
into it. Now hold on to your hats, folks, because at this point occurred the funniest 
scene I've ever witnessed. If the humour doesn't get across to you, it's Just because I 
haven't the skill to paint it as I saw it!

About eight people were in the lift. None of them were fans. They hadn't got that 
expression in their faces... I didn't recognise them, and, as if in final confirmation, 
none of them were in fancy dress. No, they definitely were not fans. The man who oper
ated the elevator was coloured. He gave the impression that he'd been imported from 20th 
Century Fox for the occasion. He was exactly like the man they always cast ss an elevator 
attendant. He was middle-aged, his eyes were large and inclined to roll, and he had a 
visage that was long-suffering and innocent.

As we travelled downwards, the light flashed, and the elevator stopped to pick up 
more people desirous of going downwards. The elevator stopped, and the negro opened the 
door.
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Never will I forget the astonishing sight....and remember, as you read this, that I 

was reasonably prepared for it. The negro attendant and the other passengers were not.
The Devil stood waiting.
Never will I forget the negro’s eyes.
They rolled like roulette wheels.
The Devil appeared annoyed.
The horns on his forehead seemed to throb with passion.
He snorted in derision, and wrapped a brilliant green cape around bis shoulders.
He stepped into the elevator.
I saw it was Jack Harness.
He was superb.
MAGNIFICENT.
I could swear I smelled sulphur.
The negro's knees were typing themselves in knots, and the rest of the passengers 

Just looked. Their eyes were like ostrich eggs with blackberries on the ends!
I knew Jack was for the Masquerade Ball. But put yourself in the position of the 

elevator attendant and the normal passengers. You-feel pretty good. You are going down 
in an elevator. You don't know anything about fancy dress balls. The door opens, and 
the Devil Incarnate is standing there, and, from the look on his face, is desirous of 
taking someone down to the Fire with him. What would you think. No one breathed. I was 
petrified with the sight, and I knew all about it!

The negro, with his eyes closed, and sweat on his head, muttered a prayer, and reached 
a shaking hand to close the doors.

’'No,” boomed Jack Harness.
We all cowered back as the Devil did a most uncanny thing. We all ignored the negro 

on his knees in an attitude of fervent prayer.
The Devil withdrew a strange device from an inside recess. It was a length of black 

string, and on the.end was a sort of gold symbol.
The Devil reached an arm outside the elevator into the corridor, and shook this Thing.
A pause.
No one breathed or moved. No one spoke. Silence. And what silence.
Then the terrible and monstrous horror shambled into view, and worse, INTO THE 

ELEVATOR.
It was all black, about five feet tall, with no face, Just a mass of black hairs, and 

it didn't walk, it shambled, and its head was on one side and I felt sick looking at it, 
AND I KNEW IT WAS A SUPERB MASQUERADE.

The Devil had shocked the negro....BUT THIS!!!
I thought his eyes would pop out and zing from wall to wall like ping pong balls. If 

he'd died from heart failure, I wouldn't have been surprised.
The Devil turned to the unfortunate negro.
"Down,” he boomed. He inverted his thumb in confirmation.
I mean, it was the only thing the Devil would say.
The journey seemed to last about eleven hours, instead of as many seconds.
As I said....silence....an unbelieving silence....as you can realise.
The elevator stopped, and literally gibbering with fright, the attendant opened the 

doors.
The Devil swung the green cape around him. He stepped outside. He walked several 

paces. He stopped, turned, and waved the symbol. The Shape amongst us ambled forward, 
something like Charles Laughton did in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame". The Devil, satis
fied, strode haughtily away.

The people in the elevator, me amongst them, let out their breaths. They hadn't 
breathed since the whole unreal episode commenced.

I went out first. My previous knowledge probably helped in my quick recovery. I 
looked back quickly over my shoulder, and all I could see were eyes, unseeing eyes, 
frightened eyes, bewildered eyes. I wonder if they ever found out what it was all about?

I arrived at the hall where the ball was being held, and saw that it was well under 
way. Fans in fancy dress costume drifted around in the middle of the floor, and the shy
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ones, who were normally dressed, hung about near the bar, or kept peering over to the left. 
Occasionally, a fan staggered past me, coming from the left, with saliva dripping down his 
chin, and his eyes somewhere about where his second shirt button should be. Being very 
inquisitive by nature, I stood on tiptoe, and saw quite a crowd gathered over to the left, 
and I decided that there was something over there that was provoking interest, and that 
if I didn’t want to miss anything, I should investigate.

I must report that I am eternally grateful that I did investigate. Such sights are 
few.and Man is lucky to see the like more than once in a lifetime. I am going to describe 
Sntne nfxt few pages (if I can) and the description is accurate, because I can see it 
in my mind's eye now. No photograph is necessary....every little detail is imprinted 
where it'll stick. The crowd on the left, you see, where ogling Virginia Schultheis....

Steve Schultheis wore a most immaculate GDA outfit. On his head, at a regimental 
angle, he wore a pith helmet (Willis says they are also used to put under the bed), and 
his tunic and trousers were khaki in colour, and, for all I know, were worn by Victor 
Mature in the film “Safari". Stuffed down the front of the tunic, where, in mundane life, 
cartridges were rammed, Steve had substituted plonkers. He had a bolstered plonker at 
his waist. On the lapels of the jacket, in gold, he had the letters 'GDA* emblazoned for 
all to see.

But instead of strutting up and down before the admiring gaze of his public, Steve 
was ingrossed in defending his charming wife.

He was defending her because of the costume she was wearing.
And what a costume.............
I stepped over three fans who had fainted, and tapped Steve on the shoulder. I ducked 

as a plonker sped past my ear.
When he recognised me, he looked relieved. He handed me a spare plonker gun, and a 

handful of ammunition. There was no need for him to ask me for my assistance. I stood 
by his side and tried to keep the fans away from Virginia.

What a magnificent sight.
Virginia was dressed in pink, and the material she wore must have been at least as 

big as a pocket handkerchief. She was dressed as a dancing girl, and I immediately saw 
why sultans spend all their time chasing after dancing girls. I pushed a neofan out of 
the way, and told him he ought to be ashamed of himself, looking at Virginia like that. 
The pink fabric commenced one and seven-eights of an inch below her navel, and draped se
ductively around her nether regions.

It came to me in a flash that if I was going to defend Virginia's honour, it would be 
better if I was facing her, so that my protection would be complete, and I could note if 
any fans decided on a pincer movement.

Above the waist, Virginia had two thin strips of material running down over her 
shoulders. Suffering Catfish. And I'd waited over five years before going to a convention.

I told Steve it would be safer if Virginia had her back to a wall, and he shot a 
plonker at a BNF who shall be nameless, who came forward professing to be an expert fabric 
examiner.

Then I heard a sigh of awe sweep over the hall, and the crowd grew quiet. I rushed 
over to see what was causing the excitement, and I saw that Karen Anderson had appeared. 
Her dress was magnificent. It was white, and she was like a bride. I can't really sum 
up exactly what she wore, because that sort of thing doesn't come under my pen, but the 
crowd grew silent as she passed, and I must say that Karen bore herself regally.

I sat back with a glass of beer in my hand, and I scrutinised some of the outstanding 
costumes. I could see that the three Judges, Judith Merril, Larry Shaw and Frank Kelly 
Freas had one big job in front of them. I'll describe several of the ones that really 
inspired me.

I thought that Bill Donaho's was the best. It came as no surprise to me that he won 
a particular category.

Bill is big, as you probably know, and his costume, quite frankly, bore a touch of 
fannish genius.

He was dressed in red, roughly like Father Christmas, minus the white trimming. He 
also bore a false beard and moustache. In his left hand, held firmly upwards, he bore a 
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wooden plaque on a long handle, which explained to everyone present that: 

FIRST FANDOM IS NOT DEAD.
Friar Tucker.

Bill walked round the 'ballroom. His face was impassive. Occasionally, he would 
wink at someone he knew really well. But he was like a fan who had reached the heights 
of fannish inspiration, and for several hours he acted accordingly.

Tom Condit, whose trufannish zeal was so pronounced that he hitchhiked from New York 
to Detroit, was attired in shirt and trousers, and, attached to his back by two large 
clips was a square of cardboard which bore certain facts which no one could deny, and 
which proved conclusively that he wasn1t there.

Joe Christoff was attired only in a pair of green tights. In his right hand he car
ried what I presume to bt a large goblet, and he wore a strange helmet on his head. He 
pranced about like a sprite, and his physique was something to be marvelled at!

Bruce Pelz had gone to great trouble to grow a beard, a short black one, and it per
fectly suited his disguise as an executioner, complete with black cloak and mask. His 
eyes glinted, and he looked like an Inquisitioner.

I would like to describe many of the costumes, because of the thought, trouble, and 
expense which must have gone into the creations, but the few descriptions I have given 
will surely show what originality and skill was on display for all to see.

Later on, the fans in fancy dress were instructed to patrol round in a large circle, 
vhilst the Judges stood and made their decisions. It must have been heartbreaking to 
look at the hopeful faces, and to accept the fact that in all but a few cases the thumb 
must be turned down. Noreen Shaw shrewdly left the circle, because her husband was 
judge, and it lessened the possibility of any complications. Soon, the Judges rejected 
most of the fans, and the few left were told to continue circling until the final deci
sions were made. I agreed with the Judges when they finally announced the winners, 
though I must say that it seemed strange that Karen Anderson was an also-ran. Possibly, 
hex entry earlier, with the resultant hush by the crowd, was caused by the fact that her 
costume at South Gate had been superb, and there she had won outright. People probably 
expected the same thing to happen at the Detention, but it didn’t. I’ve explained that 
Bill Donaho won, and Joe Christoff also won a category. Joe won a prize for ’The Most 
Beautiful Costume*. Tills must be unprecedented, a male winning in what is normally female 
territory. But I suppose, in retrospect, Joe was beautiful. Certainly the panel of 
Judges displayed an eye for the higher things in life, and I’m sure we can all rest con
tent that with an artistic genius Like Kelley Frees on the Judiciary panel, Justice was 
cone. Joe was pleased, anyway’

Later, fans started to drift away, and I Joined on to a train of fans who intimated 
their intention of having a 'Nuclear Fizz’.

I didn’t know who or what this was, but it sounded exotic, and even though it was 
late, the Pelz-inspired sleep had left me in pretty fresh trim, so I tagged along, and 
eventually found myself in the Washington Suite.

I Joined in a queue to a table where Bob Pavlat was dispensing ‘Nuclear Fizz'. Be
fore him were white buckets of ice, and bottles of vodka. Fans said it was rumoured that 
something else, a mundane cold drink, was also included in Nuclear Fizz, but having been 
a guest of the Washington group, as recounted in Chapter 3, I feel I should say that in 
my opinion, nothing but the best in liquor is good enough for Washington fans....

Bob Pavlat tailored the drinks to suit the drinkers. If a fan looked as though he 
had a galvanised epiglottis, Bob was generous with the vodka, and not too much ice. If 
the fan looked to be a neo, or unused to anything more potent than cola, Bob wisely cut 
down on the vodka ration. When he saw me he just poured vodka in a glass, and nipped in 
a stall chunk of ice to show the flag. I got the impression from this, and the wink 
tree went with the glass, that Bob thought me to be a heavy drinker. I must confess that 
I have discovered over the years that, being nurtured on Black Gold, the old Irish drink 
of Guinness, the alcohol content in my blood is such that it takes really big measures 
of the stronger liquors to affect me. I'm not a heavy drinker at all, but, secretly, 
folks, I think that if I turned my mind to it (I won't; although I'm weak-willed in some 
things, when it comes to cigarettes or liquor, which would make a hole in my pocket money,
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I'm firm) I could sit back swigging hax-d tank along with the heavy brigade, such as Randall 
Garrett.

I sat on the end of semeone's bed, and chatted with the fans clustered around. It 
was a happy happy time. Talk drifted from subject to subject. Fans seemed to think that 
Washington stood a fairly good chance of winning the ballot for the Convention in I960, 
and I told them I hoped this was so.

Jean Young came in a little later, with Andy, and I slipped her the plonker gun 
Schultheis had given me, and suggested she should see if she could build up a score of 
direct hits. The plonker whizzed round here and there, but the bedroom was small, and 
so many fans were around, that it was impossible to miss. One irate fan who was hit 
on the back of the neck twice in succession glared around angrily to see who the culprit 
was, and I had to admire the way Jean sat back, her wide innocent eyes showing that, well, 
she wouldn't do a thing like that.

I was knocking back my fifth Nuclear Fizz, when I suddenly remembered that the attrac
tive Ruth Kyle had invited me to a party in the Kyle suite. I'd met her in the elevator 
that afternoon. I excused myself, and steered a course to the room number I'd been given.

I met Phyllis Economou, who'd had the same idea as myself, and we entered the Kyle 
suite together.

Dave and Ruth came over to say hello. I liked them both very much. Ruth, beside 
being, as I've said, attractive, also was very quiet and unaffected. Dave was sincere. 
He told me that he'd been in Northern Ireland during the war, and said that he knew people 
in Toomcbridge. It seemed so strange, being at a party in Detroit, with a mass of people 
of very futuristic ideas, talking about a little sleepy village in County Antrim in

Ireland called Tocmebridge, and to actually meet someone else who had been there. 
Dave said loudly, so that all could hear, that the grass in Northern Ireland was greener 
than anywhere else. This, of course, is quite true, and the fact that Dave said it in
stead of me probably convinced some of the fans of this truth.

Dave and Ruth circulated, and Phyllis and I sat in a corner, and several fans gath
ered around, and we told a few stories....none of them obscene, all of them clever. The 
one I told got quite a laugh. It concerned the girl, a lovely girl with a natty figure, 
who went to a psychiatrist. As soon as he saw her, he lifted her up, carried her to his 
couch, and two hours later said, "Well, that's my problem solved. What's yours?"

The laughter at the jokes brought a few other fans to the group,.and we were having 
quite a time, when a fringe fan whose name I don't recollect came over and took over the 
conversation with a diatribe about his experiences in Gibraltar during the war. I think 
he could see he'd broken the spell, and in a few moments we excused ourselves one by one, 
and left him sitting there with a strange expression on his face. I felt sorry for him, 
because I think he was a bit drunk, and only wanted to join in the fun. He didn't mean 
to be a wet-blanket, but we knew we couldn't have the same spirit of camaraderie.

Phyllis said she knew where another party was being held, so we went to it, after 
saying thanks to Dave and Ruth at the door of their suite. It was rather difficult for 
me, because although I was happy at the Kyle's party, I realised that I wanted to see 
everybody, and that quite a lot of fans wanted to meet me, too, and the only solution was 
to drift from group to group and party to party. My visits to the various parties at 
Detroit were sometimes brief but always fascinating and wonderful and interesting.........

This next party we went to, I wonder whose it was? I'm pretty sure it was the Pitts
burgh group. I opened the door, ushered Phyllis inside, and heard the chink of glasses, 
the pop of corks and the chatter and laughter of folks having themselves a time. Randall 
Carrett was supporting the bar, and when I went for a couple of drinks, he cornered me 
and told me a couple of jokes, obscene ones, which I’d heard before, but the feeling he 
put into the telling made me laugh.

The fan behind the bar wasn’t too sure of his duties, or too blissfully happy to 
care, and the two whiskeys I asked for, if put together, would have filled a bottle. I 
watered them down before returning to the fray. Randall Garrett was asking a girl nearby 
if she'd ever been kissed by a man with a moustache. She gave a non-committal reply, and 
I presumed that Randall, with a moustache and a beard, was going to give her the experience 
of her life. Instead, he asked me to oblige. The girl looked perhaps willing, but the
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six-foot All American Boy Just behind her didn't, so I crossed my eyes, uncrossed them 
again, looked blank and bewildered and took a deep drag of my drink, hoping they'd all 
be gone when I lowered the glass again.

I felt pretty good. I rocked on my heels, and had a happy grin on my face, and 
sipped my drink.

A youthful fan spoke to me, and asked me how I liked the convention.
I looked at him. He wore a short-sleeved shirt, was fresh and clean-looking, and 

radiated good nature.
I said how happy I was. I had quite a long chat. I sort of stuck my chest out a

bit and boasted about myself, all in a confidential and knowing manner. The fan nodded
and smiled, and I said to myself this is really a nice chap, I wonder what his name is.
I took a crafty glance at his name card, and saw the magic words: DAMON KNIGHT

The letters seemed to throb and spell the words out in neon lights. My ghod, I 
thought, the Great Damon Knight had condescended to converse with me, and I'd thought he 
was a young neo.

I managed a weak smile, but I think he understood.........
I asked Phyllis the time, and she yawned and said it was U am. I said I would have 

to retire, because I had a speech to make the next day, no, blast it, that day.
I wended my way to the Detention Suite. The door was open, and Howard DeVore was 

Just retiring. Two single beds, collapsible ones, had been rigged up in the middle of 
one of the reception rooms. I must say mine was very comfortable. It was hot, really 
humid, though not as bad as it had been in New York, so I dropped on the bed without tak
ing off my shirt and trousers, threw a blanket over me, said 'goodnight* to Howard, and 
sat back. I don't even recall my head touching the pillow.............

Sunday morning...8 am...only four hours’ sleep, and an important speech to make. 
The drink I'd had a few hours previously didn't seem to have affected me at all, thank 
goodness. Howard's bed was empty, so I presume he was on the rounds somewhere.

I showered again, and shaved, and felt in the pink of condition.
I looked outside. The sun seemed to be as strong as ever, so, with American shirt 

open down to the waist, and with bracers taut as a 'G' string, I went via the elevator 
to the foyer.

No fans about, only business men reading newspapers.
I went outside, and walked round the centre of Detroit. It was very quiet, as I sup

pose all places are on the Sabbath, except, I wagered, Convention hotels!
I strolled into a drug store, sat down at the counter and ordered a cup of coffee. 

That's all I wanted. I wasn't hungry. I stirred the coffee, poured in the cream, and 
made a pleasant aside to the sweaty man who'd poured the coffee.

He asked me if I was a German. I couldn't for the life of me understand why he 
thought I was German, but I was afraid it would hurt his feelings if I admitted that I 
could speak English, so I said 'Ja', and 'bitte', and he beamed with delight at his powers 
of deduction.

I took several photographs with my camera, a 35 mm Iflord 'Sportsman', then strolled 
back to the hotel.

Quite a few fans were lounging about. Dick Schultz came over and asked me if I was 
going to visit Canada. I'd mentioned to him several times that it was a pity that I 
couldn't,with Canada Just over the river, and he'd told me he'd fix it up. He came from 
Detroit, and had been over to Windsor several times. We discussed the Canadian trip, 
and decided we'd go over on the following day, early in the morning.

Dick was rather plump, wore zazzy shirts, and spoke with a Dutch-American accent 
(at least that's how I plotted it). He was a camera fiend, and was to be seen all over 
the place snapping groups of fans.

Belle and Frank Dietz and George Nims Raybin crossed the foyer on their way to the 
hotel restaurant. Bells kindly asked me to Join them for breakfast. I told Belle that 
I'd Just been out, had had a snack, and didn't feel like breakfast. More fans came down. 
I glanced at a clock and saw it was almost half-past ten. Steve and Virginia Schultheis 
came down; I chatted with them, and impressed them into the Berry Canadian Trip on the
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morrow.

BJO and several of her satellites headed towards the restaurant, and BJO invited me 
to accompany them. I said I’d had a snack, as I’d told Belle, but BJO suggested that a 
cup of coffee wouldn't do me any harm. I ran a rather leathery tongue over my dry lips, 
and tagged on to the end of the BJO column.

BJO led us to the far side of the restaurant; As we passed a table, I heard a voice 
say, “Oh, you’re having a secpad breakfast, John?"

It was Belle Dietz. I knew what she was thinking, and my heart thumped. Ten min
utes previously, she’d invited me for breakfast, and I’d declined, on the grounds that 
I’d already supped. Now, she observed, I was tagged on to the end of BJO's gang, aiming 
for a line of tables nearby.

"No, Belle," I smiled, trying to look nonchalant, "I’m Just going to have a cup of 
coffee."

It was completely true, and yet I felt that I had offended Belle and Frank and 
George, who I’d previously found to be the nicest of people and the best of company. This 
was one of the things I’d steadfastly tried to avoid, although Walt Willis had warned me 
that it was almost impossible to avoid hurting someone’s feelings. I was completely 
innocent, but I felt pretty awful about it. It took us a few moments to be served, and 
each time I saw Belle or Frank or George looking in our direction I made ostentatious 
movements with my cup and saucer, with my elbows on the table in front of me to show 
that I wasn’t eating anything.

The Belle Incident, really nothing in itself, hurt me because later, a couple of 
times, minor things occurred Which seemed to prove conclusively that there was a jinx about 
Belle and me which did its utmost to assert itself.

Frank beckoned me over, and I went. He was most pleasant. He asked me when I was 
returning to New York for my flight back. I told him all I knew: that I had to get a 
Treasury Sailing Permit, without which I couldn't leave the country. I told him that it 
was obtainable in only half a dozen places in America, and that in order to get the per
mit, I’d probably return to New York a day before my return flight. Frank and Belle said 
they would like to put me up for the night in New York. I was very touched, and told 
Frank and Belle that if I did return early, I would most certainly be delighted to stay 
with them. I said I would send a card from Seattle and let them know.

I returned to the Detention Suite, and sat back in a chair facing the strong sun
shine, and I fell asleep with the effort of trying to figure out what I was going to say 
in my speech at the banquet, which was to follow. I awoke, saw it was Just before one 
o’clock.

Howard DeVore came in, and asked me to make a special effort to get down to the Ban
quet Room as soon as I could. I gulped, changed into ray suit, made myself look as present- 
able as possible, and eleVatored down.

Most of the members of the Detention Committee were there. Fred Prophet ushered me 
to my seat, and I literally shook all over. I was sitting at the long table which faced 
the convention members. This was only to be expected, as I was Fan Guest of Honour. But 
my seat was next to the stand where the microphones were. Even this shock wasn’t the 
greatest, because I asked Fred who was sitting next to me and he calmly told me ’Isaac 
Asimov’. I took a deep breath. Well, this was it. Everything had been nice and rosy 
and comfortable so far, but this next couple of hours, I knew, were going to be very trying. 
I wasn’t used to being such a conspicuous personality...and as I looked down, and saw all 
the tables filling, and noted with sentimental pride that fans I knew well waved at me in 
reassurance....! realized that I was facing my greatest challenge in fandom. Sitting by 
such a famous author a’s Isaac Asimov, would, ordinarily, cause me to lose sleep for a 
week beforehand. But this honour was only a relative detail. I was sitting in the most 
conspicuous situation in the room; whenever anyone looked at the microphone stand they 
couldn’t help but see me; but, and now the enormity of the situation descended on me, 
there was the speech. THE SPEECH.

I looked round me. The SAPS table was immediately in front of me. It gave me added 
strength to see seme of my close friends nearby. At the SAPS table were Toskey, Weber, »»
Rapp, Al Lewis, Bruce Pelz, Dick Eney and BJO Wells.
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I looked to my left and right, to see who was at the Table of Honour.
Sitting next to me was Isaac Asimov, then Mabel Young and Roger Sims. (Originally, 

it had been Roger Sims and Mabel Young, but Asimov showed his famous powers of persuasion 
by swapping them round so that Mabel Young, a nice girl, was next to him. This seemed 
to put him in really top form.) Next to Roger sat Dean McLaughlin, then Howard and Mrs. 
DeVore, Willy Ley, Evelyn Paige and Doc Evans.

Past the microphone stand to my left sat Poul Anderson (looking very nervous and 
frequently burying his head into a thick wad oj^notes), Karen Anderson, Bob Bloch, Fred 
Prophet, Mary Young, James and Elliott Broder, a pretty girl and Harlan Ellison.

I recalled from the most excellent Detention Progransne Book that after the Banquet 
came the ballot for the i960 Convention City. I intended to vote for Washington, but, 
gazing round me in utter awe, I saw what a really concentrated advertising campaign could 
do. Everywhere I saw the word 'PITTSBURGH’. A well-dressed man sidled up behind me, 
and I looked round and saw he had a ’Pittsburgh’ badge in his Jacket lapel. I was Just 
going to say a fannish greeting when the man flicked a speck of dust off the table with 
a white cloth, and I saw that he was a waiter. It is a fact that all the waiters who 
served the meal wore Pittsburgh badges. Behind me, a large coloured poster, about twelve 
feet long and four feet deep, told everyone quite blatantly that ’PITTSBURGH REALLY WANTS 
YOU*.'

I spoke to Ike Asimov. He was most charming and gracious to a humble fan. I asked 
him if he’d written a speech, and he told me quite frankly that he made them up as he 
went along. He had a small square of cardboard in front of him, probably a cigarette 
packet, and my eyes almost bulged out of their sockets when I saw the letters 'GDA', with 
a comment scribbled under them. I knew then, finally, that there was no escape. Asimov 
would make a superbly brilliant introduction, and I would stand up, and then.........phew....
Asimov asked me one or two details about the GDA, and I stressed that he should inform 
the assembly that the GDA was a mythology.

We were chatting nicely about accents, when I saw a strange contraption being wheeled 
in at the other side of the room, and a man at the top of it asking the waiters to get 
out of the way. It was a camera, I saw. The operator asked us to sit still and say 
'cheese', and the camera moved round from left to right whilst we all maintained fixed 
expressions. He promised that proofs would be forthcoming in a short time.

The meal started. Roast beef. Very nice. I drank tomato Juice; Asimov gave me his 
too. It seemed that in no time at all, the plates and dishes were moved away, and even 
Ike himself became slightly tensed as the time approached for the speeches.

Asimov was introduced as the Toastmaster. He got up and addressed the mass of fans. 
Belle Dietz crouched Just in front of us with her movie camera with flashlight bulbs on 
either side of it, and other enthusiasts also took pictures, each accompanied with flash. 
Asimov was superb. He threw himself into his Job, he was witty and gay and original and 
had the audience, an enthrclled audience, in the hollow of his hand. He started to throw 
in references to the GDA, and Goons, and Defectives, and I knew that in a second or two 
he would introduce me, and I would be at the heart of my fannish career....and suddenly 
I found a folded note on my desk. It was a message scribbled in ballpoint, and it wished 
me well, and it was signed by Bill Donaho, Jean and Andy Young, Johnny Koning, Bob Pavlat, 
Robert Christenberry and several others. I refolded it and slipped it in my breast pocket 
Just as Asimov gave me to the audience...

Asimov moved back, and I got up, moved one step to my left, and leaned on the stand. 
I looked forward and saw nothing...a mass of faces all mixed up and blurred together, and 
more flashes popped and I saw Belle with her eyes screwed up behind her camera.

I know roughly what I said. I know that one or two of my Jokes raised a laugh, and 
this, frankly, was what I had dared to hope for. Fans knew I wasn't serious, and after 
all, I had written three hundred stories for fanzines, ninety-five per cent of which 
were humorous, and it would have been a horrible anti-climax if I'd made a dry-as-dust 

oration. I started off by explaining that the DC-6B arrived at Idlewild, and a group 
of fans met me, and although I'd been on American soil only ten and a half seconds, some
one asked me what I thought of America! I pointed out rather innocently that the first
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thing I noticed was that cars in America drove on the wrong side of the road. I said that 
the sheer speed of the taxis in New York astounded me....in Belfast, I told them, we chug 
along at about 25 m.p.h., and if we want to turn left we change down to first gear about 
50 yards away, and gently sweep round the comer. In New York, I said, you drove in a 
taxi at about 60 m.p.h. in a traffic-filled street, and the taxi suddenly whipped round 
a corner without any warning, and this could be mean if centrifugal force asserted itself 
and you happened to be sitting next to Bill Donaho. I warned them that I hadn’t come to 
American unprepared. As soon as I knew I was coming, I told them, I went to my local 
library and asked the assistant to give me a selection of books dealing with the American 
Way Of Life. I took twenty or thirty books heme, I said, and read them all. I let a 
cunning pause creep in here, then I added, "I think I liked ’Peyton Place' the best."

I must honestly confess that something seemed to take hold of me and guide roe along. 
Sometimes, in general conversation with two or three people I lose the thread of what I 
am talking about, and I stammer and look blank whilst I try to pick up the gist of the 
topic under discussion. During my speech at the Banquet, as far as I am aware, this 
didn’t happen. I still saw the haze of faces, nore of which I could identify, and the odd 
flashbulb popped, and I kept on talking. I told them about the drink I had in Washir^on, 
about visiting Harry Warner, and Dean Grennell, and I said how wonderful it was to be 
with them, and what I owed them, and how brilliant everything was, and I finished up in 
some semblance of order. I must say that again I was sort of hynotised. Things came into 
my head and I said them, and I was aware of what I said, and it didn’t sound too bad, and 
yet, in some uncanny way, it seemed as though I was listening to an echo....my voice 
seemed to boom in the distance. I felt the sweat in the palms of my hands, and I finished 
my speech, and I seemed to become aware of everything again. The fans applauded and I 
sat down, sweating profusely, and I heard Isaac Asimov talking, although I had no idea 
what he said. I searched for fannish faces I knew, seeking reassurance, and to my delight, 
several fans smiled broadly and nodded, and I knew I’d done reasonably well.

Asimov cracked several clever quips, all spontaneous, and introduced Poul Anderson.
Poul looked as nervous as I’m sure I'd looked a short time previously. He had pages 

of closely-typed speech, eleven pages, to which he referred quite eften in a fairly subtle 
way. He spoke about science fiction, and as his speech progressed it was obvious that 
he’d spent much thought on his subject, ’A Renaissance For Science Fiction’. His argu
ments were detailed and profound, and he didn’t avoid complications but drove right 
through them. It was an intellectual speech, and it lasted for some time.

When he finished, the applause was prolonged and deafening, and soon, everyone stood 
and applauded....a fitting tribute to what Bob Bloch has referred to as the best speech 
he'd heard at a convention!

More Asimov, and how that man sparked. He launched himself into his performance, 
and flung his arms about to emphasize his points. I laughed until the tears ran down my 
cheeks. My speech had finished, no more public speaking, and so, I let myself go.

Bob Bloch was introduced, and he took his place next to me. He also had typewritten 
notes, but he rarely referred to them. He was Just magnificent. I had to wipe my eyes. 
I laughed more than I’d ever laughed in my whole life. It was sheer bliss listening to 
this wonderful wit. I could have sat there until the middle of next year lapping up his 
humour. He stood facing the audience, and told them he wore contact lenses. The people 
looked bewildered at this, because Bob wore spectacles. Then he added, after a pause, 
that he needed the contact lenses to see as far as his spectacles. I thought I’d damaged 
myself with the effort of trying not to go hysterical with laughter....heck, you're a 
mature readership, I may as well confess I though. I’d ruptured myself, or at the very 
least split my spleen. As Bob rattled on, it became my greatest desire to get hold of 
his typewritten notes. It was the funniest speech I'd ever heard, and I wanted it so bad
ly to publish in my fanzine. As Bob finished, he sat down to deafening and richly deserved 
applause. I caught his eyes, and asked him,pleaded with him for his notes. He looked 
at me with raised eyebrows and said he'd given them away already. I was shattered; it 
was the fastest touch I'd ever seen. I asked Poul Anderson for his notes, too, and he 
said he'd been asked for them. Someone, I knew, some keen faned or connoisseur had shown 
remarkable initiative in getting hold of the notes when I was actually sitting next to
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the celebrities who’d made the speeches!

It was quite an experience actually being; so close to Bloch and Asimov when the HUGO 
Awards were announced. It was all done very professionally. A6imov declared the various 
categories, and, with an air of mystery, Bloch opened the envelopes and announced the 
winners. It's ancient history by now, but, for the record, I'll give them, because other
wise this full-length convention report wouldn’t really be complete.

Best Novel: A Case of Conscience, by James Blish.
Blish came up to the accompaniment of much applause, and said thanks in his modest 

way. Larry Shaw introduced me to Blish later that afternoon; he seemed very serious and 
pensive. . .

Best Novelette: Big Front Yard, by Clifford Simak.
Best Short Story: The Hellbound Train, by Robert Bloch.
I would love to know if it was organised in such a way that Bloch was especially 

chosen to announce the winners so that he would be in one hell of a spot when he opened 
the envelope and saw his own name. I was next to Bob, less than a yard away, and I saw 
Asimov hand him the envelope. Bob opened it, looked at the slip of paper, and seemed to 
stagger forward. I swear there were tears in his eyes as he read out his own name, and 
most definitely tears were present when he accepted the HUGO.

Best Professional Magazine: Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction.
An award greeted with much applause.
Best Professional Artist I Frank Kelley Freas.
An obvious winner, but Freas accepted the HUGO as if it were all too wonderful to be 

true.
Best Fanzine: Fanac.
Ron Ellik accepted this award on behalf of Terry Carr and himself. He was obviously 

mightily proud of the distinction, and I got the impression, quite frankly, that he would 
have been surprised if FANAC hadn*t won. It was quite refreshing to see a faned with 
such confidence in his product. Ellik very modestly assured the enthralled audience that 
he would be very much surprised if FANAC didn’t win next year, too. He said he wanted the 
pair. A very noble aspiration, and indeed, if FANAC continues its present vast news 
service I cannot think of any competitor.

Best New Author: Brian Aldiss.
Bob Bloch read from the slip of paper that there was not to be a presentation of a 

HUGO for this category, because it was considered that no one was fitted to receive it. 
However, Bloch read, one young author had received many more votes than any other, and 
it had been decided to grant him a special reward. There was a muffled conversation be
tween Bloch and Asimov, and Bob Blo^h asked me to accept the award for Aldiss, as he came 
from England. I did so, and said that I would endeavour to deliver it personally. (At 
the time of writing, early October, I've had a hell of a job finding his address. He's 
a mystery man, as hard to track down as Harry Warner. I have high hopes of travelling to 
England at the beginning of November, when I shall try to keep my promise to the assembly).

I sat down again, and I saw George llims Raybin hurrying from his table towards Bob 
Bloch and Asimov. He spoke for a second with th_m, and then they sat down, and George 
spoke into the microphone. I looked round me casually, waiting to hear what he had to 
say. I had no idea exactly what he was to do, because it wasn't scheduled, but I was sure 
it would be of interest.

Ten seconds later I felt as though I'd been pinned to my chair with a Javelin!
And a whole lot of little cog wheels slipped into place. Suddenly I knew why Leslie 

Gerber had been so determinedly trying to contact me.
George Nims Raybin told the audience, waving a square of cardboard, that Leslie 

Gerber had got the idea of purchasing a typewriter for Berry, because Berry hadn't got 
one, and had to write all his manuscripts longhand. Raybin said that Leslie had written 
to Mrs. Berry, and had learned that I had no immediate prospects of getting one, either. 
Leslie had contacted the readers and letterhacks of CRY OF THE NAMELESS, and had collected 
a sum of $25 to purchase a second-hand typer for me. George said he was sorry that Gerber 
couldn't perform the ceremony in person, but he couldn't get to the Convention; and
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also the typer wasn’t at the Convention either, except in symbolic form; He hoped that 
the drawing of a typer on the card, sketched by Joe Casey, Jr., with names of subscribers 
on the back, would suffice until I met Gerber in New York and received the typer then*

I shook hands with George, and accepted the card.
I looked at the audience, and my mouth was dry.
What a wonderful and magnificent and unselfish thing for such a young fan to conjure 

up. And to actually have the initiative to write to my wife. (That reminded me, I'd 
have to give my wife the Third Degree when I got home.)

But things had moved so smoothly that I fear my acceptance speech to the audience 
lacked the fibre I would have liked to give it. I was so astonished, you see.

I remember saying how thrilled I was, how brilliant it was, and that instead of in
flicting a mere hundred or so articles in a year, as I had done of yore, now that I had 
a typer I would really get down to some serious writing, and it wasn't my fault if fandom 
was flooded with Berry stories!

I have the card in front of me now. It is framed, and will be permanently hung in 
ray new den. I'll give the names that were on the reverse side. Actually, when George 
concluded the presentation, he made an announcement that if fans contributed a few more 
dollars to the fund, Gerber would be able to get a really good one. I understand that 
about another fifteen fans did so, and I haven't got their names, but for the record, 
and with my sincerest of thanks, I’ll let you see the original contributors.

F. M. and Elinor Busby 
Don Durward

Wally Weber 
Norman C. Metcalf

Robert N. Lambeck
Joe Sanders

Steve Schultheis Harry Warner Donald Franson
Bruce Pelz Ellis Mills Bob Leman
Mr. and Mrs. Foos Forrest J. Ackerman Frank and Belle Dietz
Howard DeVore George Nims Raybin Leslie Gerber.
I sat down again in my chair. I felt as if I were swimming in a sea of kindness. I 

let my thoughts run back to the escapades Gerber had gotten into in New York, and how he 
always seemed to be in trouble, and, I thought, it Just goes to show. For such kind and 
generous thoughts to be present on such an international scale in the mind of a young 
adolescent fan who always seemed to rub other fans the wrong way was an important message 
to fandom as a whole....a sign that the fannish mind runs on many levels...and that a 
young fan must not be Judged merely on the impression he creates of thoughtlessness and 
untimely exuberance (which, let's face it, is the prerogative of adolescence) but also 
by his unselfish ideas and the thoroughness with which he goes about them.

The Banquet started to break up, and Roger Sims made one or two announcements, the 
most important of which was that the Nominations and Voting for the I960 Convention City 
would take place very soon in the Crystal Room. He didn't say anything about the Faneds' 
Panel. It seemed as though it never would be held.

In the Crystal Room I sat next to Phyllis Economou. She told me that she'd obtained 
a proof of the photograph taken at the banquet, which I could have. Some photograph, too, 
about a yard long and nine inches wide, and showing everyone most clearly. It's now 
framed and in a conspicuous position in my house, Phyllis. Many thanks.

Roger Sims was the chairman of the I960 Convention City, and a most excellent Job 
he made of it. He was scrupulously fair, and firm, and made sure that each faction had 
the same time to put forward its arguments. A third city, Philadelphia, had put forward 
a nomination too, but the final site rested quite obviously between Washington and Pitts
burgh.

I backed Washington, and voted for it in the ballot. I had seen and tasted Washing
ton hospitality, and I had been round the city itself, and seen what a clean and inspiring 
place it was. And being the capitol, too, well, I thought it was an absolute certainty 
to win.

The Pittsburgh organisation was good; there is no doubt about it. Willy Ley stood 
up and spoke well of Pittsburgh, and having such a Big Name as the heavy artillery was 
undoubtedly fine propaganda. One thing I didn't really care for: the suggestion put 
forward by one of the female proposers that, well, visitors to the Pittsburgh parties, and 
there had been many, had sampled plenty of drink, which showed Pittsburgh hospitality.
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I got the impression (though perhaps I'm wrong) that it was a subtle form of blackmail, 
’..j’ve been feeding you drink all the time; this is how you can rep ay us!

The Washington organisation wasn't so slick and polished, for all the keenness dis
played. I was with Washington all the way, and I hoped and hoped, but as I mentioned 
previously, even the waiters at the Banquet had Pittsburgh badges, the whole hotel was 
plastered with Pittsburgh blurbs, and I almost felt myself unconsciously saying 'Pittsburgh 
...Pittsburgh....Pittsburgh* before I went to sleep. I really think that half the voters 
were hypnotized into voting for Pittsburgh.

Sylvia White was eloquent and charming, I thought, but lacked verve. The rest of 
the Washington speakers were all very sincere, and did their best, but I must confess, 
sentiment apart, that I would have been swayed to the Pittsburgh side had I been a stran
ger who was asked to vote on the merits of the campaigns.

The voting papers came round, and I duly wrote down Washington.
A committee was called to supervise the counting, and whilst this was going on we 

were all entreated by Harlan Ellison by purchase artwork.
Now, from what I gathered whilst I was in America, Harlan Ellison is the Enigma of 

American Fandem. People like him, people don't like him. Personally, and I chatted with 
him several times, I found him most likeable. He was always on the move, a sort of per
petual motion fan, and he was quite generous with his observations, even if they weren’t 
requested.

As an auctioneer,te was all for the ’Sell it quick and cheap and make a smaller in
dividual profit’ routine. There was no doubt about it, Harlan could talk and persuade 
and appeal to the finer feelings of his audience. I didn't have any cash to spare, but 
I felt like sacrificing what I did have Just to show how I appreciated his work. He put 
his heart and soul into it. In one instance, a choice sample of artwork had a reserve tag 
on it. I don't know what the price was, but from the way George Young whipped it out of 
Harlan's hand, it was much in excess of what Harlan offered it for. Harlan tugged it 
away from George again, and once more proffered it for, I think, about $2. George was 
aghast, and whipped it away again, muttering to Harlan about the reserve tag. "That's 
all right," said Harlan confidentially. From this, I gathered that Harlan would put in 
the difference. He didn't say this, I reckon, but he implied it. George was reluctant, 
but shrugged, and Harlan got the $2. He disposed of a considerable quantity of artwork 
which I'm sure would otherwise still be getting mouldy in storage somewhere. If trade 
was beginning to look slack, Harlan would pick up a pile of illustrations and offer them 
for a dollar, and he looked confidentially at the audience and asked if he had let anyone 
down. He pointed to individual fans and asked ’Are you satisfied-- have I let you 
down?' The fan, hypnotized, would admit that he was satisfied, and that Harlan hadn’t 
let him down. Whereas, on the previous day, Sam Moskcvltz had injected humour into the 
proceedings, Harlan would have none of it. He had been asked to auction artwork off, and 
that's what he did, without ceremony. He was action with a capital ZING. He'd pick up 
a good example, flash it to the audience, and at staccato speech he'd say: "What am I 
offered...? C'mon, a dollar, who’ll give me a dollar, a dollar, a dollar, OK, two dollars, 
two dollars, two dollars, two dollars, c'mon, two dollars...", and he'd snap his fingers 
and by the sheer force of his personality he would look at a likely client, and the hand 
would shoot up and Harlan would signal for the fan to come up, and by the time the fan 
was on his feet Harlan would be haranguing the crowd once again. I'm taking up a lot of 
space describing Harlan, but the boy is worth it. The programme said:

AUCTION
We've got to pay for this thing somehow.

All I can say is, it transpired that the committee did come out on the green side, 
and, who knows, it was probably Harlan who swung the balance!

Roger Sims came out and announced the winner of the I960 Convention City. I don't 
recollect the votes, but Pittsburgh won by a big majority. The lesson here is plain to 
see. Bob Bloch, in case you don't know, asserts that any city which wants to put on a 
WorldCon is asking for trouble, rather, the committee who does so is. But if the decision 
is made to go ahead and hold one, or at least bid for the privilege, there Is only one 
thing to do. Go in for the campaign in a big way. Expense should be no object. Plaster
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the name of the city everywhere. Put little slips with the city’s name on it at each 
place at the Banquet, as Pittsburgh did. Use suggestion, literally hypnotize people, as 
Pittsburgh did. I saw the pressure of the campaigns gradually mount, and I saw Pittsburgh 
go ahead by leaps and bounds. And, as I said, Washington, a nice bunch of boys, and a 
nice place to boast about, just hadn't got the publicity that Pittsburgh mounted.

We stood up to leave, and Boyd Raeburn asked me to accompany his group to an Italian 
restaurant for a meal, specifically, for pizza. I’d seen this word 'pizza* everywhere, 
and I knew it was an Italian dish, supposed to be highly spiced, and previously I'd men
tioned to Boyd that I hadn't tasted it.

He was going to see that I did.
The restaurant, a short distance from the hotel, was called 'La Lahterna'.
I have the menu in front of me now, whilst I'm writing this. The address of the 

place is 1219, Griswold Street, Detroit 26* Sixteen of us made up the party, and the in
dividual fans were! Dick Eney, Phyllis Economou, R. S. Kidder, Hans Santesson, Bill 
Donaho, Lee Jacobs, Martha Cohen, Boyd Raeburn, Sylvia White, Dick Ellington, Pat 
Ellington, Andy Young, Johnny Koning, Ron Ellik, and a name I Just cannot decipher, and 
it’s scrawled on the menu in front of me.

I ordered,on Boyd's recommendation, a cheese, mushroom and bacon pizza. It came. 
A huge wheel of pastry with red stuff in the middle of it. The pastry was nice, but the 
red stuff was very spicy (even though I'd specially requested that it not be), so I skill
fully cut a circle round the red stuff, ate the pastry, took a shot of wine which Bill 
Donaho poured me, and smacked my lips. No, I didn't like pizza, unfortunately!

We had a nice fannish time. We chatted and Joked, and I was delighted with the com
pany.

We walked home, and I went up to the suite to freshen up. I still couldn't get any 
information about the Faneds' Panel, the Detention Committee members were sorry, but 
they'd try-Mto put it on that evening, but they didn't exactly know when. Of course, 
there was the EHEER PARTY.........

One of my most lasting regrets is that I was late for Ed Emshwiller's film show. It 
wasn't intentional, but I wandered down to the Crystal Room and opened the doors and was 
met with a blaze of light and strange music. For the next few moments I stood enthralled, 
uuable to move, utterly transfixed by the stark originality of the pictures on the screen. 
Someone told me it was 'Dance Chromatic'. How can I describe it? A girl in tight-fitting 
ballet costume was shown at various angles, at one time small, the next second filling 
the screen. Odd colours shafted in and out, the colours making surrealistic patterns, 
real blotches of colour, bursting like bombs...and at the same time there was background 
music, or, rather, sound of most unusual quality....the whole effect was paralysing, fan
tastically interesting and incredibly original.

The lights flickered on at the end of 'Dance Chromatic', Ed came on the stage and 
was met with a thunder of applause; fans stood and gave him an ovation, and I clapped 
with all my vigour until my hands hurt. Emshwiller seemed quite pleased with his recep
tion, and he was worth every decibel of the applause.

Anything which came after 'Dance Chromatic' was bound to be an anti-climax, and I 
left the Crystal Room to try to find out when and if the Faneds' Panel was going to be 
held. I crossed to the Shelby Room, where prozines were up for sale. I spent some time 
walking round, looking at the titles. Several hucksters opened their arms wide when they 
saw me, and gave me the freedom of what was left of their wares. I took one or two 
paperbacks which I hadn't read, and also a copy of AMAZING with a HYPHEN review I had been 
looking for for years.

I saw a table with piles of YANDROs on it, and two fans behind the table whom I cor
rectly presumed to be Bob and Juanita Coulson. We chatted for a short time, when I saw 
Howard DeVore come in. I buttonholed him in a corner and pleaded for information about 
the Faneds' Panel. Ted White.and BJO appeared too, and we tried to get Howard to give us 
a definite time.

Quite frankly, I didn't want to be on the panel. I felt that other fans at the Con
vention knew much more about publishing than I. It was of course an honour to be chosen,
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especially as I was put in when that stalwart, F. M. Busby, intimated that he wouldn’t 
be coming to the convention. I had been very lucky with ray two speeches, which, by my 
standards, had gone off remarkably well. I've stated before that I fully expected to make 
a thorough mess of the speeches, and the fact that I didn't was a tremendous relief. But 
I felt that going on the panel would be stretching my luck. Also, and this is quite 
selfish of me, I was dead keen to attend the advertised EHEER PARTY, which was scheduled 
for 10 pm. I like bheer, and felt that it would be a good opportunity to meet a lot more 
fans and talk with them. For instance, when I met the Coulsons in the Shelby Room it 
was the first time I'd seen or heard of them at the convention, and I knew by looking at 
the list, ofnatoes in the Detention Booklet that there were still lots of fans I particu
larly wanted to meet. .With a few glasses of beer inside me, I begin to thaw out in no 
mean way.'

Howard gave the news that he expected the Faneds’ Panel would be held after Dr. Dean 
B. McLaughlin's lecture on Mars, billed as 'Mars....A Different Theory*. This was sched
uled ;to finish at 10 pm, when the bheer party started.

I didn't go in to hear Dr. McLaughlin's talk, which, by all accounts, was stimulating. 
I met' Dave Kyle as he came out, and he was delighted with the new theory. He said that 
he fully believed it. As I moved about the different groups, they were all discussing i 
Mars, so the lecture must have been potent stuff.

Ted White came and told me the panel was on immediately, and I went into.the Crystal 
Room, and on to the stage, and soon the rest of the panel members arrived. 'Facing the 
audien'ce, Wally Weber was on the left, Ron Ellik was next to him, then Ted White. BJO 
stood in front of the microphone stand, and on het right sat Boyd Raeburn, then me, and 
on my left<(and of the the audience's right) sat Lynn Hickman. a *

I counted the audience, and therewere over seventy.
For the first hour, it was plain sailing. BJO asked conventional questions about 

publishing fanzines, and we gave our opinions in order. How did you*fanzine get its name? 
........ what would your ideal fanzine contain?..........what do you like most about fanzine pub
lishing?... and others of a similar pattern.

Several of the panel members were inspired, and their comments drew applause. I 
thought Ted White was quite sincere and confident. He made many telling points and he put 
them over with considerable skill. Wally Weber (have I told you before what a really nice 
chap he is?) spoke pleasantly and with complete knowledge. Ellik was complete master of 
the situation. He described at seme length how FANAC originated, and he left us all in 
no doubt that as far as-he was concerned it would continue to be the top fanzine. Boyd 
Raeburn made many shrewd observations, and Lynn Hickman (another thoroughly likeable chap) 
showed his considerable experience in'the answers he gave.

BJO, as moderator, showed remarkable poise during that first hour.
During the question and answer stage, the audience seemed fairly Interested. One or 

two fans would get up and go out, and others came in to maintain the balance. Some kind 
person came staggering in with a large Jug of beer and glasses for the panel members (l 
think it was Pat Ellington--many belated thanks, deah) and I made a glutton of myself in 
front of the throng by sinking two glasses in two gulps.

As I said before, for about sixty minutes, it was Just another Faneds' Panel. 
Then the heavy artillery arrived, in the person of Ed Wood.
He stood up and asked BJO a question. He asked it several times, to ensure that 

everyone understood, and Just in case someone else had Just come in, he repeated it sev
eral more times. The sum total of his question was: "In the old days, pro writers, as 
it were, came up from the ranks of fanzine writers. WHERE WERE THE FRO WRITERS FROM 
PRESENT DAY FANDOM?”

Ed left us in no doubt at all that he thought we were a crummy lot when compared 
with the fan-editors of his day. He gave as his considered opinion that it was the Panel's 
fault, as editors, that no new writers were making their names in the pro field. He 
wanted to know, and he asked this question in some heat....he wanted to know WHAT WERE WE 
DOING ABOUT IT?

BJO really came in for a test of her personality and powers of self-control.
As soon as Ted White started to give his theories, Harlan Ellison made an appearance.
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He sat in the front row with his little Frank Sinatra hat on, and then he stood up and 
asked the same sort of question as Ed Wood....except that he asked it with even more flour
ish and fury. When Harlan gets his teeth into a topic, he is as relentless as a terrier. 
He didn’t give the panel time to express their opinions. I had my answer all set. I 
didn’t give a damn where the pro-writers came from. I was in fandom for all the fun I 
got out of it, not to flog myself to death trying to nurture more vile pros. Harlan con
tinued his tirade, and BJO had all her work cut out to maintain her equilibrium.

More fans began to come in and Join the throng. One or two fans stood up in the aud
ience and, in some heat, started to give Ed Wood and Harlan their opinions.

BJO tried to exert her authority, and asked for any more questions.
Harlan sat back in utter delight and asked a couple more corkers. Present-day neo

fans had no initiative, he claimed. And, where the hell were the pro-writers coming 
from? I managed to speak for a moment, and I informed Ellison over the microphone that 
that very afternoon, I had been sitting next to Bloch and Anderson, and within seconds 
of their speeches being finished, I asked them for their mss, and they had already been 
seized. Also, I told Harlan, Brian Aldiss had Just won an award for The Most Promising 
New Author, and he contributed to various fanzines. Harlan nodded at this, but I sensed 
he was busy thinking up a few more questions to try to throw the panel into chaos.

I asked over the microphone if anyone knew who had obtained the Bloch and Anderson 
mss, and Alan J. Lewis, of New Jersey, waved his hands in considerable glee. Lewis, 
being a comparative neofanj demonstrated, in my opinion, that Ellison was completely off- 
base with his theory that neofans have no initiative, and are afraid to approach the prcfe.

I made a note of where Lewis was sitting.
The Faneds’ Panel gradually transformed itself into what I heard afterwards was a 

Fannish Phenomenon. It became so informal. If a fan felt like a drink of beer, and was 
afraid of missing anything, he Just meandered up and helped himself from the Faneds' Jug, 
which, fortunately, was kept permanently full by a rota of fast-running coolies!

If a fan had something to say, he didn’t content himself with addressing the panel 
and the audience from the floor. He, or she, walked up onto the stage and delivered an 
oration over the microphone. It was bewildering: freedom of speech at its ultimate.

I nudged Lynn Hickman, and we got up and sidled into the wings of the stage, and 
sought our fortunes in the auditorium. It may seem like dreadfully bad manners to admit 
doing such a thing, but in our opinion, the Faneds* Panel, as such, had been over long 
ago. It was well after 2 am, and the spontaneous soap box showed no signs of abating. 
BJO still stood there, a transfixed expression on her face, as fans queued up to make 
their opinions felt. I. sat next to Jim Harmon, and had quite a chat with him. All the 
time, the speeches were being made.

Hans Stefan Santesson made his way on the stage, and for some considerable time gave 
us his avowed opinion as to the decline in the sales of prozines. I suppose he had an 
axe to grind, right enough. With some power, he told us we were at fault. We, the fans. 
We were the cause of the downfall of science fiction. We, he said, were the nucleus, 
and from us should spring the all-important power that would take science fiction back on 
the crest of the wave, where it belonged. If only we/¥fVlad the word round, and tell 
people what they were missing by not reading science fiction. Hans said that if we all 
played our part, and spread the good word round, more and more people would buy the pro
zines, and everything would be just dandy. He suggested that when we were at a bookstand 
we should sort out a few science fiction paperbacks and stuff them in a very conspicuous 
position at the front, so that, metaphorically, they slapped people in the face.

Hans spoke with such fire and feeling, he quite convinced me this suggested mass
salesmanship would only incidentally swell his bank balance!

Larry Shaw took the microphone from Hans, and gave us a thoughtful talk about the 
pros and cons of Hans’ theories. Larry spoke quietly, and yet with great feeling. I 
felt proud to know him!

Doc Barrett also made a stand about something or other. His speech was full of big 
words, or perhaps I was more tired than I thought. He was of the fans' side, that much 
was obvious, and I gave him a big cheer when he descended from the stage.

I stalked Alan J. Lewis. I sat by him, and told him, quite frankly, that I thought
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he was one hell of a boy. I told him that I had been sitting next to Bloch and Anderson 
when they’d made their speeches, and I explained what a shock it was when I asked them 
for their mss just shortly afterwards, and found they’d already been snaffled. I told 
Alan I was proud of him. I extolled his virtues so much that I swear a tear came into 
his eyes, and like a true sport, he asked me if I would like one of the mss.

I pretended the idea hadn’t occurred to me, and I said I’d be thrilled, and could I 
have the Bloch mss, and he looked at me as if I were made and told me I could have the 
Anderson Mss, and he went to his room and gave it to me immediately. This was a very nice 
thing to do, and-, when I published my fanzine with the Anderson speech in it, t kept my 
promise and gave Alan his deserved egoboo.

It must have been close to 3 am when I staggered from the room. So far as I could 
see, the Spontaneous Fannish Fountain of Self-Expression, if I can call it that, showed 
no signs of abating.

Looking back, it seems all so ordained. It seems as though seventy or eighty tru- 
fannish souls were destined to meet that night, and discuss fandom and its merits and 
demerits, its hopes and its fears, its past, present and future!

Although, frankly, at the time, I wasn’t really all that pleased to be on the Panel, 
I see now that those few hours constituted a most important chapter in my fannish life. 
I would like to see such a feature a permanent part of *ny future convention agenda...a 
few hours set aside for any fan to go on the stage and talk about any subject of general 
interest near and dear to him. There is no need for a panel, just a shrewd and masterful 
moderator to control things and keep track of the time for each offering, and to maintain 
a certain essential dignity to the proceedings. I’m sure BJO would be pleased to do it!

I went up to a party at Don Ford’s suite.
Well, I didn't actually get to the party itself.
I got as far as Don’s bedroom, where Doc Barrett and several others were gathered.

I went in, and we talked for some considerable time, until almost 5 am. Doc Barrett, 
with, I suspect, quite a few drams of whiskey inside hiri;, lay on the floor, or, well, sat 
on the floor, and I must report that I found his conversation even more difficult to 
follow than previously, but this could have been for a variety*of reasons....it was 5 am, 
the Doc had been imbibing, and, well, I had too, and I was TIRED.

The party next door was still going strong by the sound of it, and I girded myself 
up to make an entrance. I zipped my bracers, wiped my moustache, and screwed my eyeballs 
into focus again. Don opened the door, and I saw Randy Garrett on the floor. I was poised 
to bow my way in, but I heard Randy talking, and I decided to wait until he’d concluded.

It is my sad duty to report that I never did make an entrance.
I want you all to know, if you don’t already, that I am no prude.
Four years in the army moulded me into one of the boys. I've swapped jokes with the 

best of them. In my stories, I’ve made no secret of the fact that I adore the Female 
Form Divine. In fact, I would go so far as to say. that, in male company, ray stories are 
probably more risque than the next.

But I was absolutely shocked when I heard Randy recite a limerick to an audience 
which I saw myself contained several females. It may seem incongruous, but I’ve been 
brought up not to tell dirty jokes in front of women. There are, of course, some double
meaning jokes which it is quite in order to tell with women present, because no harm is 
done if they cannot see the point, and if they can see it, well, still no harm has been 
done.

But Randy’s limerick was not like that. It was excessively obscene and vulgar. It 
concerned the physical attributes of a certain ’young lady from Detroit.' It left nothing 
at all to the imagination. It was Just blatant and crude and shocking.

Even if no females had been present, the words would have curled my lips bad;. The 
only thing one could say for the limerick was that it rhymed. But, well, I just gulped, 
granted to j°c^]id|?T£aus€' 1 wanted to talk to Fhyllis Economou, who I knew was present. 
I gnnnea weakly atDon, and said, well, it was after 5 am, and I slowly made my way back 
to the Detention Suite, and curled up in my bed.

Sitting here now and typing this, some weeks after the event, I have no second
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thoughts about my action. I would do the same again. I don’t think many fans would get 
a kick out of such a nauseating recital. I don’t know what would have happened if I had 
actually been in the room, talking to Phyllis, when Randy gave his all. Some things Just 
don’t bear thinking about...........

I woke up in my bed in the main room of the Detention Suite, and, through my bleary 
eyes, saw Roger Sims and Mabel Young talking.

I also saw the sun bursting through the window.
I yawned. I asked the time, and was told it was half past eight. I flexed my toes, 

and decided I didn‘t feel too bad after Just over three hours' sleep. I spoke to Roger 
and Mabel for seme time, and in the course of conversation it came out that I would like 
to go into Canada, Just across the river. I was building up a fair score of countries 
I'd visited.........England^ Scotland, Wales, NorthemIreland, Republic of Ireland, France,
Holland, Germany, Newfoundland and America. I probably would never get the chance of 
visiting Canada, I told them earnestly, and as it was so near....

The 'phone rang; it was for me. Dick Schultz was on the line, and asked was I ready 
to go to Canadaf I told him yes, I'd be down in the lobby in half an hour, and to try to 
get Steve and Virginia Schultheis to come along too.

I told Mabel and Roger that the Canadian trip was on, and they said they would come 
too.

They left the room to attend to convention business for a short time, and I got 
up, shaved, and put a new roll of film in my camera.

The 'phone rang again, and a voice said (or so I thought) '’Dick."
This is the ensuing conversation, over a fairly bad line:
Me: "Hi, Dick, did you find Virginia?"
Voice: "I'm in bed."
Me: "Chee, you said you were in the lobby."
Voice: "I want to speak to Mabel."
Me: "She's coming OK."
Voice: "Where to?"
Me: "Canada, stupid. What did you go back to bed for?"
Voice: "I haven't got up yet."
Me: "But you told me you were in the lobby."
Voice: "I want to speak to Mabel."
Me: "Well, OK, if you insist, but I've arranged everything with her and Roger. 

I'm almost ready. Why don't you go and find Virginia?"
The voice then exploded, and the line became even more confused, and then became 

loud and clear.
"THIS IS NICK HERE, I WANT TO SPEAK TO MABEL."
Of course, when I saw Nick later, I apologized to him for the confused conversation. 

I secretly felt that he might have thought the whole thing was caused by my perverted 
sense of humour, but, so help me, I really did think it was Dick.

Twenty minutes later we all met in the lobby. Virginia apologized because Steve 
was absent.

We left the hotel, and Dick announced he would lead us to the 'bus, but Roger stuck 
his chest out and led us the other way, and Mabel said that we were going in Roger's 
car.

This was very nice.
We drove a short distance through Detroit, and then crossed the bridge into Canada.
The car stopped at the barrier between the two countries.
An Immigration Official, fairly young and handsome, poked a head through the car 

window, and looked at each in turn. ,
"Where do you come from?"
In their nice American accents the rest of them told him, and he looked at me and I 

said "Belfast."
He looked worried.
"Pull the car over to the side," he said, and Roger did as he directed.



The Official came over. He noticed the convention name tabs on our clothing.
He read out loud the details so proudly displayed.
"This is all about the little green men," he chuckled. He burst out laughing.
He shook his head very slowly from.side to side, his lips pursed, as if it was 

all too unbelievable.
Then he looked at me, and asked me for my passport.
I handed it over to him, and he flipped jver the pages, looked at the photographs, 

and then at me and nodded slowly.
"Come with me," he directed.
As we walked across to his office, he asked ne how I came to be in Detroit.
"It’s a bit complicated," I told him, "but a lot of science fiction enthusiasts 

in America and one or two other places clubbed. to* ether and paid my fare from Belfast 
to New York, and I’m being driven all over America by car."

"What do you do?" he asked, obviously very interested.
"Weeeell," I hesitated, "I sort of write."
"Oh," he said quickly, "you write science fiction?"
"That is true, in a way," I seid, "sort of stories about people and science fiction 

enthusiasts, and things, and publish magazines."
His eyes bulged, and he said, "In here, sir."
The office was neat and tidy, and several men flipped over pages of files, trying 

to look as if they were worthy of their salaries.
My escort took me to a fat man at a desk, who was bumping a rubber stamp on every

thing in sight.
"This man has Jus* come from America and he writes about little green men and pub

lishes and everything," the Official gabbled, proud of his capture, and looking for ego
boo for such a unique presentation.
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The fat man looked at me, clicked his fingers, I passed him the passport and he 
automatically stamped it, and, somewhat abased at the seeming lack of enthusiasm for what 
he’d caught, my Official took me outside again and across to the car. , d

The faces of Mabel, Roger, Virginia and Dick lit up, and I imagine they thought 
they'd probably seen the last of me. We cracked a joke or two with the Official, and 
he continued to shake his head, bearing a sardonic grin on his face.

We drove into Windsor.
It was Labour Day in Detroit on the 7th of September, and so everywhere in Windsor 

was closed too, even though it was in Canada. I was surprised at this.
We went into a place and Roger brought us ice-cold lager, and on the street again 

I suggested we go buy postcards.
I purchased three, one for my wife, and one each for the children, and I asked the 

woman in the shop how much it was to send them to Ireland via airmail. She said seven 
cents, so I stuck seven cents on. Sometime at the beginning of October the cards arrived, 
which was rather embarrassing, as I’d already been home a couple weeks....with a stamped 
message saying the air mail should have been ten cents. I guess my accent must have 
fooled them.

I must digress for a moment to explain that somewhere in my travels, prior to reach
ing Detroit, I’d taken the skin off the second knuckle of my right middle and ring 
fingers. Nothing really, Just a slight fracture of the first layer of skin which, nor
mally, would have healed in a couple of days. But, somehow I’d attracted a few million 
nasty American germs, and the skin rapidly became festered, and the knuc?J.es began to 
swell, and even to hurt slightly. I wear a ring on my ring finger, and the finger 
swelled round it to such a degree that it was serving the same purpose of a tourniquet.

Mabel expressed concern when she noticed my hand, and took me into a shop and asked 
the chemist to give my fingers the once-over. He looked at them, clicked his tongue, 
and suggested giving them a liberal sprinkling of BNF powder. At least, it sounded like 
BNF powder. Mabel purchased seme, and Virginia said she would operate on me back at the 
hotel.

Roger said we would go back to Detroit via the tunnel route, and we soon came to the 
American Immigration Officials.

Same procedure. The Official asked the rest where they came from, and they said 
America, and he nodded, and asked me where I came from, and I said ’Belfast.r

"How long have you been in Canada?" he asked.
"Forty-five minutes," I said.
He blinked.
"And where were you before then?" he breathed.
"America," I said.
His face clouded, and then he noticed the convention name tags, and a smile crept 

across his features, as if everything was quite clear. He waved us through.
Back at the hotel, I went back to Steve and Virginia’s rocm. Steve wasn’t there, 

but Virginia took me into the bathroom, washed my fingers, sprinkled some BNF powder on, 
then put on ’elastoplast’ or some similar preparation. A warm itch spread over my 
fingers, and they felt much better immediately.

On my way up to the Detention Suite, I met Burnett Toskey. He said that he planned 
to leave Detroit that afternoon, round about two o’clock. This was a bit of a shock. 
I had completely forgotten that it was the last day of the convention, and that the 
Seattle Group were taking me by car to the West Coast. Suddenly, there seemed so much 
to do, and so many fans to see, and I felt as if I hadn’t done all that I meant to do... 
that I hadn’t contacted all the many fans who were at the convention, and whom I’d written 
to and traded with for so many years.

I told Toskey that I would go up and pack, but that there were some fans I particu
larly wanted to see, including Nick Falasca. Toskey came up to the Detention suite, and 
I packed my suitcase, and took one last lingering glance round the room. I hadn't spent 
much time in it, but the Detroit fans had treated me exceptionally well, specially bearing 
in mind all the work they had with the working and organisation of the Detention.



Toskey took my suitcase, and I went down to the lobby, and from then on, until just 
after 3 pm, I sped on breathlessly from fan to fan, saying goodbye.

I tried to meet as many fxrs as I could. I had a particularly hcnvl.-vending goodbye 
with my number one fan, Bob Bloch. I told him franhJLy that meeting him had been one of 
the highlights of a superb series of wonderful happenings. I whipped out my wallet, and 
pulled out a Bank of England pound note, and asked Bob to autograph it for me. He did 
so. I still have the note with me now. No matter what financial crises face me in the 
future’, I shall always have at least one pound in my pocket....and if I ever feel dis
heartened with my lot (which happens to the best of us) I shall pull out the pound note 
signed on the right hand side by 'L. K. O'Brien', Chief Cashier of the Bank of England, 
and on the left side by 'Robert Bloch', and I shall realise that although I have a pound 
note in my hand, I have much more. I have a permanent reminder of three days of utter 
fannish bliss, and at the same time I shall get great draughts of inspiration with the 
knowledge that Bloch himself has held that self-same pound note in his hand, and has 
scribbled his name there for posterity. I shall never part with that small oblong of 
paper...

I cannot tabulate all the fans I shook hands with that afternoon. I made up my 
mind to clasp hands with as many as I could. I went from fan to fan, muttering my pro
found thanks at helping to make my dream possible* Periodically, I saw Toskey or Wally 
Gonsei* or Wally Weber nearby, waving at me and telling me it was time to go. It was 
after two o’clock, and getting round to three, but I still flitted here and there. I 
peered round the doors of the Crystal Room, and heard’someone Gay "BJO has Just auctioned 
herself off for the Berry Fund." I almost dropped in my tracks when I heard the reply, 
"Yes, she has to do it for twenty-two fans."

My heart pounded for this gal. I wasn't exactly sure what she'd sacrificed herself 
for, and then Noreen Shaw came up and told me that BJO had offered to draw cartoons for 
fans at a dollar a time to assist the Berry Fund to raise enough to fly me back from 
Seattle to New York. I was always embarrassed when such intimate details of the Fund 
were discussed, and felt so humble that Noreen Shaw and Nick Falasca, instead of hopping 
about the place enjoying themselves, as I had done, had been all the time huckstering 
for the Fund. Toskey had told me that his instructions had been to bring me to Seattle 
whether there was sufficient cash for the 'plane ticket or not, but I could see that the 
organisers of the Berry Fund were making sure that as far as they were concerned the 
money would be on hand for the 'plane ticket.

I wanted to say goodbye to Nick Falascn. This took priority over everything else. 
It seemed to me that I hadn't even adequately told hin how much I thought of his work 
for the Fund. True, I had publicly announced my thanks at my short speech on the opening 
day, and I had seen Nick every now and then and said 'Hiya', but, there it was, I was due 
to leave, and the Seattle boys were rarin' to get started on the 2,600 mile drive to the 
west, and I still felt I had to really impress upon him my heartfelt thanks.

But where was he?
I went to the desk clerk and asked him to ring through to Nick’s room. He did so, 

and there was no reply. I organised a band of Nick-hunters, ranging from neo’s to BNF’s, 
and they scouted all over the place-, but couldn't find him.

I returned to the Crystal Rocm, where a meeting was breaking up. Wally Gonser was 
breathing down my neck. ' He told me the car was purring outside the front door, and the 
boys were Just waiting....’ I saw still more fans I hadn't said 'goodbye' to. I rushed 
over and shook hands with more. I saw Noreen sitting near the front row, and I went up 
to her and asked that if she should see Nick, she was please to tell him that I did all 
that was fannishly possible to look for him and thank him for all his work with the Fund. 
She said she’d do that, and then called me back and gave me a handful of dollars, the 
result of the BJO Sacrifice, which she told me to give Toskey. I rammed the dollars in 
my pocket, and rushed out after Toskey. I took one last backward glance at the fans 
present in the Crystal Room, sighed, and pursued Gonser down the stairs.

On our way through the foyer I saw the bar to the left, and Pat Ellington going into 
it. I told Gonser to hold on for a second, and I went into the bar, along its length, 
and saw a mass of fannish activity on seme long seats and tables. Joe Casey and Pat 



Ellington were fevcrJRhly drawing rolo»vcd pictures on large sheets of paper, and other 
fans, including BJO, were similarly active. One or two typers were clattering.

I had chanced upon the lair where the artistic contributions to Dean McLaughlin’s 
re-hashed play were being produced at breakneck speed. I managed a few more rushed 
goodbyes,, promised to see Pat back in New York in a couple of weeks, looked round care
fully for Nick....no Falasca...and I zipped along the bar like a whirlwind, and followed 
Gonser outside.

Toskey and Weber were waiting, and Dick Schultz and Hans Santesson were standing 
there talking to them. I shook hands with Schultz and Hans, posed for a picture with 
them, and then swung along behind the intrepid Seattle boys.

We did a bit of preliminary bag shuffling, deciding what we’d need on the trip, and 
what we wouldn’t. I tool a last look round at the hotel, the site of my first conven
tion.

I got into the back of the car, on the left, and Wally Weber sat on my right, and 
immediately went to sleep. Toskey sat in front of Wally Weber, and Wally Gonser took 
the driver’s seat.

With a suitable merry quip, Gonser shoved the car into gear, and turned off the 
parking lot on to the road..*.the long haul to Seattle had begun....

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER FOUR
Of course, I have had time to reflect on the three days at Detroit. This particular 

chapter was written in October and November, and I didn't need to do any feverish note
reading to bring everything back to me. I can see it all now, in perfect clarity.... 
the first time in over five years of active fanning that .I'd actually been amongst more 
than half a dozen fans. J4y very first convention, and it seemed so strange to consider 
that I had travelled many thousands of miles to attend it. What is more unique about it 
is the fact that I, an Englishman, should have to travel to America to attend a fannish 
convention.

I had always wanted to go to a convention in England, but they always seemed to occur 
at Easter, when my job precluded any possibility of my taking leave of absence to go. 
Even now, I haven't been to a convention in England, so I cannot make any comparison be
tween American and British fans and conventions. All I can venture to say is that English 
conventions will have to be really out of this world to better my one big experience of 
a World Convention in Detroit. Of course, now that I've travelled across the Atlantic 
to be a con-goer, it seems so utterly simple to say that, yep, I'll go to the con in 
England next year (19c0), wherever it is....after all, it’s only one and a half hours 
by 'plane, at the very most, or a sail across the Irish sea overnight and a moderate 
train ride in the morning.

I've done the thing in reverse, which is quite a common thing with me. I've done 
the most difficult thing first. After a vast World-Con, with many hundreds of fans pres
ent, and really important ones too, like Willy Ley (l can always boast that I spoke to 
him, even if it was for a few seconds in an elevator)....and Isaac Asimov {why, heck, I 
sat next to him for a meal, and he gave me his tomato Juice)...and Bob Bloch (who said 
my speech was 'entertaining')....and damon knight and Poul Anderson and James Blish... 
and so on and on and on.........well, an English convention might have ore or two of the big
gest names, but there would at the most be about a third of the total attendance present 
at Detroit!

Whether or not I shall meet with an anti-climax, I don't know. This will only be 
proved by time and opportunity.

What will linger in my mind...what was the most important event or events in Detroit... 
what will be erased with time, and what will remain...?

I often lie awake at night and ask myself those questions, and others.
There is no doubt at all that the big general impression I shall always carry is the 

utter kindness of everyone, right up the fannish scale to the big-time big-name fans. 
No one was stuffy, NOT ONE* No one tried to monopolize my time, or make it difficult 
for me to get around and meet everyone. I always remembered Walt Willis's advice 'get 
around and see everyone and refuse to be monopolized', but there was never any need for
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me to exert myself to break away. Everyone seemed to understand that I was fannlsh prop
erty ....available to everyone in general and no one in particular, and I wanted it that 
way, because I had made so many friends in fandom in my years of energetic publishing 
and writing that I didn't want to hurt any of them by being cliquish and offhand and hard 
to contact.

Undoubtedly there were many fans, good friends of mine on paper, yh.om I didn’t get 
to see. I can only say in all humility that I did my best. Jhen fans didn't come over 
to me and introduce themselves (and hundreds, happily, did) I popped over to see them. 
I paid a great deal of attention to the younger and lesser-known fans. I found them all 
to be wonderful characters. Johnny Koning, for instance, as I've said, impressed me tre
mendously with his enthusiasm and verve. Lots of other young fans showed they were 
equally talented.

I was sometimes embarrassed by meeting fans I'd met cefore, and forgetting their 
names. It was a point of honour that, meeting a fan for the second or third time, I 
wouldn't scan his namecard, but would call him or her by name, as though I'd known them 
for years. This I found hard to do. I met hundreds of people, you must remember, in 
threeand, with so mucl activity besides, looking back, I consider it almost a mir
acle that I could renJember anyone. One or two young fans seemed a mite hurt when I said 
'Hello, Jim' and it was Joe, and all I could do was flick a crafty eyeball downwards 
at an angle of U5 degrees, glance surreptitiously at the namecard, blow my nose ostentati

ously, and come up with the correct name, as though I'd known it all the time.
I've mentioned the many well-known big names at Detroit. I met them all, and with

out exception found them friendly and approachable. I couldn't really say if this was 
normal behavior toward all fans, or to me because- I was a visitor, but I strongly sus
pect that, generally, American fandom at a convention becomes one big happy family, and 
old feuds and controversies are forgotten in the excitement of the rare opportunity to 
get together. I can state in all honesty that I didn't hear one angry word spoken to *
or about fans during the three days at the WorldCon. I found a spirit of camaraderie that 
I wouldn't have believed possible. When one considers the old feuds that have blighted 
the face of American fandom in the past (and even quite recently) this may seem a bold 
statement to make...,but it‘s true:

To any fan who was at the Detroit Con, and who has read these many thousands of 
words in chapter four, it will be blatantly obvious that I missed several of the items 
taking place there. True. I missed part of the programme. I could put forth many ex
cuses, but the plain unvarnished truth was that I felt I would be better occupied with 
meeting fans and getting to know American fandom, than huddled up in a chair for some 
hours and only able to converse with a few fans. I must say the programme catered for 
every taste; and I would have liked to take everything in. For example, the Mars lec
ture by Dr. Dean McLaughlin would have interested me considerably, and the various pro
panels must have been absorbing...in fact, I know they were. But I felt it my duty,
and a most pleasurable duty, to chat with as many fans as possible, rather than to be a
programme compleatist.

A special VOTE OP THANKS to the Detention Committee who looked after me so well.
It must have been somewhat of a problem for them to have had a trans-Atlantic visitor

added to their list of responsibilities. They had work to do. Running a convention 
must be a most exacting task. Think of the difficulties involved. Hundreds of fans to 
look after, and on top of that an Anglo-Irishman with a funny accent who kept strange 
hours and wore bracers. I was told that I was to consider the convention suite my own... 
I could bring up whoever I liked, and I could have the complete freedom of the bar...and 
I knew they meant it. Sleeping accomodation difficulties cropped up, but I always had 
a comfortable bed ready for me when I came staggering in during the late-early arc's. 
Individually, the committee members showed great kindness. Mrs. DeVore pressed my 
trousers, and boy, she had lots to do besides...Mabel and Roger took me to Canada when 
they had a convention to control.........Howard DeVore gave me the freedom of his huckstering
stall....and, as you'll read later, Mabel and Roger did something very touching and kind, 
and the committee as a whole gave a large sum of money to the Berry Fund out of the 
profits of the Detention.
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Some knowledgeable fans told me frankly that the Detention was the best convention 
they’d ever attended. I can’t speak with such depths of experience. All I can say is 
that, because of my three days at the 17th World Convention, I have become an immeasur
ably more mature fan.

For I have seen the inner workings of American fandom. Most Europeans don't under
stand Americans...I'm not speaking about fandom now. I'm speaking on the international 
level of political thinking. Americans are looked at from various points of view. For 
instance, it has been said that American tourists create ill-feeling by giving misleading 
representations of their wealth, by boasting about themselves and their country, and by 
treating the nationals as peasants, and as inferiors.

I can only speak as I find.
I knew quite a lot of American soldiers during the war, and got on well with them 

although I must confess that generally speaking, the British troops weren't really too 
delighted. This probably sprung from the fact that American soldiers got about three 
times as much pay as we did.

The first civilian Americans I met were Steve Schultheis and Rory Faulkner in Belfast 
in 1957, and no doubt you’ve all read my observations about them in various fantines in 

the past.
One of my secret desires regarding my trip to America was to see if I could really 

get down to essentials, and find out vtat Americans are really like. Well, it’s reason
able to assume that American fandom and the members thereof, especially the members 
thereof, should give a reasonable demonstration of what the average American was like. 
So, inwardly, and on top of all my fannish observations, I kept a mental note of how 
Americans behave. And what better place to carry out my personal poll than at Detroit, 
where American fandom was on show?

As I said back there, I can only speak as I find...
Americans are absolutely great.
They are generous, kind, pleasant, full of good humour, tolerant and wholesome.
American fans arc, anyway, and I found nothing to disprove my theory that a cross 

section of fans represents a cross section of the American public...........



I’ve been loo/;in.g forward to writing this chapter ......... for many reasons, but
mainly because it represents a unique _ncxdeni in m life.

From 3 pm on Monday the 7th of September 10'9 to 11 am on Thursday the 10th of 
September I travelled Just over 2, r.O miles by car.....in other words, this (to me) 
fantastic distance was covered in under three days;* -By Americans this will prob
ably be met with a shrug. A lot of them' are used to it. But to me it was phenomenal. 
It is perhaps pertinent to consider why thin Journey appears so outstanding and note
worthy .

Northern Ireland, where I have lived for the last eleven years, is under 100 miles 
from north to south or east to west. In the course of my 'Ob as a dactyloscopist I am 
sometimes sent to the furthest Point of Northern Ireland to carry out my duties. This 
necessitates a two and a half or three hour Journe. , and it is a red letter day when 
this happens. I feel I am living. I tai about the long Journey for days afterwards.

When I was in the army I sometimes travelled che length of England in convoys. The 
distance would be about U00 miles. There was usually no rush, and I can still vividly 
remember passing through different places lile Yor and Cheater and Oxford, etc. This 
after sixteen years or so.

In Gennany. I did a couple of long tre s on the autobahns in army truc-.s and jeeps, 
but none of them could have been more than a very few hundred miles.

You can see why I was so loo; ing forward to this long haul from Detroit to Seattle 
....I mean, consider that, as the crow flies, the distance from London to Moscow is 
1,520 miles. In effect, I travelled 1,000 miles more than that in under three days.

I am going to tell the story of this journey in great detail. I am sure that 
nothing like it will ever happen to me again, and in my old age I intend to read and
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re-read this narrative, end for this reason I’m rather selfishly writing down now every
thing that comes to me. I’ve a considerable amount of material to assist me. I've 
•jot my memory. In some things, I find I can retain details. In the fingerprint line, 
for instance, I have successfully identified a finger impression from the scene of a 
crime by coming across it by chance in a set of fiijprprinta two years afterwards. I 
can also recall conversations I had when I was a child. On the other hand, I forget 
things, important and unimportant. I forget appointments....! forget who I owe money 
to (and, more important, who owes me money)....and on one significant occasion (when 
I woke up one morning two years ago) I even forgot who I was!

But insofar as this Detroit to Seattle Jaunt is concerned, I can see everything, 
if I close my eyes. I can recall scenery, conversations, place names, etc. Bit Just 
in case some little detail does escape me, I have my dial*;/. Perhaps ’diary’ is rather 
an ostentatious term for a big rough note book with scribble all over it, but I can 
understand it, and it reveals lots of things which I might ordinarily have forgotten. 
I wrote down notes in the car, when the others were asleep (yeah, I'm including the 
driver), and when we stopped for petrol.

Then I have my pnotcgranhs. I took about a hundred on the haul, and they all came 
out well. (I used a 35 mm Ilford ’Sportsman’ camera, made in Western Germany.)

Finally, I made it almost a fetish to collect maps. I have maps covering the whole 
of the northern United States, and my route is marked on a large scale map, with red 
pencil, with pin point accuracy.

One more thing. You Americans will perchance find some of my story boring, because 
it reflects scenes and occasions you probably think are common and everyday, but, for 
example, consider the awe and mystery which will flash across the bewildered eyes of 
British fans and readers when they come across 'Burma Shave'! Because quite a lot of 
things I saw in America which are taken for granted amazed me, I want to tell other 
people, strangers to your wonderful country, all about it. So bear with me. You might 
find something interesting in my approach to things you consider mundane and uneventful...

Wally Gonscr took the wheel. Toskey was on his right. I sat behind Wally Gonser 
with Wally Weber on my right. Weber stretched himself, closed his eyes, and rapidly 
passed away from our ken. I was tired, too, but I wasn't missing anything. The boys 
made it quite clear from the start that their main aim was to get to Seattle as quickly 
as they possibly could. They planned two detours, but except for those brief stops, the 
car would be moving all the time, day and night.

I was thrilled. I felt like a little boy seeing Santa Claus for the first time. 
I had driven all over the eastern part of America with Eney, but I was now going to be 
whipped through the part of America which I'd always dreamed about. I've always been a 
Western fan, you see. Dakota, Montana, etc., names which cropped up all the time in 
Western films and books were about to be mine.

Gonser moved the car into gear and we swing off the parking lot. There seemed to 
be a difference of opinion between Toskey and Gonser as to which was the proper route 
to take to get on Route 10. The car was whipped about with abandon. I was tempted to 
tell them I was an expert at finding my way around Detroit. It was on the tip of my 
Longue to say that I had personally navigated Eney with pin point precision, and all 
that was required was for them to stop and let me sort out my maps from the suitcase 
in the boot. But a sign showing Route 10 appeared, both Toskey and Gonser took the 
credit for the discoveiy, and I sat back.

Gonser was a smooth driver. After all, it Just had to be. It was Wally Weber's 
car, and he seemed quite satisfied to let Gonser take the metaphorical reins, and if he 
could take the the responsibility with but a snore, what was it to me? I insured myself 
for a considerable amount before leaving for America, and that was seme consolation.
I was secretly worried that we'd maybe have a crash. I had learned with some misgivings, 
before I came to America, that because the roads are so good and wide, and because the 
cars are so highly powered, Americans have a fatalistic attitude toward driving on the 
road. I read gory statistics of the literally hundreds of thousands of road accidents 
in America every year. It seemed to me that the law of averages was bound to be against 
me. Consider that it was planned to drive the car non-stop, day and night, for over
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2,500 miles....and the car drivers, Messrs. Toskey, Gonser and Weber had had very little 
sleep for three days. I will not attempt to deny that these thoughts flashed through 
my mind. But I'll keep you out of suspense by telling you now that the three boys drove 
superbly and we did not crash.

The trouble was, I didn't know that at the time!
Although I tried my hardestto keep awake, I must have slipped over. I didn't think 

I had, yet we drew in to a garage for petrol (or should I say ’gas') and I looked at a 
sign post which said it was '20 miles to Detroit.' I was flabbergasted.

’Whilst the car was being gassed up, I swaggered into the building and sorted my
self out a couple of maps. I went into the toilet and washed my face and combed my 
hair, and.noticed how big my moustache seemed to be. I ran fingers up the insides of 
my bracers, and felt really on top of the world. I was atingle all over. To think 
that Berry was on his way to the west coast, thus completely traversing Americat from 
east to west, by road. It maybe seems a queer thing to be thinking about in the toilet, 
but that's the way my mind works.

We drove on northwestwards, along Route 10. Toskey, who through the power of his 
personality rapidly assumed the leadership of the group, made a few lightning calculations 
and said he hoped we'd cross the Mackinac Bridge by 9:30 pm.

I examined my map, flitched from the gas station, and saw that we had to travel 
approximately 290 miles. And with all my straining will power I could not keep my eyes 
open all the time. But I was pleased that I kept waking up. I aimed to stay awake 
for the whole Journey. Actually, I didn’t think it was humanly possible to do the haul 
in under three days. I suspected that even if our frames were capable of the strain, 
the car couldn't manage it. But it did. Don't ever let me hear anyone disparage Ameri
can cars or their drivers.

Some of the places we passed through I'd heard of before. Our first big city was 
Pontiac..,.then Flint...then Saginaw. At Clare, we..parted from Route 10, and joined 
Route 27• It began to get dark, and then, as Gonser continued driving, I again began 
to have fears that he needed sleep, and no mat,ter how good a driver he was, he was bound 
to succumb to tiredness. It was a physical impossibility for him to drive much longer. 
Maybe Toskey saw my worried features in the mirror, I don't know, but he turned to me 
and told me that the system was that as soon as one driver felt the slightest suspicion 
that he was going to sleep, he was to stop the car, and let someone take over. The 
theory appealed to me enormously, but the only drawback I nav was that be, Toskey, 
wasn't catching up with his sleep, so that when his turn came he'd be refreshed.

Later, we stopped at a roadside cafe for food, With typical shrewdness, Gonser 
came out with the interesting observation that whe -ever a long-distance lorry was parked 
outside a snackery, that place sold good food--cheap. The place we stopped at had this 
sign post, and it proved true. We didn't have too much. Toskey was anxious that we 
should be on our way. It seemed so exciting, sitting at a table in a snackery somewhere 
in Michigan, with three fans, all tired out, with the wonderful prospect of thousands 
of miles yet to come. I suspect that, to them, m> enthusiasm was somewhat childish, 
but I honestly felt like an explorer, or, if you will, I confess I felt like the original 
trekkers must have felt a hundred or so years ago, when America was still largely virgin 
territory, and they set out in covered wagons. This probably sounds foolish, but, truly, 
that's how I felt. For the greater part, of this journey, I felt less a fan and more a 
dedicated soul. I knew I was tremendously lucky......... lucky not only to be going to
Seattle and crossing America on the way, but even more lucky with my hosts. The three 
of them were completely diverse characters.

Gonser I was very impressed with. He seemed to find fun with everything and every
body. He cracked jokes with the waitresses, said witty things when he was driving (and 
when he was sleeping) and, to sum up, seemed to find life an endless opportunity for 
fun and enthusiasm and enjoyment.

Wally Weber had been asleep most of the time since we'd left Detroit, but he was 
always quiet and courteous and kindly.

Toskey seemed to have a natural flare to be a leader. He wanted things run his way, 
which he said, by implication, was the best way. He was also kind and polite, but def
initely a thinker. He worked things out and did everything to ensure that his calcula-
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tions became fact.

We started out again, Gonser continuing to drive. We passed through Gaylord, 
Sheboygan, Mackinaw City, and then came to the toll at the Mackinac Bridge. The charge 
was $3.25. To my everlasting regret, it was dark, redly pitch black, and we did/'get 
to fully enjoy the sensation of travelling across the world’s longest suspension bridge. 
Toskey, with a grin, said it was twenty past nine, end we were on schedule....his sched
ule!

It must have been a magnificent sight to cross the bridge in daylight. All we 
could see by the headlights of the car were the vertical steel hawsers reaching upwards. 
I can at least always say I’ve cross the bridge, even if I’m unable to go into detail. 
I must, however, give here a few details about the Mackinac Bridge, for the perfection
ists:

"Connecting Michigan's two great peninsulas at the straights of 
Mackinac. The world’s longest suspension bridge, 8, cl1' feet from 
anchorage to anchorage. Centre span 3/800 ft. Two majestic towers 
are 552 ft. above water, and their foundations (on rock) reach a 
depth of 210 ft. relow water. There is a total of 33 spans and 
34 piers. One of the south shore trusses is 2,080 ft., the world's 
longest continuous truss."

The drive through the night continued.
I was half asleep, when the car suddenly stopped. Without a word Wally Gonser 

got out of the driving seat, and Toskey moved into it. Gonser appeared in Toskey*s 
seat, settled back, his eyes heavy, and the drive continued along Route 2. We passed 
hrough towns; I see on the map they were 31aney Park, Manistique, Gladstone, Escanaba, 

Spalding, Iron Mountain, Crystal Falls, Iren River, Waters Meet, Ironwood, and as we 
passed through each of them I ticked them off in my notebook. T was certain that the 
scenery must have been glorious, because of the place-names, but, unfortunately, I shall 
never know!

It gradually become light. I shook myself and combed my hair, and felt the stubble 
on my face. I saw blue water on the right, long stretches of it, and Wally Gonser 
opened an eye and told me it was Lake Superior......... hat we would soon leave Michigan and
enter Wisconsin. It seemed too incredible to be true......... that we'd been driving at a
very fast rate for fifteen hours, and we were still in Michigan. I've just checked on 
the map, and I see the distance fretn Detroit to Ironwood, just on the Michigan-Wisconsin 
border, is roughly >3° miles. That mean- our average speed for the first fifteen hours 
was Up m.p.h. Average speed is the operat ve phrase. Remember part of that drive was 
through the heavily built-up area of Detroit, ard we stopped a couple of times for 
snacks, and gas, and to pay toll, and to change dr.vers....and half of the drive was at 
night. Remember also that the boys had had little sleep for seme days. Weigh those 
things in mind and you see that the Up mph av rage •‘ssvmes a greater significance.

All night long, Wally Weber had been asleep next to me. He hadn't moved during 
the night, but as we approached Ashland, on the shores of Lake Superior, Toskey turned 
left outside a snackery.

We woke Weber, crawled cut of the car, and streeeetched.
We slammed the car doors shut, and, as if still half asleep, slouched to the door 

of the roadside eating place, and loo ed inside.
A girl, maybe about twenty, stood behind the counter. Her eyes were, to say the 

least, apprehensive, as she surveyed us. I caught a look in the mirror, and I could see 
what was passing through her mind. I guess Ernest Hemingway, when he wrote 'The Killers,' 
would have loved to have seen us, for copy.

The girl had every reason to be alarmed. I've seen a similar sort of scene in 
American movies. A car, packed with gun-totin' gangsters, are half an hour in front of 
the state police...or..perhaps...want to hold up the cafe for the cash in the till. 
Well, our entrance would have made Alfred Hitchcock get on his knees and blow kisses 
ell round him.

W. stood in the doorway, surveying the room. We were looking for a comfortable 
table near the window to get a view of Lake Superior as we were eating, but the girl 
didn't know that. All she saw were four grim-looking men, unshaven, grimy, and, let's



face it, dressed for the part. Heck, all right, I admit it..I felt as though I was in a 
charade. Gonser took a step inside, his hands clutching at his side. He said to the 
girl.."Hi.”

He meant it as a pleasant greet at such an early hour, but his voice was throaty, 
and it sounded razor-fine....and....menacing. Tos.ey stepped in behind him. There is 
no need for me to explain to you all that Toskey in the early ay ems is a horrible 
sight! Beside that, his shirt, made from old curtain material, looked as though its 
primary function was to clean the windscreen after driving through a thunderstorm...or.. 
perhaps, to titillate the sump if it was misbehaving. Also, and this is another well- 
known fact, Tosxey has a passion for women. I don’t mean that in the literal sense, I
Just mean that Tossey takes even more interest in them than I do, and I spend a good ten
hours a day in pursuance of this absorbing hobby. And, you’ve guessed it, Toskey looked 
at the girl, with big and hungry eyes.........I could see she didn't mind so much the vision
of Gonser hunching-from table to table, but those Toskey eyes, filled with unexpurgated
chapters from his Hubbard Green stories...........

Wally Weber entered next. Well, let’s face it, he still had his beanie on, and 
that, to normal eyes, is uncanny, but at six am? He still seemed to be in a somnambu
listic state, more, so it seemed to the girl, like a zombie.

She put her hand to her mouth and her eyes grew bigger as Wally Weber meandered for
ward, oblivious to everything except the back of Toskey's head.

Then I came in.
Well, it's no secret that I was the only one of its type in America. Vivid purple 

and orange American shirt, wide dirty bracers and a big Uncontrollable moustache which 
turned up at the ends at the sight of the girl, who, by the way, wore her sweater very 
well than-: you. I tripped over a table, got up on all fours, and crawled over to the
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table Gonser had seized in the corner.

We sat there, daring the girl to come over to us.
She stood and dithered, and I swear we’d be sitting there still, but the door 

opened and a big man came in, built like a barn door, and spoke to her. She obviously 
knew him, mebbe her brother or husband, and at the sight of those bulging muscles she 
came over to us and took our order.

I remember I had ham and eggs. The ham was about half an inch thick, and the eggs 
were probably laid by an ostrich. Then I had four cups of coffee, with liberal dashes 
of cream and sugar, end I felt ten feet tall.

The other three perked up enormously, too. Toskey had egg all over his mouth from 
eating and looking at the girl at the same time, which I recall I thought to be disgus
ting behaviour on his part, and I told him so after I’d mopped up the rest of the coffee 
I’d been pouring in my ear!

I walked over to a postcard stand on the counter and sorted through picture post
cards to send to my friends and family and fans in the British Isles, and Toskey saw 
immediately that it brought me to within three feet of the girl, and came over and 
said he’d like a postcard of the Mackinac Bridge as a souvenir. I must confess admira
tion for his mind, because he gave her ten cents for a card with ’Postcards Five Cents’ 
written on it, and didn't seem to notice. ’He even forgot his change, and I got it for 
him when I went back for mine. Yep, that girl could sure fill a sweater!

Gonser took the wheel again, and we continued along Route 2, which ran alongside 
Lake Superior through Ashland, Iron River and Duluth.

Duluth is Just inside the State of Minnesota. We stopped for a few moments, and I 
took a couple of snaps of the place.

Then on we drove, Gonser still at the wheel.
Minnesota sported most delightful countryside...the fields seemed greener, small 

lakes abounded, and I sat in the back of the car and let my eyes feast on the superb 
surroundings. I tried to imagine how the early settlers must have gazed in awe at this 
new and beautiful world.

Then, gradually, gazing out of the window, I found I had unknowingly become a 
’Burma Shave’ advert, addict. 7

Pausing to allow my no -American readers to reach for the iced water and aspirin, 
I must explain that Burma Shave is an interesting aspect of American advertising psych
ology .... done on a nationwide scale which is permanent and a little bewildering, but 
with a dash of fascination thrown in.

The advertising is done on a series of small notice boards, some yards apart from 
each other. The letter is black, on a yellow background, and on each board is a line 
of a gimmick poem which purports to show how superb Burma Shave really is. I couldn't 
resist the temptation to Jot down all the different poems I saw (I suppose 'poem' is the 
word) and I became such a fiend at this novel hobby that the other three in the car, 
yep, even the driver, went out of the way to ensure that I had them written down word 
perfect. Well I remember Wally Gonser, the wheel spinning in his hands, craning over 
his shoulder to get the last line of a gem. And I'm not going to keep you in suspense 
any longer, I'm going to quote a few of the choice ones. This will undoubtedly bore you 
Americans, but take pity on the provincials who haven't seen life as I have.........

Said Farmer Brown, 
Who's bald on top, 
"Wish I could 
Rotate the crop."

This cooling shave 
Will never fail 
To stamp its user 
First Class Mail.

Drinking drivers, 
Nothing worse. 
They put the quart 
Before the hearse.

If daisies are
Your favourite flower, 
Keep pushing up 
Those miles per hour.
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The draftee 
Tried a tube 
And purred.
’’Well, whaddya know?
I’ve been defurred."

Baby your skin; 
Keep it fitter.
Or 'Baby* will have 
Another sitter.

Men with whiskers
Neath their noses,
Ought to kiss 
Like Eskimoses.

The poorest guy 
In the human race 
Can have a
Million dollar face

He lit a match
To check his tank.
That's why they call him 
Skinless Frank.

Many a forest
Used to stand
Where a lighted match 
Got out of hand.

Use this cream 
A day or two.
Then don't call her, 
She'll call you.

I've lots more, but I'll spare you. You must admit, though, that they all contain 
good common sense. Unfortunately, I happened to ask if Burma Shave was any good for 
shaving...only one of the three had tried it, Wally Gonser, end he said it wasn't any 
good. Pity, in a way.........

Another interesting thing, at least, it made my eyes open, was the subtle blurbs 
on the registration number plates of the motor cars.

For instance, in England and Northern Ireland, a car number plate is thusly:

In America, however, I soon spotted the technique. The number plates, besides 
doing their normal function and showing the number of the car, also express a choice 
little phrase about the nicest or most prominent feature of the particular state in which 
the car is registered. So: 

19 ILLINOIS 59 I 
30^ r |
LAND OF LINCOLN •

And a few random examples

Michigan 
Water Wonderland

Florida
Sunshine State

A]abama
Heart of Dixie

Wisconsin 
America's Dairyland

All this I found absolutely fascinating. You see, I did more than just sit back in 
the car and peer at the scenery. I really tried to delve into everything I saw, to try 
and glean what I could about the American Way of Life. I know, even as I am writing 
this in December 1959, that the chance of my going to America again is remote, and I have 
no regrets that, instead of resting and sleeping and talking, I kept my eyes open, and 
jotted down things that interested me. I'm sure that Messrs. Gonser, Toskey and Weber 
thought I was asking some damn fool questions, but there was logic behind all my curi
osity, a reason for my hurried scribbled notes whenever I saw anything the slightest bit 
unusual or interesting.

And all the time the car thundered along, stopping only for fuel for the car and 
sustenance for ourselves.........

After leaving Duluth, we diverted off Route 2, and applied ourselves to Route 210, 



at Motley, and carried on along Route 10. I’m not exactly sure of the time we left 
Duluth, must have been somewhere around 8:30 am, and we reached Fargo, on the Minnesota/ 
North Dakota border at exactly 2:30 pm. The distance across Minnesota, from east to 
west, I make about 260 miles. Therefore, on this jaunt, our average-was about U3 mph. 
But I didn’t tell you of the stop we made at. Brainerd, almost in the exact centre of 
Minnesota.

Wally Weber and Toskey had been telling me about a strange propensity which Gonser 
possessed, that of having a relative or relatives in almost every town in the north of 
America. I took this to be a slight exaggeration. It seemed that the rush to get to 
Seattle was so great that it wasn't possible for Gonser to do a tour of his kin, but we 
stopped in Brainerd for almost an hour whilst he visited a dear old lady, who greeted 
him with open arms. We went up to the room with him, too, and I was truly touched to 
see that Wally Gonser possessed a tender side to his nature, which it seems to me is all 
too rare these days. The halt at Brainerd brought up our average mph to over 50, and 
we made other stops beside. For the record, we passed through the following places in 
Minnesota: Carlton, Cromwell, McGregor, Aitkin, Brainerd, Motley, Wadena, Detroit Lakes, 
Moorhead, and into Fargo.

Fargo was an important Junction to us, because, from there, we were scheduled to do 
a safari in search of Wrai Ballard, who lives in Blanchard, somewhere up north in the 
wilds of North Dakota!

One glaring obstacle stood in our way. Toskey, usually the essence of preciseness 
and accuracy, had lost the map giving directions, and we had to rely on his memory to 
bring us to the proverbial doorstep.

We drove north from Fargo, along Route 81. Weber was at the wheel, and sitting 
next to him was Toskey, who, in the great mental strain required in recalling all the 
minute details in the instructions, had curled himself up into a little coiled spring 
with the effort. His eyes were tightly compressed with concentration. He knew, of 
course, that his prestige was at stake, as mine had been when I’d guided Eney into 
Detroit, and when I’d lost the letter giving instructions for Eney to find Parma, where 
Nick Falasca lived, and when I’d nipped from door to door looking for Nick's house.

After driving northwards for some time, Toskdy opened his eyes, took a mental grip 
on himself, and said, "Turn left at the next junction.'

I had noticed that the countryside had suddenly become flat and dry, with raised 
tracks running frcm north to south and east to west, cutting the flatlands into squares.

It was onto one of these racks that Tos .ey diverted us. It was just wide enough 
for the car wheels, and there was a hump in the middle of the track, and the chassis 
of the car glided along on this, occasional! bumping sharply upwards.

"Turn right after two miles," ordered Toskey, not looking as confident as he'd have 
us feel. We duly swung right along another track and drove along this for some distance.

To add to the excitement of the s'.tu tion, a dust storm sprang up. In some places 
it swirled near us, ano, looking northward?, the whole horizon was blotted out.

Eventually, we stopped at a shack. Toskey sauntered out of the car and knocked at 
the door. Seme moments passed oefore it opened, and when the woman saw Toskey in his 
unbelievable shirt, she refused to go to the extreme and open the transparent partition 
behind the door. She looked through it, and started to bite her nails. Toskey and she 
nodded their heads like a couple of pigeons, and Toskey came back to the car again, his 
face wreathed in smiles.

"Up the track for two miles, turn right, third farm along," he said in his confid
ent manner.

We duly bumped along the track, and...look....1'11 cut a long story short. I was 
quite happy to traverse the whole of North Dakota....it was all fresh and new and fas
cinating to me. After all, it wasn't my car, and if Wally Weber didn't mind the new 
sensation of chassis-jumping, why should I worry? I'll just let you get your breath 
again by confessing...yep....we did get to Wrai's house eventually. And don't think 
that Toskey's prestige suffered in any way by the zig-zag route we took to Wrai's house... 
all the same, it was pleasant to see a learned mathematician with such divine faith 
in the Law of Averages!

Wrai Ballard!



Well, from reading about him in SAPS, and from using my perhaps over-vivid imagina
tion, I had formed a mental picture of Wrai...and this is what I saw in my mind's eye.. 
I saw an old, bent, senile figure, thin, grizzled, and with a short clay pipe hanging 
upside down from his mouth. 1 imagined this mental Wrai to be wearing a dark blue 
shirt, well worn at the cuffs, and to have a pair of dirty light brown overalls on top. 
A straw hat was clamped on the side of his head, and he was sitting outside a shack 
such as is oft pictured to be delapidated and bereft of roof, like in the Ozark Mountains!

Honestly, folks, this I thought to see.
t And what did I see? r ’ j

Suffering Catfish.
The Ballard House is a large timber-built structure, clean and tidy looking, which 

incorporates all the modern conveniences. The bathroom and toilet is even better than 
the one in my suite at the Fifth Avenue Hotel.........HONEST!

More about the house later, but Wrai.........  p.
He was about seven feet tall, and as broad as a Chev with both doors open. Eis 

features are clean cut and intelligent..rather like Superman Just before leaping from 
the Empire State. He is handsome, cultured, talented and packs finesse with a capital 
phew. He was dressed impeccably, and he spoke in a delightfully sincere way. He was 
young, and say, girls, it's worth the trek!

Wrai introduced us to his parents, who were most courteous. Then he took us up to 
his bedroom for a talk.

His bedroom was like Rockerfeller's office with a bed in it. The room was but BIG, 
and prozines in shelves bordered the walls, and a few guns lay against the wall, giving 
me the impression that Wrai might at seme time find it necessary to Jump from his bed 
and leap for the window, pushing a round up the breech at the same time, ready to repulse 
an attack...

Gonser, that stalwart Man of the Steering Wheel, heeded none of this. He stood in 
the centre of the room, surveyed the bed, and his eyes grew wide behind his spectacles. 
He swayed from left to right, staggered forward again, and stretched himself out at full 
length on the Ballard Bed. His nostrils twitched a couple of times, then settled down. 
A blissful, serene look took his face over, and Wally was away over those verdant 
celestial plains....

As an experiment, Wrai played a few records on his Hi-Fi equipment (rivaling Bill 
Donaho's in size and decibel force) but even when the set was tuned to the highest pitch, 
it didn't dusturb Gonser. Personally, although I was sorry to see that he wasn't taking 
part in the sublime fannish repartee, I must confess I was pleased to see him so soundly 
asleep. He was a glutton for driving, and certainly earned his sleep.

I felt hot and stuffy and tired and dirty, and sensing that I wouldn't be able to 
keep my eyes open much longer, I asked Wrai if I could use the bathroom.

And listen.
I didn’t exaggerate up there.
The Ballard Bathroom has everything except a masseur! I stood in the bath, leaned 

against the tiles, and turned on the shower. That shower was worth more than money!
I felt I could have run to Seattle. I alternated from hot to cold, and Just stood there, 
sticking my chest out. It was a pleasure having a bath in that place. I'd go back 
again any time!

I dressed again, and nipped upstairs and told Wrai I'd like to see around his farm.
We all trooped down the stairs and outside. The blast of hot air was like the 

initial blast of a flame-thrower. It was HOT. And, along with the hot wind went the 
dust. It bit at our eyes and swirled round us. I was thrilled. What a thing to tell 
my children and, ultimately, their children. I had stood in a dust storm in North 
Dakota.

As far as I could see, the land all round was completely flat, and very arid. I 
asked Wrai what it was like in the winter, and I gather it can be mean.

Wally Weber swaggered about with his movie camera, taking candid shots when we 
weren't looking, and I took a few snaps too, which I shall treasure. One of them shows 
a view of the house and our car (and the Ballard Car..as long as a New York 'bus) and a 
tree next to the house bent over almost to an angle of ^5 degrees by the wind. Another
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depicts Wrai, Toskey and myself, also leaning at an angle of U5 degrees.

We went inside again, and Wrai’s mother invited us to sit down for a meal.
I’ll never forget that meal. Somehow, it didn’t fit my preconceptions of North 

Lakota. The table was big, and it sagged in the middle with goodies. The slices of 
ham were one and a half inches thick. We had fowl, too, and vegetables..woosh, the 
works...and ice cream after that from a refrigerator about half as big as my house. The 
coffee tasted like no other I've had before or since....it WAS coffee..and with thick 
cream and piles of sugar. I guess I made a glutton of myself. Mr. Ballard, Wrai’s 
father, only had to ask me once if I wanted more.

From seeing Westerns at the movies and on TV, I always got the impression that it 
was kinda backwards around North Dakota, folks eating beans and making flap-jacks ana 
things suchlike. I never expected to see such luxury in the heart of such countryside. 
And make no mistake about it, it was luxury. The room where we retired to afterwards 
had a large screened TV set, and the furnishings and decor were most excellent. Call 
me a provincial if you will, buL in the course of my occupation I've been to some big 
houses in Northern Ireland, and found few to equal the Ballard residence!

And of course, just my luck, the hands of the clock seemed to go round twice as 
quickly as usual.

Eight pm came and went, and we said we'd have to go. Mrs. Ballard asked us to stop 
the night, that the wind was mean outside, and tornadoes had been forecast, but nothing 
could abate THE LONG HAUL, or the determination of the Seattle Boys to press onwards, 
and we made our goodbyes.

I shall always renamber that all too brief five hours at Wrai Ballard's. Of such 
things are fannish memories......

We drove northwards, until we reached our old friend Route 2.
And until we did reach it, we had a rough drive. After leaving Wrai’s place, we 

passed through Blanchard, and then found that the road was undergoing considerable al
teration. For miles we drove along on nothing more than flattened earth. It suddenly 
became very cold..the stars seemed twice as big in the sky..and the wind literally 
rocked the car from side to side. Occasionally we came across tricky patches where the 
old road crossed the site of the proposed one, and once I recall I could see nothing . 
out of the windscreen, even by peering over Gonser's shoulder, yet he drove at about 
Uo mph and seemed to know exactly where to twist the wheel.

We reached Route 2 at Larrimore, where we stopped for petrol. I got out of the car, 
and my teeth started to chatter. A few hours ago the heat had been unbearable, and now 
the cold was similarly so, I marvelled at the sudden contrasts. The petrol attendant, 
who was polite almost to excess, told us that tornado warnings had been broadcast on 
the wireless. The wind was at high velocity, and as we drove westwards, it seemed to 
build up like an invisible wall in front of us. How the car was kept on the road I do 
not know.

I peered out of the window on my left, straining my eyes, and all I could see was 
the white line in the middle of the road..the driving was of such a high order that the 
white line didn't ever waver towards 01' away frcm me..and I guess this sort of hypnotised 
me..my eyelids became just too heavy..and no amount of mental control would avail against 
the inevitable.

I didn't want to, but I fell asleep, and such a deep, comfortable sleep it was...........

I woke up again, and it was light. I'd slept for quite a long time. Toskey was 
at the wheel, and the car was still bowling along at about 70 mph.

I asked where we were, and Toskey said we were dead on schedule, and that we were 
in Montana. This historic name made the blood surge in my veins. I knew from my study 
of Indian lore that Custer had his Last Stand somewhere in Montana, although I sensed 
it was a couple of hundred miles south of where we were travelling.

Gonser was sleep next to Tossey, and Wally Weber, always so quiet and polite, was 
still somewhere amongst the angels. He was really getting his share of sleep, but I 
realised later, after we left Helena, that it was probably to some sort of pre-arranged 
plan, because he took over the wheel and kept there for a considerable time..but I'm
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getting ahead of my story.

It was cold outside, as I discovered by opening my window the slightest bit, but 
looking behind me, to the east, I saw a red glow in the sky..a cloudless sky, and I 
knew it was going to be one warm day.

The scenery was just wonderful. I know I’ve used ’wonderful’ so much in this story, 
but believe me, everything was just that. The car was whizzing along a deserted road, 
the countryside was flat and brown, and I had the hell of an appetite. Toskey was as 
competent behind the wheel as Gonser, in fact, his mathematical mind seemed to control 
the technique of his driving, every turn seemed to be made with an invisible compass, 
and when the road was straight, Toskey drove as if he’d bolted the steering wheel into 
place. America, I feel, breeds a super race of drivers..able to withstand the hypnotic 
urge which is surely a great temptation. The roads are so straight and the top speeds 
so consistent that it has always been remarkable to me that the drivers I was with in 
America, Messrs. Ency, Gonser, Toskey and Weber, could drive so many hundreds of miles 
along (to them) boring roads, and not make a single error which could be put down to 
inattention or tiredness. I always felt perfectly safe, even when we neared the 90 mph 
mark at night....

The sunrise was a blaze of colour, and I ogled both it and the transitions of 
colour which flashed across the landscape as the sun rose higher.

I looked at the sun and actually saw it break contact with the horizon.
We stopped for breakfast at a place called Malta. I don’t recall what we all had, 

but I know I made a glutton of myself. Malta was about 180 miles from the North Dakota 
state line, and approximately 5^ miles from Blanchard. We'd left Wrai well after 
3 pm, and arrived in Malta at 7:30 am (on Wednesday 9th September) so our average speed 
was over 50 mph, and remember, as I've said so often before, that we made stops for 
gas, etc. For the record, after leaving Larrimore in North Dakota, we passed through 
the following places, Lakota, Itevils Lake, Rugby, Minot, Stanley, Williston, and then 
over the state line into Montana and thence through Bainville, Culbertson, Poplar, Wolf 
Point, Nashua and Glasgow into Malta.

Gonser took over the iheel when we left Malta. The country was still essentially 
flat, and to the left, in the far distance, I could see mountains. We followed the 
railway Jine for seme distance, and it suddenly occurred to me that in all my travels 
in America I had seen very little of the railroads.

As we drove further west, my heart literally leapt when I saw buttes rise up in 
the distance. We gradually neared them, a couple on either side of the road. My fellow 
passengers didn’t show much interest, but to me there was something romantic and yearn
ing about these isolate steep-sided hills. I always remember in seme of the classic 
westerns, seeing buttes forming the background to the story. Perhaps they aren’t called 
buttes at all, but I always call them that. To me, they typified the Wild West! I 
thought them most spectacular and colorful..the whole panorama of land all round us was 
brown, in the distance black mountains could be seen silhouetted against the horizon, 
and these buttes thrust themselves upwards from the earth..and to add to the picture, 
the brilliantly warm sun made the scene snircmer before my eyes. I'm not trying to be 
poetic about this picture I shall always have in my mind. I didn't even ask Wally 
Gonser to stop the car, so I could take a picture..because the snapshot would just be 
black and white, and it would spoil the memory of all this majesty..this solid, gripping 
•vista....

We passed through Harlem and Chinook, and left Route 2, at Havre, a fairly big 
place..and settled for Route 87. The scenery was much the same, so much brownness, 
and hillocks here and there, and little shacks, and cars and other vehicles seemed few 
and far between.

All the time we Were riding along, we talked. I haven't mentioned th|s aspect of 
our trip before. I asked, a lot of damn fool questions, but I was trying my hardest to 
accumulate all the knowledge and lore I could. I asked the other three about all as
pects of the American Way Of Life..economic..political..scholastic..crime..occupations.. 
Indians..every thing which came into my head and interested me. They all answered, 
giving their own views and opinions. I'm sure I learned more in the Long Haul than many 
pupils would learn frem a book in a year. I really began to feel that I understood
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/."erica and its fantastic variations..yet I was to see much more..

About 130 miles south of Havre we came to Great Falls. Apparently great big water- 
iclls were to be seen, but we hadn’t the time...

After leaving Great Falls, and continuing southwest, we entered the most magnificent 
stretch of scenic beauty it has ever been my privilege to witness.

Look. That is not an idle statement. -I've seen some gorgeous scenery in my life. 
People do say that the Coast Road from Belfast to Portrush, in Northern Ireland, a hun
dred miles or so of the beautiful County Antrim on the left and the Irish Sea on the 
right, is the nicest scenery in the world. I've done it many times. The Mountains of 
Wales, so mysterious and spectacular, get many people's votes. I've been there too. 
The Highlands of Scotland..purple with heather..yep..pretty good....the River Rhine in 
Germany, with the castles (schloss's) dozens of them, seemingly on every hill, over
looking the river..and the houses nestling on the river bank, and the vineyards.... so 
Oh, I've ddne it, from Konigswinter to Mainz....and it rates very high in my book..as 
do the moors in Devon and the lakes in Westmoreland and the windmills in Holland and 
the Mountains of Mourae in County Down and the little bays in the Isle of Man.........

But nothing, in my opinion, is as consistently magnificent as the 50 miles or so 
from Great Falls to Cascade.

For one thing, for a great part of the distance, the Missouri River meanders along
side the road. Sometimes it is on a level with the road, sometimes away below. The 
□id follows the natural valley of the Missouri, and thus on either side of the road the 

ground rises. Tall dark green pine trees reach upwards, and fantastic rock structures 
Jut out all over the place. In some places the piner, are thick as can be, in other 
places fairly sparse. The road winds in places, is reasonably straight in others. And 
on top of all this, when we passed along Route 91 (we changed from Route 87 at Great 
/ills) the sun burned down, and here and there white clouds puffed about playing tag. 
\J‘- were all silent with wonder. Some of the surrealistic figures of rock drew excited 
lomcient, and even Gonser at the wheel, turning corners like mad, had to have a peep. I 
shall never forget it. Definitely an artist's paradise...........or a haven for a business
tycoon..or Just somewhere to go to see that there must be a Divine Plan, or this Just 
coul-i not be possible.

We rose upwards after leaving Cascade, and my heart thumped once more as Toskey 
said we were less than 50 miles from Helena, where we were to meet SAPSite Walt Coslet.

And now I come to what I consider to be a miracle..a natural phenomenon which de
fies explanation. It cannot be attributed to my imagination, because each of us in the 
car felt the same thing..let me tell you about it.

Helena, roughly speaking in geological Jargon, could be termed as being in a sort of 
basin, with high ground all round it, some considerable distance away, admittedly.

I said before, a paragraph or two ago, we were on high ground, over 5>000 feet high 
...and the road suddenly swept down before us, and there, below us, was Helena. I 
could see spires and individual buildings. <AND THE ROAD RIBBONED DCWN TO IT IN A DIRECT 
STRAIGHT LINE.

This is important.
I swear if I had got out of the car I could have thrown a stone into the middle of 

Helena, it looked so near, and yet a sign on the sign of the road said: HELENA NINE 
MILES.

THIS COULD NOT BE, I said to myself. It seemed fantastic. The others in the car 
seemed stunned. "I don't care what anyone says," said Toskey, getting aggressive.
.nat's not nine miles." I agreed with him. "It couldn't be more than two," I swore,
- can almost see the hands on the clock on that building."

The general consensus of opinion was that it was round about two and a half miles, 
AND NOT AN INCH MORE.

Gonser said he'd take a reading on the mileometer, and tell us exactly what it was. 
■"a serious now. At that spot, allegedly nine miles from Helena, I would have bet 
-.10,000 that it could not be nine miles, or even half that distance. . .

Gonser drove off, and Helena got closer and closer, and I could see people walking 
. r-cut, and it looked to me as if we were going to hit the town hall, and yet Gonser said 
that if the signpost was right, we still had eight miles to go, and then seven..and we
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seemed to be up the main street and yet we still had six then five then four...........

Look. It was nine miles. Was it a mirage....?......... was it an optical illusion,
accentuated by the haze caused by the strong sunlight? I don't know what it was..all 
I can do is reiterate that all my senses told me it couldn't be nine miles, and yet it 
was..the signpost said sox and the car reading confirmed it.

We were in Helena, anyway.........

Helena's main street seemed just the same as many of the other towns we'd been 
through..except the atmosphere was somehow different. People who've been to London 

now that as soon as they step off the train, an atmosphere that is London settles over 
them like a cloud. (As an aside, if you're in Punxatwaney and haven't a snowflake's 
chance of ever getting to London, get a record of Elgar's Cockaigne Overture and play 
it, it'll save you the trip!) I reckon if I was blind-folded, I could tell whether I 
was in London, or New York..or Helena. I don't think I can describe the Helena atmos
phere, .perchance smug..a faint suggestion of superiority..anyway, I don't care what 
anyone else says, Helena has something.

Gonser drove us to Walt Coslet's house..he knew the way,the three of them had 
called en route to Detroit a few days previously.

The house was on a higher level than the town, and was fairly big.
Walt Coslet, I saw, was small, slightly plump, with spectacles.
He took us into the house, and the big room we were in seemed to have an excess of 

furnishings, reminding me of an antique shop in Tunbridge Wells. Walt guided us into 
another room, filled from top to bottom with books. This, of course, was typically 
fannish at first sight, but the books were all Bibles.

Now when I was young I was sort of forced into religion by my mother. One of my 
possessions with which I wouldn't part actually is a bible, given to me by my mother when 
I was confirmed into the Church of England in 1939• Since I was about sixteen years 
old, however, I got to thinking about things, and my resultant enthusiasm for church 
parades in the army was only a means of avoiding 'fatigues', or, I think the American 
equivalent is, 'K.P.'

I must confess I felt rather strange being surrounded by bibles.
Walt asked me if I'd write something for his SAPSzine, which, strangely enough bears 

the title THE BIBLE COLIECTOR, and I of course readily agreed. I sat on some really 
thick bibles, rested the typewriter on a massive one, flexed my fingers, and without the 
slightest prompting a plot came into my head and I rattled off three stencils in a short 
time. The others seemed bewildered at my speed..out, modestly, I must confess there 
was nothing to it. I had so much in my head that I could have stopped there a week 
without lifting my fingers frdtfi the machine!

We went out on the lawn, which was ankle deep in grasshoppers..BIG grasshoppers., 
and Walt's little son came out to play, too. He was perhaps two or three years old. 
He was watering the lawn with a long hose pipe, and I stared fascinated as he stuffed 
the end of the pipe down the front of his little trousers. Walt picled up the little 
boy and took him inside to get wrung out, and I rolled up my shirt sleeves as high as 
they would go, trying to get all the sun I could. Because the sun was Just about the 
hottest I'vfe ever known it..and although the sun did its best every single day I was in 
America I rarely got the chance to let it work on my pigments. Walt told us a little 
of Helena's history. He said it was an important mining town in the last century. He 
said lots of big strikes were made in the vicinity, and, underneath Helena, the ground 
was riddled with tunnels, and in fact, it was the usual thing for a house to fall down 
every so often, caused by tunnels collapsing.

Walt said he had to be at his office fairly soon, but offered to take us round the 
museum. I was thrilled with this..he said the museum dealt with Indian Lore, and with 
Helena's history..and he hinted that, a few score years ago, things had been tough in 
Helena...

I am glad to report that the museum was all that Walt had promised. The building 
was beautifully clean, and the exhibits were attractively arranged. I pressed my nose 
to the glass showcases and lapped everything up like a thirsty dog. I was literally 
Jumping with enthusiasm.
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One minor incident occurred. I went to the desk where the attendant was, and se

lected a few picture postcards to send to my family and friends back home. I selected 
half a dozen, crossed to a table, wrote clever quips and the addresses on them, when 
Toskey came up to my elbow. "Er, have you, er, paid for them yet?" he asked tactfully. 
Of course, I hadn’t..I felt a real idiot and went back to the desk and told the atten
dant, who had narrowed his eyes, that I wanted to pay for the cards. I stressed my 
accent to show I was a visitor, and thumbed my bracers to show I was a provincial and he 
accepted my cash without a word. I'm sure there would have been much jubilation in 
fandom if I’d appeared at the local court for swiping six postcards, although I was 
quite innocent......... in my excitement I'd picked 'em up and walked away to write on them
without a thought of mundane finance in my mind. That incident set me to thinking, 
though. As most of you know, I am a member of the constabulary here in Northern Ireland, 
and almost every day I examine fingerprints of unfortunates who are, up for shoplifting. 
Most of them are hardened criminals, of course, but occasionally one hears about respec
table people who are hauled up for taking small things like handkerchiefs without paying 
..and it has occurred to me that a small percentage must have made an innocent mistake, 
like I did. It makes ya think.............

I must take up a paragraph to describe the futuristic posting arrangements in this 
museum. Running from the ceiling to the floor in the corridor was a transparent fix
ture about six inches wide and two inches deep. At eye level was an inlet about an 
inch wide. I stuffed my cards in this recess one by one and they disappeared downwards 
at 32 ft. per sec. Presumably there was a chap below holding a sack. Some job.

After a most enjoyable half an hour, Walt took us outside again, and we drove to a 
garage where Wally had left his car for a check up..something to do with having half of 
North Dakota mixed up with the cylinders and things, a souvenir of our cross-country 
ride in search of Wrai's place.

Walt advised us to walk around for an hour, and he'd meet us again at such and 
such a Junction and take us to the garage to pick up Wally's car.

We said 'cheerio' to him, and we meandered up and down the main street in Helena, 
which, and you'll never credit this, bears the romantic name of 'Last Chance Gulch'. 
Heck, I loved it..I let my mind slide back about sixty years, and I could almost see 
the grizzled miners with their pack ponies loaded with gold dust staggering up the 
street, looking for somewhere to hitch-up and get hitched-up. Then Wally Weber said 
something about us all having Vanilla Flan, and that spoilt the illusion.'

The local paper was being hawked about, and I bought one and saw that someone had 
shot his wife that very day in Helena....

I noted that quite a percentage of the Helena populace...mostly the young men, 
fancied themselves ar. cowboys. It was fascinating to see them strolling up and down 
'Last Chance Gulch', with clean stetsons on, and check shirts and shin-length riding 
boots, and kerchiefs round their necks. They swaggered, as if they did have a couple 
of colts at their hips. And they spoiled the whole thing by stopping to look in the 
windows of F. W. WOOLWORTH! Like I said, this Helena, it's got something!

Walt showed up on time, and drove us to the garage. Wally's car was ready, and 
we said goodbye to Walt, and climbed in. Walt gave me a sub to RETRIBUTION, and we 
drove off. The last I saw of him was a little figure, with the rocky hills miles away 
in the background forming a back-cloth.........

"We're going to a place which'll suit you," the others told me. "You're interested 
in the old west, well, just a short distance from here is a really accurate replica of 
an old western town."

This proved exactly right. The road from Helena to the west rose steeply, and we 
had only driven a very few miles when we swung to the right, and, in front of us, stood 
a real frontier township. A stockade of logs surrounded the place, and a tower, also 
made of logs, stood at the left. I half-expected John Wayne to pop up and let loose a 
few rounds with a muzzle-loader!

We parked the car outside, and sauntered warily through the open log gate. Toskey 
said there was a price for admission, and this was confirmed by a notice board. We 
stood there ready to pay, but no one came looking, and after waiting there, keen and
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dying to pay, for- at least, five seconds, we decided they were going to let us in for 
free, and we hunched .into the township. Man, this place was the works. I know fifty 
little boys who would have stood there with eyes glistening at the hard road, and the 
hail and the saloon and all the other buildings, all made of logs, which one would associ
ate with a frontier town. Look. I let my mind wander again..I pretended to myself that 
I had just come in. to.sell a few pelts, and Bronco Tossey, Chuck Weber and Hawkeye Gonser 
were going to help me shoot up the town afterwards. I needed mighty little imagination., 
just to stand there did the trick without the slightest effort.

•'Let's go in the bar,” drawled Gonser out of the corner of his mouth., and I fancied, 
for a.moment, that his right hand strayed just that inch towards his thigh, as though to 
make sure his Colt was loose in the holster.

Inside the bar, I honestly did think- I was a cowboy, and all my life before had been 
a long dream. The barman was exactly as he looked in all the western movie classics. 
There were spitoons on the wooden floor, and a long rail about nine inches off the 
ground, along the side of the bar, for.a foot rest. The barman even spoke in a drawl, 
and when he put his hands down behind the bar there seemed a fifty-fifty chance that he 
would snap up with a sawn-off shotgun...........

Another thing, quite a number of the guests were dressed as cowboys, and some of 
them even had guns at their waists. I was afraid to look at anyone in case I was asked 
to draw............

We went to a souvenir shop, and looked round for a time. I purchased a.silk head
scarf for my wife, with MONTANA plastered all over it, and all sorts of cowboy para
phernalia painted on it too, and Diane still wears it (I'm writing this just before 
Christmas, 1959) and I'm mighty proud when I see people looking at it, and I feel like' 
going up to them and telling them confidentially out of the corner of my mouth that.... 
"I've been there, y'know, pard."
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Outside, it began to get dark, and I could see the boys were anxious to be home

ward bound. I was hungry again, and by the way the boys were licking their lips I could 
see that they too felt the pangs. Wally Weber suggested stopping at the first snackery 
we came too, and after another short drive we came to a place which would have been more 
at home inside the frontier town we’d just left.

It was nice and warm inside, and the woman behind the counter looked the homely 
type, capable of preparing a meanrteak, and we gave our orders. Whilst our food was 
coming, and it took quite a while, I noticed a shelf with fossils on it, and went over 
to examine them. The woman came out and said her husband had collected them; he was a 
miner.

My appraisal of the woman was accurate. Our meal was plentiful, rich, wholesome, 
and reasonably cheap. We cleaned our places so nicely they'd have done credit to a 
detergent plug.

Outside, it was cold....a biting cold....and for the first time I could recall, I 
put my Harris tweed jacket on, and snuggled up in the back seat. I asked how far we 
had to go, and Toskey said it was about 750 miles to Seattle.

It grew dark, and darker, Toskey was at the wheel, and we roared along just as we 
had done for the previous 52 hours.......well, the meal had been large, and I was happy,
and had seen so much..and it was dark anyway..and say, the back of the car was so com
fortable that I wondered why I'd always preferred a bed in the past.......

A squeal of brakes woke me up.
And for the next few moments (before I fell asleep again) I was privileged to wit

ness a superb example of the co-ordination of man and machine. Wally Weber was at the 
wheel of the car..his car..and it seemed a part of him.

The squealing of brakes continued, and it gradually dawned on me what was happening.
I don't know how long I had been asleep, but we must have crosse5ome high ground. 

In fact, we had navigated the Rock Mountains.
And we were going downwards along a series of *S* bends, steep and sharp ones, which 

Wally took with impeccable skill. His head and body didn't move, there was no ostentati
ous showmanship as he twirled the steering wheel in his hands, he just made the car do 
exactly what he wanted. On such a descent in the daytime, I think I'd have had my 
finger nails chewed down to the first knuckle..on second thoughts, not with Toskey, 
Gonser or Weber I wouldn't, but at night, at first consideration, it would appear that 
the descent, at speed, would have been even more nerve-racking.

Far below I could see the lights of car approaching us on the climb, and the twis
ting movements of these headlights showed better than anything else in the darkness 
what great skill was required to keep to the road. Gradually, the lights came nearer, 
and whooosh, the cars were past us, but even with the sudden burst of headlights in his 
face, Wally Weber deviated not one iota. The brakes squealed as he swung round a cor
ner, and squealed again as he immediately swung the other way, but I yawned, curled up 
in my seat, and closed my eyes again.

Greater faith had no fan...........

"We're at Ritzville," said Wally Gonser, shoving an elbow gently into my ribs.
I shook my head to bring myself to the required dimension.
Ritzville meant nothing to me.
The others got out of the car, and I stretched (and believe me, it was sheer luxury 

of movement) and staggered out too.
It was cold, and the stars seemed so near I could touch them. And I wondered what 

was special about Ritzville to get us all out of the car at ......... 'What time, Tosk?'....
crikey, at U:30 in the morning!

Where was Ritzville, anyway?
Whilst I'd been asleep, we'd been in three states. We'd followed Route 10 from 

Helena, through Garrison, Drummond, Missoula, Superior and St. Regis and then we left 
Montana and passed into Idaho.

We crossed Idaho via Mullan, Wallace, Kellogg, Coeur d'Alene, and so into Washing
ton State. I was asleep when we passed through Spokane, a pretty big place, and through 



Cheney, and Ritzville came next.
This distance was just shout 390 miles, which made our average speed from Helena 

over 50 mph...
Toshey told me that Wally Weber's folks lived at Ritzville, and that we were going 

to wale them up. We crossed a lawn to a big-looking bungalow, and Wally duly hammered 
on the door. There was a pause, then the lights went on one by one, and a big man in 
a white vest came to the door. He bellowed a greeting, and we went in one by one.

The bungalow was delightfully furnished. Wally introduced us to his father, and 
then his mother made an appearance too. Neither Mr. or Mrs. Weber seemed the slightest 
bit suprised at being wakened at such a horrible hour, and they bade us all make our
selves at home.

I collapsed into an armchair which was so comfortable it was a strain to keep my 
eyes open.

Wally talked a great deal to his parents, and his mother went out and soon I could 
smell the delicious odour of food...good food..wafting into the room. Mrs. Weber pre
pared the table, and spared nothing. The feed at Wrai Ballard's I've already enthused 
about; this was equally good. I was starving with hunger. Sitting at the back of a car 
for over X) hours does that to you, you know!

Mr. Weber prowled about with the coffee, and filled cups up without the slightest 
provocation, and Mrs. Weber waved a hand over the table giving us carte blanche, and I 
fear once again I gave the impression that I was a glutton looking for a chance to exer
cise my Jaws. Mrs. Weber also introduced me to cantaloupe for the first time. I was 
going to make a pun about my previously thinking that a cantaloupe was something with 
long twisted horns which pranced about in woodlands, but I thought better of it..I mean, 
these people were good to me, and, even wit out considering that, it was five. am, and 
folks find it hard to control themselves at such an unearthly o'clock!

But all good things soon come to an end, and after being at the Webers’ for just over 
an hour, the relentless Journey had to continue.

We piled into the car again," with Wally Weber still at the wheel. Instead of con
tinuing along Route 10 and taking the direct route to Seattle, we cut southwest along 
Route 395. The boys said the general idea was to take me through an Indian town, and 
to approach Seattle from the south, through the very beautiful Mount Rainier National 
Park.

As we progressed along Route 395, the ground gradually levelled out into big brown 
plains, with just the blue ribbon of road bisecting it. For dawn came again in all its 
splendour as we whizzed along, and once again I was treated to an out-of-this-world series 
of colour transformations, like the result of a Writ Disney staff artist going berserk 
with his pot of paints!

We passed through Connell, swung west at Pasco to Kennewick and joined Route U10, 
thence through Richland, Grandview, Sunnyside and Yakima. I have a note in my papers 
that we passed through Yakima at exactly 8:30 pm on Thursday, the 10th of September 1959- 

Somewhere along the run between Grandview and Yakima we inspected the Indian town, 
called Wapato. * *

I must confess to sincere disappointment.
It was exactly the same as any other township, one of the hundreds we'd passed 

through. There was literally nothing to distinguish it. Admittedly, I did see some 
young boys and girls, who Toskey and Co. assured me were of pure Indian blood, and 
they were, physically, different from all the other various-hued people t had seen on 
my travels in America. But the boys had leather jerkins, just like any other American 
boys, and the girls wore jeans and pony tails. The same cars were outside the same 
houses and the same television aerials pointed skywards and the drug stores were the 
same.........

If I had not been told I'd been through an Indian town, I would not have known. I 
must confess that I didn't expect to see wigwams and totem poles and scalps hanging out 
to dry..but I did have high hopes of snatching a fleeting glimpse of a feathered head
dress, or a pair of moccasins, or even a suit of buckskin..even if it was only one man 
dressed up to display to the tourists. But not even that, I'm afraid.
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I’ve got the pleasant task now of penning the account of the final part of the long 
journey, the run into Seattle, and it was a climax indeed.

I don't know if the boys did it deliberately, but the choice of route was a master 
stroke of psychology. The way I see it, they were Justly proud of Seattle, their home 
town, and instead of Just driving into Seattle on Route 10, they chose the southern 
route......... a route which, as the Journey progressed, grew more and more magnificent, so
that, as I've hinted, the final entry into Seattle would be a fitting conclusion to all 
that the 2,600 mile haul had promised.

After leaving Yakima and passing through Maches, the road very perceptibly began to 
rise. More and more tall pine trees began to appear on both sides of the road, and gradu
ally they formed into vast wooded slopes. For a considerable time, until we reached the 
high ground, the road followed a small river. And dotted here and there, a few yards 
from the roadside, and sheltered by the pines, I saw wooden bungalows, which the boys 
told me were summer houses where the people from Seattle and neighbourhood spend weekends 
in the summer, right in the bosom of nature.

The scenery,if it was possible, improved as the miles passed. I could not restrain 
myself any longer, and pleaded with the boys to halt so that I could take some photographs. 
The car stopped, and the boys got out, and I took my shots, but the boys said that, shucks, 
this was nothing really, and if I'd be patient until we got to Mount Rainier, I'd wish 
I'd kept my film until then. This I could not credit. I have an eye for beauty, and 
there is more poetry in my soul than people suspect, and I almost felt myself saying that 
nothing could be more beautiful than our immediate surroundings. But I reasoned that the 
boys should know, and they hadn't let me down so far, so we all piled in the car again, 
and this time Gonser took the wheel.

I'm afraid I have to report that I was the victim of another optical illusion.... 
and from comments made by the rest, I wasn't the only one who noticed it.

This is what happened!
Toskey said that we were approaching the Mount Rainier National Park, and the actual 

snow-topped mountain itself was a magnificent spectacle....he said that we climbed really 
high into the Cascade Mountains to view it.

And so we did rise, in a succession of bounds, but this is the way it looked to me. 
We would climb, and top a rise, and seemingly below us in the distance, maybe a mile 
away, the road disappeared over the horizon, downwards.

We would rapidly reach this next brow, and look behind us, and see the last rise, a 
mile behind, fa r below us. We looked in front of us, and sure enough, about a mile away 
the road seemed to top a rise and then go down, and this rise looked to be below our level, 
very much so. And yet when we travelled the next mile, and looked back, we knew we'd 
climbed all the time. We looked ahead.........and, well, it sure looked as though it was
downhill...but it wasn't....it was another section of climb for us. There must be a simple 
mechanical explanation for this illusion, the fact that although we thought we were drop
ping, we were actually climbing.........and I hope that someone will explain it to me. Toskey
couldn't,and he’s a Ph.D....

Soon we came to a sort of bridge over the road. Two rock buttresses were on each 
side of the road, built into the bank, and long thick logs were suspended across the 
road, built into the bank, and long thick logs were suspended across them to form this 
bridge. In big white print on the bottom log was a note which told us we were entering 
the:

MOUNT RAINIER NATIONAL PARK.
I must say that in the past I have heard quite a lot about the National Parks in 

America, and I was very pleased that my itinerary included a Journey through one. Accor
ding to my large scale map of America, Mount Rainier isn’t Just one of the biggest national 
parks, but goodness me, I cannot find words to express how thrilled I was with the superb 
natural views I was privileged to see!

The road still climbed steadily, and for one long distance the road was cut into a 
wooded mountain side, and there was a sheer drop to the left down into a valley several 
hundreds of feet below. Then, across the valley, the upwards thrusting pines covered the 
ground that rose to a much higher level than which we were at. I sighed at this wonderful
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panorama, and. begged Gonser to stop the car once again, so that I could, record those 
precious moments for posterity. I have the photograph before me, at this moment, and 
looking at it brings back that pounding in my heart. For at the top of the high ground 
across the valley was a band of snow.... snow, and the sun was burning downwards. The 
snow wasn't really all that much highex- than us, relatively speaking, and I knew there
fore that we had climbed very very high.

I said back there that the photograph brought the pounding to my heart. Some of 
you may have thought that that was merely exaggeration, but you are wrong. It was the 
mental reaction, quite instinctive, of re-living part of that drive. We were zooming 
along at a steady fifty. We could have gone much faster, but we were all admiring the 
view...including our valiant driver, Wally Gonser. I can say without fear of contradic
tion that his driving was faultless, even though, for seconds at a time, he would allow 
his eyes to absorb the beauty of our surroundings. I was torn between my earnest desire 
to also get my fill of nature in the raw, and an urge of self-preservation which told me 
I should get ready to leap out at a second's notice. Sut as I say, Gonser had complete 
control over the car. I find when I'm riding my pedal cycle to my office that when I take 
my eyes off the road to glance at anifty length of calf, the bike swerves to the right. 
Now, it is obvious that whilst Gonser was driving without looking, he was automatically 
compensating for this instinctive swerve...and I must confess that when Gonser turned 
and looked at the scenery, I swivelled my head and looked at the course the car was taking 
and I have to report that it went in a perfect straight line, keeping exactly the same 
distance from the edge of the sheer drop.

We swung round a couple of bends at speed, Gonser seemingly oblivious to the fact 
that if he made the slightest miscalculation, we hadn't got wings, and suddenly in our 
view came the fantastically sensational Mount Rainier itself.

Gonsex* breathed a sigh of awe, and stopped the car. Quick as a flash I nipped out 
of the car, turned all the knobs on my camera, and took several photographs. Let me try 
and describe the sight. Immediately below us was a small lake. On the other side of 
this lake, the ground rolled upwards in folds. Really high up in the far distance was 
a line of jagged peaks, and behind those peaks was the snow-covered Mount Rainier itself. 
I was spellbound with admiration. Even more exciting from my point of vantage was that 
all this was reflected in the lake.........

I'm glad to say that the photographs came*out in great detail, and I have enlarged 
one of them, and have framed it and hung it in my bedroom....and I see it every morning 
before I throw the sheets back, and it gives me a feeling of power to know that I was 
there and actually took that photograph myself.

I got in the car again, and Gonser took us down to the lake. We parked our car just 
after it ran over a thin cable suspended across the space by the lake reserved for cars, 
and the boys told me the cable automatically signalled e machine which totalled up the 
number of cars which parked at the spot. We left the car to stretch our legs, and we 
walked through some tall pine trees to the lake itself. It was shallow, and along one 
side it was bordered with bushes. We saw fish swimming about in the water, which was 
icy cold. Wally Weber brought his movie camera into action again, and we walked to the 
far length of the lake, maybe a couple of hundred yards away. I took more photographs... 
and the air was clean and exhilarating...so soothing and refreshing that I would have had 
no objection if a chap had come up and charged us -plO for breathing that air...it was 
like a tonic...you could actually feel it toning up your blood.

We didn't say much; in such surroundings speech seems superfluous.
We walked back to where the car was parked, and sat down on a log, and there, in 

front of me, about three feet away, was a little chipmunk. It was like a little squirrel 
with stripes. It sat there looking at me, and even came nearer...and then scurried away... 
and turned, and looked again....and went about its business with dignity. It reminded 
me so much of a snippet from a Walt Disney cartoon...;boys, I like chipmunks!

None of us seemed to want to leave the spot, and we walked across the road, away 
from the car park, and on to some vast rocks which had probably been blasted away when 
the road was built. ,a ,

Standing on the rocks, and looking across to Rainier I enough to cause the most 
unhappy man to realise that some things are worth living for.
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I suggested that it would be a nice picture if someone would climb the rocks behind 

us, across the road, and try to get us on the rocks and Mount Rainier as a background. I 
was only joking, actually, because I didn’t think my camera capable of such a wide focus 
shot, but Toskey said he’d be delighted to oblige, and-I set the camera to what I thought 
to be the correct readings, and Toskey took it and climbed the rocks to over a hundred 
feet high, as though he did it every morning before breakfast.

He sat on the top of the rocks, and put the camera to his eye, and we turned away, 
with our legs braced, and looked across the valley at Rainier.

Never in my wildest dream did I think Toskey would get everything in the picture. 
I'm certain he will be pleased to hear that some of the men in an adjoining office to 
mine, police photographers with masses of experience, say it is one of the finest photo
graphs they've ever seen. They were so enthusiastic about it that one of them enlarged 
it to make a picture two feet long and eighteen inches wide. The detail is clarity in 
excelsis, and for a 35 film to enlarge so much and still retain such detail without 
any fogging says volumes for the camera, the film, my preliminary calculations, and above 
all, the skill of Toskey. He must have held the camera in a grip of iron, and he centred 
the scene in the minute sight with impeccable finesse.

I put the picture in a frame, and made a fire screen of it, and it is one of my 
proudest possessions. I must tell you what the picture shows. At the bottom is this pile 
of rocks. On the left, Wally Weber can be seen with his camera to his eye. I'm next to 
him, leaning forward with both hands on my left knee, looking as though I was hypnotized 
by this superb example of nature at its mightiest.........and I most probably was. Wally
Gonser is on my right> with his hands on his hips, surveying the land as if it were his 
own....and so it was! The clarity is such that although on the negative I am no bigger 
than a pin point scratch, on these scene the vivid checks on my American shirt show up 
clearly!

Above us, taking up three quarters of the picture, are these massive pines, and 
here" and there the road can be seen sweeping downwards amongst the trees. The rocky crags 
run in a straight line about three inches from the top of the picture, and behind them, 
vibrant in its whiteness, is Rainier itself.

If Toskey never touches a camera again, he's taken a photograph which many men 
spend all their lives trying to obtain. I would very much like Burnett to see this fire 
screen.....1 wonder if he ever will?

We reluctantly returned to our car, with-’Wally Gonser once more at the steering 
wheel. We started to go downwards, and in some places the read once again went down in 
a series of 3-bends, which Gonser took with precision, despite frequent peeps at every
thing Mother Nature had to offer, and on this day her wares were abundant!

As we progressed downwards,• the boys showed me the White River meandering downwards 
beside the road....1 understand it is something of a phenomena..because the water is 
cloudy white....

Soon we passed through Enumclaw, and swung north, and the boys got visibly excited.. 
"Just a few miles to go" they said to each other, and they stuck their chests out with 
the joys:of homecoming. I felt pretty tense,, too, because even though I'd been with 
these boys less than three days, I felt that cur close confinement had bred an understan
ding which ordinarily might have taken months to build up. I felt I had got to know them 
very well....and in a way I was unhappy that the journey was about to draw to a close.... 
and then I thought that soon I would be starting on a fresh sequence of my tour, a week 
with the Busbys, and I'd built up a fabulous mental picture of them. From what the boys 
had told'me of the Busbys the previous three days, I knew I was in for another rare ses
sion of everything that is good and kind in this world..both the mundane world and the 
world of fandom.........

In no time at all we were in Seattle......... we passed the airport on our left..and then
a little later, the giant Boeing aircraft factory, and I was delighted when I saw my 
first Boeing 707 jet-plane whizzing over Seattle.

Just after getting into the outskirts of Seattle, we swung left, off the main road, 
and reached Wally Gonser's house. Wally took us inside, and we met his mother, a very 
charming lady, to whom Wally gave an affectionate greeting. She made us a meal.
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Toskey suggested that I should ring up Elinor Busby and speak..he thought she would 

be bewildered. 1 dialled them on the Gonser telephone, and after a couple of attempts 
managed to get Elinor at home.

She said "hello", and I said:
"Hello, Elinor," and I accentuated my strange accent Just a little more than neces

sary.
"Is that John....John Berry?" I heard her say.
"Yes...and......... " and how can I remember that conversation? I was so elated. I

finished up by telling her that we'd be over soon, and we went outside and helped Wally 
Gonser unload his kit from the car. I looked with interest at Wally's house, and he 
gave me the amazing news that he'd built it himself. I shook my head in awe, and asked 
myself was there no limit to the skill and ingenuity of these Americans..building his own 
house..why, I can hardly sharpen a pencil! Anyway, I can report the Gonser House as 
being mighty nice, a structure anyone could be proud of. I wish I could walk about and 
boast of such a superb achievement!

I said 'cheerio' to Wally and his mother, and Wally said he’d be over at the Busbys' 
in a couple of days.........

Wally Weber and Toskey talked amongst themselves a moment and then informed me that 
they thought the new overhead motor way in Seattle had opened that very day. I wittily 
said that they must have known I was coming. From what the boys told me, the road had 
been a long time in the making, and when we eventually got to it, I could see why. It 
reminded me very much of the overhead road I passed along with Eney, outside Chicago.

It was supported by vast concrete structures every few yards, and looked so new and 
unused. I could see the Seattle skyline, masses of bungalows, all seemingly different in 
design, and then ahead, as we approached the centre of Seattle, I saw great tall buildings, 
u- v storeys high.

The boys told me that the Busbys' jlace was only about three miles away, and I got 
more and more excited..and gradually the buildings got smaller and then all the bungalows, 
and I saw my earlier impression was true..every building seemed to be different. Over 
here in Belfast, you see, and it's the same all over the British Isles, housing estates 
are built, and, except for the most recent ones, all the buildings are regimented in 
identical blocks. It was so refreshing to see this apparent urge for individuality.... 
which seems to me one of the fundamentals of the overall American character!

Suddenly, "We're here"....and we skidded to a halt behind another car, and I got 
out of our car and saw the symbolic numbers '2852' in brass numerals on a crimson door, 
and I looked up and saw Buz Busby, his eyes shining, his mouth open, leaping down the 
steps from a trim bungalow and rushing towards me..................

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER FIVE
It is only right and proper that I should take up a few paragraphs to express how 

deeply moved I was by the long haul from Detroit to Seattle....2,650 miles with such 
unselfish fannish characters as Wally Weber, Burnett R. Toskey, Ph.D., and the amiable 
Wally Gonser!

Take Wally Weber first, well, it was his car, anyway. I don't think I've ever met 
such a nice chap. I mean, we all have our faults, haven't we, no one is perfect, but 
I'm still trying my hardest to figure out what faults Weber has! I never heard him raise 
his voice....he always spoke politely and with refinement....his consideration for every- 
op.e else seemed to be uppermost in his mind all the time. He always looked for the humor- 
ois side of things, even when the chassis of his car was being polished by the soil of 
North Dakota....at the Fan Editors' Panel at Detroit he was the very epitome of culture 
and finesse and genteelness, with, at the same time, a firm tenor to his voice. I was 
much impressed with his prowess as a raconteur, and his ability to be polite and charming 
without giving the slightest cause for considering him overly solicitous because of it. 
He always had a smile on his face, even when curled up in a ball in the back seat of a car 
for days on end. I consider him to be a walking advertisement for science fiction fandom. 
Ii people meet him and discover his connection with fandom, they are surely bound to 
arrive at the conclusion that, weeell, Weber is in it, therefore it must be something
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worthy of earnest thought. I’ve given extra special attention to his writings since I 
m.t him, and I have come to the point where I feel that fandom is missing a great deal by 
not exploiting his technique as a humourist much more. Wally Weber has that rare flair 
for humorous writing, which stamps him above the geveral run of so-called humourists...... 
he doesn’t have to strain to maxe his readers snigger and grin and laugh outright! The 
sensitivity of his writings comes from a basic pattern of sincerity inherent in his soul, 
a soul which can afford to see the pleasant side of things because it has so much faith 
in human nature that it refuses to countenance the underhand ways of people. Wally Weber 
is that rare type of man (and fan) who doesn’t do a good turn merely to get egoboo or 
accept that his gesture has put someone in his debt.........his unselfish actions are prompted
by the purest of motives......... and it isn't too often I feel I can say that with such con
viction!

If I'd said all those nice things about Weber purely on my estimate of him garnered 
during a few days, three of them permanently at his side, it might be construed that I 
liked him so much I was prejudiced, but it gives me pleasure to report that everyone I've 
spoken to has the same opinion of Wally....he's one thoroughly white man!

Now for a few well chosen words about Toskey.
It's obvious that a man doesn’t become a Ph.D. if his head is merely something to 

put his hat on. No one can deny that Toskey is possessed of a very high intelligence, 
and a certain earthy shrewdness uncommon in fandom. I knew before I met him that he was 
a force to be reckoned with..that he was a man with only perfection as his goal, and 
this showed up extremely well in his SAPSzine FLABBERGASTING, which always had a high 
page total, was always impeccably produced, and was most assuredly always stimulating and 
readable.

Notwithstanding, however, I was drawn to Tosk, or at least, I felt I was on the same 
plane with him in at least one respect....the age old appreciation of womanhood....

I always noticed that when we were driving through a township, Tosk would size up 
the women, and I felt a certain proudness flash through me when I noticed that Tosk was 
always rolling his eyes at the same girl as I was! I can recall many times that when 
Tosk fixed his eyes on a real smasher way ahead of us, he kept her in his gaze as we 
approached her, as we passed her, and as she got smaller and smaller as we raced onwards. 
What I don't. know was whether the same thoughts were flashing through our minds. Let's 
face it, if a man cannot appreciate a pretty girl, it's time he was figuring out his 
epitaph! I saw some really lovely girls in America....girls with jeans and blouses 
hanging down and pony tails and most pleasureable expressions, as if life was good....and 
from what I could see of it, life most certainly was. Of course, I have been married for 
eleven years or more, and I was married when I was 22, which is quite young to take the 
plunge. Tosk is single, and is over 30, and therefore women are perhaps more of a mystery 
to him, although, confidentially, I still cannot understand'em.

Behind Toskey's outward firmness and sense of professorial superiority is a quick 
mind which relishes wit and humour. I must admit he doesn't readily laugh out loud too 
often, but the trigger can be found, and it's worth fishing for. I felt in some inexplic
able way that Tosk has built ip a sort of barrier. To cite an example, during our cross
continental tour, I often noticed large plaques set up on the side of the road, to commem
orate historic incidents in the Zunerican past, which had actually happened on the sites 
concerned. I was considerably interested in these, and yet I didn't ask for the car to 
be stopped whilst I read and perhaps photographed them. I didn't ask, because I sensed 
(rightly, I know) that Tosk was eager to push on, and wouldn't be pleased if we stopped 
when stopping wasn't quite necessary! Don't get the wrong idea, though. I must confess 
that if I'd been at the wheel I'd have stopped Just about every hundred yards or so. 
Everything was so new and fascinating that I could have stood at any given spot on the 
2,650 mile haul, and looked and pondered for hours on end. The boys were anxious to get 
to Seattle, and, indeed, I was too, and I think it was too selfish of me to expect to nip 
out of the car whenever the whim struck me. Tosk was the natural leader, and we were all 
content to sit beck and let him take the metaphorical reins....and just think what we 
accomplished.........

We travelled 2,650 miles in under 70 hours, which works out that our average speed
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for the haul, day and night, in dust storms and high winds, was just under Ho m.p.h. That 
figure, of course, doesn’t include halts, and we had plenty of these. I've worked out 
that, approximately, including a 5-1/2 hour stop at Blanchard, a 5 hour stop at Helena, 
the short stops in Brainerd and the frontier town, and all the many stops for meals and 
gas, that we were off the road for about 1? hours....and a little mental arithmetic gives 
forth the amazing fact that our average speed whilst we were actually on the road, moving 
west, was just about 50 m.p.h.

I wonder, how often has such a trip been done before? I was privileged to be a mem
ber of an epic fannish journey...in fact, I am immensely proud to be able to say that I 
was with Messrs. Toskey, Gonser and Weber when we four almost broke into the Fourth 
Dimension.........

Back to Toskey again....I shall have a lot to say in the next chapter about his fabu
lous skills as writer and artist, and, incidentally, creator of many fannish aliases, but, 
as a man, he takes some beating. He oozes confidence and sound common sense, and can be 
likened to a buttress of a castle....he’s solid and reliable and firm, and will never let 
you down....

And that leaves Wally Gonser.
He was, in temperament, exactly the opposite to the other two...where Weber was 

quiet and polite and reticent to some degree, Gonser was always laughing and talking and 
making with the repartee. Whereas Toskey was calculating and methodical and full of 
responsibility, Gonser was.........weeee11...laughing and talking and making with the repar
tee. I can think of just a couple of his quips...whilst we were driving along somewhere 
in Montana, a car overtook us (and we were moving and swerved towards the wrong side of 
the road a couple of times, and Gonser observed that he was "an accident looking for some
where to happen".... and another time, whilst discussing the strange fact that silver 
dollars were the only legal tender in Montana State, I said I'd like to have one, Gonser 
flipped one over to me, and said "Be my guest."

Physically, he was about as tall as me, and looked rather like an operator (I mean 
in the same way as Humphrey Bogart and John Garfield looked like operators.) He wore 
spectacles, always had a grin, and was never at a loss for words. A fine man, and a true 
comrade!

Looking back, in retrospect, I see now that the reason the haul was such a perfect 
incident in my fannish tour, and I mean perfect from every point of view, was because 
these three diverse characters implemented each other to perfection. Their auras melded 
perfectly, and I like to think that I fitted in somewhere in between.

I've said so often in my memoirs so far that 'I shall always remember so and so’, 
and once again I have to reiterate that overworked phrase. For it is a fact that although 
my three weeks in America was one of the really big happenings in my life...this long haul 
from Detroit to Seattle will always count as a HIGH SPOT!

It doesn’t, after all, fall on many people to whizz across a continent in under three 
days, and to be able to state that the company was as super as the ride gives me the 
greatest pleasure of all.

Why........... I wonder..........WHY WAS I SO LUCKY?



It was the morning of the 10th of September, 1959# and all was well. I'd Just con
cluded a mammoth drive across America, from Detroit, Michigan, to Seattle, Washington, 
in the pleasurable company of three gentlemen: Wally Weber (it was his car), Wally 
Gonser and Burnett R. Toskey, Ph.D.

The drive had been a miracle of mental and physical concentration on the part of 
the three of them; they had been at the wheel in turn for three days and nights, and we 
had only stopped for meals, gas, and brief visits. I had spent those three days in the 
back seat of the car. When we'd started out from Detroit on the Monday afternoon, at 
3 pm, I secretly dreaded the thought of a 2,600 mile drive sitting all the time, and for 
the first few hours it had become uncomfortable, and then, perhaps due to my tiredness, 
more likely due to the adaptability of ray nether regions, I felt as relaxed as I shall 
ever be. The few hours of sleep in the car had made me come to realise that only full 
slumber could in fact be obtained in the back seat of a car, and as Buz Busby came running 
down the steps of 2852, l^th Avenue West, Seattle 99, his arms outstretched to greet me.. 
I rushed forward myself, gripped his right hand, pumped it vigorously, and told him not 
to prepare a bedroom for me, I'd be using his car!

He sniggered politely, and ushered me to the threshold of the bungalow, and there 
was Elinor Busby, her face wreathed in smiles, and two little brown dachshunds were sit
ting on either side of her, their tails poised for wagging, waiting for a signal from 
their mistress whether or not the guest was to be welcomed. She gave the thumbs up, and 
they bounded forward.

Elinor looked so refreshing and pleasant, and Buz looked the epitome of kindness, 
as if he wanted me to stay at his house, and wasn't Just having me as a fannish sacrifice, 
because he'd been one of the committee. I can say in all sincerity that I've never felt 
more welcome anywhere than I did standing on the Busby Threshold that morning.

"Come in, come in," they chorused, and with Buz staggering in with my suitcase be
hind me, I stepped into the bungalow.

My eyes immediately clicked on an intelligent-looking budgerigar which was stretched 
out on its perch giving me the onceover. I went over and introduced myself, and Elinor
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told me that Buz had bought her a cockatail for her birthday. I thought that it was very 
mercenary of Buz, and was about to enquire was it a Martini or a Nuclear Fizz when I 
tripped over a dachshund and saw another much larger cage, and there was a funny-looking 
bird in it, too, a sort of cross between a midget parrot and a giant albino parakeet. 
(Of course, I must point out that in my part of the world, a parakeet is a budgerigar, 
and in America, a budgerigar is a parakeet.........henceforth, in deference to mine American
hosts, I shall refer to budgerigars as parakeets, but I mean budgerigars........... any ques
tions?) The cockatiel ruffled its feathers, shook its head and looked at me again, 
its eyes half shuttered with defensiVTids.

Presuming that the shock had been too much for her latest feathered acquisition, 
Elinor said she'd show me my room. 

My room. 
Of course, it had an added aura of romance about it which slapped me in the face as 

soon as I'd entered. Elinor told me rather proudly that BJO HAD SLEPT IN THE ROOM.............
IN FACT, I WAS GOING TO SLEEP IK THE SAME BED.

I was about to make a brilliant quip, suggesting that it would have been a good idea 
if our visits had coincided, but Elinor looked such a delicately reared girl that I bit 
my tongue and Just thought about it, instead. 

Elinor said she’d leave me to unpack.
I sat on the bed to see how comfortable it was..and...ooooohh...1 thought I'd Just 

lie on it and see if it was as comfortable as my first impression had suggested...and I 
stretched out, and my eyelids came down so quickly I thought I'd cut ray nose off'.

I knew if I lay there any longer I’d be fast asleep, and it was then that I realised 
how tired I was, and how badly I needed sleep. I'd had several cat-naps in the car, but 
all the time my mind had been active as I'd assimilated all the scenery which had flashed 
past my car window, and I feared that I would suddenly fall asleep at the slightest pause 
in any ensuing conversation.

I gritted my teeth and unpacked my suitcase. My good suit looked as though a cat 
had had kittens in it, my shirts would have looked better if they'd cleaned Weber's car, 
and ray dirty vests looked like birds' nests. Luckily, my souvenirs were in first class 
condition, so I was quite happy.

I whipped my shirt off "(my American one) and looked at myself in the mirror. There 
was a dirty brown 'V on my neck and chest, where the dust had covered me, and my arms, 
exposed because the shirt sleeves had been rolled up, were even dirtier, although I 
kidded myself that most of it was suntan.

I staggered to the bathroom, first on my left, and had a really good wash...I soaked 
ray face in cold water, and felt all my energy flooding back into my body. I slapped some 
cream on my hair, brushed my teeth, looked in the mirror and admitted that I looked sort 
of suave and confident.

Back in the bedroom I put on my only clean vest, put on my American shirt which was 
clean again once I shook it....one more look in the mirror, and back to the living room.

I tripped over the other dachshund and grinned at Buz and Elinor.
I must tell you about Elinor's voice. I hear it in my dreams even now, and when I 

read a letter from Elinor (January I960) I can hear her voice reading the letter as I read 
it. Now this is a fact. Some folks would maybe worry about this but I don't. Because 
it brings the whole glorious week back to roe again....And Elinor's voice....well, it was 
soft and expressive with a lilt all its own and a freshness which made my ears tingle. 
And physically, weeell, Toskey confided in me once that Elinor was the sort of woman he'd 
like to marry, and I think Toskey has been sizing up women ever since he discovered the 
difference between 38:23:38 ani I was very much impressed with Elinor, because it 
isn't often you get so many attributes in one snazzy package!

Buz was also a revelation. He was mature and knowledgable, and I'll tell you this 
here and now....that boy was a great one for organization.

Whilst Elinor was preparing a meal, Buz took me outside in the back garden, and 
got me a chair. The sun was high in the sky...a clear blue sky, and it was as hot as in 
New York, but not so oppressive.

I opened my shirt..in fact, I took it off to let the sun seduce ray pigments, and sat 
back, looking towards the Pacific.
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go back to New York earlier than I had intended. Buz asked me to enlighten him, and I said 
that in order to be able to leave the United States to go back home again I had to be in 
possession of a ’Treasury Sailing Permit', a guarantee that I didn't owe the United States 
Treasury any income tax! I said that according to a document given me by the travel agency 
that had arranged everything, this permit could only be obtained in Boston, Chicago, Detroit 
Miami, New York, San Francisco and Washington. I had already been in three of the places, 
and had skirted one other, so lest duz think I was a complete idiot I told him that it 
was also specified that the permit could not be obtained more than ten days prior to depar
ture....! had left Detroit on the 7th, and planned to leave America on the 17th, and I 
could have got it before I left Detroit on Monday the 7th except for one thing...it was 
Labor Day, and the offices were closed. I had done all I could, I impressed upon Buz, and 
I even showed him the printed instructions which stipulated the cities I had mentioned.

Buz ruminated, and then got up and went indoors.
He came out again in five minutes and his smile was like a slice of melon.
"It’s all fixed," he smiled proudly, "we'll take you out this afternoon and get the 

permit from the local Bureau of Inland Revenue."
How could this be, I wondered, when only seven cities had been specified, and Seattle 

wasn’t one of them, but Buz had spoken, and that was good enough for me.
Buz also said that he'd arranged my air flight back, and when did I want to go to New 

York? I told him that I'd provisionally arranged to go and stop with Frank and Belle 
Dietz in New York on Wednesday, the 16th of September, in order to get my Treasury Sailing 
Permit, but now that he had arranged for it to be obtained in Seattle, I would like to 
return on the Wednesday night, in order to be able to spend a few hours in New York at 
the Ellingtons' to pick up some parcels, before leaving for Idlewilde, where my plane 
left at 7:30 pm.

Then Elinor called us in for lunch.

Late in the afternoon we all piled into the Busby car...a nice big green one. Buz 
drove, and I sat in the back with the two dachshunds, with whom I was now on intimate 
terms because I called them by theii* names, Nobby and Lisa. Elinor sat in the front next 
to Buz.

We drove to the centre of Seattle, and I had my first good look at the place. All 
the residential buildings are bungalows (with a few exceptions) and there seemed to be a 
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complete lack of conformity....most of the designs were different, and so every building 
was worth looking at.

In the centre of Seattle, the commercial and business buildings were many storeys 
high, but one fact above all was significant to me.

Seattle is built on hills!
Some of the main streets in Seattle I'm sure have a gradient of one ih two. I told 

Buz in a suggestive voice that I guessed the brakes on cars in Seattle had to be very good, 
and he admitted as much, and said he hoped his didn't fail.

He suddenly swung right, and we found ourselves in a little parking lot.
The attendant was quite happy....he told Buz where to park the car, and Buz did as 

directed, slipped him some coins, and then a horrified expression flitted across the 
attendant’s face.

"You can’t leave those dogs in the car," he hissed.
"Why not;" asked Buz and Elinor in unison.
"They'd tear a man apart," answered the attendant. Honestly, some people exaggerate 

out of all proportion!
"If no one opens the door, they won't," observed Buz shrewdly.
"But I might want to move the car," retorted the attendant. He looked into the car 

at the two little inoffensive dogs, who, dejected at the thought of being left by their 
master and mistress, looked back at the attendant with big tears in their eyes.

The attendant shuddered.
He seemed torn between the desire to keep the quarter, and the fear of being torn in 

pieces.
He compromised.
"Take the car in that shed over there," he directed Buz, "and I’ll close the door 

after you, and no one will be savaged."
Buz spun the steering wheel so much he almost unscrewed it, and by little zig zag 

bounds eventually placed the car as directed.
The two pairs of forlorn eyes in the front seat looked at us reproachfully as we 

walked away.........

Buz guided me to the appropriate office in the Bureau of Internal Revenue. There was 
absolutely no trouble at all. A middle aged lady behind the desk asked me a very few ques
tions, asked for my passport, looked at it, stamped a form and clipped it in the passport 
and handed it back to me with a smile.

I'd been worrying about that permit for a long time, and it seemed incredible that I 
had got it without the slightest hindrance. One up to Buz.

We walked along the streets and into another office....a travel agency.
We stood by the door and a nice lady came up, recognised Buz, and in a couple of 

moments Buz handed me an air ticket from Seattle to New York.
I looked at Buz in awe. Such competence.
I looked down at the ticket. It was in a folder, and I saw I was travelling via 

Northwest Orient Airlines, the 'plane leaving Seattle airport at 11 pm on Wednesday night, 
September 16th. The ticket cost $117, and $10 of this was for tax. Phew, I thought, a 
ten per cent tax for travelling on aeroplanes....but that was really a nasty mundane 
thought, wasn't it?.........because I got to thinking about all the strange taxes and tolls in
America, but sure, the income tax rate in America must be small, and in any case it is a 
fact that Great Britain is the most heavily taxed country in the world, and it's obvious 
that if they don't take it off you one way, they’ll make sure it comes in by another, so 
what the heck?

Anyway, outside that travel agency at 1209, Fourth Avenue, Seattle, I was a new man. 
Everything had been fixed up by Buz with speed and efficiency. The Fund had provided the 
air ticket, Buz had personally organised the Treasury Sailing Permit, and I had seven more 
wonderful days in America, six of them in Seattle, and I knew I was going to have a marvel
lous time.

I under-estimated it though, as you'll hear.........
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The dogs were glad to see us, as was the attendant. We drove home and Elinor made 

a meal as Buz and I scrutinized the afternoon mall. I used Buz's typer to drop a card to 
Frank and Belle Dietz to tell them that I wouldn't be coming to New York a day earlier. 
I also typed pert messages on quite a few picture postcards I'd purchased, and addressed 
them to my family and some close friends back home.

Elinor shouted us for tee.
Meals played quite an important part in the Busby Household whilst I was in residence. 

Elinor went out of her way to get me something exotic to eat...something which she was 
pretty sure I'd never sampled before. I had previously heard of her culinary achievements, 
via Toskey and Weber, and I am glad to report they hadn't exaggerated. I don’t recall 
what we had at this meal, but I know it was something choice.

The coffee Elinor made was designed to inspire a flagging appetite, and I know I 
must have made a glutton of myself....

But beside the food, we always had very earnest discussions. The meals lasted for 
such a long time because of this. After the wain course we would sit hunched over coffee 
and Just discuss things. Our topics were mostly of a fannish nature, although we some
times ranged over mundane things. Both Elinor and Buz made their points with skill and 
shrewdness, and were always ready with the wit. I cannot explain sufficiently the essen
tial kindness of Elinor...I mean her kindness towards all things. She would lean forward, 
cupping her chin in her hands, and look slightly upwards, and I could see in those eyes 
the very essence of understanding. She would lean back, and a dachshund would leap for
ward with a movement that would make Rin Tin Tin reach for the condition powders, and 
land in her lap. The dog, should it be Nobby or Lisa, would then Just look into Elinor's 
eyes, and its eyes would half close with contentment.

There was something essentially happy about the household. Never a word was raised 
in anger, except maybe to order a dog to take his paws off a visitor's chest and let him 
get up.

After the meal, we sat down in the main room. Gosh, I was tired. I knew Buz and 
Elinor realised how much I needed a good sleep, and quite early on in the evening, I was 
thinking of broaching the idea. Then Buz came in with a glass of home brew, and I decided 
to postpone the retirement.

Buz said, "Come here, John" and he led me into the kitchen. He pulled open the mas
sive white door of the 'fridge, and bottle upon bottle of home brew beamed at me. I 
stuffed my clutching hands into my pockets. Buz told me that if I wanted any beer all I 
had to do was to go into the room, open the 'fridge, and help myself....he wasn't going 
to pour any for me..it was up to myself. A sweat broke over me at the thought. I seri
ously considered moving my bed into the room, or the 'fridge into my bedroom. You see, 
the Busby Home Brew has a taste all of its own. It is a physic in itself. Busby could 
raak< a fortune if he filled it in little bottles, slapped*a label on it 'BUSBY'S CURE ALL.. 
SIX BOTTLES AND YOU'LL EVEN FORGET YOUR NAME1.........and flogged it round the country. It's
quite hygienic stuff, too...I saw it. being brewed up..1 think I could only do the subject 
justice by devoting a separate chapter to it....

Anyway, I took Buz at his word, and kept myself fueled up.
We sat down, and I sipped away, and then feit my eyelids dropping again. My eyeballs 

felt as though they'd been pickled in gum arable and stored in sandpaper. It xust have 
only been about half past seven in the evening, and I hated like anything to ask to be 
excused, and rush off to bed, but I knew it was a physical impossibility to keep awake, 
much longer. Also, the conversation was of a high order, and even to concentrate took 
all my will power.

The two dachshunds suddenly hurled themselves at the door like infra-red homing 
missiles, and hit a bespectacled gentleman as he cross the threshold.

"Down Nobby, down Lisa...it's Otto..get off his face."
So. Botto Otto Pfeifer, my old SAPS mate, the Soames and Squink Blog enthusiast, 

was before me.
I shook hands with him, and Buz did the introductions.
Otto sat down on the settee and we talked for some time. I topped myself up with 

brew, and listened to Otto's tale of woe.
From what he told me, I saw that Otto had one deeply-rooted phobia, and let me tell
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the bhoy has good reason for it. It apj>ears that Otto is very prone to get booked for 
parking his car. Otto told me that he' was sure that in the last couple of years he had 
been caught some thirty times. What was worse, Otto said, the fates were so unkind to 
him that one day, he vowed he would take every possible precaution to ensure that he had 
a fine-free day. He parked his car with great deliberation, and nipped inside a shop to 
get some change to slip in the parking meter. He came out again, and found a ticket 
stuck to the window.

I swear a tear came to Otto's eyes as he told the story, which I believed implicitly. 
Otto, I found, was a very nice young man, sincere, with just the slightest trace of 

self-pity in his make-up.
A few moments later, he made his departure, promising to see me again in a couple of 

days. I asked Buz the time, and he said it was 10 pm. Wooosh. The last couple of hours 
had gone by very quickly, which is always a sign that the company is convivial.

I forced my eyes open, and focused on Buz and Elinor, and said goodnight.
Elinor said they would be very quiet in the morning, and I could sleep in for just 

as long as I wanted....and Buz said he'd planned something good for the afternoon.
I said goodnight to the budgerigar, the cockatiel, Nobby and Lisa, Buz and Elinor 

once more, and staggered to my room.
I looked at the bed, and it seemed to sag in the middle, invitingly.
I threw off my shirt and trousers, flung back the sheets. I didn't even stop to 

think that BJO had but recently slept in that very same bed.
I don't even recall putting my head on the pillow...........

I woke up, and a sliver of bright sunlight shafted through a crack in the curtains.
I blinked to get my bearings. Ah, the Busbys' in Seattle. I listened, and could hear no 
noise...no chirruping of parakeets or cockatiels, no scampering of little brown feet, 
and not, surprisingly enough, even the prattle of a couple of Nameless Ones! Well, I 
lay back and thought how lucky I was, and I recalled that on the Long Haul I had witnessed 
a couple of glorious sunrises very early in the morning, and although I could tell the sun 
was giving its all outside, it couldn’t be ver;/ late, likely before 9 am. I had myself 
well trained....for the last eleven years I'd got up every morning about half past eight, 
and the instinct was so ingrained that I automatically awoke at eight am, so as to wake' 
up my wife and give her enough time to bring the hot water up to me to shave. She's some
what lazy, you see, and needs that extra prompting.

After a few moments of meditation, I crawled out of bed and opened the curtains and 
put a bleary eye to the window. All I could see was a vast blackberry bush outside the 
window. I looked upwards, and saw a Boeing 70? being put through its paces. I couldn't 
see a road, but cars occasionally shot past. I didn't have a watch, and I hadn't a clue 
what time it was.

Nothing ventured, I thought, so I slipped my trousers on, sorted out my shaving 
kit, and opened the door. The bathroom was about a yard to the left, and I took a pace 
forward and felt eyes looking at me. I whipped my peepers to the righ$, and sow a most 
amazing sight. Two mortals and two animals were rooted to the spot. The mortals, Buz 
and Elinor, were looking at me with eyes like organ stops. I swear Elinor's hair was 
standing on end. Buz’s mouth was open, and his ears were flapping. Nobby and Lisa, the 
dachshunds, presented an amazing picture of canine bewilderment. Their heads were inclined 
to the left, and their tongues were hanging on the carpet like the train of a wedding 
dress.

"Er, mornin'," I said conversationally.
Buz cleared his throat.
"Morning'," he said. "Slept well?"
"Smashin'," I confided, "er....what time is it:”
Elinor shook he head, as if to get back on her normal plane, and Buz looked at his 

watch. He had to hold his wrist with the other hand to stop the shaking.
"It's one fifteen," he said in an awed voice.
"Crikey," I said. "I've over-slept."
"We were getting worried," said Elinor in her oh-so-soothing voice. "We began to 

think the trip had been too much for you."
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I slipped ’em a confident wink, and went about ray toilet. Surprising what a shave 

docs, and a good wash. My mouth tasted like the bottom of a parakeet's cage, and I gave 
my teeth an extra-special clean with an English toothpaste which ieatures the words 
’tingling fresh’ on the tube seven times. They didn't exaggerate, though.

When I left that bathroom I felt just about as Jaded as Casanova did when he was 
making his first date!

At lunch, Buz and Elinor told me that they Knew the night before that I was terribly 
tired, and they were determined that I should sleep just as long as I wanted, and they 
carefully refrained from making any noise in the house, they didn't put the wireless on, 
or play any records, they just tip-toed about. They left the covers on the cages, in 
case the birds chirruped too' much, and they put the dogs outside. Well, I ask you, how 
much more considerate could they have been?

As we were sipping our coffee after lunch, Buz told me that he and Elinor were going 
to take me on a water tour from Puget Sound right round Seattle via the Government Locks 
and Lake Washington. The weather outside was as perfect as it had been throughout my 
trip..that is to say the sun was giving its all. We got ready....I put a new film in my 
camera, and I decided to wear* for the first time ever a thick blue woollen pullover with 
a high neck, which my wife had specially knitted me to take to America. I didn’t need to 
wear a jacket on top of it, it was much too hot for that (though net as hot as it had 
been in New York) but Buz had said it could be cold out on the sea, so although I'd only 
wore a shirt and trousers for the last two weeks or so, I sensed that the woollen pull
over would be adequate.

Elinor had a somewhat similar idea to my own.‘.her sweater, knitted by herself, had 
three flat fish embroidered on the body of it. It looked good.

We all piled into the car, and drove down to Pier $6, at the foot of Union Street. 
Buz and Elinor had a muffled conversation about where they should park the car. The 
dogs sat on the floor and sniffed; they knew only too well that they were going to be 
stuck in the car for a few hours. Mine hosts decided that they would leave the car where 
it was, and hope they didn't get a parking ticket. The car was sheltered in the shadow of 
a building, and it would, be cool for the dogs. They knew from previous experience the 
difficulty of being allowed to leave their car at a parking lot with two dangerous flesh
eating animals aboard.

We de-carred, and waving the dismal hounds an affectionate farewell, we joined a 
small queue at Pier 56. Buz got the tickets, and we boarded the Good Ship Grayline Sight
seer.

It was a nice ship..all white, with plenty of room for observation, and a wide cabin 
with large windows in case it rained.

We three garnered for ourselves a nice sunny spot, and exactly at half two the ship 
gave a little suppressed shudder of anticipation, and strained forward.

Sightseer turned slow±y due south, and gradually drew away from Seattle, until we 
had a most wonderful view of it. The sun was behind us, shining onto Seattle, and as we 
drew farther away still, the blue of the sky and the sea was broken only by the shimmering 
line of Seattle.

A voice broadcast throughout the ship, a fresh and confident voice, giving us the 
lowdown on all the exciting places we were going to see. I must say this: the commentator, 
throughout the whole three hour trip, spoke as if he was thoroughly delighted with his 
job. One would have thought that doing the same thing day after day would have made his 
voice monotonous..but not a bit of it. I got the impression he wanted us to feel that he 
was talking to each of us Individually. So, even at the very beginning of the tour, I 
knew it was going to be mighty fascinating!

The ship swung round close to an American Naval Base. I saw with pride a big battle
ship at anchor. I obtained a certain satisfaction from photographing it. I mean, being 
a close addict of spy stories, and astu£nt of actual spy activities, I several times have 
read factual accounts of the endeavours of under-cover men to photograph naval ships at 
their parent bases. Some of the spies utilised minute cameras in cigarette lighters, or 
stuffed up their jumpers, but I experimented in actual conditions, and can thoroughly 
recommend snuggling in between two people with a nonchalant grin on your face, holding the 
camera in the general direction of the naval base and pressing the release. I did this
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for an experiment, to get the proper atmosphere should I ever Incorporate such an incident 
in a spy story I might conceivably write. My picture turned out wonderfully clear. Ad
mittedly both sides of it have two triangles of fog, which I presume to be Buz and Elinor's 
elbows, but it’s the principle which counts, isn’t it? To carry the thing through to its 
final gripping conclusion, I spent a few hours in my office darkroom, enlarging the nega

tive of the naval base. If any foreign power reads this, and is interested in obtaining an 
actual factual picture of a great big rusty battleship which has been laid up since the 
191U-18 war, they can approach me with advantage!

Sightseer swung west, then north, across Elliott Bay, and hugged the coastline. Buz 
pointed out where 2B52 lUth Ave. West probably was, way in the far distance, and he, 
Elinor and The Voice gave me all the facts about the geography, history and general data 
of those parts of Seattle which we passed by. We turned east after passing Fort Lawton, 
an army base, and scon entered the Government Lock.

We shunted to a halt at the first gates of the lock, and then the gates behind us 
closed. From my position on the deck, all I could see were slimy green stones of the lock 
walls. Then, gradually, as the water flowed into our section of lockery, the ship rose. 
It was like going up in an elevator powered by a cycle lamp battery. It took a long time, 
and I was eager to see what would confront us when we reached the appropriate level. Heck, 
it was the first time I’d been in a lock, and I enjoyed it. I kept my eyes at eye level, 
and the wall seemed to sink past me, then I saw shoes, then legs, then people standing on 
the lockside, then buildings........ it was uncanny and inspiring at the same time.
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The lock gates opened, and we slowly werit along the fairly wide waterway.
And then.something happened which made my heart stand still with utter and complete 

bliss!
I’ll have to spend a paragraph or two telling you about my high regard for ducks. 

Yes, ducks..the cute li’l things which quack.
For twenty-five years, ever since I saw rcy first duck in a park pond, I’ve been ad

dicted to the things.........I've drawn 'em, painted ’em, and even photographed ’em (though
so far I’ve only managed to get little blobs). I’ve collected paintings and pictures of 
them, and for quite a few years, when I was a humble village constable in County Down, I 
kept them. I had a flock of twenty Khahki Campbells, and on one particularly happy 
occasion, I obtained some eggs from a wild duck's nest and hatched them out.

Throughout my life I’ve fought a lone crusade about evil men who go out with double- 
barrelled shotguns and shoot the hell out of innocent ducks and drakes whose only crime 
was to swoop too low over the water.

I’ve argued with men, and on one occasion actually came to blows with an Ignorant 
cuss who wished to display to his fellow men the peak of his culture in the form of the 
stiff and bloodstained body of a mallard which had flipped before a charge of buckshot 
fired at close range!

I’ve cycled forty miles and been happy if I'd seen even one solitary duck in its 
natural habitat.... Throughout my travels in England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland and Europe 
only on rare occasions have I seen ducks flying about without having to go on safari to 
find 'em.

And so, on this day in September 1959# as I was drifting along the crowded Govern
ment Locks in Seattle, you can imagine the sublime feelings which shot over me as I saw 
ducks, dozens of ducks flying about, and no one seemed anxiou to eliminate them. In fact, 
no one took the slightest notice of them.

Honestly, in all my duck meditation, it never occurred to me that in at least one 
place in this world, in a city..a large city..the people would be so educated as to let 
ducks live their own lives without trying to fill ’em with buckshot. I can’t explain how 
I felt as I looked at Buz and Elinor. 'Tears were in my eyes, and I ducked as a duck (no 
play on words intended) swooped low over me, obviously recognizing a kindred spirit.

"Buz, Elinor,” I panted, "look....ducks everywhere.’’
I waved my hands at ducks swimming about near boats, ducks flying overhead without 

the slightest nervous wiggle to try and keep out of some idiot's sight, ducks, in fact, 
completely happy with their lot. A veritable Ducks* Haven.

Buz and Elinor forced their faces into smiles. They didn’t realise the depth of my 
feelings about the wee critters.

"Yeeeees........... ducks....” they chorused uncertainly.
"But this is wonderful,” I said. "This is possibly one of the happiest moments of 

my life. To think that ducks can live in such an ideal affiliation with mankind."
I raised a fist to the Heavens and waved it in supplication.
From then on, I was deliriously happy. I was exhilarated..! think if I’d dropped my 

camera in the water I’d just have sniggered and said 'better luck next time.’
I seemed to get a fresh insight into things, and take a fevered interest in even the 

most mundane things.
The bridges, the ships which passed us by, the stationary ships we passed, the timber 

store which Buz said had burned down the year before, and he’d felt the heat at 2852, the 
masses of logs floating in specially assigned places.

We passed Lake Union, a small lake on our right. I was surprised at the vast number 
of little houseboats which were anchored to the shore. Elinor told me she used to live in 
one when she was a young girl, and that they were very comfortable. That I could believe. 
They were all neat, nicely painted, and looked completely natural, resting there on the 
water’s edge. Buz told me that a lot of them were inhabited by students who went to the 
University of Washington, which we would see later on our left. In fact, said Buz, if I 
looked in the distance I could see a structure which was the sports arena. It looked big.

The ducks abounded everywhere, little brown ones with confident postures.
As the afternoon wore onwards, after four pm, the sun began to sink, and there was a 

slight chill in the air. Merely by chance I discovered the side of the funnel was warm...
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in fact, almost hot. I plastered myself against the side of it, and felt the heat penetra
ting my blue pullover. I told Buz and Elinor the happy news, and they both huddled against 
it, too.

I must also mention the many and varied types of aeroplanes which flew over. I don’t 
recall if I’ve mentioned it before, but I’m an aeroplane enthusiast, too, and when I was 
younger and had the spare time I used to collect pictures and magazines and have now 
built up quite a sizeable reference library dealing with all aspects of aviation. I used 
to be good at identifying aeroplanes, but some of the smaller types flying above me were 
new to me, although I must place on record that I have always been impressed with the 
airmindedness of the American people, and the great diversity of design shown in their 
aircraft. These aeroplanes, and seaplanes, were painted in gaudy colours, and came over 
quite low. I took several photographs, but these also came out as little blobs. I must 
confess that I cannot differentiate between my photographs of ducks and aeroplanes, but I 
blame this on my camera, not my eyesight!

Yep, Buz was right, the sports arena at the University of Washington was but big and 
impressive.

We rounded the tip of Union Bay, and found ourselves in the fresh water Lake Washing
ton. It was blue, and Just wonderful. The Sightseer went north as far as Sand Point, 
and then swung due south. On our right, the Seattle panorama was magnificent to behold. 
Seattle is built on hills, and this was especially obvious from our vantage point on Lake 
Washington.

In the distance, Joining Seattle to the land across Lake Washington, I saw a strange 
apparition.

A bridge which seemed to float on the water.
The voice and Buz and Elinor filled in a few details for me.
What I was looking at was a floating bridge....the Lake Washington Floating Bridge , 

and it was over a mile long, and if it wasn't unique, it was certainly the biggest one in 
the world. America always seemed to’sport something which was ’the biggest of its type 
in the world', and when you've travelled across this great country like I have you come 
to realise that it isn't Just ostentation, but the people are so industrious that it has 
become a part of their heritage to show the world that they can do anything anyone else 
can, much bigger and better!

As if in answer to my silent prayer, Sightseer swung past the point Buz told me we 
berthed at, Leschi Park, and made a head-on run at the Floating Bridge. At the last moment 
the Sightseer made a pass within yards of the bridge, and I saw before my very eyes that 
fact that it did float on the surface. Possibly there was some difficulty with the uncer- 
tainness of the foundation of the lake, I don't now, and maybe when thetridge was planned, 
the novel idea of having the bridge float on the surface occurred to some genius.

It seemed so funny to see cars whizzing along within a very few feet of the surface.. 
I sincerely hoped that I would get a chance to go across the bridge, although I wasn't 
so forward as to ask Buz straight out. I think maybe he saw the gleam in my eyes, though..

Exactly on the scheduled time, five pm, we berthed at Leschi Point.
We walked down the gangplank onto the shore, and Buz led us to a nice silver stream

lined bus.
Buz told the driver we wanted to get to Pier 56, and after a pleasant drive right 

across Seattle, we reached our destination.
Well, we didn't actually get to Pier 56, because the 'bus had a lot of passengers who 

wanted to be dropped all over the place, but Buz signalled the driver to let us off a couple 
of blocks away from the pier.

I had exposed a full roll of 35 film in my camera during the voyage, and Elinor 
said she knew a place which had a very efficient service, so we walked to the place and I 
handed over my roll and bought another. Being of a mercenary disposition, I asked for the 
film to be only developed..my office back in Belfast is next to the Photography Depart
ment, and I made up my mind to save the films and spend the long lonely winter lunch times 
printing my pictures of America.

We walked another block,' and I saw a shop absolutely filled with souvenirs. I have 
always been a sucker for collecting items during my travels, to remind me of the places 
I'd been to, and to prove to my doubting audience (my wife and kids) that I've actually
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been. I wheeled smartly left into the shop, and Buz and Elinor Jerked to a halt and followed 
me in.

It was Just a Paradise. One whole shelf was full of wooden totem poles, caived, so 
the man behind the counter said, by real Indians. They were of various sizes, and I 
bought a dollar one, about a foot high, ’for my son’ I said loudly, but it's decorating 
my bedroom at the moment. I saw another counter with Indian dolls, also about a foot 
high. They were perfect miniatures, even down to the beads on‘the buckskin outfit. I 
bought one 'for my small daughter', and I must confess it's next to the totem pole. 
Frankly, I could have stopped in there for hours, looking at earrings made from whales' 
tee uh, and brooches carved from the 'bones of fossilised mammoths', and bows and arrows 
and big feathered headdresses, but I knew the dogs would Just about have had enough time 
to chew themselves out, so with my doll and totem pole rampant, I followed Buz and Elinor 
out of the shop and along the other block to the car.

Nobby and Lisa went into raptures when they saw us, and they wagged their tails so 
much they nearly flogged themselves to death!

I saw a little white square of paper stuck to the windscreen wiper, and Buz announced 
with some feeling of good humour that we had been booked for parking.

And therein lies another great difference between the British and American opinions 
of things.

Humbly, I must confess that in this respect, the Americans are absolutely right in 
their attitude.

Consider the elementary facts.
You've left your car on the side of the road for a longer period than the statute 

allows.
This is not a criminal offence, it is not dishonest, it does not constitute immor

ality to be booked for parking.
YET IN THE BRITISH ISLES IT IS CONSIDERED JUST THAT.
In America, characters such as Otto Pfeifer have kept the country in the black by 

paying literally dozens of fines for parking. And the fining system is so simple in 
Seattle. Traffic wardens come round and affix a notice to your car if it is parked longer 
than it should be. The car owner comet back, sees the ticket, and pays a statutory fine 
to a local office. If he forgets to pay, the fine Increases as time goes by. It is as 
simple as,that. No dirty looks from the neighbors, no walking along with the head bent 
low, no thought of retiring to a monastery or a convent.

But in the British Isles, the situation is really absurd.
Your car is parked too longer, and you find a notice on your car to go to the nearest 

police station, or you may even find a zealous constable waiting for you, with a blunt 
pencil poised over a little black notebook. You have to give details of yourself, your 
driving license, your insurance, and what you had for breakfast. In due course, a summons 
comes along, and you have to spend a day at the local sessions, and your case is called, 
and maybe you hire a solicitor to defend you and it all costs money and you get a fine, 
and a much stiffer one if you've been a visitor more than once..

Letters appear in the press every day, saying that the police should give their atten
tion to murders and the detection of crime rather than hounding motorists, and it is a fact 
that at this moment (January I960) a Royal Commission is sitting in England to investigate 
the wide breech which exists between the police and the rest of the population, and it is 
no secret that this breech and lack of public confidence has been caused by police atten
tion to motorists, particularly for parking offenses. And I must stress that it isn't 
the fault of the police. They pre sent out to stop illegal parking..how much fairer and 
simpler is the American system, Traffic Wardens (and in Seattle, the wardens are women) 
dealing with parking offences, and the police being spared such a weary end frustrating 
Job and given the time and opportunity to use their training to its ultimate conclusion, 
the prevention and detection of crime.

I mean, Buz actually chuckled when he saw the parking ticket, end Otto has a scrapboo?, 
full of them; they don't feel inferior and ill-used.

And best of all, the high cost of summons, court appearances, loss of pay, solicitors' 
fees and loss of time are all avoided, Just by being sensible about things.
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Anyway, Buz pulled the notice off and gave it to Elinor and told her to pay it and 

that was that.........well............almost............
We drove home, and there was a 'phone call for me; and a nice woman's voice told me 

that if I went down to the Western Union office there was some money for me. I did a 
double somersault, because my finances were at the fingernail stage, and Buz said he would 
drive me down on the morrow.

After a special Elinor Busby Feed, we had one of our usual long discussions, and 
then I announced to mine hosts that I felt the urge to start on my memoirs, and could I 
use one of their many typewriters?

Buz said this could be, and he sat me at a table with his nice new typer. He fetched
me a hunk of reject CRY pages which were blank on one side. He also fetched me a glass
of home brew, and told the parakeet and the cockatiel to stop talking.

I sat poised over the keys, my fingers trembling with ill-concealed anticipation.
For well ovex* two weeks I had lived in an entirely new sort of world, where every 

voice and every object was of interest to me..and so much was boiled up inside me that I 
didn’t know where to start...........I had to sort it all out into some sort of sequence, .and
for maybe a full two minutes I sat there, hunched over the Busby typer, and suddenly my 
fingers flashed into action. I typed so fast with my two forefingers that they got into 
each other’s way, and the metal fingers became so enmeshed that I had to sort them out and 
start all over again- I have never, at any time, found any great difficulty in maintain
ing an even flow of words, I have evolved a system whereby the words are queueing up in 
my mind, waiting for my fingers to get around to typing them. On this Friday evening in 
Seattle, the queue broke formation and it required all my fumbling dexterity to keep up 
with the stampede. Page after page was filled up in no time at all. I didn't stop for 
typographical errors, I just bashed on regardless and hoped that whoever had the job of 
stencilling would possess a three-dimensional mind. I’m glad to say that Elinor has just 
that; she must have, or she would never have been able to wade through my manuscripts, 
which looked more like sheets of music than pages oozing with my happy recollections!

Buz kept me fueled with gallons of home brew, and I tickled a symphony on the keys. 
As I typed each page I passed it to Elinor, and she passed it to Buz, and it was gratifying 
to see that they sniggered here and there in the right places. I think on that night I 
wrote twelve pages about my experiences in New York.

Close on midnight I made my 'good nights’ and retired to bed with a Raymond Chandler 
book I'd seen sticking out its dustcover in a Busby Bookcase. For years I'd made a habit 
of reading a page or two in bed at night before going to sleep. I always found it calmed 
me down and made me sleep. I suppose it doesn’t say much for the marital aspect of my 
life, but I've read some smashing books. After a couple of pages of Philip Marlowe, I 
got out of bed, switched off the light, and lay in the darkness with my hands at the back 
of my head....and then it occurred to me that for a few days I hadn't really thought about 
my family back in Belfast, and that demonstrated the pace of my life, whizzing about over 
6,000 miles away from them. So I just lay there with my eyes closed and thought about 
them..I tried to work out what time it would be in Belfast, but the calculation was too 
much for me, and it wasn't important enojgh to wake up Buz and ask him for the loan of his 
slide rule.

And that bed was so comfortable................

I woke early on Saturday morning...! knew it was early, even without a watch. I 
read a few more pages of Chandler, and I heard the hounds patterning about, and the normal 
noises one associates with a household awakening. The strains of Rimsky Korsakov’s 
'Scheherazade' filtered through to me, so I reckoned it was time to make an appearance.

After washing and shaving, I said 'morning' to them all (by 'them all’ I mean folks, 
dogs and birds) and asked the time and was told it was nine fifteen am.

I hadn’t noticed before that Elinor had a record player, and whilst she was making 
breakfast I perused her collection. Quite a sizeable collection it was, and I noticed 
that our tastes were very similar.

Although I'd been at the Busbys' for almost two days, this was my first breakfast. 
But before the meal started I saw a long line of pills before me on the table. Buz and 
Elinor were popping their pills into their mouths, and swilling them down with orange
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juice. I asked, rather nervously what they were for, and Elinor went down the collection, 
referring to them by colours, and saying what each one would do for me.........calm my nerves,
give me energy, keep me awake, stop me from worrying, etc. I never felt better in my 
life. I could have taken on Rocky Marciano and given him fourteen rounds start. But I 
was always one for trying a new sensation, so I popped each pill in my mouth and washed 
it down with orange juice.

I never did notice any unusual effect, except for the slight increase in appetite. 
This could be attributed to the pills, or to Elinor's cooking, possibly a combination of 
both.

After coffee, we went downtown in the car, with Elinor driving. I've always been 
nervous of women drivers. Once, when I was driving a police car, following a woman driver, 
she signalled me with a wave of her hand to overtake. Almost as I was level with her, 
she swung right. I prised my stomach off the steering wheel, and went after her. She 
disclaimed any responsibility, she said she didn’t give a signal, she was drying her nail 
polish!

Elinor, on the contrary, was a most accomplished driver. There wasn’t the slightest 
trace of indecision, she swung in and out of traffic lanes with firmness and precision, 
and I must honestly say she was the best woman driver I’d ever sweated with.

We parked the car at a parking meter which still had twenty minutes to run before 
being replenished with coinage. We went to the Western Union office, and I approached 
a girl behind the counter and told her I was John Berry. She looked thoughtful for a 
moment, and smiled. She came back with some greenbacks, but before giving them to me, 
asked me for proof of identity. I opened my wallet, and all I could find was my police 
warrant card, a small folded card about two inches square. She looked at it for a moment, 
and said, ’’Have you really come from Ireland?" I nodded, and she pushed the money over, 
and I swear tears were in her eyes. "From Ireland" she muttered again. She also gave 
me a telegram which said the money had been sent for the Berry Fund from the Detention 
Committee.

I was very touched by this.
The Detroit Convention Committee had made a plea in their Detention Blurb to "KEEP 

DETROIT GREEN", and by all accounts the committee had indeed made a profit. But there 
was nothing mercenary behind their plea for greenery, it was just a hope to keep themselves 
out of debt. They had made money, and after all their many kindnesses to me, which was 
much more than any guest could have reasonably expected, they had forwarded some cash for 
the Berry Fund.

I sent off an airmail postcard Immediately to Jim Broderick, offering my heartfelt 
thanks, and never was I more sincere!

We called round at the film place, and I collected my developed 35 mm film, and I 
couldn't resist the temptation to unroll it there and then, in the store, to see how it 
turned out. Most of the shots were of the Mount Rainier expedition, and all came out 
superbly. Elinor's shots of the Sightseer Tour had been printed, and we examined them in 
the store, too, and Elinor ordered spare copies for me.

Back at 2852, I decided to continue with my memoirs. As the weather was as clear 
and hot as it had ever been, Buz helped me take chair and typewriter and reams of paper 
out onto the lawn behind the bungalow.

Buz returned again with a tumbler of home brew, and he settled hinslf near me with a 
bundle of fanzines, which he proceeded to digest.

I'd hacked my way through about six pages, pausing only for breath. The sun got even 
hotter, and I stripped off my American shirt and let the sun play on my shoulders. Buz 
refilled the tumbler, and I was in great form.

Elinor came into the back garden with a well dressed gentleman who looked like a 
refugee from the cast of ’Citizen Kane*.

He was introduced to me as Jack Speer.
I stood up and shook hands with this old fan, who had prepared the original 

FANCYCLOPEDIA way back when I was being weaned.
Elinor said he was a politician, and he sort of stuck his chest out a mite. He looked 

like a cross between Broderick Crawford, George Raft and Rod Cameron. He looked rather
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stem and very efficient.

Buz explained that I was working on my memoirs, and gave Jack a page to read. Jack 
asked me a few questions, and we had quite a chat before he departed.

I returned to my typing.
And for the rest of the day, the routine was very much the same. I wrote over 

20,000 words about my four days in New York. I didn't have to stop and think for even a 
second. My fingers trembled with the speed as I tried to get a new sheet of paper 
between the rollers.

Between bashing the keys, I stuffed myself with food, fondled dogs, winked at birds, 
drained home brew and rested my two typing fingers.

The day passed all too quickly, and almost before I knew it I was lying in bed again, 
trying to keep up with Philip Marlowe as he stumbled over clues and corpses.

Sunday morning, and believe it or not, the sun was still beating down.
Whilst Elinor was getting breakfast and laying the pills in formation, I went to 

the front door and leaned against it, basking in the sun and getting a wonderful view of 
Seattle. Buz’s place is on a hill, and from the front door I looked downwards, and I 
could see the bay, Puget Sound, stretching before me; and I saw all the masses of wooden 
buildings, most of them single storeyed. Overhead, seaplanes and Boeing 707’s and small 
vividly painted private aeroplanes shot across the sky.—I was in my element..just 
leaning there quite happily, and awaiting the call for pills and breakfast.

Later, I retired to the lawn outside and wrote a few more thousand words about my 
week’s trip with Eney and Jean Young.

Then I heard a loud, loud voice, and recognised the clarion call of Sandy Cutrell 
announcing himself at the front.

He came bounding out onto the lawn, and the building shuddered as he shouted a greet
ing.

He explained that he had driven his Volkswagen from Detroit at quite a liesurely 
fashion, and had called in to see us on his way south to Portland.

At Elinor's invitation he stopped to lunch, and at that meal we all tried our hardest 
to get a word in edgeways as he spoke with a voice which was as liltingly soft as a fog
horn recovering from laryngitis.

Sandy has a vivid personality. I like the way he describes incidents, which he does 
in a forthright manner, leaving no detail unexplained. The best compliment I can pay him 
is to say he is definitely a fannish type.

After lunch he remounted his Volkswagen and drove away shouting his thanks for 
Elinor's hospitality until he was uhree streets away.

Then, at the stroke of three o’clock, the guests for the Busby Fannish Party started 
to arrive.

One of the first to come was Jim Webbert. I recalled this name from Walt Willis's 
story of his American Tour, 'The Harp Stateside', and inquiry revealed this was the self
same Webbert. He was a huge man, with shoulders like barn doors, and a sort of handsome 
all-American ruggedness. Actually, he was a very pleasant person, very nice to talk to.

The other fans present included the valiant trio, Messrs. Wally Weber, Wally Gonser, 
and Professor Toskey....and last of all came Otto.

The conversation seemed to revolve around Buz....he was sort of focal point of the 
conversation, rather like Walt Willis at a meeting of Irish Fandom. I must be honest and 
say that I didn't add a lot to the ccnversation. I've always regarded the /American accent 
as being something beautiful to listen to, and it was relaxing and rather wonderful to 
Just sit back up to my ears in home brew and listen to the rest of them talking. Occa
sionally I would say something, but I’ve always been a good listener, rather than a con
versationalist .

Elinor staggered in with food, huge big platters of spaghetti, followed by blackberry 
tart and ice cream. A lot of tongues popped in and out, oozing saliva, and then came the 
rapid munching of jaws. Glasses of home brew followed, and we were all in really top 
form.

I took the advantage of the gathering of Seattle Fandom to take a few shots, using 
Elinor's flash bulbs.
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Later, round about half past seven, we piled into the squad of cars outside 2852, and 

drove across town to the place where the weekly meetings of the Nameless Ones are held.
A table was at the head of the room, and a dozen or so chairs were set out, facing 

it, and gradually the rest of the Nameless Ones arrived.... I'd heard most of their names, 
from reading the reports by Wally Weber in CRY OF THE NAMELESS.

Members present were Elinor, Buz, Wally’s Weber and Gonser, Jim Webbert, Otto, Ed 
Wyman, Jerry Frahm, Rose Stark. Elinor was the President, and she sat at the table, 
facing us. Actually, Elinor looked very good as President. Her charm made up for the 
bite usually associated with presidents.

She brought the meet to order as best she could amidst the popping of flash bulbs, 
and asked for the secretary, Mr. Weber, to read the minutes of the last meeting. I have 
maintained several times recently that Wally Weber is probably the best humourist in 
fandcm.. true humourist, that is, and I'm afraid that he is badly under-estimated. To 
listen to him reading the minutes of the previous meeting was to enjoy a rare experience, 
a quick and nimble mind reading his own words and putting his own personality across at 
the same time. I said in the last chapter what a really outstanding fellow this Weber is, 
and the more I saw of him the more I realised that the world is not blessed with many 
men of his calibre. To listen to him was sheer luxury. He finished the minutes all too 
quickly.

The President asked if someone would come forth and tell the assembled throng about 
the convention. I was asked, as Guest of Honour, to speak to the Nameless Ones, and I 
staggered up to the table, leaned on it, and told the fans all about my trip right up to 
the start of the convention. I got really warmed up, and made a sort of idiot of myself 
by impersonating cockroaches and flinging my arms about as I described how I fought these 
dreaded insects in the Nunnery. I was prepared to continue my talk and describe my joy
ful experiences at the Detention, and I know in my own mind that I should have done just 
that. But I must confess that I faunched to hear Wally Weber describe the Detention as 
only he could, and rather abruptly I finished my lecture on the perils of New York and re
quested Wally to tell us all about the Detention.

He did so with great eloquence and skill. He made us all laugh with his quiet but 
subtle and witty remarks, and made the Detention sound exactly as it was....a wonderful 
and unforgettable experience.

Wally Gonser continued where Wally Weber left off, and explained to his enraptured 
audience a few unexpurgated details of the night-life of Detroit, including the amazing 
fact that he had been approached by a woman of doubtful virtue a few blocks from the Cor. 
Hotel. There was a gasp of awe from the audience at this revelation, and the President 
with a blush brought the meeting to a close.

We retired downstairs to a kitchen where a pot of coffee was bubbling on an electric 
ring, and supped coffee without sugar, and chatted for some time until a coloured gentle
man with big eyes who was a caretaker tactfully suggested it was about time to quit..

We drove to a snazzy place called SMITHY’S, and we dragged a couple of tables together 
and sat round it. SMITHY was a well-built off-brown chap of smart appearance, and we 
placed our orders. Buz ordered some pancakes for me, and when they came, pointed out all 
the little pots on the table with different coloured mixtures in them, maple syrup and 
sticky stuff similarly akin to it. I slapped some on, much to the detriment of my mous
tache .

It was quite a drive back home again. There wasn't too much traffic on the roads, 
and Seattle seemed rather quiet on this Sunday night.

Back at 2852, I told Elinor and Buz how much I'd enjoyed my day, and I meant it.
I read Raymond Chandler in bed, but switched out the light after Marlowe had finished 

the seduction scene..................

Monday morning......... I lay in bed and shook my head....it just couldn't be Monday
morning, time couldn't go as fast as that.

But at breakfast time Buz said it was so, and I told them the time had gone incredibly 
fast, and that in two short days I would have to go. I felt sad as I swallowed my pills, 
and said how much I wished it was my first day, and I would have everything in front of me.
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After breakfast I placed Buz's typewriter on a table in the front room, and started 
to work on an extra issue of my SAPSzine, POT POURRI. Buz gave me a pile of stencils, and 
I decided to write short thumb-nail sketches of all the sixteen SAPSites I had met at the 
Detention. I have found in the past that I get better Inspiration if soft music is play
ing in the background...it sort of has the effect of subconsciously soothing me, so I 
chose ’Scheherazade’ from Elinor’s record collection, and played it through entirely. I 
worked well, and filled several stencils by the time the record finished. As soon as 
the needle started to wear out a disc in the centre of the record, I got up, took 'Sche
herazade' off, and sorted through the collection. Two long-playing folders bore a pic
ture of a beautiful girl with slanted eyes called Pat Suzuki, and although I'd never heard 
of her, I was swayed by her picture, and I put the record on the player. I had my fingers 
poised over the keys, and I must admit I never did hit one. The superb voice flooded 
the room.........I've always been an ardent fan of Judy Garland and Ella Fitzgerald, and in my
opinion Pat Suzuki combines the best features of both of them. I was enraptured at the 
golden tones of her voice. She threw herself into the lyrics with abandon, as if she wasn't 
Just singing for the money.

Elinor seemed pleased that I liked Kiss Suzuki, and she told me that she used to sing 
in a club in Seattle before she hit the big time. I discussed with Elinor which of the 
songs on the records of Pat Suzuki she liked best, and we differed somewhat in our favour
ites, but both agreed that Pat Suzuki is the greatest. She is unknown on this side of the 
Atlantic....! mean of course tht she never appears on the radio, although I’ve tuned into 
the American Forces Network in Germany and heard her on relatively rare occasions. One 
of these days I’m going to get myself a record player, and next to Tsaichovsky, Rachmaninoff, 
and Frankie Sinatra, she'll be head of my list!

"It's about time we went round to see Toskey’s new house," mused Buz, so we got in 
the car with the hounds and Elinor drove to the address Toskey had given, the site of his 
latest acquisition, a big house which boasted no less than twenty-seven trees.

The street was wide, and the houses were made of wood but were much bigger than many 
I'd seen in Seattle. We stopped outside a.house which would have housed a regiment, and I 
Just could not believe that Toskey lived there, unless he'd opened a boarding house for 
some of his students!

The dogs didn't want to be left in the car, but Buz was firm, and they stood on the 
seats and looked out of the windows as we started the Everest-like climb up the steps to 
the front door. Honestly, the entrance to this fantastic house must have been about thirty 
feet above ground level. On both sides of the steps was a neat green lawn, with little 
shrubs dotted here end there.

Toskey seemed sort of proud as he opened the front door and let us in.
He had only Just moved in, and the place was understandably in some disorder, although

the walls were decorated with large technicolour Garcone illustrations of some considerable 
charm.. Piles of books and fanzines and the current SAPS bundles lay all over the floor.

Tosk was anxious to show us around, and he took us upstairs and into all the bedrooms.
It appears that the lady who lived in the house before selling it to Toskey had so much 
equipment she didn't know what to do with it, and Toskey nonchalantly pointed to various 
well-appointed items of furniture or decoration and modestly said 'she left that behind, 
too'. He took us into the storeroom under the house, and pointed to a lot of big trunks 
which the previous owner had bequeathed to him. He yawned and said he didn't know what 
was in the trunks and hadn't yet had the time to look. We persuaded him to take the 
plunge, and he kicked one open and it was full of sheets in mint condition, and he prised 
open another one, which was revealed to be full of boys' shirts, all clean and we11-wrapped. 
There must have been several hundred dollars' worth of miscellaneous kit in that storeroom. 
I know if I'd owned the house the first thing I would have done was to go through each 
trunk or box one at a time, in some speed, to see what my assets were, but Toskey has a 
much higher mind, and showed that he was patient.

The subject of the 'twenty-seven trees' came up, and we three visitors were rather 
skeptical, and Tosk vowed it was true and said he'd show us.

At the back of the house was a wooded slope. The trees were hanging down with plums 
as big as ostrich eggs. I leaned out a hand and grabbed one, and the Juice trickled down
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my hand. It was delicious...! grabbed a couple more and noticed that Buz and Elinor were 
doing the same. Lots of the fruit had fallen off the tree, and wasps were buzzing round 
them. Toskey could have made quite a sum of dollars if he’d picked the trees bare and 
marketed them, but one cannot expect a prof to spend valuable time climbing trees picking 
plums. After I'd finished, there were a couple score less for the wasps to get at, any
way. ■' •

The tree count began, and the trees were behind the house, and there were quite a 
number of them. But as the tour of inspection took us round the side of the house and 
to the front, the trees got smaller and smaller, and at the finish, in order to make up 
the grand total of twenty-seven trees, we had to count the shrubs which bordered the 
steps. I must admit that Toskey hadn’t exaggerated: twenty-seven trees was the accurate 
total, so Tosk’s mathematical mind hadn’t let him down.

Inside, Tosk showed me his record player and his really vast collection of classical 
records. I was in the mood for good music, and after asking permission, I played the 
entire Sixth Symphony by Tshaikovsky, the ’Pathetique’.

I lay face down on the thick pile carpet, with my head on my arms, and listened in 
rapture to this most magnificent piece of symphonic beauty. I could hear Elinor talking 
to Tosk in another room, and I peeped out of the corner of my eyes and saw Buz sifting 
on a settee lapping up the delightful decibels.

I frankly was so caught up with the- music that I felt the urge to leap to my feet 
and lash myself into a fury by conducting, but I denied myself this pleasure and contented 
myself with a purely mental appreciation.

The last majestic chords died away, and I stood up, shook my head and brought myself 
back fab earth again. •

In the far distance below us, at street level, the dogs were giving vent to Jheir 
feelings at being restricted with twenty-seven trees in close proximity, and Elinor said 
it was time we departed.

It was quite late in the afternoon when we got back to the Busbys’, and afteir a meal 
I sat myself down and tinkled the typer keys, filling more stencils with what I fondly 
imagined was pure unadulterated wit!

The fanac fever gripped Buz and Elinor...and they sorted themselves out behind 
typewriters, and bashed out letters of comment and stencils for CRY or their SAPS and 
FAPAzipe^-

And so the night passed, with fanac, a few choice records, the chattering of birds, 
the scampering of dachshunds, the joyful gurgle of home brew pouring down open mouths, 
the lovely voice of Elinor making some choice observation and the laugh of Buz as he 
made a cryptic remark. |

Some session.’

After pills and breakfast end coffee, Buz announced that we'd go out in the car. 
I’d previously informed Buz and Elinor that I was very fond of exploring museums, and they'd 
said that there were several good ones in Seattle.

We drove round "Seattle, and my hosts pointed out lots of places of interest-,, includ
ing the house where Buz used to live before he was married, and the University where 
Toskey lectured on mathematics.

Eventually, we drove along a tree-lined avenue and came to a modern looking building 
with magnificent gardens to the left of it.

The building, Elinor explained, was the Seattle Art Museum.
Outside it were two huge stone creatures which had once had a place of honour out

side some obscure temple in China. The creatures were about the size of horses, and I 
bitterly regretted that I had forgotten to bring my camera. It would have made a smashing 
cover for one of my fanzines, a picture of Elinor astride one of them. I'm sure she 
would have been sport enough to have mounted one for me, even though important and well- 
dressed people were passing us to and from the museum.

Inside, it was as clean and as silent as all museums are, although it didn't have 
the musty air one usually associates with museums.

The museum was featuring a display of painting by Mark Tobey, who specialized in 
surrealist and abstract works. These paintings seemed to be getting a lot of favourable
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and over-awed attention from the arty types who were drifting around, and although I must 
admit the paintings by Tobey were detailed and probably very difficult to do, they didn't 
appeal to me. Some of them were Just large hunks of canvas with cute li'l white patterns 
overall..in some cases crossed line, in some cases dots, in a few oases the very slight
est suggestion of pattern. At the other extreme, some of the canvases looked as though 
they had been rags he'd wiped his brushes on; I’m certain they were. Various blurbs said 
how famous he was, and that he was•internationally recognised as one of the foremost ab
stract painters, but I reckon I was as good when I was three years old!

Some of the other paintings were classics by the European masters of the Renaissance 
and later. I recognised one or two of the paintings as being in a book of art pictures I
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have in my own small library, and on checking up when I got back home I found, to my 
pleasant surprise that such and such a painting was 'at present in the Seattle Art Museum’.

To my lasting enjoyment some of the Old Masters had gone to town on nudes, and I was 
glad that the Seattle Art Museum had had the initiative to purchase them. I hope Buz and 
Elinor didn't think I lingered unduly at these works of art, but I was fascinated by the 
brush technique, and the excellent tints and flesh-like textures the Old Masters had ob
tained from mere oil. One particular wall-size painting featured a soldier and a girl in 
a fetching pose, and I must admit this was my favourite, the colours were superb!

The climax of the museum trip was the visit to the Eugene Fuller Memorial Collection., 
one complete annex with glass showcases jammed full with priceless examples of Chinese 
art. Exquisite shapes were delicately carved from jade, and jade of the highest quality, 
without a visible flaw. I was amazed to see little chains, the links of which were carved 
from one single piece of Jade. There was also a large collection of Chinese snuff bottles. 
These were small, only a couple of inches high, and yet each one was a masterpiece, dragons 
and flowers painted on with brushes which couldn't have had more than three hairs attached 
to the ends of them. So far as I know, this collection is the most complete of its kind 
in the world.

Outside, we walked rounded the gardens, or, to give the correct title, the Volunteer 
Park Gardens, and rather subdued with the cultural memories of our morning's visitation, 
we drove home for lunch.

In the afternoon, we all drove to the Seattle Zoo. Elinor put the dogs on leads, and 
we parked the car under an avenue of trees, and wandered over to the bear house. Then 
we noticed to our surprise that the sky had become overcast, and it looked as though it 
was going to rain. . .

I was impressed with the modernistic appearance of a large concrete animal reserve 
in the middle of the-zoo. It was divided into segments for the different animals, and 
noteworthy was the fact that there were no bars, merely a wide ditch separating the 
animals from the observers.

There was a moment or two of panic when Lisa slipped her lead and seemed keen to tackle 
a polar bear, but with a scream Elinor ran after her and cornered her before she had fully 
prepared herself for the twenty-foot leap across the chasm.

We walked along a roadway between large ponds where all sorts of wild birds fluttered 
about. There were lots of my friends the ducks about, and they flew from pond to pond in 
rather a smug manner.

Suddenly, the sky opened up with a blast of rain and there we were, standing in our 
summer kit. A bird house offered temporary sanctuary, and we sprinted to it, and spent 
some time inside, hoping that the storm had exhausted itself. There was very little light 
in the bird house, so we couldn't see them to advantage. We peeped outside, but the rain 
poured down even harder. By leaps and bounds we made our way to the car. My trousers 
were soaked, and I'm sure Buz and Elinor were we . too. I persuaded them to do a detour 
by a souvenir shop, and in a short time I was the proud possessor of two small plaster 
pheasants, and two Indian heads, a chief and a squaw. They are on the shelf next to the 
totem pole and the Indian girl I mentioned previously. We got even wetter, but it was 
worth it.

We eventually reached the car, and as we drove home the sky cleared.
After a meal, we had another fanac session, I continued with my issue of POT POURRI, 

and wrote a short story on the spur of the moment about G. M. Carr which I'm afraid wasn't 
very complimentary to her. I was rather annoyed with her, because a couple of years ago 
she had slandered Walt Willis to such an extent that he had resigned from FAPA. Then, 
whilst I was at the Detention, I had heard from Phyllis Economou that in the latest FAPA 
mailing she had attacked Buz and Elinor for alleged selfish behaviour re the Westercon. 
Because I had been so wonderfully well-treated by the Busbys, and because I knew her feud 
with Willis had been in extemely bad taste, too, I felt that I should do my bit toward 
an anti-GMC campaign.........I felt it only right to leap to the defence of my friends. The
story was placed in the future, when President F. M. Busby ruled the fannish world, and 
Elinor was his secretary. A couple of pages were spent detailing how the Busbys' dealt 
with various trouble spots all over the fannish world, for example:
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"Here’s an interesting report," said FM some moments later, "do you remember 
about eighteen months ago I agreed to the grant of a sum of money for the 
one fan on the Virgin Islands to work on his fan fiction novel about a conven
tion there, and how they had to change the name of the island? Well, it’s 
being made into a film by a French company. If I remember correctly, you 
advised me against the grant?"
"If you want to make an issue of it, I’ll look up the notes," said the secretary 
sternly.

I had Otto Pfeifer swinging a correcting fluid deal in Russia, Jack Harness winning the 
Nobel Peace Prize, Fred Hoyle resigning from the Cult, Art Rapp becoming the first Honor
ary Poet Laureate in Great Britain, and fifty acolytes permanently on duty at the Bloch 
Shrine near the Jefferson Monument in Washington.

The climax of the story was as follows:
"It’s time to go," said Elinor, "I'll ring for the helitaxi."
They put their fur coats one, and crossed the office. As they opened the door, 
they bumped into the cleaner. She bowed her head in respect as they passed.

The President of Fandom turned back to her.
"Oh, we had a bit of an accident this afternoon," he said. "Don’t forget to wipe 
those coffee stains off the carpet, G.M."

I suppose it wasn't really sporting of me to take a dislike to G. M. Carr without 
actually meeting her and forming my own opinions, but I recall how deeply Willis was hurt 
with the FAPA deal, and how indignant the Busbys were. It seemed more than a coincidence 
to me that all three of the victims were kind and considerate personalities, without an 
evil or unkind thought in their heads, and beaing in mind that G. M. had also given several 
other well known fans the works, I made up my mind that the whole spirit of my travels in 
America would be spoiled if I met her. I want to impress the fact here and now that the 
Busbys gave me every opportunity to meet G. M. Carr. They offered in all sincerity to 
arrange a contact, either personally or by telephone, but I insisted that I Just did not 
want to meet her. Perchance this was a mistake, but I have no regrets. Certainly my 
whole vast Journey went off without an unkind word being spoken, and although I have it 
on the very best authority that G.M. is a very pleasant person to talk to, I do not think 
I could have refrained from asking her why she dealt so harshly with Willis without the 
slightest provocation, and why she had been so ruthless with her vendetta against two of 
her fellow Seattleites who were kindness and consideration personified.

Much later at night Jim Webbert came over, and Wally Weber and Otto came even later 
with two nice people I'd never heard of, Ric.. . and Virginia West, who could, I suppose, 
be labelled fringe fans.

Buz got out the inevitable home brew, and Elinor brought out a huge plate of potato 
chips, and I don’t know whether it was the pills or the home brew or the climate or my 
gluttony, but I suddenly found I had a passion for potato chips. I munched a few handfuls, 
and they were much tastier and crisper than the ones we get in Belfast.

After I'd taken as many as I decently could with company present, I went to the ex
tremes of duplicity to cram my mourn with them. I looked searchingly on the floor hoping 
that others would look there so that I could snaffle some without being spotted. Instead 
of taking one with my fingertips and little finger raised, as the others were doing, I 
dropped a big ignorant hand in the middle of the plate and hoped that brute force and suc
tion would fill my hind.

Crikey, I never did taste potato chips like 'em.
Wally Weber said he had to leave for Ritzville the next day, and that as he wouldn't 

be seeing me again he would take the opportunity of saying goodbye to me. I gripped his 
hand and told him what a great pleasure it had been to meet him, and I must reiterate once 
more to get it into your heads that this Weber is one perfect gentleman, the sort of char
acter you feel proud to meet (and you rarely meet his type) because it shows that if he is 
in fandom there must be somthing in fandom that is extra special. Most of us have one 
fault, or many of them, but after a lot of studied thought, I cannot think of one fault 
Weber has, and that is a pretty sweeping statement, I know. Possibly one of the finest men 
I shall ever be privileged to meet.............
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I didn't feel very well when I opened my eyes on Wednesday morning, and it only took 

me a couple of seconds to discover what was ailing me. This was my last day in Seattle. 
And my American Tour was gradually winding up to its close. The date was the 16th of 
September 1959* I was scheduled to be home in Belfast, one quarter of the way round the 
world, on Friday the 18th.

There were a dozen or more pages of the Philip Marlowe mystery to read, so I lay 
there and finished it......... I wasn’t completely satisfied....the denoument was complicated,
and Chandler is complicated the best of times.

I sat on the edge of my bed and surveyed my kit scattered all over the floor. There 
was no sense in folding it all up neatly, it was all too far gone for that, so I bundled 
shirts and suits and socks in a great big bundle and stuffed 'em inside my suitcase. I 
stacked my packed bags by the side of the bed, and looked nostalgically out of the window 
at the blackberry bush.

I stepped half an inch nearer the razor and managed a clean shave, and I stepped on 
the small weighing machine in the bathroom. I had done this the first morning (it seemed 
only yesterday) and I noticed this Wednesday that I had gained all of six pounds. That’s 
what clean living does for you!

I greeted the six of them with a cheerful ’mornin’,’ but I had to force the cheerful
ness.

At breakfast I swallowed my pills, and we had our usual long chat about fannish 
matters.

Buz said we would go for another drive, and after an optimistic look into the empty 
mailbox nailed to the wall by the front door, we all sorted ourselves out in the car and 
Buz took the wheel.

Buz took us almost by Pier 56, where our SIGHTSEER tour started from.
He guided us into a sort of concentrated market place. There were stalls everywhere, 

and I was bewildered by the great variety of goods on display. On the food counters there 
was a vast conglomeration of meat and meat products in all shapes and sizes, steaks as 
big as doors. The vegetable displays were even more amazing, things I’d never seen before, 
tomatoes as big as footballs, and as small as marbles....and corn on the cob. I told 
Elinor I’d never tasted com, and she smiled inscrutably and went over and purchased a 
bag full. She went across to the meat counter and finished up purchasing three steaks so 
heavy it took Buz and myself to drag ’em back to the car, and we had to put ’em in the 
boot.

Buz took us down a flight of stairs to another complete sequence of stalls, and with 
much pride he took me to the stall where he’d purchased his home brew equipment, and the 
woman behind the counter recognised him and smiled knowingly!

Afterwards, we drove across Seattle, and suddenly, before me, I saw the Floating 
Bridge. I lay back in my seat in the car, completely happy. I sighed contentedly. Now 
I had done everything.

We cross the floating bridge, and it was so strange to see the surface of the water 
only a very few feet away, almost level with the windows. After we’d crossed Lake 
Washington, Buz drove a little way, then turned the car round and returned over the bridge 
to Seattle.

We turned sharp right after leaving the bridge, and for quite some distance drove 
along a road which followed the banks of Lake Washington. The roads were tree-lined, and 
seme of the houses were really big, owned by millionaires and folks who didn't have to 
worry about where the next couple of hundred thousand bucks were coming from.

We stopped at a pancake house for a meal. I wasn’t hungry at all...it was the thought 
of leaving these people.... and settled for a cup of coffee. We talked for a little while, 
and I mentioned my interest in Indian lore, and Buz said that a museum near the University 
specialized in this subject, and he ’understood they had quite a unique collection of Indian 
accoutrements....he told me in fact that Seattle was named after an Indian chief who once 
owned all he could survey in the area.

So we crossed Seattle, over a bridge spanning the Government Locks we'd toured the 
previous Friday, and near the University we parked, and entered the museum.

We were out of luck. There was just one room available to us....the meat of the
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collection had been stored away, an attendant explained. Nevertheless, I was pleased with 
what I saw. I remember wishing that, my son could have been there......... he had Just turned
ten, and, with western films on TV all the time; he'd reached the enviable age when his 
main interests depended upon how many Indians bit the dust before they were driven away 
from wherever or whatever they were attacking. He would have been in his element, seeing 
the clothes and weapons the Indians used....and the birds and animals which were comple
mentary to them...crikey..I was in my element, too.

Just before we left, I saw the inevitable souvenirs for sale, and after a little 
reflection I purchased a buckskin purse for my daughter, aged five. The purse was cute. 
It was brown, and had patterns of coloured beads all over it, and had rather a clever 
system of brown buckskin thongs, which, when pulled, tightened the purse. It was about 
six inches long. Although, as I've confessed, all the other souvenirs I bought for my 
children I kept for myself, I gave Kathleen the purse when I got home. I wouldn't like 
the neighbours to start talking!

Back in the car, Elinor suggested it would be a good idea to take me to the notorious 
Swamphouse, which was the abode of Otto and several other chaps, and which featured quite 
often in Seattle Fannish Lore in SAPSzines and in CRY.

We turned away from the museum, drove along a few roads, and reached the top of a 
hill, which gave an inspiring view of Seattle..but I remember that one particular scene 
for another reason.

I felt a sharp pain on the back of my left hand, and to my astonishment I saw a huge 
black and yellow striped wasp giving me the treatment with a sting which must have been 
about an inch long. I knocked it off, and stamped on it, but I felt my hand growing numb. 
Elinor was very concerned; I think she called the offending insect a 'yellow Jacket'. I 
had suffered from the effect of dreaded American-type germs in Detroit, until saved by 
the ministrations of Virginia Schultheis, and I hoped that American-type wasps were not 
any more potent than their British counterparts.

Buz stopped the car for a moment, until I assured him that I was right-handed, and 
therefore was prepared to suffer without any undue concern.

Elinor said she had some stuff back home which would neutralize the sting, and keeping 
a wary eye open for any further yellow-Jacket attacks, we came to the Swamphouse.

Frankly, I was disappointed.
From all that I'd read about the place, I'd expected to see an Ozark-type shack with 

a leaking roof and zhe porch being supported by an old man with a beard, but the place, 
from the outside, looked quite respectable to me. I say from the outside, because although 
Otto's car was parked outside the house, we couldn't get anyone to answer our energetic 
knocking. I took a crafty peek inside, but it looked clean and tidy. Honestly, these 
fans who exaggerate!

We arrived back home round about three o'clock, and, feeling rather miserable, I 
went to my bedroom and made sure that I was ready to leave, My feeling of utter depression 
at the thought of this brilliant week coming to its inevitable close was tempered with the 
feeling that I would soon be seeing my family again. 1 wondered how the children had be
haved whilst I was away, whether any family crisis had occurred, whether my wife had been 
able to collect my pay at my office without any trouble...........

I draped my Jacket over the bed, in the pious hope that the creases would disappear, 
and selected my favourite tie.........I hadn't worn a tie at all on my tour, except for the
fancy dress ball at the Detention, when I went disguised as a man. I looked round the 
bedroom, everything was ready for my departure.... the 'plane was scheduled to leave Seattle 
Airport at 11 pm....

I still had a page or two to complete for my SAPSzine, so I scrolled a couple more 
stencils and filled 'em up.

I had one more Idok et the Busby Fanac Shed....a strong-looking wooden building ee- 
hind the bungalow, wherein was stored a couple of duplicating machines, reams of paper, 
stacks of CRYs, and a collection of pulps which belonged to Toskey, and which he regularly 
stripped every visit he made, so as to eventually remove the collection to his new house.

I chatted about this and that to Buz, and played ray special Pat Suzuki favourite, 
'Anything Goes', which she sang as if her dress was on fire and.she wanted to finish the 
song before settling for a bucket of water!
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In the meantime, Elinor was preparing a meal, which, when it was ready, was a gour

met’s paradise.
The steaks hung over the sides of the plates, and I ate what would normally be a heavy 

meal before I had trimmed my steak to plate size. A dish of boiled corn was before me, 
and Elinor looked on with interest as I chose the biggest and settled down to fight it, 
nd quarter asked or given. I picked the cob up and chewed the corn off it....it was my 
first...and I don’t quite know how to classify the taste...the first few mouthfuls were 
delinious... and then as I chewed I found it wasn’t quite as nice as I'd first thought.

After coffee, I crawled on my hands and knees back to the main room and sank in a 
chair, topping myself up to ear level with home brew.

It grew dark outside, and I had that funny feeling in my stomach you always get 
when you’ve been staying with people for a time, have thoroughly enjoyed yourself, and 
find that the parting is getting nearer every second. It isn’t a nice feeling at all. 
As a special favour to me, Elinor let the birds out for a flip round the room. The cocka- 
tiel favoured the inside of his cage, and it took a certain amount of bribery and psych
ology to get it to roost on Buz's shoulder, which it eventually did, wearing a befuddled 
expression on its face. The parakeet Just’sulked in a corner.

Toskey and Otto came at eight o’clock, and in the course of the ensuing conversation 
it was revealed that Buz and Elinor had been to Alaska some years before, just after they 
were married, and lived there for several months....and that they had taken photographic 
slides during the sojourn. Buz said he just happened to have a projector and a screen 
handy, so we were treated to a spontaneous display of well-taken technicolour slides.

Quite a lot of the shots showed the countryside, and the ones showing Elinor made 
her look younger, but I attribute that to her different hair style.

Whilst we were absorbed with the show, the 'phone rang, Buz switched on the lights, 
someone answered it, and the call was for me. The voice at the other end was like honey 
dripping from a hive. The girl asked if I was catching the 11 pm New York 'plane from 
Seattle, and I said I was, and she said it was delayed for an hour, and would that be O.K., 
and I said thanks.

I was pleased; this gave me another hour to think of something adequate to say to 
Elinor and Buz before I departed, but Buz was concerned because he had arranged for Wally 
Gonser and Jim Webbert to be at the airport to see me off.

We decided it would be best to go to the airport at the originally arranged time, so 
that Jim and Wally wouldn't be inconvenienced, or leave because they thought I.’d left.

So I got out ray kit, stacked it near the door, and put on my tie and jacket so as to 
be a mite respectable looking for my cross-continent flight in a Jet-Electra.

I combed my hair and freshened rayself, walked to the door, and took one last linger
ing glance at the dogs, the birds, and the rest of 2852 l^th Avenue West, where I had 
been so happy. I forced the lump back down ray throat, grabbed my kit, and followed the 
rest of the Seattle fans to the cars outside.

As there was plenty of time, we didn't hurry the hourney.........we travelled south over
the new overhead roadway they'd opened the day I arrived...past the Boeing factory, where 
I was thrilled to see lots of Boeing 707's parked near the roadway, some of them painted 
in the colours of the airlines to which they were being delivered.

After about half an hour's drive, we swung in at the airport.
I went along to the reception desk, and ray luggage was taken off me and I was given 

the seat number on the plane, and told that the flight was delayed one hour.
Satisfied that everything was ready, I went with Elinor, Otto, Toskey and Buz up to 

the lounge. Jim Webbert was there, and Wally Gonser came a little later. We pulled a 
couple of tables together and sat round in a circle, talking about things. My voice was 
rather strained, I'm afraid, and I felt the lump in my throat again, and it wasn't because 
I'd put the knot in my tie too tight. I was terribly sorry to be leaving them all, and 
I knew there was very little chance I'd ever see them again. It would have maybe been 
different if we all hadn't gotten along so well, but when one’s association with people is 
so close, it is natural to feel that gnawing pain in one’s stomach...........

We had coffee, and I pulled myself together and bared ray teeth in what I hoped was a 
cheerful grin.

Then this big tall well-dressed fellah came across to me and shook hands with me and
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said, "Hiya, John, how’s everything in Belfast?”

I closed my eyes and concentrated like hell.
Who was it?
I couldn’t recollect ever seeing the chap before, but he knew me powerful well, his 

whole attitude showed that.
He came round and sat by me and started to discuss things as if we were old friends.
I looked out of the corner of my eyes at the others, but they seemed as mystified 

as myself.
WHO WAS IT?
"Er.—" I started, but I realised it would be terribly ignorant of me to ask him 

point blank who he was, because to any outsider it would have seemed as though we were 
very close friends.

It was really a tricky situation to be in. It gradually dawned on me that it might 
be a hoax, and if so I would certainly fall if I gave up and asked him who he was. And 
if it wasn’t a hoax, I would still look a bit stupid, after greeting the chap like an old 
friend, as I had in fact done, then finally concluding the meeting by asking him who he 
was just before he departed.

It didn’t feel right, somehow......... where had I met a tall good-looking American before,
excepting perhaps at the Convention, and if he had been a fan the others would have known 
him.

I supped my coffee and gave a forced grin when anyone looked at me, and I noticed 
quite a lot of the fans were looking at me....especially Gonser....and it later transpired 
that it was a hoax. This friend of his, named Don Brodie, was travelling to New York on 
the same ’plane, and it had occurred to Gonser that it would be clever to have this Brodie 
greet me as if I was an old friend, and watch my reactions. The general consensus of 
opinion was that I’d handled the situation fairly well, playing it off the cuff like I did. 
It also had the satisfactory effect of adding a mite of frivolity to the proceedings, and 
taking my mind off the unhappy fact that this fantastically wonderful fan tour was in its 
final stages, and in a few moments the long Journey to Belfast, via New York, would com
mence .

The voice over the loud-speaker finally came up with the grim news that ’Passengers 
for Flight 10 to New York should assemble’ and I lead the procession of fans to a large 
balcony, enclosed with glass, which overlooked an apron of concrete outside. I spotted 
my ’plane, a Lockheed Jet-Electra, over to the left, with uniformed people working round 
it. A tractor with a series of trailers latched behind it wriggled over to the ‘plane as 
if doing the Samba, and deposited suitcases in the bowels of it. I hoped mine was amongst 

“them. Out on the middle of the airfield, ’planes were taking off regularly for all points 
of the compass.... there was a mighty roar and a flash of lights as each one went its way... 
and I knew that in a very few moments I would be climbing high over Seattle on my way to 
New York, in what was scheduled to be a six hours' flight.

I mentioned the fact that in that case the average speed of the 'plane would be round 
about the 500 m.p.h. mark, and Gonser chuckled and looked upwards, his face wrinkled in 
thought, and informed me that ‘it was one of those Jet-Electras which crashed into the 
sea when attempting to land at Idlewilde early this year, wasn’t it?’

Actually, he was speaking the truth. I recalled reading about the accident, when 
many people were killed, but my 'plane looked so quietly confident out on the tarmac that 
I didn't have the slightest fear, but I made an audible gulp to please Gonser.

Finally, the grim moment came. We passengers were told to board the 'plane. I
turned and gripped hands with Jim Webbert, Toskey, Wally Gonser and Otto...and I passed
along the line to Elinor, and I told her how happy I'd been end how well she’d fed me and
that it was one of the greatest pleasures I’d ever had meeting her, and to look after the 
birds and dogs, and I finally came to Buz and I said the same sort of thing, too, and 
gripped his hand firmly and told him thanks very much for all the work he'd done to get 
me over and that he'd been a perfect host....and I turned away to the steps which led down
wards to the ground.

Elinor gripped my arm and asked me to turn just before I went through the door, so 
I went downstairs, end as the ’uniformed attendant asked me for my ticket I turned and 
waved and there was a flash of bulbs that near blinded me, and I smiled in a superior
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manner to the rest of the passengers who were surprised at this display of egoboo.

The engines on the Jet-Electra were warming up, and I followed the other long line 
of passengers towards it. I stopped at the steps which led up to the plane, and I turned 
for the last time and looked at the observation window on top of the building I’d just 
vacated, and I saw the Seattle fans waving like mad, and I gave a final wave, and clam
bered up the steps into the 'plane.

APPENDIX.
I've gone into detail about my week in Seattle, and the surprising thing is that 

I've had to refer very little to my notes. Cnee I started, everything appeared in my 
mind in sequence, and it was Just a matter of letting it queue up until I was ready to 
type it.

It would not be right to leave this chapter without saying a few words about Buz and 
Elinor Busby.

As I'd intimated all the way through, Elinor is one of the kindest people I’ve ever 
met....but her great secret is an inner Kindliness which is a rare thing—.rare and 
beautiful. Her voice is soft, soothing and sort of purring, and somehow she manages to 
inject a great deal of feeling into her voice, so that one gets the impression she isn't 
just talking to make conversation on a topic which is boring her, but that her love of 
life is so ingrained that everything to her seems worthwhile, even such a small and insig
nificant chore as stuffing birdseed into a little dish.

I could go on for reams about her voice....its educated tolerance...its soft inflec
tions to prove a point....its utter beauty, in a land where accents were, at least to me, 
delightful.

Whilst I was working on my SAPSzine in Seattle, I wrote a few words about the SAPS 
members I'd met, and as I wrote half a page about Elinor whilst I was living in her house, 
I feel that the impression I put down must have been very accurate, so I'll reprint here 
a little of what I said at the time:

ELINOR BUSBY. ........... and what can one say about a girl who treats dachshunds like
babies....who holds conversations in private with parakeets and cockatiels...
whose taste in music runs from Mozart's Clarinet Trio in E Flat Major to Frankie 
Laine singing "Willow weep for me"....who can converse with equal knowledge about 
the origin of the species or who sawed Courtney's boat...who derives as much 
please examining Chinese Ceramic snuff bottles as reading a neofan's first 
effort...and you can't have more diverse interests than that. Toskey told me the 
other day, when pressed, that Elinor represented his Ideal Woman....well..Tosk is 
a Prof and a Ph.D., and he's sized up women for years, and he should know.............
That's what I said at the time, and I wish to encore it with the sound of trumpets in 

the background................

Buz is an interesting character. There is an air of efficiency about him and about 
everything he does. And he is modest too. I know when he reads this egoboo for him and 
Elinor it will occur to him immediately that it should not be published...and that is why 
I was crafty enough to write to him a short time ago and make the express wish that he 
shall publish everything I say in this appendix, without missing one word.

His natural inclination will be, I know, that notwithstanding my wish, he should still 
go ahead and refrain from publishing his rightful egoboo, but I know you will still be 
able to read this because he is too much of a gentleman to disappoint me.

When Phyllis Economou explained what G.M.Carr had said about the Busbys, and about 
Buz in particular, I knew of course that the insinuations and allegations were not true, 
but this was because I had come to know something about him from correspondence and from 
reading about him in CRY. But having stopped in his house for a week, and therefore having 
a great deal of contact with him it becomes even more amazing to me how G. M. Carr can 
possibly say some of the things she does. She is, in my opinion, the greatest fan fiction 
writer there ever was....I've always been considered a writer prone to exaggeration, but 
G. M. Carr beats me into a frazzle.

Why, Buz is quiet but firm, knowledgeable but modest, witty and shrewd and highly 
intelligent. I rate his initiative pretty high, too. The incident about the Treasury
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Permit proves my point there. I showed him an official form with the few places only 
mentioned as being available for issuing the permit, but Buz knew there was a local 
Bureau of Inland Revenue and it occurred to him that Seattle was a pretty big place, and 
one of the main Pacific ports, and why couldn’t it issue a permit? I was prepared to 
Slavishly follow what the form said, but Buz was not blinded by official incompetence.

You’ve got to hand it to the Seattle fans, too. For years now they’ve been pub
lishing a monthly CRY OF THE NAMELESS which has grown immeasurably in stature as tie 
issue number whizzes along to the one and a half century mark. Having been with them 
all for a week, it is easy to understand why fanac in the Seattle area has reached such 
a high pitch. Remember that Buz, Elinor, Otto, Wally Weber and Toskey are all in SAPS, 
Buz and Elinor are in FAPA, and they all pile in together to produce CRY on the first of 
every month; come rain, hail, sleet, snow, tornado, typhoon or Berry1

Probably the most consistently dedicated group of fans that fandom has ever known....
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As we stood at the vast windows of the terminal building in Seattle Airport, the 
Lockheed Jet-Electra on the concrete apron below looked like a toy.

But as I approached it in the darkness, the arc lights shining on it brought forth 
its true size....a superb-looking air-liner, its Allison turbo-prop engines, with the 
square-clipped propellers, looking sleek and powerful. I've always found that aeroplanes 
each have their own personality. At the beginning of World War II I was an air cadet, 
and once had a long flight in an Avro Lancaster heavy bomber. It reminded me so much of 
a jovial old man hugging his stomach with good humour. A Wellington bomber which I flew 
in was like a goose looking for somewhere to drop an egg. An Oxford training plane 
resembled a bell hop who had walked up thirty flights of stairs with six suitcases. The 
Dragon-Rapide biplane gave me the impression of a witch at 25,000 feet after discovering 
she’d dropped her broom. The glorious Douglas D.C. 3, that ubiquitous maid-of-all-work 
which I've flown in many times, both in its military and civilian guises, has always put 
me in mind of a broody hen discovering she's lost a chick. But this Jet-Electra....it 
seemed to throb as it stood on the apron.... it seemed to pulse with energy and anticipa
tion, like a neofan opening a crate wherein lies a Gestetner 260. Passengers poured into 
it, crowds of them, and men were stuffing suitcases inside it in such volume that it 
seemed someone must have been throwing them out the other side! As I climbed the steps, 
it seemed as though I was entering the main entrance to Carrickfergus Castle....it was 
the first time I'd travelled in a turbo-prop airliners, and it seemed something extra 
special.
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Inside the aeroplane, all was smartness and luxury. A beautiful stewardess smiled 

at me as though I was the only one aboard, looked at my ticket and told me to go forward. 
I wondered who I was going to sit by.........

My seat was on the right side of the aeroplane... two seats were together on the 
right, mine was next to the passageway, and I saw ar. old woman next to the window. I 
would have given my MASQUE file to change places, but she didn’t give me the impression 
of being the type who would appreciate such literature.

She looked at me, and gave a weak smile. I looked at her and twitched my moustache, 
and then I cast my eyes round to size up the rest of the passengers, and............. BINGO!!!

She was maybe twenty three. In a Peter Cheyney book I once read of the heroine 
having ’a face that woulda kept a sculptor awake nights’. I'm no sculptor, but I can 
appreciate beauty as well as the next, and here, in the seat in front of mine, was beauty 
personified. She was an oriental, and on her hand baggage I saw the mystic name A. Wong. 
I looked at the old lady on my right, and I looked at Miss Wong in front, and I realised 
that my air trips were specially ordained to deny me the privilege of getting a seat 
with a clear un-engined view outside and the proximity of smashers inside. I wet the 
ends of my fingers and stroked the ends of my moustache into a seductive curl, and looked 
at Miss Wong’s legs stretched out in front of her. Those limbs would have made Cyd 
Charisse call for a bath chair!

The stewardess swayed down the passageway, telling us to put on our safety belts. 
The engines roared into life, and in a moment or two we taxied along a lighted pathway 
to the end of the runway. A long line of lights stretched towards the horizon. I was 
leaning over the old woman, so I know.

The pilot revved up as hard as he could, then cut the brakes. The take-off was smooth. 
We banked round slowly, and the lights of Seattle below gradually grew smaller. I 
thought about ray glorious week in Seattle, and blinked my eyes a couple of times as the 
many kindnesses I had been shown flashed through my mind. Fandom had made all this 
possible, and I was so embued with the fannish spirit it would have taken very little to 
faake me leap to my feet, raise a fist to the Heavens and shout 'I am a fan!' I don't 
think Miss Wong would have understood, though.

We were told we could unfasten our safety belts. The woman next to me couldn't 
unfasten hers. She looked at me appealingly, and I clipped it open for her. If only 
that had been Miss Wong, I thought, and her celt wouldn’t open, and she'd been sitting 
next to me. I sneaked another look at her. She was looking at herself in a mirror in a 
small powder compact. For an instant a brown eye focussed on me. My adam's apple hit 
the top of my head. I didn't look at her for more than fifteen minutes, though, I didn't 
want the rest of the passengers to think I was a sex maniac!

I was brought back from ray dream by the pop of a cork which could only have come 
from a bottle of champagne. The dream wasn’t much, really. Miss Wong had brought a 
bowl of fruit up to my room at the hotel in Fifth Avenue, and said there was no rush to go 
to Coney Island. And then came the 'pop', as I said, and a bottle of champage brushed my 
cheek. I looked upwards, and the stewardess, the beautiful one, asked me if I wanted a 
glass. I pushed my cracked tongue out, and she smiled and poured the bubbling liquid 
into a wide-brimmed glass. The old lady next to me had one too. I put the glass to ray 
lips, and allowed the slightest trickle to run down the grooves on my tongue. It was 
deeelicious. I felt good. I FELT GREAT. A warm thrill came over me, and it wasn't 
only caused by the sight of Miss Wong standing up and searching for something in a bag 
on the rack above her head. I got to my feet to assist her, when, for the first time, I 
saw the passenger who was sitting next to her. He couldn't have been more than seven 
feet tall, most probably the stand-in for Clint Walker. His fingers reminded me of a 
bunch of bananas.

I took another swig of the champagne, and decided that common courtesy dictated *hat I 
have a chat with the old woman. Frankly, the real reason was because I wanted to look out 
of the window at the moonlight playing on the clouds below, and it seemed rather rude to 
lean right across her without any excuse whatsoever.

I said the champagne was nice and she said 'Ja'. She told me all about herself in 
a fantastic mixture of German, English and Canadian. She said she and her husband and 
seven children had emigrated to Canada in 1950, and she was flying back to Hamburg to see
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her mother. She explained that she had worked as a cleaner in a hospital for five years 
to earn the money for the return air ticket. She said that she hadn’t told her mother 
she was coming and she had a headache and could I get her an aspirin?

Another cork popped and I swung my glass up into the active service position and soon 
the amber liquid swirled round inside. I asked the stewardess for an aspirin for the 
old lady, which was duly delivered.

So 0. K. I had a third and a fourth glass of champagne. It didn't go to my head, 
but it didn’t make me feel depressed, either. I lay back on my seat and half closed my 
eyes. I was warm and happy, and if the pilot had come in and asked if anyone had seen 
the two port engines drop off I would have laughed until I cried. It's nice feeling 
that way sometimes. I don’t want to boast, but the way I felt then I would have given 
Errol Flynn two hours’ start.

Those Allison turbo-props, they made very little noise, and in any case, as is usual 
with continuous noise, even if it is loud, it is soon accepted by the subconscious, and 
becomes unnoticeable.........

AND THEN MISS WONG BEGAN TO WRIGGLE ABOUT.
I soon spotted what was going on. She was preparing for slumber.
Look. I don’t want this chapter to pass the 50,000 word mark) and it could quite 

easily happen if I went into detail about Miss Wong’s activities. I'm publishing a 
separate privately-printed addition with the full facts, so if you're interested, drop 
me a plain sealed envelope. Suffice to say that never in all my life did I see a pair 
of nylons taken off with such poise, such grace, such dignity and such utter charm. She 
put a fur coat over her waist, but she may as well have used the cellophane wrapper off 
her nylons......... and then she took her high-heeled shoes off and put on a pair of slippers.
They probably came from the 'Kismet' props. She wriggled about for another ten minutes 
trying to loosen her unmentionables, and then sat back, satisfied. I wasn't, but with 
another hundred passengers in close proximity you’ve got to show a little finesse, so I 
sat down again.

The old lady next to me lay back and snored, and then the lights in the cabin went 
out, leaving one or two cunningly concealed 20 watt bulbs switched on. The chatter in 
the cabin died down, and was replaced with more snores and nervous giggles and elastic 
snaps and the toilet door slamming two or three times a minute.

So I settled down. I had a little trouble with my seat. I maintain they should 
print a set of instructions on the back of the seat in front of you. On the front of the 
airmrest is a knob which, if correctly titillated, gently moves the back of your seat 
backwards to an angle which the designers wrongly presume to be the most comfortable for 
trying to get some sleep. From previous experience I knew that if I didn't press the 
knob hard enough, nothing would happen, and if I pressed too hard the passenger behind me 
would look like a butterfly in a showcase in a museum. I drummed my fingers, and then 
pressed.

The passenger behind me wasn’t asleep anyway, and he wasn't so annoyed after we'd 
extricated his feet and given him a buckshee glass of champagne!

I closed my eyes and settled back. Miss Wong and I were walking hand in.hand along 
a white sandy beach with the surf murmuring in our ears. "You know, John," she said, 
looking at me with those almond eyes, "the relief ship doesn’t come for three years........... "

"Pliz*. An aspirin."
"Help me up, Miss Wong," I said. "Once I get a breath of that sea-breeze I shall be 

all right!"
"Pliz..pliz..an aspirin."
"Thanks," I said, digging my heels in the sand. "Maybe a coconut would help me a 

mite."
"Pliz...pliz..I vant an aspirin."
I shook my head and opened my eyes.
The old woman next to me was looking at me appealingly. Her face was green.
A grey light was sneaking in through the windows, and people were stirring. The 

toilet door started to slam again.
"Oh, surely," I said. I staggered to my feet and walked down the passageway to the
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stewardess, who looked as Jaded as Jesse Owens with his feet in the starting blocks.

I told her the old lady required attention, and I queued up outside the toilet.........

Half an hour later, everyone looked clean and fresh. Miss Wong was putting her 
make-up on, and when I saw her looking at me (or my moustache) in the mirror I gave her 
a superior smile, as much as to say 'We know'. For a fleeting instant she smiled back, 
or, at least, her eyes did, and I wondered if there was such a thing as mutual telepathic 
dreams, but she looked so sweet and innocent that I knew she'd probably been dreaming of 
chop suey!

The stewardess came round with breakfast.
Well, I suppose it was called breakfast because it was early in the morning. Frankly, 

it was the sort of meal I’d have expected if I’d been invited for dinner at Buckingham 
Palace.

The stewardess pulled out a cute table from the back of Miss Wong’s seat, and set 
a tray on it. That tray had everything on it except the chef’s date of birth. The 
cutlery looked as though it came from the Silver Collection at the Victoria and Albert 
Museum. Each item, the knife, the fork and the two spoons, were individually wrapped in 
cellophane. I sweai^ the cornflakes were stamped 9 carat gold. The rest of the meal 
made a mockery of the tourist category by which I was supposed to be travelling. The 
stewardess did everything except wipe my lips with the napkin. I only had five cups of 
coffee in a delicate cup which had obviously first seen the light of day in Dresden. A 
packet of cigarettes was on the tray too, and I stuffed them in my pocket. I looked 
meaningly at the old lady’s cigarettes, but she smiled inscrutably and whipped ’em into 
her handbag which could have held a stone of potatoes. Poor old lady. She said she had 
a headache, and I tried to sooth her. I told her we only had about another five hundred 
miles to travel. I wanted so much to press my nose against the window and look at America 
spread out before me. I did Just that. "Hope you don't mind, Madam," I said, and leaned 
across her and gazed in awe below me.

I guess we were about 15,000 feet high. There wasn't a cloud in sight, and the sun, 
an early morning sun, yet rarin' to go, added Just about the right amount of shadow below 
to make the houses and trees stand out. Sometimes all I could see were brown fields or 
plains, with mebbe a deep gorge running diagonally across. Then one house, then two, then 
a few, then more, and soon a large-sized town would drift by underneath. It was superb. 
Soon, I got a crick in my neck because of the unique angle my head was being supported, 
and I had to resume my seat and look at Miss Wong's legs, languidly stretched out before 
her. I wondered how the giant next to her had managed. I wondered even more how I would 
have managed if I'd been sitting next to her all night.........

A voice came over the intercom, saying that we would land in half an hour.
I looked out of the window, and we passed from land to water, and gradually sank 

lower, until the white crests to the waves were Just below us. I forced my eyes into a 
position they'd never been in before and saw land ahead, with a wide runway greeting the 
Jet-Electra.........and then we were over land, and there was the slightest bump as we hit
the runway......... and we taxied to the large modernistic aerodrome buildings of Idlewilde
International Airport. We grabbed our belongings and shuffled out of the Jet-Electra. 
The stewardess who had looked after us was standing near the exit door, and I gave her a 
big smile and a wink that nearly screwed my left eyeball out.

I followed the line of passengers to the building. A few yards away, I turned, set 
the correct distance and focus on my camera and took a snap of the 'plane....my ’plane. 
I have the picture in front of me now, and looking at it brings the whole trip back to me 
again. This sleek aeroplane had flown three thousand miles, from the west coast of America 
to the east, and it had seemed such a short trip. I remember we arrived at Idlewilde at 
11:30 am on Thursday morning, the 17th of September 1959* I confess I don't know how long 
the flight took, because of the (to me) complicated time changes which come into effect 
as America is crossed. All I do know is that if there is a smoother flight, it’s got to be 
as smooth as a baby’s bottom...........

We were told to go to a certain part of the building where our luggage would arrive. 
The small trailers shunted into a roped-off area, and our cases were pulled off by coloured 
chaps in uniform and dumped into the middle of the arena. The technique was to shout
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'there’s mine’, and a porter would stagger over to you with it, and you’d drop a quarter 
into his quivering palm, and his nostrils would twitch and he’d dive back to the piles 
of suitcases again.

I found I was standing next to Don Brodie, the young man who had approached me at 
Seattle Airport (at Gonser’s instigation) as an old friend. Remember?

We chatted quite amicably, and parted. I wanted to telephone Pat Ellington. Her 
telephone number wasn’t in the directory, and somewhere I'd taken a note of it. I sat 
myself in the *phone booth (yeah, folks, in American 'phone boxes they have the snazziest 
little seats) and sorted through various papers until I found it.

I dropped a ten cent piece into the aperture and got my number.
I recognised Pat's voice.
"It's me," I said.
"Come over," she told me. "Forry Ackerman is here."
"As soon as I can," I told her.
I grabbed my luggage and hobbled all over the building. By a miracle I came across 

Don Brodie again, and he asked me if I was taking a 'bus to New York. I said did he advise 
it, and he told me it was cheap, only $1.35, so I tagged along behind him to a small 
queue of travellers who had the same brilliant idea.

I stuffed my luggage in a recess at the back of a streamlined silver 'bus, and climbed 
inside and sat next to Brodie.

The journey took half an hour or so. By some miracle I had managed to get a seat 
next to the window, even if it was only an omnibus, and I closely observed all the features 
of the drive into New York. The weather, as it had been throughout my tour, was superb. 
Just the sun, no clouds attempting to obscure it.

It was a truly memorable moment when I saw that famous Manhattan skyline suddenly 
appear in the distance. Those magnificent multi-storeyed skyscrapers pointing upwards. 
I realised the true genius of the word 'sky-scraper'. No other word could possibly be so 
descriptive. There was something inspiring about that skyline. It seemed to embody the 
whole soul of the American people in some mysteriously symbolic way. I just sat and 
watched in awe as it came nearer....it was so egoboosting to look at the top of the Empire 
State Building and to know that I had been to the top of it and had had New York at my 
feet.

Soon, we were in Manhattan. The bus drove to the air terminal and we got out and 
claimed our luggage. I said 'cheerio' to Don Brodie, congratulated him on his part in 
the hoax of the previous night (was Seattle really 3,000 miles away) and wished him well.

I walked into the building, and saw it was a huge, clean collection of offices which 
catered for a considerable number of international airlines. I followed my nose to the 
British Overseas Airways Corporation site. I went up to the desk and asked if I was down 
for Flight 538 at 7:30 pm that same night?

The man grinned and looked down a list and made a 'phone call and said, in an English 
accent that sounded so out of place, yes, I ■was on it. He asked me did I want to book in 
for the flight there and then? I pondered, and then said no, I would book in at Idlewllde 
that night. (I don't want to leap ahead in my story. It always annoys me when I'm reading 
a book, and some incident happens, and the writer says, in grim foreboding, something to 
the effect that 'if only I could have known what far-reaching consequences that decision 
was to have'. But I must say here and now that I made the wrong decision, and only by a 
miracle did I.........but I knew I shouldn't have leapt ahead in my narrative. I won't say
any more, I'll just try and let you share the excitement with me, later on.)

I gripped my luggage and followed a pointer which lead me to a taxi rank. Back in 
the British Isles I have always been dubious about getting taxis. I always feel the 
driver puts the price meter onto the fast revs when I'm in a taxi, and invariably takes 
the longest and slowest routes, and makes ostentatious stops at traffic lights. But I had 
the greatest confidence in New York taxi drivers. They were cheap, and they made their 
one burning ambition the attempt to get their passenger from A to B in the shortest poss
ible time. No matter if the passenger was e nervous wreck when the destination hove to, 
they couldn't have got there any quicker unless they'd used a matter transmitter!

I passed through a swing door, and found myself outside the building. A queue of
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people were waiting for taxis. The vehicles came from the right, stopped to pick up 
passengers, and drove away to the left.

I don’t know whether or not this has become apparent in my narrative, but I am a sort 
of polite guy when it comes to queueing up for anything. I take my place and wait in an 
orderly and sober fashion for my turn to come. I’m not really patient, but I'm prepared 
to wait, and my blood boils when I see ignorant people forging to the front. I’ve kicked 
a couple of ankles in my time, in the heat of the moment.

So, at this taxi rank in the heart of Manhattan, with my moustache at a flamboyant 
angle, and feeling pretty fine, I stood at the end of the queue and waited for my taxi.

I'd stood there for fifteen minutes when it occurred to me that, somewhere, there 
was a serious flaw in my technique. I’d seen literally dozens of people come through the 
swing doors after me, and get into taxis, AND I WAS STILL AT THE END OF THE QUEUE!

Hmmmmnimm, I thought •
I watched closely. A little man about four feet tall with a blonde about six feet 

tall holding his arm burst through the swing doors. Now this man was a mild clean-living 
type, it was obvious for all to see. He wore glasses, was bald on top, and if I was any 
judge, was a professional bird watcher, and probably had a snazzy stamp collection back 
home. An inoffensive man, not given to violence.

And then the metamorphosis took place.
His face became a mask of pure hatred as he surveyed the people fighting for taxis. 

Holding the blonde in front of him as a sort of battering ram (and take my word for it, 
she had the equipment) he ploughed his way through the ranks and burst into a taxi which 
had just screeched to a half. The taxi driver, with a wife and ten kids at home, whizzed 
away whilst the little man was still on the running board.

AND I’D BEEN THERE TWENTY MINUTES.
No one can say that I am not a learner.
I was anxious to get to the Ellingtons, and had the added incentive of meeting the 

fabulous Forry Ackerman, whose name glowed in my mind in neon lights. I’d seen him at the 
Convention at Detroit, of course, but he’d always been with a bevy of BNFism, and I’d only 
had a very brief word with him.

So.
Another taxi, the driver’s face ashen with terror, whipped from the right and screeched 

to a halt. I don’t want you to think I'm exaggerating, but there must have been twenty 
people of all shapes and sizes trying to get into that taxi. I stood there, my feet wide 
apart. I waved my luggage round and round, like a hammer thrower, and when I'd built up 
enough G's, I let myself go.

I sat in the back of the taxi, braced my arms against the seat, and forced a couple 
of persistent tryers out.

I shouted the Ellingtons' address, picked myself up from under my luggage, combed my 
hair and re-set my elbow and once more pressed my nose against the window to see as much 
of New York as I could.

The driver chatted amicably. What great ambassadors for America those taxi drivers 
are.

In a very short time he dropped me outside Ellington's residence. I asked him how 
much, and he said something fantastically small, $1.25 or thereabouts. I gave him $2 and 
told him to keep the change. I'm not usually that generous, but a chap who could take 
corners at sixty and get through gaps in traffic that a mouse couldn't, well, I think he 
had something extra special that was worthy of even a slight consideration.

The street where the Ellingtons lived.
It was wide, with masses of cars parked on either side of the road. The entrance to 

the apartments was made up of some stone steps with metal railings on either side. I 
went up these, opened a door, and found myself in a narrow corridor. I'd been there a 
couple of times before, and I knew the Ellingtons lived upstairs, although I wasn't exact
ly sure where. I staggered up several flights, took a chance, and rapped a door.

Pat Ellington answered, and ushered me inside. I tripped over a couple of cats, 
patted the little girl's head, dumped my luggage and camera, and went on into the far 
room, where a man was industriously hammering away at a typer.
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He turned round, I recognized Forry, we shook hands.
This Ackerman confirmed my opinion of American BNFism. The higher you go up the scale, 

the nicer the fans concerned are. At Detroit, for instance, I’d chatted with Willy Ley, 
Isaac Asimov, Bob Bloch, Damon Knight, James Blish, Sam Moskowitz, etc., and all of them 
were kind and considerate, with not the slightest suggestion of superiority. As I said 
before, I'd only Just about nodded to Forry at the Detention, but now I was able to get 
talking with him, and found what a really outstanding fellow he is.

Even when I joined fandom back in '5^, Forry Ackerman was a name always cropping up, 
and for some .unknown reason I had come to expect him to be on his last legs, a sort of 
refugee from monkey-gland treatment. I’ve pointed out previously that most fans fitted 
perfectly into the mental pictures I’d painted of them. I'd been way off with Wrai 
Ballard, and even more off target with Forry.

He was tall, broad, and handsome.
At the Detention I had seen a film made by. the Los Angeles fans (a most excellent 

technicolour work) and Forry had one of the starring parts, but he'd worn spectacles and 
seemed at least middle aged.

But this strapping gentleman at the Ellingtons' was an entirely different personality. 
The spectacles were missing, and I saw a face which was like a cross section between 
David Niven, Cary Grant and Rock Hudson, with the finer points of each.

And there was a certain warmth about him, you felt he was really concerned about 
your welfare, and that the things he said were not Just conventional expressions, but that 
he meant them.

We_±alked together for a considerable time.
Pat was in the kitchen, preparing lunch, but popped in from time to time.
She told me she had done my shopping. (At Detroit I'd given her some money to get 

an underskirt for me to take home to Diane, my wife, and an Indian costume for my daughter 
Kathleen.)

She said the underskirt would take up some room, and I was puzzled and she brought
• it in to show me.

Of course, I'm not an authority on women's underwear, but I could see this underskirt 
was something special. It was cherry red, and had ten layers of stiff nylon underneath. 
Pat brought in an empty cardboard carton, and she bundled up the underskirt as small as 
she could manage, but it filled the carton, a big carton, too. I tied some strong cord 
round it...it looked as though there was a bell tent inside.

Pat explained that she hadn't been able to get the Indian costume, but that Noreen 
Shaw was making a special effort to get it, and would arrive later. Pat said she had a 
couple of other things for me. I was mystified, and she opened a cupboard and gave me a 
parcel wrapped in brown paper, and an express delivery letter.

With trembling fingers I opened the parcel. Inside was a doll, a cute one with freck
led face and ginger hair, a sort of miniature RJO. A little box was underneath, and this 
contained a pair of earrings, sort of about an inch square, made of copper or bronze with 
a flower painted on. There was no note inside, so I opened the letter. There was a dollar 
inside this, and a letter from Mabel Young and Teddy Bear Sims.........explaining that the
presents were for my wife and family, the cash was for my son Colin.

I was very touched with this extreme kindness. After all, they'd both gone out of 
their way in Detroit, when up to their ears in Convention business, to take me across to 
Canada, and now they were multiplying their generosity. I felt somehow inadequate...........

Pat Ellington gave us a meal, and shortly afterwards Ted White arrived.
Very kindly, he offered to drive me to Idlewilde in his car. He asked me what time

I had to be there, and I said it was stipulated that I had to sign in one hour before take
off time, which in this case was seven thirty. It was almost three o’clock, and Pat said 
that Noreen wouldn't arrive with Kathleen's present until about half five to a quarter to 
six; they hadn't realised I had to be at the terminal one hour before take-off.

* I asked Pat if I could use her telephone, and I rang through to the B.O.A.C. office 
at Idlewilde. The clerk was most explicit. If I wanted to be sure of getting on that '. ' 
'plane, I had to be there at six thirty. Ted said as long as Noreen wasn't too late he
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would get me there on time.

Ted, Forry and I had a long and interesting conversation. I was a big vague about 
dianetics and Scientology. I knew from reading SAPS that Buz Busby and Burnett Toskey 
didn't see eye to eye at all over the merits, and I also knew that Jack Harness (the Devil 
at Detroit) dabbled in it, and the name Ron Hubbard sort of figured in it, too!

Forry gave me a fascinating account of Ron Hubbard's rise to fame, and he and Ted 
filled in lots of details about the practical application of it. I was so interested, 
and we were all having a most instructive time when Leslie Gerber walked in, holding a 
black case in his left hand.

Les wore a shortie sort of coat with a fur collar, and he bore on his face the impish 
Gerber grin. He came straight'over to me, handed me the black case, and told me it was 
my typewriter.

Just like that.
No affectation, or boasting, or egoboo-asserting, Just a simple ceremony.
I sat back, and I looked at this boy. Was a youngfan ever more unselfish? Some 

months earlier, noting that all my stories and articles were written longhand, after the 
unfortunate demise of the Shaw-Berry Typer (of which many thousands of words have been 
written) Les had the idea of collecting some cash and buying me a typewriter and present
ing it to me at the Detention. He had (so I was told by Ted White and others) sent out 
a printed proforma, giving his scheme, and asking for subscriptions. But also, much more 
cleverly, he sent my wife, Diane, an airmail letter asking if I had a typewriter, and did 
I have any immediate prospects of getting one? This information had come out at the con
vention, and so help me, I was in complete ignorance of the scheme. Diane had told me 
nothing. I would give a great deal to know what her reply was. From subsequent events, 
it was obviously the right reply, thank goodness.

Les had collected this cash, some $23 from CRY letterhacks, and then found he could 
not go to the convention. He had arranged with George Nims Raybin to present me with a 
token of the typewriter, and to tell me, in front of the whole assembly, that I would get 
the typer when I was back in New York. George had obtained some more $$$ as the result of 
an appeal at the convention, and with this extra money, Les had purchased my typer.

And in the front room of the Ellington residence, in front of Forry Ackerman, Pat 
Ellington and Ted White, he duly presented it to me.

What does one do on such occasions? Remember this was a boy....not an experienced 
fan, bu ta boy certainly not past-his middle teens. By himself he had thought of pre
senting me with a typer. He had carried the operation through despite various setbacks, 
such as not being able to go to the Detention, and finally, on my very last day in America, 
he handed it to me.

I looked at Les for a few seconds, and I recall I looked at the rest of them and 
shook my head slowly, in complete awe.

For my Journey through fandom since 1954 had been one long conflict with typers.
Bob Shaw's typer, a later nineteenth century model, had lasted me for some 200 stories, 

but gradually, things went wrong with it, and the wrong things Just went on accumulating. 
Although possibly many fans don't believe all I have written about the Shaw-Berry Typer, 
the fact remains that for over a year the only way I could get the platen to move was by 
hanging a suitable weight (two full tins of Heinz Baked Beans) over the edge of the table, 
attached to a length of wire which was attached to the platen. It worked perfectly, but 
other things were going wrong, too. Keys were pushed down and wouldn't come up again.... 
one day a mouse popped out of it....my son abstracted small metal components for a tank 
he was making, and for one period of three weeks it had been used to keep the front garden 
gate closed when the hinge broke.

A near relative, hearing of my plight, smugly came round one day with another rusted 
typer he had found in the attic. It hadn't been used since 1924, he observed, but if it 
was oiled and cleaned it might work, and at least I could say I had a typer even if it 
didn't work!

Of course, there is no need to tell you it didn't work, but I never did write about it 
in case fans thought I was flogging the rusted typer gimmick to death. It happened, though..

I had to cut all the stencils for my fanzines at my office at lunch time, to the
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detriment of ray digestion, and it is quite possible that it was as a direct result of 
doing this and being in a stuffy office all day without fresh air that I succumbed to 
that illness in May, which necessitated cutting ten days or so off ray American Tour.

I’ve gone into detail about my experiences just to show you how positively thrilled 
I was at last to own a typer that looked like a typer, but not only that, worked like a 

* typer!!
I opened the shiny black case, and there, before me, was the nicest typer you ever 

did see.
It’s open before me this minute, and, except, for the two chapters I typed at Seattle, 

the rest of my story has been executed on it.
I’ve used it every night for months (today is the 29th of February i960) and it has 

performed flawlessly. It is silent, cuts a pretty good stencil, and I cannot possibly 
understand how I managed all those years with baked beans, and, eventually, ball point 
pens.

Looking back, I sometimes think my thanks were inadequate. I was overawed by the 
occasion. It wasn’t just the gift of the typer (although of course this was stupendous 
in itself) but the thought behind it in the mind of a young fan who had a passion for 
zaps and who seemed to rub certain people the wrong way.

Les rates high with me, anyway!

It was a quarter to five, and I suggested to the others that I would like a final 
walk round the locality.........I had a few exposures left in my camera, and I’d like to get
a couple of typical New York views.

Forry said he was going to a science fiction bookshop round the corner, and Ted, Les 
and I arranged to see him there at about five fifteen.

• The three of us walked around for a mite. It was exceptionally hot, and we nipped
into a drug store for a drink. I purchased half a dozen packets of various brands of 
cigarettes, and we walked back to this science fiction bookshop. My head was going round 
and round like a radar scanner as I drank ir. the local scenery. We stopped on the side
walk and took a few photographs, and thence into the bookshop.

It was a fan's dream. I do wish I could remember the name of the man in charge. I 
took a careful note of his name-for my memoirs....I’d never heard of the name before and 
the others looked askance when I admitted this. Forry was inside, and he smiled as we 
entered. Forry asked Ted to take a snap with his camera, and we stood shoulder to shoul
der, Forry and I, and beamed at the lens.

I walked round the bookshelves, and ought a couple of paperbacks, one of which was 
Arthur C. Clarke’s "The Deep Range", which, I am forced to confess, I threw aside in dis
may after page U3. It helps fill up my bookcase, though.

We returned to Pat’s apartment. The time was almost five thirty, and my heart started 
to point.

Noreen hadn't arrived. Les seemed ill at ease, as every minute that passed meant 
Noreen was closer. I’ve mention the Noreen-Gerber Incident in Chapter 3- It was none of 
my business, and I didn’t want anything to occur which would spoil my last hour in America.

At five thirty-five Les said he would have to go. I walked down the stairs with him, 
and as I opened the front door, Noreen walked in with the parcel under her arm. They 
passed without a word, although my stomach was somewhere around my ankles.

I told Noreen I’d see her in a couple of minutes upstairs, and I shook hands with 
Les Gerber outside. I thanked him again for the typer, and said I hoped I'd see him again. 
I mentioned a possible GERBER FOR TAFF in 1966............ 1 meant it, too!

I stood on the top of the steps and watched Les walk away, and I returned to the 
Ellington apartment. Noreen gave me the Indian costume, and I packed it away. We hung on 
for a couple of moments in the hope that Dick Ellington would return. I wanted very much 
to say goodbye to Dick, as I liked him very much. His sense of humour was, I liked to 
think, akin to my own, and when he told a funny story or incident, he acted it, as I am 

e prone .to do. But he didn't come, and it was quarter to six, and I had to be at Idlewilde 
in three quarters of an hour, and then someone said that it took longer than that ordinarily, 
but at this time of night there would be the exceptionally heavy traffic caused by workers 
returning home.
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"We’ll have to go now," said Pat. Noreen kissed me on the cheek, and I made some 

sort of merry quip. Noreen said she would look after the baby, and Pat, Forry, Ted and 
I rushed downstairs, outside and down the street to Ted’s car.

It was after ten to six, and Ted’s car was parked on the far side of the road, and 
was completely hemmed in by other vehicles. A car was in front, and behind, with only a 
few inches between bumper and bumper, but worst of all, a big lorry was parked alongside 
Ted’s car.

We were stuck, enmeshed without the slightest chance of getting away. Clue: the 
lorry was full of lemonade crates, and there was a drug store across the road. Ted White 
was furious. His breathing got heavier and heavier, and I didn’t dare mention to him that 
it was six o’clock.

Ted blew bis horn continuously, but nothing happened.
He got out of his car, and slammed the door behind him. He stood there, on the road

way, oblivious to cars rushing past him. Like a scene from the climax of "High Noon", 
Ted walked slowly across the road into the drug store. He came out in a moment, went 
next door and hammered on the door like mad.

A man in a white shirt came to the door, and Ted pointed to his car. His hands were 
raised to the skies. I fully expected a flash of lightning to illuminate the scene.

Ted came back and sat in the driver’s seat. Oh so casually, the lorry driver strolled 
across to his lorry. He yawned, scratched himself under the armpits, and yawned again. 
Leisurely, he dropped into the driving seat of his vehicle and pretended to look for his 
gear lever. He gave us a sardonic grin.

Ted’s neck turned beetroot red. He hurled threats and abuse at the other driver, 
and prepared to get out of his car again.

The other driver rewed up, and slowly moved forward and parked a short distance 
ahead.

Ted whipped his car into gear, and shot away with the green light.........

Teddrove fairly slowly at first, and he discussed with Pat which would be the best 
route to avoid the heavy traffic congestion, although it seemed from what I heard them 
say that whatever way they went it was going to be rough. I looked up at a passing clock, 
and said with a wince I was barely able to suppress that it was after six pm.

Believe me, traffic in New York at a peak hour has to be seen to be believed. It 
isn't so much the volume of traffic, although this is probably denser than anywhere else 
in the world. No, the thing that will always remain with me is the speed with which the 
vehicles travelled. Cars and buses and vans and lorries, bumper to bumper, whizzed along 
at about HO m.p.h. And remember that Ted White had to travel some ten miles as the crow 
flies, and probably nearer thirteen or fourteen miles by road. There was an agonizing 
hold up whilst we crossethe East River. There was a bottleneck and it was Just a matter 
of waiting our turn before we could get through.

I’ve praised in glowing terms in an earlier chapter the expert driving of Dick Eney, 
Wally Weber, Wally Gonser and Burnett Toskey. But regarding Ted White’s driving you’ve 
got to remember that he was driving to as tight a deadline as possibly any fan has ever 
had to try to meet. He had to go at top speed the whole time, much faster than was safe 
or careful, and yet, at the same time he had to make sure that he didn’t make even the 
slightest miscalculation. If, say he only touched another car, it would mean we would 
have to stop and argue and exchange names and addresses or send for a policeman, and I 
would never have caught my aeroplane.

The vast mass of cars never seemed to abate. Even when we were some miles from 
Manhattan (and it was a quarter past six) the roads were clogged with a continuous snake 
of traffic. On several occasions we had to stop for a red light, and Ted was a coiled 
spring of concentration in the driver's seat.

All the time it was decision, decision...........
Ted would roar on one lane, and he'd see that to his left there were fewer cars. 

He'd swing to the left, and then suddenly come to an obstruction, and have to wait, or 
move slowly, whilst, on the lane he'd Just vacated, the vehicles were Just a blur of move
ment as they swished past. So Ted had to sneak into the fastest moving lane, and he did
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so when there was only Just a car's length of space to fit into, and I swear that on a 
number of occasions there was considerably less.

Forry didn't seem to be affected by the drama taking place. I know this was his 
temperament, not being disturbed when everyone else was in a dither. I spat out a mouth
ful of fingernail every few seconds, and frequently felt to see if my stomach was in the 
right traffic lane. Pat sat hunched forward, seeming to will the car to go faster. Once, 
I recall, she looked back the way we had come.

She pointed to Manhattan.
"Look, John," was all she said.
It was that fabulous skyline.—the Empire State and the rest of the big skyscrapers, 

illuminated by the strong sunlight, making an utterly unforgettable, picture.
I looked at it for many seconds....and it seemed to me that it was only right and 

proper that the Manhattan Skyline, in all its glory, should be almost the last thing I 
should see of America. After all, to many people, it was America.

Pat looked at her watch and said it was twenty-four minutes past six, and I didn't 
know where we were, but I couldn't see an aeroplane, and I knew we had a hell of a way 
to go.

Then suddenly, we were on a wide white road, and although I still couldn't see an 
aeroplane, I knew we were on one of the approach roads to Idlewilde....and then we passed 
a huge sign confessing that we were in fact entering the precincts of the airport.

More decisions».i••every few hundred yards we saw huge buildings with the names of 
international airlines painted on them. We saw one with British Overseas Airways Corpora
tion on it, but we knew it couldn't be the one because there wasn't any aircraft outside 
it...and then we came to a fork in the wide road, and Ted went straight for the apex of 
the bend, and I don't know what sort of Divine Intervention came into play, but he swerved 
to the right, and then we saw another large building, with glass walls to it, and it had 
British Overseas Airways Corporation on it. It was twenty-nine minutes past six.

Ted screeched to a halt in the parking lot....some hundred yards from the entrance 
to the building. We all grabbed an item of luggage and ran like hell.

Now I know that over the years I've built up a reputation in fandom for exaggerating. 
Frankly, it's a special technique I have, which has seem to have developed by itself, of 
stressing situations so that the full impact of what I am writing about is made obvious 
to the reader. But I want to explain here and now that this Ted White Driving Episode 
is completely devoid of exaggeration. Everything happened Just as I have written it.
I know....because every second of that mad drive is printed firmly on some recess of my 
mind, and on a CINERAMA STEREOPHONIC film, too.

And the climax, though perfectly true, is even more unbelievable.
We four sweaty, panting fans collapsed.in a huddle in front of the clerk's desk at 

the B.O.A.C., and I looked, at the clock, and the red second hand Just flicked past XII as 
the minute hand reached the VI. In other words, to those of you who haven't grasped the 
significance of what Ted White had don.........we reached the B.O.A.C. office at one second
to six-thirty.

The girl at the desk smiled. I said I was Berry, and she looked down a list, and 
asked me for my passport and ticket. I handed 'em over, she asked for my luggage, and she 
tied tags to it, dropped them on a conveyor belt, and away they went.

"The 'plane will take off exactly on time," she said, "and if you care to go upstairs 
to the Coffee Lounge, you will be told when to report to the aircraft."

I thanked her, and looked at three fannish tongues stretched out at the word 'coffee', 
so we went upstairs.

T.7E WERE THE ONLY ONES THERE.
In fact, it wasn't until after seven pm that any other passengers showed up, and I 

am forced to conclude, without actually seeking for evidence, that it wouldn't have mattered 
what time I'd arrived at the B.O.A.C. office. Of course, experienced air travellers, as 
long as they strolled up about fifteen minutes before take-off time, would probably have 
been OK. But I wasn't experienced. I didn't want to miss that 'plane. Sure, I wouldn't 
have objected to stopping in New York for a few more days, but goodness knows what seat
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would have been available if I had missed it. I would probably have been in New York for 
weeks.

I kept silent about my fears, though.
I admire Ted White for his frank and open manner, and I sensed that if I’d said, 

"There was no need to have hurried, Ted, there would have been plenty of time," he would 
have let loose with a verbal salvo that would probably have melted the glass partitions.

Forry and Pat and Ted were probably thinking that the rush had been unnecessary, 
but after all, I had telephoned and been told that it was imperative to be there at 
six-thirty.

And the fact that I actually was there at the appointed time is testimonial, if such 
were needed, that the American fannish car driver is a super-human being. I'm prepared 
to swear that in affidavit form.

We chatted away, and for my part, the conversation got rather strained as the minutes 
ticked away. We had coffee and bisaiits, and then, at twenty-five past seven a voice asked 
all travellers for Flight 936 to Prestwick to board the aircraft.

That was me!!
I clasped hands firmly with Forry, Pat and Ted. I thanked Ted for his miraculous 

drive, I thanked Pat for all she'd done for me, I said cheerio to Forry.
I walked outside, and saw the Douglas D.C. 70, in B.O.A.C. colours, being fueled up.
I waved back to the watching fans, and I boarded the aeroplane...............
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It’s difficult to express my emotions, as I sat down in the D.C. 70 of British Over
seas Airways Corporation.

My American Tour had come to an end. My three weeks had been packed with incident., 
and I had gleaned a wealth of experience from the thousands of miles I’d travelled across 
the-vast continent, and from all the many wonderful characters I'd met.

I recall vividly that I looked out of the window of the airliner and gazed at the 
terminal buildings of Idlewilde International Airport. My last few moments in America, 
I thought, and would I ever come back again?

And then the engines started to whine at high decibel pitch, and a steward told us 
to fasten our safety belts.

I must tell you about this particular flight.
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The aeroplane could probably have held well over one hundred passengers, and yet 

I swear there were more stewards than passengers. In front of me was a clergyman. I 
heard one or two voices way up in front of me, but raising up as much as I could with 
my safety belt on, I could see very few heads. My seat wasn’t too bad. I sat on the 
extreme right, about half way along the cabin. I could see the wing by looking out 
normally, but if I screwed my head round behind me, I had a reasonable view. I sup
pose I could have moved backwards or forwards, but I reasoned that most of the flight 
would be made during the dark hours, and for all that I would see on the morrow I was 
prepared to suffer pain. I like to be as consistent as possible, you see, and getting 
a seat which would have afforded me a perfect view would have been inconsistent!

Once again the aeroplane followed various coloured lights on the tarmac.... once 
again the pilot strained the engines at their highest revs at the end of the runway, 
and then took his foot off the brakes.

We took off perfectly, circled Idlewilde whilst the navigator figured out where 
East was, and we climbed and settled down. I screwed my head round and looked out of 
the window, and saw that the exhausts from the engines were belching long blue flames. 
These flames seemed to lick the nacelles and the wings rather affectionately. A steward 
told us we could unfasten our safety belts. I clipped mine off, and crossed my row of 
seats to the left side of the aeroplane and looked out. The other two engines were 
spurting blue flame, too. I reasoned that the Law of Averages precluded the possibility 
of four engines burning at the same time, and no one else seemed to bother.

I returned to my seat, and to pass the time I pulled out a cellophane wrapper 
affixed to the rear of the clergyman's seat. It contained an illustrated diatribe which 
dealt with the best way to abandon ship. I peeked out of the window again, and saw that 
if anything the flames were belching more strongly. I wasn't unduly perturbed, I was 
insured, and B.O.A.C. had a pretty good safety record, and, dammit, the D.C. 7C was an 
American aeroplane, and QED, it couldn't go wrong. There was a clergyman on board too. 
I looked at the window, as if it were a mirror, and the blackness outside in fact gave 
it reflective powers. I saw that the clergyman in front was reading a book. I made a 
more careful scrutiny, and saw that it was a prayer book. Just at the moment, the 
gentleman looked out of the window, his eyes widened as he spotted the flaming engines, 
and he returned to the book and seemed to flip the pages over rather more quickly, as if 
to get as much on the divine wavelength as he could.

A nice polite English voice came over the loudspeaker and said that everything was 
Just great, and that passengers were not to get alarmed if they saw the flames from the 
exhausts. This was quite a natural process, and it would eventually die down.

I uncrossed my fingers and peeked at the clergyman again, and saw that he was read
ing PLAYBOY.

I sat back happily and closed my eyes.

I slept reasonably well. There was plenty of room to stretch out, and as there was 
no one behind me I could retract my seat at will without fear of causing anyone injury.

The lights were switched off, except for a few small wattage lamps, and although 
the engine noise was much more pronounced than the Jet-Electra, my ears eventually got 
used to it.

I woke up with the grey light of dawn struggling to get through the window.
I hadn't shaved since Wednesday in Seattle, and my stubble rasped as I ran a finger 

round my chin. I had no idea where I’d packed my razor, but it was somewhere in one of 
my large suitcases which were esconced somewhere in the body of the aeroplane. I wasn't 
worried about my appearance, anyway. I don't know whether or not you've gathered this 
fact, but I'm a sort of scruffy individual. If necessary, I can deck myself up like a 
tailor's dummy, but I am happy to say that such situations don't arise very often. For 
instance, at the Masquerade Ball at the Detention on Saturday night, when I went as a 
man, I modestly admit to being really slick. Mrs. DeVore had put such a crease in my 
trousers that I was frightened to bend my knees in case I scraped my knee caps. My 
black shoe toecaps were scintillating, and in fact I had to rub dust on them for fear I 
might blind someone. I'd kept my stiff-collared white shirt especially for the occasion.
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But in this DC 7C, sartorial elegance was the farthest thing from my mind. I’d 

worn the plaid American shirt for days, I hadn’t polished my shoes since the Detention, 
and I'd stumped around in a dust-storm in Blanchard in the interim. My trousers had no 
crease, my hair was Just about long enough to qualify for a ribbon, and, as I said, I 
had stubble trouble. I didn’t care though. I was happy. I was carefree. I was filled 
with a Sense of Wonder, and I didn’t give a damn for the consequences. I didn't care 
how untidy I looked......... and that, friends, was probably one of the worst mistakes I
ever made. You'll read about it soon....

Breakfast was served. Nothing ostentatious, but it was clean and wholesome, and 
that's the main thing, isn’t it? The cutlery was in cellophane wrappers, and the 
stewards served with deftness and dexterity, with big beaming smiles. They could afford 
to, because trade was slack and they weren't getting a share of the profits, anyway!

After breakfast, I plastered my eyes on the window to try and see a bit of coast
line. Now that I was away from America, and all its many fascinations, I began to think 
more and more of my family....! wondered what Diane, my wife, would say when she saw 
the underskirt.. .and what ray small daughter Kathleen would say when she opened the box 
with the Indian Squaw outfit in it.....and my nine year old son Colin when he got his 
totem pole and the silver dollar I'd saved for him and the dollar note from Mabel Young 
and Roger Sims...and when they saw all the other souvenirs I'd garnered...plaster Indian 
heads....plaster pheasants....a silk headscarf from Montana, etc.........and I wondered if
all the airmail postcards I'd sent had arrived regularly.... and I Just sat back and 
thought how great it would be to see them again, after three weeks.

I struck up a stilted conversation with the clergyman in front. I noticed he was 
reading a prayerbook in some obscure language which I guessed to be Latin, but I decided 
not to show my ignorance and ask him. Actually, I think his reading a prayerbook at all 
was Just affectation. He seetaed fairly old, and he should have had it all word perfect.

It got quite light outside. The cloud formations were remarkable. Surely this 
must be the greatest thrill in flying....to fly above the clouds and see the cottonwool 
effect below, and, occasionally, watch a few vagrant white tufts rush past. One of the 
most magnificent feelings I ever had was flying in the bomb-aimers position in a Lancaster 
heavy bomber when I was an air cadet in 19^3 or thereabouts. I lay flat on a sort of 
couch right at the front of the aeroplane, looking through the perspex. I could see 
nothing man-made at all........ Just me and the clouds and the sun and the patchwork quilt
below. I recall I lay there until they dragged me away....

Occasionally the clouds parted, and the Atlantic was revealed below...it looked grey 
and uninviting...and then, Just on the horizon, the clouds parted and I saw the Scottish 
coastline.

The voice over the loudspeaker told us we would be landing 'in about twenty minutes' 
and the clergyman looked at me and we smiled knowingly at each other.

The aeroplane sank steadily, and the coastline grew nearer and then we crossed it. 
Several islands with high hills sweeping down to the surf....then Scotland itself.........
soon the hedges were Just below us, and the inevitable 'Fasten your Safety Belts'...and 
we landed smoothly, and taxied to the terminal building, which, when compared with 
Idlewilde, was pretty drab and undistinguished.

Prestwick.
We climbed stiff-legged out of the aeroplane and followed a hostess into the buil

ding. We sat arouund whilst our passports were given the once-over, and then we were 
directed to the customs....

Now I would be the last to complain about officialdom. You've got to have Customs 
Officials...some unscrupulous people would try to smuggle things into the country. But 
not me. I had the regulation 200 cigarettes, and I didn't care whether they seized them 
or not. I was happy to go through those Customs. I never felt more co-operative in my 
life. I had had three glorious weeks, weeks crammed with hospitality such as few fans 
have undergone before...and in a few hours, loaded with presents for my wife and children, 
I would be at the front door of 31, Campbell Park Avenue, Belfast, Northern Ireland, 
hammering on the door like mad to get my feet up over my own fireplace and talk and talk 
and talk......... that's what I was thinking as I stepped into the Customs Room. I was on
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Have you taken an aspirin?
No?
Take two....quick....then read on.........
I waited behind the other travellers at the counter. The counter was about twenty 

feet long, and there were about five Customs officials behind it. They were kind and 
courteous to the travellers. With a smile and a joke they opened the odd case, made a 
tentative safari into the innards, then snapped it shut with a grin. My turn came. I 
would say there were still another dozen folks waiting to be done.

Hell, I must try not to be too critical. I’ve already gone to extreme lengths to 
explain how scruffy I was. Hair parted neatly, I saw to that, but long.........definitely
stubble............creaseless trousers....nice loose Harris Tweed jacket, nice and broad-shoul
dered, as I like them....and perchance I looked tired too.

But one fact soon became obvious.
The Customs official dealing with me took an instant dislike to me.
I don’t like to think I have the criminal look....and it never struck me before that 

I had the look of a dipsomaniac....! can’t look all that blatantly dishonest....and 
surely I don’t have the shifty features of a persistent and flagrant liar......... ? I'm not
trying to kid myself that I’m sorta handsome, but break it to me gently, do I look like 
a dipso, a crook, a liar, a reprobate and a smuggler all rolled into one?

The nice lady Customs official at Idlewilde three weeks before had been kindness 
and politeness personified. True, she had taken a crafty nip through my kit, but she 
told me frankly that I didn’t look like the type to be a smuggler.

And, as I’ve said, I had nothing to hide from this official at Prestwick.
I WAS PROBABLY THE MOST INNOCENT TRAVELLER EVER TO PASS THROUGH PRESTWICK.
But the boyo on the other side of the counter couldn’t control the sadistic gleam

• in his eye when he saw me.
Oh, I’ll give him his due: he played his hand well. Not for him the rapid attack 

and seizure...he had to play it smooth and cool.
He forced a smile.
He passed me a thick card with large writing on it, giving details of what should 

be declared, and the dire penalties which would ensure if some smart Alec tried to smug
gle on regardless.

He looked at me, and he licked his lips.
Look, I want to be fair. He could see before him a tired man. A happy, an elated, 

a carefree man....but a tired one....and that stubble....would an honest man not have 
a shave before landing? Would he not apppear apnrehensive before the mighty British 
Customs?????

"Have you anything to declare?" he asked, his voice silky and knowing.
I gave him what I hoped was an engaging grin.
"I have just two hundred cigarettes," I smiled.

,"0h?" he said, with lifted eyebrows. "Oh, just two hundred cigarettes?"
Then I remembered the small packet which was on the tray of breakfast goodies on 

the Jet-Electra. I’d stuffed ’em in my breast pocket.
"Well, two hundred and five, actually."
He didn't like that. I’d hit a sensitive spot. I'd told the truth, of course. But 

he didn't like it. I was shifty. I was too smooth, too confident. Where had I got the 
hooch and the diamonds........... ????

He took a deep breath.
"Open the case, please," he said.
He was polite. Too polite.
I hefted up my stout brown suitcase, undid the strap (I had to have a strap on it: 

the catches didn't!) and opened the lid.
He looked at me once more, his fingers twitching.
"Have you any whiskey?"
So that was it. I had the dipso look.
I laughed out loud.
I shook my head and grinned.
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His fingers sought between my dirty socks and dirty shirts. He burrowed like a mole 

who’d forgotten to hibernate. And then he got the pdnt. An astute international smuggler 
« like me wouldn’t be so green as to have the hooch in a suitcase which he, the Customs 

man, would obviously look through. He looked at me, and for a second a look of respect 
flashed across his face. He’d met his match. All his training had attuned him for this 
one great coup.

But, like I said, he played it with great skill.
He pointed to my camera. ' .
The Ilford Spotsman.
I’m not ashamed to admit I got it on the installment system. (I finish paying for 

it next month, incidentally). I’d obtained it from a firm in Belfast who’d been pre
pared to give me extended credit. It had cost 15 pounds with case (about $U3). I*d 
got it in May, 1959, especially for the trip.

"You’ve just come from America?” he asked.
"Yes," I said. I looked at him with wide open eyes.
"No," I replied. "I got it in Belfast."
"In Belfast. That’s interesting. How much?"
"About fifteen pounds."
"When?"
"Last May."
"Please?"
I passed it to him.
He opened it. He looked at it. He squinted through t.
"And you mean to tell me you got this in Belfast?"
"Yes."
"When."
"Last May."
"How Much?"
"Fifteen pounds."
"You got this in America, didn't you?"
It wasn’t really a question. ,It was a statement.
"No." . ...
I didn’t please him by pleading or professing indignation or starting to look fright

ened. I was nettled deep inside. It takes a lot to annoy me. But I do sometimes get 
nettled. And I go all cool and icy.

"I put it to you that you got this camera in America."
"No," I said. I clenched my jaws.
He looked at it again. He seemed to like it. Perhaps he was a cameraphile.
"So you got this in Belfast last May and it cost fifteen pounds?"
His smile made my toes curl.
"Yes. I got it in Belfast last may and it cost fifteen pounds...and watch you don’t 

press the release....it’s triggered.
I grinned happily. It took a lot, but I grinned. I had to peel my lips back with 

my fingers afterwards. ;
Everyone else had been dealt with. I was alone, except for the other officials. 

They stood about, chatting amongst themselves, but their ears flapped hopefully.
My man looked at the camera again.
Then he gave it back to me. His face said, ’look, you're a bloody liar, but I'll 

play along for a bit.’
He pointed to a big cardboard box the Ellingtons had given me, to hold the under

skirt.
n He snapped his fingers and pointed to the counter. I hefted up the box, and it was

big, and opened the lid after untying the string.
"The whiskey in here?"hs bantered.
"No," I smiled. "A red underskirt, a box containing one miniature Indian Squaw 

outfit and two hundred cigarettes. The other five are in my breast pocket." I tapped it 
significantly.
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"Ana no whiskey."
"And no whiskey."
He did everythingin that box except curl up and have forty winks in it.
His eyes were glazed with awe. Where the hell was the liquor?
Over my shoulder I had a brown satchel I’d bought in Fond du Lac. I intended it 

for my son for his school books. It contained a bronze model of the Statue of Liberty, 
a cute combined ash tray and cigarette box I’d purchased in Washington, an Indian doll, 
a totem pole, two Indian heads made of plaster, two pheasants with bewildered expressions 
on their faces (also made of plaster), one plonker gun and three suckers, given to me 
by Steve Schultheis, assorted postcards showing views of America, four pairs of dirty 
socks, three dirty vests and one green ticket stub certifying that the purchaser had been 
to the top of the Empire State Building.

Reluctantly, he admitted defeat after a long scrutiny.
AND THEN HE SAW THE BLACK CASE WHICH HELD THE TYPER.
His sharp intake of breath made the other officials pause and wonder.
"And what have we here?"
"A typewriter."
"A typewriter...and why did you not declare it, pray?"
Big time. No hooch. No diamonds, no reefers, no opium....but a typewriter which 

wasn’t declared. Disappointing. Not what he'd hoped. But revenge.........sweet.....................
sweeeeeet revenge

"It’s second hand. I purchased it in New York." I lied, didn't I? But I didn't 
want to start telling him about fans end Leslie Gerber and CRY letterhacks and George 
Nims Raybin's impassioned appeal for more typer cash at the con. Not for him the full 
story of the wonderful generosity of American fans. So I told him I'd purchased it in 
New York.

"It looks nice and new, doesn't it....hmmnsnm?"
I waited. I had the receipt for it nice and snug in my pocket..................

ERASMUS TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
Bought.Sold.Rented.Repai red.

2262 Church Avenue
To John Berry

31, Campbell Park Avenue,
Belfast. Ire.

Corona Portable
Used typewriter............. $L0.
Tax paid...............................$1.20

Paid.

And I kept it there.
"Very new."
"It’s second hand," I ventured. My turn. I gulped visibly, as though I willed him 

to believe me. He bit.
"Can you prove it," he hissed.
I waited.
Slowly, I opened my wallet and slowly opened the receipt and put it on the counter 

before him.
He read it.
But he won.
For him the sweetness of success.........for me..........well..........he won anyway.
"So all right. It’s second hand. But you must pay duty on it."
I shugged.
"I'll pay in dollars."
Sure I was bitty, but why not?
Hell, he wasn’t so bad, really.
I mean, there was no getting away from it. He’d won. When he knew victory was his,
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he mellowed. He became almost friendly.

"It's a nice typewriter,” he smiled. "I'd say it was worth about...oh....ten 
pounds?”

About
"So you'll have to pay duty on ten pounds... that'11 be.........er...two pounds.”
Not bad. I think 'ne‘d purposely under-valued the typer as some sort of recompense 

for his ultra-efficiency. I gave him $6 and he handed back a receipt and a two shilling 
piece change.

I have the receipt for this duty:

Post of Prestwick on 18.8.59- No- C 301770
Ship (or aircraft) G-AOIH at New York.

ARTICLES IMPORTED.
One typewriter.O.K.Corona. 22 lbs weight. Value ten pounds. Duty two pounds.

I gathered my luggage together and looked at him. 0. K. I gave him the beady eye. 
Let's be fair, though. It was his job. He took me for a big time smuggler, although I 
was just a fan returning home. I'm as sure as I can be that if I'd been shaved and tidy 
my Customs inspection rfould have been a formality. I hope someone benefits from my experi 
ence.

Outside, the small 'bus was waiting for me. Only half a dozen passengers were in 
it. Two of them were well dressed Americans who explained to the ticket collector that 
they were doing a tour of Europe. Sensing an easy buck, he sat in front of them and 
described the Scottish scenery as we drove along. It was a lovely morning, the grass 
was green, everyone was happy except me. I was still smarting at the unfortunate cus
toms episode. The ticket collector cum unofficial guide certainly gave those American 
tourists their money's worth. I don't know much about Scottish history, but from his 
non-stop travelogue it certainly seemed that the twenty miles between Prestwick and 
Glasgow had seen some bloody action. The ticket collector wasn't too partial to English
men, and he described in gory detail the many battles which had taken place en route, 
centuries ago. I'd previously always thought that Collodon Moor was in the Highlands, 
but according to him the battle with the Redcoats had taken place just over there, just 
by the sewage disposal plant.

A young woman had a small boy about four, who had a curious interest in my moustache, 
which was really flamboyant. He edged closer to me for a closer looksee, but his mother 
gave me a dirty look and pulled him away. Must have thought maybe I'd managed to salvage 
a bottle from the conflict and had it poised with the cork out to give him a sniff.

I felt my stubble: it was pretty pronounced. I combed my hair again, and straight
ened my tie and looked inquiringly at the wooded copse from which Bonnie Prince Charlie's 
rowboat had been made.

The drive to the Brttish European Airways air terminal in Glasgow took about three- 
quarters of an hour. We trooped out of the 'bus, the American's eyes revolving like 
roulette wheels, the ticket collector smiling happily. He'd given a pretty good perfor
mance.

I checked in at the reception desk, and they told me a 'bus would arrive in a few 
moments to drive me to Renfrew Airport for the Belfast 'plane. I handed my luggage over, 
and went into the canteen for a cup of tea. I sat in a corner, and almost fell asleep, 
and in fact when a loudspeaker gave a message, I only heard the last part of it... 
"..Flight Number 936 board the 'bus outside."

I drank the cold remains of the tea and staggered outside. I WAS TIRED.
Only half a dozen Eelfast-bound passengers were on the 'bus, and in no time at all 

we were at Renfrew Airport. I went over to a store and purchased a couple of boxes of 
sweets; the boxes had thistles on them, and said 'A present from Scotland'. Sure, they 
were made in London, but what the hell.

Our 'plane for Flight 936 was my old friend a Douglas D.C. 3 in its B.E.A. guise as 
a Pioneer.

A shapely guide (I wasn't that tired) led us to the aeroplane, and I sneaked in first
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and got a front seat on the left, giving me a good view.

We took off, and a stewardess came round with sweets. I smiled and took one. She 
asked me to take another. I must have looked rough.

The engines, old and tired but well preserved, bit the air and dragged us off the 
ground. I still felt as if it was my first flight, and stuck ray face to the window and 
looked downwards. We weren’t flying too high, and every detail below stood out in 
superb clarity. In ten minuses we crossed the Scottlish coastline and were over the 
sea. We crossed land again at the Isle of Arran, more sea and we skirted the coastline 
of Campbeltown, a long finger of land Jutting from Scotland at the north.

As soon as we crossed the Northern Irish coastline just north of Larne, a minor 
port, I felt at home again. The sky became cloudy and I couldn't see a thing. When I 
did catch glimpses of the ground below, it looked dull and dismal......... an expected home-
coming.

By some miracle our pilot landed amongst the cloud and dizzle; we bumped a little and 
and taxied to the terminal building.

We climbed down the steps onto home soil, and we were told that the 'bus would be 
arriving soon to take us to Belfast.

The long green 'bus of the Ulster Transport Authority screeched to a halt and after 
making sure that my luggage was aboard I climbed on too.

I'd done the drive quite often, so I closed my eyes and woke up at the BEA building 
at G1engall Street in the centre of Belfast.

I signalled a taxi and the driver dumped my stuff in the back after he'd used a 
little decorum and dumped me inside first. I did note, however, that he took a crafty 
glance at the United Airlines and British Overseas Airways Corporation tags on my luggage. 
This meant to him that I had cash, although I do shudder to think that perhaps this led 
him to believe I was a rich America. I make that statement in deference to Americans.
I mean, most Americans are neat and tidy and clean-looking, and as I've said so often 
in this chapter, I looked rough.

I've taken a taxi from the centre of Belfast to my home at 31 Campbell Park Avenue 
several times, and the fare has always been round about six shillings or six and sixpence 
(almost one dollar). This time tie meter wobbled at the eleven shilling mark. I strongly 
suspect there is a little clockwork addition to these meters which can be titillated 
when the driver assumes that he has a sucker or a millionaire aboard. I gave him a mean 
look to show that I wasn't in the former category, and he handed my string-tied luggage 
out with a sneer to show me he knew I most certainly wasn't in the latter category.

I gripped my kit and dumped it on my front door step. I kicked the door like mad 
and Diane opened it. She blinked a couple of times, and then Kathleen rushed forward, 
her eyes oscillating parcelwards, and she flung her arms round ray neck and said, in the 
sort of soft cuddly voice that little girls use in such circumstances, "Daddy's home."
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BERRY
If you’ve gotten this far you’ve waded through well over one hundred thousand words, 

all of which was written without the slightest pause for thought. I slashed out the whole 
sequence of events as though it was in my mind in tape-recorder form, and I’ve got a 
feeling that because of this, I've given an accurate picture of my feelings as I thrilled 
at my experiences during the three weeks or so in August and September, 1959*

Before writing this concluding chapter, I’ve re-read every page. Once more the blood 
pounded in my veins as I relieed my happy days Stateside....and I can state quite emphati
cally that I do not wish to retract one word, or to change any phrase or paragraph. At 
least one-third of "The Goon Goes West" was written whilst I was still in America, which 
is evidence enough to prove that I wrote everything down as it happened without allowing 
time to mellow my thoughts or make me decide not to reveal anything in case it would not be 
considerate to my American hosts.

Believe me, this large documentary account is one of the easiest things I’ve ever 
written. Frankly, I've never experienced any great difficulty in writing about my experi
ences and, possibly, my considerable amount of work since 195^ has been a sort of appren
ticeship for the task of writing "The Goon Goes West". Some people may find it hard to 
believe that over one hundred thousand words should be written without any undue effort,
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but the fact remains that this is so.

Almost eight months has passed by since my return from America on the night of Friday, 
September 18th, 1959, and, to conclude my story of one of the greatest experiences a fan 
can undergo, I’d like to bring you up to date with my thoughts and conclusions. After all, 
now I've had time to reflect...........

Back home -again.
Tired.
But proud and triumphant, just the same.
I sat back on the settee, and laid the cases around my feet. I looked up at my wife, 

and opened my Jacket to blind her with the sheer flash of my American, shirt.
Kathleen, my small daughter, asked where the squaw’s outfit was that I’d promised 

her, and, by the way, thanks for the cards, she said.
Diane, my wife, told me I looked very brown, and sort of more mature than when I'd 

departed more than three weeks previously.
"Well," she said, trying to size up which pf the ..containers held the underskirt I'd 

promised her, "did you have a nice time?"
I suppose it was a typically conventional remark, and I was Just about to tell her 

rather sternly that her question wasn’t worthy of consideration, and that I'D HAD A WON
DERFUL' WONDERFUL TIME, when Colin burst through the door. He'd come from school, and 
probably had met the neighbours who'd gone into a huddle at the thought of a taxi actually 
being up our street when there wasn't a wedding. £

Colin was Just over nine years old then, and, when I*d'been’in America, I'd been 
careful to send him frequent postcards by airmail, depicting redskins and cowboys. I'd 
also hinted on the back of the cards that I'd got some presents for him.

So there I was,. sprawled out, and my wife and two children sitting opposite me, try
ing to drink home the fact that not only was Daddy home, but he'd brought presents, too.

To build up a sort of climax, I sorted out all my dirty clothes first of all. The 
socks were stiff, and they clanged as I dropped them on the carpet. I propped my mess of 
dirty vests against the side of the settee, and the towels crawled out of the room them
selves, in abject embarrassment!

Then, feeling like Father Christmas, I handed out the gifts and souvenirs. Kathleen's 
fingers trembled as she opened the box with the Squaw’s kit inside. Her eyes popped in 
and out like a frog's throat at mating time as she unfolded a tunic and skirt, with a legend 
emblazoned across the front of the tunic announcing to the world that she was 'Morning 
Star'. There and then she put the clothes on, and at the bottom of the box was a feathered 
headdress which was a mite too large for her but with the’ skillful but bloody application 
of a so-called safety pin she really did look like Hiawatha's little sister.

I gave Colin the dollar bill from Roger Sims and Mabel Young, and the plonker gun and 
ammunition that Steve Schultheis gave me, and let him see the elastic-band special that 
Gerber had contributed to the GDA mythology. I also reverently placed in his hands the 
totem pole, and I told him that sure, it was his, his very own, but it would really look 
great in Daddy's room, wouldn't it? He didn't share my opinion, and I slyly let him see 
one of the silver dollars I'd got in Montana, and he softened, and I shook everything out 
of the brown plastic holdall grip I'd purchased in Fond du Lac and gwe it to him and said 
he could put his school books in and tell the kids it came from America. This subtle 
psychology completely won him over, and he handed back the totem pole.

Diane panted with awe as I lifted out the underskirt. She blinked a couple of times, 
grabbed it and rushed upstairs to try it on. She returned looking like a somewhat overfed 
ballerina whom the choreographer had called in for a conference at his flat. One thing 
wrong, she said, she required a new dress which would show off the flouncy features of the 
underskirt. I hastily buried my head in a suitcase and emerged with the headscarf with 
'MONTANA' splashed across it, and showing several nostalgic glimpses of Helena. She put 
this round her head. I handed the earrings (courtesy of Sims and Young) and two Indian 
heads and two little technicolour pheasants (I'd got them at a stall in Seattle Zoo during 
a rainstorm) and the Statue of Liberty (in bronze) and the snazzy combined cigarette box 
and ash try depicting the Waite House which I'd purchased in Washington, and a couple of
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glass cocktail sticks showing they were swiped from the HOTEL BELMONT PLAZA and THE PICK
FORT SHELBY.

I produced packets of different brands of American cigarettes which Diane piled on 
the table, and packets of book matches which she put on a shelf so that the children 
couldn’t get at them. I pulled stuff out of my suitcases with all the dexterity of a 
Salesman to whom commission is still a dream.

Then I sank back again, and pleaded for a cup of tea.
Diane cleared the debris away and made tea.
Refreshed, but still very tired, I sampled an American cigarette. Strange to report 

that whilst in America I only had about three, and I recall I scrouged these from Phyllis 
Economou. Actually, for a number of years I’ve been in the rather unenviable position 
of being a man who doesn't smoke but who does. Like, for over ten years not a whiff of 
tobacco smoke outraged my moustache, not a spot of nicotine stained my fingers. I stopped 
smoking because my finances wouldn’t allow the luxury. Then my wife started to smoke, 
and I reasoned I was paying for her indirectly so why not have a quick whiff myself? I 
carefully rationed myself to one after tea in the evening, and maybe five over the week
end. I’ve always made true a promise not to smoke in my office, and, in the uncanny way 
in which my mind works, I never think of smoking during rhe day, but as soon as I've had 
my tea on returning home my mouth goes dry and my fnngers twitch for a cigarette.

I took a couple of deep lungfuls of smoke, and I heard the front door being kicked 
and Colin went to answer and came back with Walt Willis.

He said he knew I was terribly tired, but he'd just called in to see how I liked 
America?

I sat him down and regaled him with flashes of interest. I talked and talked (and 
when I'm in top gear I'm hard to stop) and he finally interrupted and asked me to call 
round to Oblique House next Sunday, when Republic of Ireland fans Ian McAulay and Johnny 
Hartz would be visiting him. I promised to do this.

Later that evening, I told Colin all bout the things I'd seen in America. I opened 
maps of New York and Detroit and Seattle and showed him my route. When he and Kathleen 
were put to bed I continued my breathless narrative with Diane as my audience, and being 
liberally stuffed with American cigarettes she seemed to see the highlights in their true 
perspective. Her mouth watered as I graphically described how armfuls of peaches could 
be purchased for half a dollar and how cutting up a steak was like occupational therapy 
and how, when you shopped in an American store, the great worry was how much you could 
carry, not how much it was all going to cost.

Then bed.
My own bed.
I told Diane that really and truly it was wonderfully comfortable sleeping in the 

back of a car, and I said it wasn't so bad in an aeroplane either. I didn't extol Miss 
Wong's virtues, in fact, I didn't even mention her. I did say it was nice to have an 
air-conditioned bedroom with a 21 inch television set, like I had in New York, but she 
snorted at my continual boasting.

One reads so many sensational accounts of husbands who've been away from their wives 
for long periods, and the ensuing reunion, but, surq I was only away for three weeks. I 
hope I haven't let you fellahs down, but I swear that thirty seconds later I was in as 
deep a sleep as I'll ever be before the last one.........

On Saturday I got up round about twelve noon.
At first I heard the strains of the Scheherazade, and for a few seconds I expected 

a couple of dachshunds to come flapping in, then the horribly mundane phrase 'This is the 
B.B.C. Light Programme' echoed up from the room below.

After dinner, I swaggered round in my freshly laundered American shirt, and Jet the 
neighbours get a good view of it. I didn't let you Americans down. I told them it was 
a great country, and I'd go back there and live anytime. Someone suggested another Berry 
Fund, and I said, sure, they couldn't manage $4hi, which the round trip would cosi, and 
they said they were working on a maximum of $220.50.

Sunday. Bob and Sadie Shaw called. I swear tears came to their eyes as I told them
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of the places they’d been to a year previously. Bob Shaw unashamedly sobted hysterically 
when I told him what a superb cook Elinor Busby was. It appears that he had actually 
passed through Seattle one day, and had been tempted to call on the Busbys, even though 
it was in the early morning. I wouldn’t be surprised if he emigrates again, and I told 
him the Busbys wouldn’t mind what time he called for a feed!

In the afternoon I called round to Walt’s house, and gave the fans there a resume 
of my experiences. I acted a whole lot of the episodes, like ^Dick Ellington does, and 
they laughed a great deal. They said my impersonation of a cockroach was a wow. I got 
up from the floor and said I thought it was pretty good myself.

Monday morning at the office was quite an experience. I hadn’t got the nerve to 
wear my American shirt, but fingerprints were completely forgotten as I told 'em, yep, the 
White House looked pretty good in the twilight, and, uh huh, the Empire State Building is 
way up, and, sure, six thousand miles by air in less than two days is hard to beat!

My prestige went way up. I was a sort of showpiece. When visitors came to the Office 
I was put on display. I felt . (and probably looked) like a peacock in full plumage.

£uite a lot of the police wanted to know exactly how I had got the trip.
I was almost tempted to ask for subs to RETRIBUTION, but I explained fandom to them 

as gently as I could.

One Job was priority.
To get the Hugo plaque to Brian Aldiss.
I went across to England for a weekend to see my parents (more boasting, and they 

really were thrilled that their son had been to America and Canada, but expressed a cer
tain amount of incredulity at the veractiy of the Busby Blurb about myself in the Detention 
Booklet) but didn't have time or money to journey to London to search for Brian Aldiss.

3c on my return I wrote a number of letters to well known fans but could not trace 
Brian's address AT ALL.

Finally, I 'wrote to John (Ted) Came 11, his agent. I thought that this would be the 
end of the trail. No such’luck. Mr. Carnell explained that Brian was most probably 
abroad, and it was impossible to say when he would return. He explained that if I sent 
the plaque to him he would make sure that Brian had it given to him at the earliest oppor
tunity.

Although it was kind of Carnell to make this offer, I reasoned that it would not 
represent the fulfillment of my promise to the massed audience at Detroit. I had stated 
in front of a few hundred witnesses that I would personally make certain that Brian re
ceived the plaque.

I pondered over the problem, and then recalled with a thumping heart that he had 
written material for SPHERE, a fanzine published on one side of the paper only by American 
fan Joe Christoff.

An air mail plea to Joe brought forth this address: 69, Victoria Road, Oxford, 
England.

Within ten minutes of the reply from Christoff a letter was on its way to the address. 
I gave Brian the good news, and popped in a bit of egcboo for his stories, which I had 
always admired.

His reply came in a few days; I'll quote it in full. I owe that much to the Detention 
Committee:

Dear John,
I’m sorry I've been so elusive. These last three months I've been dodging 

about a lot, but have come to rest at the address above for another month at 
least. Should any more awards or brickbats be thrown at my unlikely head, I'm 
always available c/o 'Oxford Mail’, Oxford.

It's certainly most kind of you to tote this trophy right across the Atlantic 
for me. Thank you so much; I hope it wasn't too much of a nuisance. It will be 
wonderful to have. I feel I should really write and thank someone in America, 
although I don't know who. Have you any suggestions?

I envy you your visit to the Detroit Con, and hope to get over there myself 
one year. The Americans are a great lot, Judging from the few I met at the London
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Con; I’d like to say hello to Joe Christoff amongst others.

Anyhow, again my thanks for your care and trouble, and for your kind words, 
which believe me are very much appreciated. Sf has always seemed to me very 
difficult to write, much as I enjoy it, and encouragement is always warmly welcome, 

Yours sincerely, 
c Brian.

I carefully wrapped up the trophy with masses of paper to make certain it wasn’t 
damaged en route, and posted it to Briani It arrived in good order. Here’s what Brian 
wrote by return of post.........

Dear John,.
The shield's Just arrived.
What I wanted to do was write simply and say thank you for the shield presented 

to me as Most Promising New Author of 1958 by the World Con in Detroit. You 
know—thanks to the people who organised and voted, and to the people who have 
read my small output of stories, and again to you for getting the trophy to me.

But to say a real heartfelt thanks is easier in person than on paper. You 
can stand around and twitch, and without saying much, radiate on the emotive and 
empath levels. How to do all that via a ball point?

Well, let me tell you I’m grateful and pleased about this award...
. etc....

Brian Aldiss goes on, but I’ve reprinted sufficient of his letter to show you that 
he was all thrilled to be the recipient of the shield, that he got it safely, and, most 
important of all, that I kept my promise to the fans at Detroit and made certain that 
Aldiss got his trophy as soon as was fannishly possible!

z I’ve written in previous chapters about all the photographs I took on my fannish
tour. They all turned out splendidly. I printed all the shots myself in the photography 
branch, next to my own office, during many winter lunch hours.

t I chose some hundred or so of the best ones, and worked for some time on a large
album, which, besides containing the chosen photographs, also held some of the documentary 
items attendant to my trip.

I didn’t rush the Job. Besides getting great pleasure from taking my time and com
posing the album slowly, I wanted it to be a really permanent thing, smmething akin to 
family bibles which are handed down from generation to generation.

I mounted the photographs on stiff card, and under each item I typed pertinent remarks. 
Also included was the ticket stub from the Empire State Building; many of the col

oured postcards I airmailed to my family whilst I was in the States and Canada; many pic
tures sent to me by fans in America, particularly Dean Grennell and Richard Schultz; 
clippings from booklets and documents from Detention materials and publications; the 
Toskey Photograph (the one showing us fans against a massive natural background of pines 
and the snow-capped Mount Rainier); postcards purchased when I visited the Seattle Art 
Museum; my air ticket from Seattle to New York; a Northwest Airlines tag which was tied 
to my luggage during the corss-continent flight; a British Overseas Airways Corporation 
Boarding Pass; B.O.A.C. luggage tags; the air ticket carbon of the booklet ticket for the 
air trip from Belfast to Glasgow to New York to Glasgow to Belfast, the ticket initially 
sent to me by Noreen Shaw; and, of course, the.Customs documents relating to the Gerber 
Typer to remind me of my conflict at the Customs office at Prestwick airport!

Some of the pictures are rare and full of humour, to me at least. One picture, 
taken in Canada by Dick Schultz, shows me being escorted away to the office by a grinning 
Canadian Immigration Official. I must tell you about another. It makes me look completely 
provincial, but I’ve given you the facts so far, and at this Juncture I feel it too late 
to try and hide anything, even though what I am about to relate is possibly the biggest 
blunder I ever did make, anywhere.

And I've the picture to prove it.
It happened at Dean Grennell's house in Maple Avenue, Ford du Lac, Wisconsin.
I have been extremely well trained by my wife in the mundane affairs pertaining to the 

regular and orderly running of our household.
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For a dozen years I have waited patiently by the sink as Diane washes the dishes, 

and in a sort of hypnotic trance I pick up wet crockery and cutlery and wipe ’em and place 
them where they can be properly sorted when the chore is concluded. In the first few 
years, feeling somewhat degraded, I made a special point of dropping our best china, but 
Diane, with great fortitude, persisted in having me dry up, even when ankle deep in chips 
of china and clay. It finally became a habit.

So, at DAG's, after a scrumptuous lunch, which I detailed in a much earlier chapter, 
I offered to assist Jean Grennell in the cleaning of the soiled crockery.

Jean protested that although my offer was extremely kind there was really no need 
for her to have any assistance.

I felt sort of dedicated. I reasoned that at the very least it would show that I 
was house-trained. So I stood on Jean’s right, and she washed the items in the sink and 
placed them in a’ square metal container on her right, in individual racks. With a proud 
smirk on my face I picked up a cloth and picked the items out of this container and em- 
parted a shiny surface to the china with a vigorous rubbing action which made me sweat 
but happy at the same time.

Jean half-heartedly protested once more, but I told her that ’I always do it’ and 
I soon had all the dishes sparkling on a table behind us.

This seemed to induce a feeling of awe in Dean, as was evinced by the rapid clicking 
of his camera as he took several shots of me in action with the dish cloth.

He sent me one of the pictures.
I went hot and cold as I looked at it and realization struck me a cruel blow.
The picture shows Jean looking over her shoulder at the camera with a frustrated look 

of pure disbelief in her eyes. I am to be seen in my American shirt emparting a gloss 
to a cup, but it is all too .blatantly obvious that I was taking the dishes out of a con
tainer which was designed to drain and dry the utensils. <•

There is a slight blur to the shot, which I presume to be caused by Dick Eney's 
laughing, but I sincerely hope that Grennell destroyed the negative!

......... ......... .........
It has been very interesting to note, since my return from America, how often the 

places I visited crop up in the news, and in films, etc.
My friends have caught on to a stock phrase of mine, which they express all the time 

when they see me. They say, with a grin ’I’ve been there*. Because that is exactly what 
I keep saying all the time.

A film opens on Saturday night TV, for example, and sure enough it shows a shot of 
the Manhattan skyline. 'I've been there', I yell. The Mackinac Bridge, the White House, 
the Empire State, Seattle, it seems that several times a week such places figure on TV, 
and even my children now yell 'I’ve been there.' It is of course a constant source of 
egoboo, although sometimes rather disconcerting. For example I was at the cinema the other 
day with Colin, and he assured the audience at some high decibel rate when a shot of New 
York flashed on the Cinemascope screen that 'Daddy's been there.'

I will readily admit that it makes my chest swell with pride when I see on the screen 
or in books the places I visited. I raalise too well that I saw a lot more of America 
than millions of Americans have, and I've also had the experience of travelling across 
the continent by car and by air.

• •••• «•••• •••••
I mm continually asked about America. Whenever anything controversial crops up in 

the news, my associates look to me to give them the American outlook on such things.
The Colour Bar, for example, which is topical at the moment because of the policy of 

the South African government. A lot of people over here express great annoyance at the 
policy of the white South Africans in keeping the blacks under strict subjugation, and 
they put it on a par with Little Rock in America. *

I point out things as I observed for myself.
I tell them that whilst I was in America I did not see any sign of the coloured people 

being discriminated against. I state that in some parts of America there are many col- 
oured people, a very high rate when compared with white, for example in New York and 
Washington. I explained that as I went further’west, coloured people were less obvious.
I spoke to several coloured people myself, all of them in New York at the Nunnery, and
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they seemed perfectly happy and contented to me. My impressions were and are simply those 
of a fan with fannish matters on his mind passing across the country at a helluva rate, 
and the Colour Problem was but a note at the back of my mind. I did ask a few fans about 
the negroes, but I must confess I cannot recollect their impressions except to state quite 
categorically that none of them I questioned were,in anyway anti-negro. My overall im
pression was that the situation was considerably less serious in America than I had sup
posed. At least, I must qualify that by stressing that such was the case in the parts of 
America I visited. I didn’t.go to the Deep South, where possibly there is a more obvious 
and pressing problem. Whilst whizzing along the turnpikes and major roads with Messrs 
Eney, Weber, Gonser and Toskyy I saw many negroes with large cars, some of them in cars 
bigger than DAG's, and, in comparison, I have to plan ahead, financially, to ensure I can 
get a puncture fixed on my bike without going broke* There’s a moral there somewhere.........

I’ve also been much in demand amongst my friends in trying to explain the psychology 
and personality of the American people. It is first of all necessary to try to give 
some description of what Americans appear to be like to people abroad who have never had 
the chance to meet them.

It seems to be generally accepted that Americans are all very rich, and that they 
are liable to boast in great detail about what they have at home, on the slightest pretext. 
They give the impression that everything is bigger and better in America.

Another strange phenomenal which is evident very frequently is the propensity for 
Americans, when on tour, to speak loudly. A case in point happened only last week (the 
end of April, i960).

I was visiting Dunluce Castle, in County Antrim, to take some photographs for an 
illustrated article in a future POT POURRI, my SAPSzine. A group of four elderly ladies 

• were busy with cameras also, making permanent reminders of this centuries old structure, 
and these ladies really did talk remarkably loudly. Perhaps two score people were visit
ing the site; it's only a’relatively small area, and yet even when you were one hundred 

, yards away you could hear the Americans chatting. They were having a gay old time. The 
chap I was with, the driver of a police car, looked at me with raised eyebrows, and he 
mentioned the fact that 'Americans always talk loudly, as if they were letting everyone 
know they are Americans.'

This gave me the chance I had been waiting for. As far as I knew, this particular 
individual did not know that I had been to America, and I seized the opportunity to tell 
him. I also attempted to explain a little of the American character.

"Listen,” I told him. "I've been to America, see, and I think I can understand them. 
They don’t talk loudly on purpose, you see, the pace of things in America is so fast that 
if you sat down and talked normally, no one would understand you. You'd be a sort of 
square. Also, they’re Justly proud to let everyone know they come from America; like, 
I've been there, you understand...........”

Some American points of view are not always popular over here, and of recent incidents 
nothing has caused greater controversy than the execution of Caryl Chessman after twelve 
years. A Judge of high experience in England evinced the observation that ’it couldn’t 
happen here', and people want some sort of explanation of Just what the Americans mean by 
a democratic way of life when a chap gets his after twelve years of procrastination. 
This is one of the questions which stumped me in my quest to improve Anglo-American 
Relations, because I couldn't understand it myself. It seemed to be really cruel and 
pointless. But I had to say something, me being an authority, and I tried to explain that 
it really proved that America was a democracy. In any other country a man condemned to 
death would either be executed or reprieved without much unnecessary waiting. This 
Chessman, I said, was sentenced to death for hideous crimes, and it says much for the 
legal system in America that it was possible to prolong his life for twelve years by a 
series of legal moves. My argument was neatly blocked when it was pointed out that he 
was executed Just the same. All I could say was that I was certain that any man 1 egally 

<• sentenced to death and not reprieved would gladly change places with Chessman....twelve 
years is a fifth of a man's life.

Other questions raised to me before now concern relations between Russia and America.
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The sum total of quite a few of these discussions was this.... America is always stressing 
that the Russians are aggressive and trying to cause war, but, America has Russia com
pletely surrounded....there are even air bases in Turkey which has a common frontier with 
Russia. It is pointed out with much heat that what would the Americans think if, say, 
the Russians set up air bases in Mexico?

I have never at any time attempted to give the impression that I am well acquainted 
with politics and strategy; I leave that to the people who run our affairs and know 
nothing about politics and strategy. All the same, I have to try and give some sort of 
answer to show that I understand the American viewpoint, and I give my own opinions which, 
I hope (and my logic tells me I am probably right), explain the American tactics.

I say that the Americans have averted a third World War so far by their policies. 
I say that American troops were in Korea within a very short time of that campaign, and 
if the United Nations had not gone in, it would have shown that aggression could be con
templated with optimism. I say that the Strategic Air Command, whereby American aeroplanes 
loaded with atom bombs are airborne all the time, cruising around the North Pole, has 
stopped a surprise rocket attack because the counter punch is always poised. I say that 
it must be agreed that Russia is a potential enemy, and what better tactical move is there 
to make certain in every democratic way that should Russia strike the Americans can strike 
back. And what is more democratic than, for example, paying Spain millions of dollars 
for air bases on her territory? And if Russia has no aggressive intentions, why should 
she mind?

Perchance my defences of American policy are wide of the mark; I made my excuses for 
this beforehand.

But if I don’t profess to know much about American foreign policy and her relations 
with Russia, there is one aspect of American life on which I do regard myself as an 
authority.

I refer, of course, to American science fiction fans....

I must of necessity omit any names. I would very much like to append here and now 
a comprehensive list of all the American fans I met; and who were nice to me. Both lists 
would be the same.

I shall always bear the happiest memories of my three short weeks in the United 
States. Maybe I haven’t always done my job very thoroughly, to make myself a sort of 
unofficial ambassador for America, but I’ve tried. Insofar as American people are con
cerned, I’ve based almost all my observations on American fans.

I’ve spent over a hundred thousand words describing my experiences, and throughout 
I have tried to show that no matter what confronted me I was always surrounded by fans 
who had ay interests at heart and went out of their way to show me that as their guest 
only the best was good enough. I was on the receiving end of many dozens of kindnesses. 
It seemed as though uppermost on everyone's mind was the thought that I was a visitor 
and by Jingo I was going to have such a time as I'd never forget. Believe me, it won't 
be necessary to open my album or reach for ’’The Goon Goes West" to relive all my happy 
days and nights.

As the days go by, and time passes, it seems to become more and more impossible to 
believe that I was in America. I ask myself, how could I have been worthy of it al 1? 
And in my own way I've tried to give my honest impressions. Once or twice I suppose I 
wasn't really kind, but it would indeed be false to glorify the good times and conveniently 
forget the couple of incidents which didn't exactly appeal to me. I've tried to inject 
humour into my story, but at the same time I've attempted to create a picture in the minds 
of my readers, more particularly in the minds and imaginations of the fans who sent their 
money to assist me and who themselves could not travel to America.

Because fandom as a whole is responsible for this tome. I suppose it is a tome. 
I'm sure it's the longest fannish work ever written. I never did set out to create a 
record, but without thought of page count I wrote on and on, trying not to bore, but men
tioning everything which happened to me and my thoughts pertaining to the incidents.

Every fan in fandom has contributed to my story. And I hope that it carries a message 
to you all. It takes such a tour to fully reveal the underlying affinity which we of
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science fiction fandom have for each other. I know that it has added maturity to my 
thoughts and deeds. I know that I shall keep on writing for fanzines, and that I shall 
never tire of the delight of receiving fanzines and writing to fans and meeting them.

And, do you know, even though I’ve come to almost the last paragraph, I don't want 
all this to end. I was touched by an Open Letter addressed to me in FANAC which appeared 
shortly after my return. It stressed that I was not to consider myself under any obliga
tion to keep writing. But I want to. I am full of regret that "The Goon Goes West" has 
come to an end.

My own private wish to you all is that you get the opportunity that I had. Most of 
you, unfortunately, cannot be so lucky. I can but state that I shall remember my American 
trip all my life, and especially shall I remember all the fans who made it possible, the 
organisers in chief, Neck Falasca and Noreen Shaw...the Committee*...all the fans who 
looked after me, drove me about, allowed me to stay with them....and who, collectively, 
gave me a holiday which very few people, and I don't just mean fans, could have equalled.

I am one lucky guy. I know it. I shan't forget it.
This I promise...........

THE END

John Berry
I960


